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From the notebook of Horace Bedford...
The 9 Fundamentals of the Growth Curve Solution
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Provide a dynamic new method of planning that is accessible by the whole organization and allows
contribution and strategic authoring by the entire staff.
Redesign how we think about and create the modern work community so that it not only better
serves the company’s vision, strategy, and goals, but also correctly addresses the interests, needs, and
requirements of the staff.
Create a language of growth that: a) explains how companies grow, and b) gives a vocabulary of
growth that everyone in the organization can use to communicate about the company’s growth.
Provide a powerful new perspective on the importance of profitability in regard to the growth process
and how it is: a) tied to the design of the business, b) dependent on everyone in the enterprise being
in the profit zone, and c) reliant on the continued loyalty of the customer base.
Turn the understanding of organizational growth from one of being “business as a machine” to one of
being “business as a living, intelligent organism.”
Reveal the core requirements to staff satisfaction, and show the deep connection between staff satisfaction and enterprise profitability at every stage of growth.
Reveal the causes, symptoms, and cures for Growth Trauma.
Create key mechanisms that facilitate the application of the Growth Curve Solution in a business
enterprise at any given stage of growth.
Introduce a method that facilitates the willingness of the CEO to release resistance to the company’s
current challenges in order to see below the surface of those challenges to the real causes of the
company’s issues.
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I am often intrigued with the transfer of insight and knowledge that occurs through the employment of a good story. In
light of this, I would encourage you to consider the following story prior to beginning “Navigating the Growth Curve,
9 Fundamentals That Build a Profit-Driven, People-Centered, Growth-Smart Company.” Thank you for your
interest in entrepreneurial growth.
— James Fischer, Origin Institute

The Beekeeper and the Watchmaker
Two old friends, both business owners, sit down
at a local coffee shop to talk about their businesses.
One is a beekeeper who oversees honey hives
placed at the perimeter of a cherry orchard outside
of town. The other is a watchmaker whose company makes fine
watches and has a small manufacturing plant just north of the town
square.
Both owners are ready to retire
and have put their businesses up
for sale. If you had to buy one of
these businesses, given that all
things regarding customer base, revenue and profit
are equal, which one would you choose?
Would You Buy a Business of Constant Change
and Chaos?
The beekeeper operates in a world of constant
change and chaos. He “facilitates” rather than
“controls” the health of 125,000 bees living and
working out of 55 white, 3-foot-high “wooden

hives.” The beekeeper can only foster an environment that supports the bees to produce honey. He
cannot in any way guarantee an outcome.
Upon closer inspection, the apparent mass chaos
swirling in and around the hives
reveals the fact that every bee is an
independent agent relentlessly pursuing its own mission, within the
natural order of the hive, in support
of the daily business of making
honey and protecting the health of
the hive.
The hive is an intelligent, selforganizing, adaptive organism able to adjust and
innovate solutions to meet the challenges encountered during the natural course of events in nature.
If it were to be accidentally dropped onto the
ground from a significant enough height to break
it into numerous pieces, the hive would very likely
relocate its home base and start anew on the business of making honey.
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Or, Would You Buy a Business of Enormous
Precision and Control?
The watchmaker, on the other hand, works in a
much different world. It is one of enormous precision and control. Every piece of a watch is delicately machined to within 100ths of an inch. The
watches are all finely calibrated machines defined
and constructed by a rigid manufacturing process.
The watchmaker “controls” the assembly of his
company’s precision watches and controls the running of the business in a similar manner.
Both the watch and the watch business are nonadapting, dependable precision machines able to
deliver results based on the predetermined set of
conditions reflected in their design. If the watch
were to be accidentally dropped on a concrete floor,
it would likely break into numerous pieces and
stop working, until someone or some outside force
came along to repair it. What would happen to the
watch business if it were to break apart in some
fashion?
In short, the watch, being a machine, gives the
appearance of being a highly controllable precision
instrument yet it will never find a solution on its
own, it will never adapt to conditions foreign to its
design, it will never work independently or in a
team and it will never think independently to
innovate new ways of meeting the ever-changing
challenges of its environment.

Watchmakers want predictability and objects
they can control.
They want to run their business like a precision
machine. They believe that to be effective, a
machine must be controlled by its operators. This is
the overarching purpose of management – to control the enterprise. They further believe that the
machine exists for a purpose conceived of by its
builders, to make as much money as possible for its
owners.
Nothing wrong with making money, but to create
an intentional enterprise that provides sustainable
profits over a long period of time, our research suggests that the better approach lies in becoming
more of a beekeeper.
Beekeepers have one foot in the future.
They have a natural facility to work with the
dangerous sisters of growth, complexity and chaos.
Beekeepers are more likely to let the intelligence of
the team or “hive” be the operator instead of themselves.
They understand that their business is a living,
intelligent entity and if allowed, it will come up
with far more ideas and solutions than they ever
could. The beekeeper's business will continually
self-organize around and through its problems and
challenges.
We would suggest that there is a beekeeper in all
of us but that in our day-to-day struggles to “do the
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right thing,” “be responsible,” and “act like a
leader,” the watchmaker takes over more often than
any of us would like to admit.
Predict, Adapt and Focus
Our concepts and programs are designed to help
leaders predict how the complexity of their company will affect them, focus their efforts and resources
on the right things at the right time, and adapt to
the needs of the company in its particular stage of
growth.
If you discover, after reading this book, that a
certain curiosity urges you to learn more, visit our
website at www.origininstitute.com.
So what’s it going to be? Watchmaker or beekeeper?
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Seed.
Tiny, unremarkable…and miraculous.
A perfect, natural potential for growth contained
in a package the size of stardust. A tiny, preordained, biochemical fire of creation waiting to be
harvested, planted, and turned on. It carries its own
fuel, and a blueprint for its destiny. Given the right
conditions, nothing could interfere with that destiny. Until now.
The contrast couldn’t have
been greater. It made him
smile. Standing in the warm,
sun-drenched field, holding
the tiny kernel between his
thumb and forefinger, he
looked out over an ocean of
gold. The simple fact that the
seed he held could grow into
one of the plants he beheld
was extraordinary.
An ocean of gold was the only way to describe it.
A breeze rippled across the small field, creating
waves that moved through the tops of the two
thousand plants. Two thousand perfect, identical,
golden plants. Every leaf, every stalk, was the same.
But most importantly, every seed maturing in the

sun, on every single plant, was the same, waiting to
be turned loose by him.
An artist would have been ecstatic to find such a
perfect mix of color and light. But it was no poet or
painter who stood in the warm sun looking at the
field. This observer saw only the economic beauty
the crops represented. As he looked at his field of
perfect plants he knew the world had changed. He
could step into the tiny factory inside a seed and
give it new instructions. He
could give it a new destiny.
He had made his choice years
ago.
While others had spent
their time and fortunes seeking to unravel the human
genome, he had seen the science of genetics as a longterm business proposition.
Knowing the political and social pressures that
would follow the research into the genetics of a
human being, he opted for the quieter, less public
path of the plant genome, the seed genome. A small
sign sat on his desk in his private study. It said simply, “People gotta eat.” Let those who crave Nobel
Prizes seek the human genome. Because no matter
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what kind of human they would create, those
Inside the square of bricks stood thirty-six plants
humans were going to get hungry. They were going
that looked like the rest of the perfect field. But
to have to eat.
inside the genetic code of these particular plants lay
And his goal was now within reach. The field
the reason for their trip.
that lay before him was proof that his money had
Once their host had seen that his researchers
been well-spent. Already, his team had unlocked
were able to manipulate the genetic structure, the
the genetics to the point that his perfect plants had
next step was natural for him. His corporation had
created perfect seeds,
long seen the value of marperfect seeds that would
kets that others found danThese plants were the highly
never produce seeds of
gerous: illegal drugs,
sophisticated delivery system
of a bio weapon.
their own.
weapons, chemicals. But he
A farmer would forever
had very high hopes for his
have to buy new seeds every year. And that was just
newest venture. The men and women who stood
the start.
with him in the field were the extremely private,
He had been watching the cloud of dust
and lethal, investors in his “corner” project.
approaching down the long, dry road for several
The plants that drew their attention in the square
minutes. He knew his guests would be impressed
surrounded by stones were worth more than the
with what they saw. But they hadn’t come for the
rest of the field combined. These plants represented
beauty. The reason for this quiet trip to an isolated
the reason for their sizable investment in the experfarm was not the perfect stalks of wheat rustling in
iment, hidden in a field of viable commercial crops.
the wind.
These plants weren’t merely the result of a genetic
They weren’t interested in the fact that their host
alteration to produce non-reproducing seeds.
was on the brink of controlling the food supply of
These plants were the highly sophisticated delivthe planet. Their attention was drawn to a corner of
ery system of a bio weapon.
the field set apart by a border of stones. What they
“When do we see a demonstration?” It was the
couldn’t see was that under the bricks the ground
tall Brazilian woman who spoke the question on
itself was separated from the rest of the field by an
the minds of all the investors.
elaborate system of stainless steel containers and
Their host smiled graciously. “We have a list of
filters.
targets, building up to a large demonstration. The

“

”
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first example will help us eliminate an irritating
competitor. Our media campaign has impeded their
progress, but it’s tedious. By removing one man,
their efforts will collapse. We will make sure that
you can read about it in the newspapers.”
The woman spoke again. “What is the target’s
name?”
“Alan Logan.”
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Peter looked at a company
as though it were a machine
that needed fixing and he
was the master mechanic.

”

Chapter 1

Day of
Reckoning

“Somewhere — I knew then and believe even more firmly now — there is a simpler way to lead organizations, one that
requires less effort, produces less stress than the current practices.”
— Margaret Wheatley and Myron Kellner Rogers, A Simpler Way
“In less than two weeks you have unraveled four
years’ worth of hard work. What will your encore
be? Pink slips for everyone?”
With that, the door slammed shut, leaving Peter
stunned as he reached into the top drawer of his
desk, the desk that used to be his brother’s. The
nearly empty bottle of Tums was right where he put
it an hour ago, the last time his stomach churned.
Just perfect, he thought to himself. I’ve been here
less than two weeks and I’ve managed to alienate
every single person in the company. That takes a
particular talent.
How did he come to this? How did he end up in
his brother’s office, at his brother’s desk, running
his brother’s company, apparently, into the ground?
Three weeks ago, Peter was on a morning flight
from Denver to Los Angeles, sitting in first class,
headed to a series of high-level meetings with
Robert Oberlander, the President of the worldwide
conglomerate, the Santomo Corporation. Meeting
Oberlander, who was known by all as R.O., was
extraordinary under any circumstances. But it was

R.O. himself who called to notify Peter of the meetings. And he added a detail that made Peter’s heart
skip.
It was possible that Peter would have a brief
meeting with Daniel Tayakanagi, the legendary
CEO of Santomo, who was rumored to be as secretive and eccentric as the late Howard Hughes.
Meeting Tayakanagi would mean Peter’s circuitous
route to the brass ring had finally been completed.
Tayakanagi had engineered Santomo’s expansion
into markets that no one else could have conceived
as profitable. He had gone on a buying spree that
had pundits shaking their heads.
Peter’s trip was supposed to include a couple of
days of strategic planning and congratulations for
the way he had turned a subsidiary of Santomo
around. But when he arrived, R.O. was suddenly
busy from morning to night, and Peter spent three
full days explaining his actions to attorneys and
accountants. He was mystified.
Recruited as a turnaround star, Peter was
brought in by Santomo nineteen months earlier to
1

run Steel Alloy Software, a Boulder, Colorado, company. Steel Alloy was a hard-luck company that had
been bought as a part of Tayakanagi’s expansion.
They were interested in capitalizing on the
booming world of the Internet, specifically, network
security. The young programmers were good to
their dreams, and created a terrific product, but one
that hurled the company over the precipice of rapid
growth and cash flow perdition. That’s when R.O.
showed up with Daniel Tayakanagi’s credit line.
The owner gladly took a few million dollars to salvage his financial future.
The business press seemed to think Tayakanagi
had made a shrewd play. Network security would
become ever more important, and it was apparent
that Santomo was willing to spend the necessary
money to finish the product.
Peter had a reputation for whipping young companies into shape and getting them sold. He looked
at a company as though it were a machine that
needed fixing and he was the master mechanic.
He’d come in as the executive officer, lop off the
heads that needed lopping, instill efficiency, and a
hardy dose of tough “in the trenches” discipline.
He was the one to put a rudderless, money-losing enterprise back on track. Most of his “real
money” came at the back end in the form of
options and special bonuses. He was a hired gun
and he loved that reputation. But Steel Alloy was
his biggest challenge to date.

Ever since finishing his MBA at Stanford, Peter
had landed in unremarkable companies but if he
was successful here, it would put him on the map.
Steel Alloy had all the makings of a quick killing: a
home-run product, surface inefficiencies and fewto-no marketing mistakes to correct. The flagship
product would add bulletproof security to any size
network, at a remarkably low cost. They needed an
infusion of capital from Santomo to keep the company afloat and to hire more staff.
The hyper-bright geeks who were writing the
code were very fast, with surprisingly few bugs to
rewrite. As the image of his face on the cover of
Fortune skimmed across his imagination, Peter was
just beginning to taste success.
For the first six months, his turnaround formula
ran like a charm. He instilled discipline and
focused the efforts of his staff only on the missioncritical items that would get the results that he
needed. All else was extraneous and cut from the
budget.
The product’s test stage was finished ahead of
schedule, and looked more stable than anyone had
predicted. But Santomo wasn’t thrilled. They were
concerned that Steel Alloy had created much more
debt than they could ever recover, so they decided
to shut down the funding flow. It made no sense to
Peter. The IPO alone would more than make up for
their investment.
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He couldn’t believe it. Suddenly, just when the
product looked like it would get to market faster
than anticipated, and when continued support from
Santomo would be critical, the mother ship was
losing interest.

The first indication that something had changed
was the absence of the promised limousine at LAX.
Upon arriving at the Santomo Building, he was
escorted by a uniformed guard to a conference
room where a massive table was covered with file
boxes, all marked “Steel Alloy.” He was
The first indication that something had
left alone, told to help himself to coffee,
changed was the absence of the promised
and that someone would be with him
limousine at LAX.
shortly.
Not one to be deterred, Peter took it as a personBut for Peter Logan, who had just worked a miral challenge. He streamlined Steel Alloy’s processes
acle at Steel Alloy, it all seemed far from amusing.
down another notch and tightened the reins on his
Eleven hours later, when the bean counters finalincreasingly reluctant young staff.
ly agreed to let him go to his hotel, he knew things
He knew his success depended on getting the
had changed.
company to run like a well-oiled machine, and the
Hour after hour, they had quizzed him on the
staff was just a necessary cog in that machine.
minutest details of the finances of Steel Alloy, and
Product development slowed to a crawl, but with
the market possibilities of the product. It was sheer
Peter’s driving force, continued to make progress.
folly. They already knew the answers to every quesThe beta testing took months longer than it
tion. The product had a chance to dominate its
should have, but the product was sound. One week
marketplace. And yet, every single question seemed
before his trip to Los Angeles, Peter reported that
to suggest that the entire enterprise was doomed to
Steel Alloy could ship in sixty days, with a small
failure.
infusion of capital from Santomo.
As the next few days wore on, he began to wonHis report was met with surprise and congratulader why they didn’t just tell him to his face that
tions.
they had decided to pull the plug. Instead, they
They scheduled his trip, first class, for him to
seemed intent on blaming him for a failure that
come to Santomo’s corporate headquarters to plan
didn’t exist. Hour after hour, they asked him to
the rollout and to discuss the future. Peter’s life was
account for every decision he’d made. And hour
looking very good, indeed.
after hour, they couldn’t find fault.

“

”
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It was the third evening of his stay, when Peter
“It is unfortunate timing, but I am obliged to tell
heard the halting message from his sister-in-law,
you, Peter, that we have decided to let you go and
Joanna. All she said on the hotel voice mail was,
close down Steel Alloy. You will be given an ample
“Peter, prepare yourself for some bad news. While
severance package. Your things are being cleaned
the kids and I were visiting my folks in
out of your office as we speak and will be delivered
Washington, a neighbor found Alan Saturday night
to your home in Boulder as soon as you get back.”
on the living room floor, dead of an apparent heart
Peter stared at him, caught in the longest
attack. Call me.”
moment of his life. He had never been fired.
Peter thought, “Alan dead? How could he be
Stunned, he was at a loss to say anything. As he
dead? He was healthy as an ox! He didn’t have any
turned to walk towards the door it occurred to him
heart problems.” He was Peter’s best friend, trusted
to ask, “Why the charade, R.O.? Why keep me
confidant and, damn, he was the center of gravity
around jumping through all your hoops for the last
for the whole family. Peter’s mind ripped through
couple of days?”
the message screaming with disbelief. “What the hell happened?” He
R.O. looked at him and chuckled. “It’s
tried to reach Joanna, all night, but
nothing personal, Peter. Santomo always
covers its tracks. It’s just business.
her line was continually busy.
The next morning he pushed past
the strong protests of R.O.’s secretary and walked
R.O. looked at him and chuckled. “It’s nothing
straight into Oberlander’s private office.
personal, Peter. Santomo always covers its tracks.
R.O. looked up from his desk with an icy smile,
It’s just business. Frankly, if you could have been
“Good morning, Peter. What can I do for you?”
faulted, it would have looked better to our curious
Caught somewhat off guard, Peter forgot his prestockholders.”
pared speech and blurted the news about his brothPeter stood there wrestling with every bit of selfer’s death. He needed to cut short his stay in L.A. to
control he could muster to keep from planting his
get back to Boulder.
fist right in the man’s face. Life was just too short to
R.O. stood up slowly, leaning forward, with his
waste any attention on the morally bankrupt, and
hands spread out on the desk in front of him. Then
R.O. was clearly a man who played golf with the
he spoke the words that Peter would never forget.
devil.

“

”
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All Peter wanted was to get on a plane back to
Boulder and get as far away from Santomo as he
could but there were no flights until late in the
afternoon. He raced away from the Santomo
Building as though speeding through L.A. could
somehow shorten the five-hour wait before his
plane took off.
Heading east on Olympic Avenue, he squeezed
the steering wheel so hard that his white knuckles

“

in front of him. He could barely concentrate until
he saw a headline under the banner “National
News:”

Boulder Businessman Found Dead
He still hadn’t spoken to his sister-in-law, and
now he was reading about Alan’s death in a Los
Angeles newspaper. The subtitle was even worse:
Investigators say man died under mysterious circumstances.
Mysterious circumstances?
There was even a mention of ugly rumors that
had been surfacing for the past several months that
his brother’s company was in trouble. It didn’t make
any sense. Why was his death mentioned in the
L.A. Times at all?
Granted, it was buried in the back of the first
section, but he was not entirely sure Alan’s death
would have been all that big a story even in
Boulder. Near the end of the article was the final
surprise, and probably the real reason
the story was in the
nA
Sectio
paper. His

He had to get a grip, get
control of a world quickly
unraveling into chaos.

”

screamed out the anger, sadness and frustration
that was burrowing into his psyche.
Trapped in a numbing retreat from the reality of
losing a dearly loved brother and suddenly being
out of a job, Peter now suffered the ultimate abuse
by being caught in the iron fist of Los Angeles’s
stop-and-go traffic.
He had to get a grip, get control of a world
quickly unraveling into chaos. The only thing he
could think of was to stop. Just stop everything. He
looked up, saw the Starbuck’s sign at Fairfax Street
and pulled off to slow his world down inside a cup
of coffee.
As Peter huddled over a steaming latte, he nervously leafed through a loose newspaper on the table
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brother’s company had been funded in part by a
subsidiary of the Santomo Corporation.
Santomo? Santomo Corporation of Los Angeles,
California?
The Santomo Corporation that had just turned
his world upside-down?
“Santomo declined to comment on its financial
interest in the project, nor would they give any
details about Logan’s work.” Interesting response
from a company that used the media like a personal
advertising agency.
Peter was incredulous. He hadn’t seen much of
his brother in the last few months, but there was
one thing he was sure of. Alan detested Santomo.
When Peter first told Alan that he’d be moving
back to Boulder to run a company for Santomo,
Alan begged Peter to turn down the offer. As time

them all along. He couldn’t believe Alan could have
ever accepted money from them.
Peter tried to understand the logic of Santomo’s
comment, but he could only see sinister reasons for
it. Paranoia can be especially seductive when you’ve
just been fired and you’re looking for reasons to
think your former employer is evil incarnate. Was it
just a coincidence? Probably. But it was still unsettling.
Peter realized the newspaper story had done one
thing for sure. It made Alan’s death a reality. With
all that had been filling his mind in the last twentyfour hours, Alan’s death had remained abstract,
something to be dealt with at another time. But seeing it reported coldly in print, along with a crop
report and the merger of a couple of drug companies, made the loss all too real.
Alan had been the golden child. He had a talent
for solving problems that made everyone trust him.
Like Peter, Alan had gone to Stanford, but upon
graduation he had been immediately hired by a top
Silicon Valley venture capitalist to take over young
start-ups and drive them to going public.
He’d enter into deeply troubled small companies
and through the sheer force of his intellect and will
turn them around. He always had an answer. The
people who worked for him inevitably grew to love
him like a father. Within five years, Alan had a
string of resounding home runs that gave him star

“

Paranoia can be especially seductive
when you’ve just been fired and you’re
looking for reasons to think your
former employer is evil
incarnate.

”

went on, Alan’s distrust of Santomo turned into a
savage hatred.
Because he grew so angry at the mention of the
giant corporation, the brothers had to stop talking
about it altogether. That was about six months ago,
and Peter realized his brother had been right about
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status wherever he went. But now he was gone.
During the first few weeks after Peter had moved
back to Boulder, the two brothers spent a lot of
time together. Despite his warnings over Santomo,
Alan was clearly glad to have his brother back in
town.
Alan had invested his life savings in his own
software development company that was just a
hair’s breadth away from turning the cash flow corner. He delighted in telling Peter that as soon as the
company got a bit larger, he would be making Peter
an offer to join him that Peter couldn’t refuse.
A month later, Alan’s world would forever
change and drive him closer to disaster than he’d
ever realize. At that time, Alan was approached by a
secretive high-tech research and development group
to complete the final module of a critical five-year
world food project.
He told Peter that as much as he would like to
explain the project to him, he was bound to secrecy. Alan’s mysterious project began to drive him
through nights and weekends.
As he became increasingly unavailable to his
family and to friends, he started showing the signs
of a man out on the edge. His assistant would clear
14 or 15 crushed, styrofoam coffee cups off his
desk every day and his wife, more often than she
liked, had to bring him breakfast and a clean shirt
after a long night of writing code.

It was becoming ever more apparent that Alan
was driving himself too hard. He had lost the
famous Alan Logan magic.
In what would be the final chapter of Alan’s life,
stories began to surface in the business press suggesting that Bolder Solutions was faltering. There
were rumors of dissension, rumors of failure with a
new product, rumors of severe money problems,
and rumors of a falling-out with an important
client.
Alan insisted that the rumors were untrue, but
privately admitted to Peter that the innuendos were
taking a toll on his spirit and on the morale of his
employees. Even Alan’s bank called to find out if
there were some monetary issues he hadn’t disclosed to them. When Peter asked Alan if he knew
the source of the rumors, his brother looked up
stone-faced and said, “Peter, you don’t really want
to know,” and then dismissed the question as not
important.
The pieces to the story were quickly coming
together, as the sudden stop at Starbucks and the
wrinkled newspaper had set the stage for Peter to
conclude that Santomo very likely was behind
many of Alan’s troubles. There were enough stories
afloat about Alan’s company that Peter was able to
recognize that his brother was involved, on some
level, with agricultural genetic research. He knew
that Santomo was deeply involved in that area, but
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it still didn’t make sense that there was a connection between Alan and the people who had just
turned the lights out on Peter’s company.
When Peter arrived in Boulder, Joanna was even
more deeply bereft than he expected. She and Alan
were inseparable and behaved like newlyweds. She
knew that her husband was doing important work,
so the long hours of Alan’s professional life were
just part of the package. She loved him absolutely,
and she depended on him totally. And now she didn’t know what to do.
Peter came just in time to help his sister-in-law
arrange the funeral. She was struggling with even
the smallest details. Alan had always quietly taken
care of all his family’s needs. He was a benevolent
paternal presence, a force of nature. He was the
rock on which many people relied, including his
wife and two kids.
In the last year of his life, his family became his
only connection to real contentment. They were his
safe harbor and he was their inspiration. He was
the guiding force in every part of their life, but now
all that was gone.
For the next several days Joanna didn’t answer
her phone. Peter began to think it was time to cut
short her requested time alone and reel her back
into the world of the living.
The phone rang just as he decided to check on
her and the kids. It was Joanna. “Peter, I’m so sorry

for not returning your calls. I just needed some
time to sort through my world.”
She sounded tired, overwhelmingly sad, but
more accepting of the new reality of her life. She
had solved the mystery of the “mysterious circumstances” report. Apparently a local reporter, eager to
get into the national papers, had chosen to interpret a vague response from a tired Boulder PD
investigator as mysterious. As far as Joanna was
concerned, the only mystery was why she was suddenly alone.
She continued, “You know, Peter, Alan was your
biggest fan. He used to tell me that he knew people
thought he was the clever brother, but that you
were the one with the real talent. You just hadn’t
realized it yet.”
“That’s very kind of you, Joanna. But I think we
all know that Alan was the gifted one. I was just
glad to be his brother. I learned so much from
him.”

“

He told me many times that
if anything were to happen
to him, you should run his
company.

”

Then she dropped the bomb. “Peter, your brother
wanted you to run his company.”
“I beg your pardon?”
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“I know he didn’t expect this to happen, but he
ly touched, but maybe you ought to think about
told me many times that if anything were to happen
this.”
to him, you should run his company. We always
“Peter, I don’t need to think about this. You’re
shared a laugh after he said it, because it was
the logical choice. I know this is a lot to ask, but
unthinkable to either of us that Alan wouldn’t
I’m serious. The company is mine now and there
always be here. Well, I’m not laughing, Peter. And I
isn’t time to shop around for a CEO. Besides, I
want you to take over the company.”
agree with Alan. You are the right person.”
Peter didn’t know what to say. His mind was sud“Why the rush?”
denly overloaded with the feelings he had so care“Because of what they are working on. It’s critical
fully controlled. “Look, Jo, I don’t even know what
that nothing slows them down. It’s not just about
he was working on. I know he
hitting a home run with a
It’s time you heard
was really committed to his
product this time. Didn’t Alan
the whole story.
work, but he never told me
tell you anything about it?”
what it involved.”
“He was very secretive about his primary project.
“But you can learn. The company has plenty of
I learned more about his work from all those stupid
people who can do the work, but it had only one
stories in the paper than from him.”
Alan. You know how he was, he was the answer
“It’s time you heard the whole story.”
man. He hired smart people and then managed
The offices of Bolder Solutions were housed in a
them. He didn’t even have a secretary. He was the
small manufacturing facility just off 119 in
management of the company. These people are used
Gunbarrel, an outlying area Northeast of Boulder. It
to being led. They’ll founder without direction. I
was just like Alan to make a pun out of the name of
know you can do this, Peter. And I know you need
his company. He had been a fan of the annual
the job.”
Bolder Boulder 10K race and apparently he couldn’t
For one long second, there was a silence between
resist.
them that was louder than any sound. And then
After stopping at the bank to put Peter in charge
they both laughed.
of the corporate accounts, Joanna drove him to the
“Joanna, you actually leave me speechless. And I
office by 9:30. Bolder Solutions was situated on a
never expected we’d be laughing today. Look, I
sleepy street, sandwiched in between two other
don’t have a clue how to respond. I’m touched, real- warehouse/office buildings.

“
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Walking up to the front door, Peter peered
through the all-glass front wall to see the remarkably sterile foyer filled with people. The entire staff
was milling around the entrance, looking distracted
and unsure.
A few nervous smiles appeared as Peter and
Joanna stepped through the front door. The greeting facing them was a silent stare that only a group
of high-tech geeks, suddenly lost at night in a
windstorm, would give a lone traveler. Peter knew
he was in trouble.
Joanna’s voice wavered as she asked for everyone’s attention. “Thank you for being so patient
during the last few weeks. We are all challenged
with the task of dealing with the sudden loss of
Alan. But I am encouraged to inform you today that
Alan’s brother, Peter, has agreed to step in as president of Bolder Solutions.”
The silent stare continued as she stammered and
nearly broke down. “It was Alan’s wish that if anything ever happened to him, Peter would run the
day-to-day operation of the company. Peter comes
to us with many years of experience running small
companies. I hope all of you will give Peter the
same courtesy and respect that you gave Alan. It’s
time that we move on with our lives. As you know,
there is a lot of very important work that needs to
be done. Thank you for your time.”

The forty-three faces staring back at Joanna and
Peter were numb with disbelief that their small
world at Bolder Solutions had so abruptly changed.
As the staff quietly drifted back to their workstations, Peter knew their silence wasn’t a good sign.
Judging by appearance, this was a culturally diverse
group. He surmised that just about every slice of
20’s-something culture was represented. There were
purple heads, shaved heads, Rastafarian heads and
capped heads. There were nose rings, belly rings,
eyelid rings and tongue rings. There were jocks,
preppies, and farmgirls in flower-printed dresses.
Peter ever so slightly shook his head. He knew
the challenge ahead of him would be formidable.
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“

Seeds were genetically engineered
so they could not create new
seeds, so a farmer had to keep
buying a company’s product year
after year. They were called
‘terminator seeds.’

”

Chapter 2

Evidence
of a Chasm
“What is occurring now is an internal shift in which the individual changes first and the institutions of human culture more
or less look the same but are rejuvenated and transformed in place because of a new outlook of those who maintain them.”
— James Redfield, Celestine Prophecy
tion coming into a large website. But it had the
Ushering Peter into a windowless conference
potential to far exceed e-business applications. In
room just off the front lobby, Joanna proceeded to
fact, this new software was the core of the new
unwind the story behind Bolder Solutions. Two and
project at Bolder, the secretive project that had cona half hours later Peter looked up from his notes
sumed Alan’s attention in the
and made the sign for time out.
last months of his life.
This new software was
Joanna was articulate, wellthe core of the new
And it was this project that
informed, and more sensitive to
project at Bolder, the
held the key to Bolder
the challenges of a small busisecretive project that
Solutions’ future.
ness than he ever imagined. He
had consumed Alan’s
Heritage Genomics, the
walked outside to clear his head
attention in the last
months of his life.
non-profit research and develand to review the salient points
opment group that had courtfrom the morning’s conversaed Alan, had come to Bolder Solutions precisely
tion.
because of the promise of his advanced learning
In the last nine months, Bolder Solutions had
database management software. They needed a
introduced a trio of highly regarded e-commerce
high-performance version to help perfect a system
programs that could work either separately or as an
of cataloging and decoding genetic structure.
integrated package of sales tracking, website securiWhile the world was focused on the human
ty, and database learning database management.
genome project, this group was engaged in unravelThis last piece of software held the key to the coming the seed genome and they desperately needed a
pany’s bright future. In practice, its current applicapowerful mechanism that could do two things: 1)
tion was to help a company manage and learn from
rapidly organize the enormous quantity of biologithe overwhelming quantity of customer informa-
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cal and genetic information and 2) hyper-accelerate
they were “activated” by another product manufacthe natural learning processes. They needed to
tured by the same company. For example, the
complete their work before an aggressive, very wellterminator seeds wouldn’t grow unless the farmer
funded competitor locked them and the rest of the
used the company’s weed killer. These seeds were
world out of important new discoveries in food
dubbed “traitor seeds.”
production genetics.
Heritage Genomics wanted to create its own
Joanna had outlined what she knew about the
genetically altered seeds. But these seeds would
work.
have the best traits and variety of “heritage seeds,”
Though still in its early stages, the advent of
the organic, hardy, genetically strong seeds that had
genetic engineering had altered the agribusiness
been around for hundreds of years. Although they
world forever. Scientists could avoid the time-conhad long been the mainstay of agriculture, heritage
suming process of mating one seed to another to
seeds were shunned thirty-to-forty years ago
produce new strains. Now it was possible to look at
because their produce did not meet the cosmetic
the actual genetic building blocks with the promise
requirements of a fickle buyer. But that was beginof taking the qualities of one plant and inserting
ning to change. Consumers were beginning to
them into another.
realize that the most flawlessly attractive produce
But the promise held a dark side. Large multinawas not necessarily the healthiest produce. Buyers
tional corporations could only see the profit
started to demand more nutritional value in their
motive. Instead of thinking about corn or soy beans
food and the organic food movement slowly began
that could be more easily grown, more resistant to
to win shelf space in even the most conservative
disease, or produce more seeds for the following
food chains.
year, they looked the other way.
Seeds were engineered so they could
Seeds were engineered so they could not create
not create new seeds, so a farmer
new seeds, so a farmer had to keep buying a
company’s product year after year. they were
had to keep buying a company’s
called ‘terminator seeds.’
product year after year. They were
called “terminator seeds.” Even
more disturbing, “terminator seeds” could be engiThe researchers at Heritage Genomics were
neered to simply lie dormant in the ground unless
working with seed banks around the world to gath-
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er a wide variety of germ plasm, the genetic materifunded, and had bankrolled the software’s developal of seeds. Their objectives were to create a supply
ment, but the final working version of the software
of seeds that produced heartier, insect-resistant,
was still yet to be delivered.
more nutritious crops that were easier to grow and
The learning database software Bolder Solutions
required no chemical activators.
was writing would allow them to not only store the
It was a daunthuge amount of
The public was becoming alerted to the darker
ing task, and
genetic informaside
of
genetic
research.
Heritage had
tion available,

“
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attracted the interest of big companies, including Santomo, Inc., that
wanted to use the world food supply as its own private gold mine. Also, the public was becoming
alerted to the darker side of genetic research in a
way that could taint all research, even that done by
those who weren’t motivated solely by profit. For
Heritage Genomics to accomplish its task, the
company needed to work quickly.
The enormous quantity of data sorting that
accompanies genetic research was slowly hindering
the project. The Bolder Solutions software leaped
over many future generations of database technology to cut research time
by 75 percent. That is,
if the programmers
could complete writing
the final code that
linked the software to
Heritage’s database.
Heritage was well-

but also to run
a light speed analysis of all the many billions of
permutations and combinations necessary to effectively complete the genetic mapping of the seed
genome. Then they would be able to manipulate it,
catalogue it, and with the help of Bolder Solution’s
learning technology, look directly into the secrets
hidden in the information for possible new connections.
Once the data was collected, probed, and integrated, the discoveries and inventions shared
throughout the world community would benefit
nations all over the planet. Most importantly, the
seed genome project would help third world countries avoid a pending food disaster predicted for
2008. As with most significant discoveries, the
potential for great good was as large as the potential
for great harm.
This was a race to feed a hungry planet and ultimately avoid what many believed to be an
inevitable global disaster.
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Adding to the pressure, the wave of bizarre
bring a degree of design importance into the office.
rumors about Bolder Solutions and its owner, Alan
Joanna must have introduced the desk because
Logan, had strained the alliance with Heritage. In
Alan wouldn’t have cared. A folding table would
the beginning it was clear that the rumors impeded
have served his needs just as well. The one window
the progress of the product. But unfortunately there
to the outside world promised direct sunlight, but
had also been unexpected delays, problems with
the buildings next door cut off any hope of that
the software, and unexplained glitches in the code.
happening. This would be Peter’s command center
While Heritage was outwardly supportive, it had
and it needed to be a lot more organized to suit his
begun to press even harder for the product to be
needs.
completed. So the planted rumors were having the
Just as Joanna had said, his brother didn’t have a
desired effect; they were ultimately slowing down
secretary, but he did have an able assistant named
Heritage’s seed genome project. Heritage was stuck.
Kate. Kate was a year or two north of 30 and had
It was too far into the project to migrate to another
experience working for one other software compavendor, which would be equivalent to starting over.
ny before coming to work with Alan. Joanna said
Heritage had to stay with Bolder Solutions but
Kate was a smart, extremely loyal employee and
needed that software and they needed it immediatethat she knew everything that was going on in the
ly.
company, so don’t make the mistake of underesti“Alan must have been under tremendous
mating her.
pressure at the time of his death. No
wonder he had a heart attack,” Peter
He wasn’t used to explaining his resume to an
thought.
employee, but he needed her help, and he needed
As Peter sat at the desk his brother
her to trust him so he told her everything.
had occupied for years, he couldn’t
help feeling he was intruding. Alan
wasn’t the neatest guy in the world, but he knew
Since Alan had always signed all the company’s
where to find every scrap of paper. And now Peter
checks, the backlog of bookkeeping chores was forhad to start going through it all. Packed bookcases
midable. After Peter and Kate spent a couple of
filled three of the four walls in the room. The cluthours getting the bills caught up, she started
tered antique partner’s desk was a thin attempt to
quizzing him about his background. He wasn’t used
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to explaining his resume to an
employee, but he needed her help,
and he needed her to trust him, so
he told her everything.
She took it all in, seeming
almost disinterested, until he mentioned his dismissal by Santomo.
“Santomo? You worked for Santomo?”
“I kept thinking I was autonomous, but they
explained reality to me in pretty short order. Why
do you ask?”
“Nothing, I guess. It’s just that Santomo initially
invested in the germ plasm project. They bought
into Heritage Genomics, the research guys that
came to us for the software. I don’t know what happened, but Alan didn’t like them.”
“I knew he had no use for Santomo, but he never
would tell me why. I guess now I know.”
“Heritage had to get pretty firm with them too.
Santomo wanted to direct the work.”
“Alan’s death was reported in the L.A. Times and
the article mentioned Santomo had invested in a
project Alan was working on. In fact, I suspect
that’s why it was in the paper at all. I just thought it
was a sad bit of irony.”
“But they weren’t involved with us at all,” Kate
said. “They kept trying to come in here on some
level and Alan kept putting them off. He didn’t
trust them and Heritage Genomics didn’t have any

use for them. They are heavyweights in the world
of agribusiness, but they do it through subsidiaries.
They have a clear conflict of interest, but they still
kept trying to get involved. Alan said Heritage had
returned Santomo’s investment just to keep them
out.”
Peter’s suspicions about Santomo were beginning
to resurface. They were a very determined company.
“So how’s our product progressing?”
“Mr. Logan, you should really speak to the development team.”
“Kate, I will do that. But I get the feeling that
Alan told you a lot about the details of the company.”
She seemed to weigh her words. “Look, your
brother was the most capable man I’ve ever worked
for. He really liked to be in control; he wasn’t fond
of delegating any authority. But I think we had gotten a bit larger and more complex around here than
he could handle alone. I was sure that sometime
soon he was going to have to get someone in to
take some of his load. We have forty-three employees now, and he was the only manager, the only
voice. He was stretched way beyond his or anyone’s
spectrum of managerial competency.”
“Do you think the rest of the staff was aware of
this?”
“It’s hard to say. Our staff is mostly made up of
engineers, and they were in awe of Alan’s ability to
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see through problems. I guess they overlooked the
ment that existed in all high-tech companies. Buck
chaos and inefficiency around here because they
was sure that the “propeller heads” were dragging
had so much respect for Alan.”
their feet on the new product. When Peter casually
Neither of them spoke for a moment.
asked if Buck had offered a firm finish date to
“And they’re going to expect the same from
Heritage Genomics, the man hedged his answer,
you.”
saying they were only a few weeks overdue. Peter
Peter finished the first day by meeting the entire
realized that like any aggressive sales team, the
staff, but it all went too quickly. He knew it would
Bolder Solutions sales team had come up with an
take him a while
artificially optiIf those tattooed wonders would stop eating junk
to learn everymistic date.
food and playing games long enough, they might
finish the product.
one’s name. He
Buck seemed
received general
to read Peter’s
progress reports on the new software and listened
mind. “If those tattooed wonders would stop eating
to suggestions from everyone.
junk food and playing games long enough, they
His most interesting meeting was with the direcmight finish the product.”
tor of sales, Barry “Buck” Bernstein. Buck informed
Peter locked up the office and walked out onto
Peter that he was Alan’s secret weapon. He also
the parking lot toward his midnight blue Range
gave himself the title of director, leading Peter to
Rover. At least he walked away from the Santomo
think it was a very recent decision. There was nothcontract with a new car. On the way home his mind
ing else that indicated Buck was director of anyspun around the events that had come into his life.
thing. But he was clearly in charge of sales, even if
Alan, Joanna, getting fired, jumping immediately
Alan had never given him the title.
into this new company and the culturally chalSales was the one area where Alan was overlenged, problematic group that worked there. How
matched. After chatting with Buck for a half an
was he going to pull off this one?
hour, Peter was happy to let him call himself anyAs Peter rolled into his driveway on Grant Street,
thing he liked. The man could sell a refrigerator to
he was seriously questioning whether he was the
an Eskimo.
right guy for the job. His brother’s family was hangIt was also clear that Bolder Solutions had the
ing onto the end of a very thin branch so this was
same tensions between sales and product developnot a time to be gambling with their futures. Could
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he turn Bolder Solutions around, or would it unravel under his leadership?
As the garage door closed, he was grateful to be
in his own home. He liked the neatly organized
workshop and tools he collected to work on his
two cars and three motorcycles.
His house reflected his taste and his previously
large paycheck. He loved the expanse of granite
kitchen countertops and stainless steel appliances.
Peter had created a sophisticated but welcoming
home, and he was proud that it didn’t look like a
typical bachelor pad.
Asian rugs scattered on the hardwood floors provided needed color, warmth and patterns. His collection of 1930s black-and-white photographs was
carefully displayed along the entry hall between the
front door and the kitchen. His pride and joy, his
state-of-the-art entertainment system, covered one
entire wall of his living room. He could listen to
Beethoven or Miles Davis and in a moment be
transported into the center of the sound.
This was his sanctuary and it was here that he
would have to make sense of everything. He knew
if he were lucky, he’d have a week to figure out the
operations of the company. He’d settle for two or
three days. But it wasn’t to be.
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Peter had called a company meeting and as he stepped
out of his office he expected to see the staff assembled.
But he found only Kate and a handful of employees.
This was new territory for Peter. He had never worked
with a staff that completely disregarded a call for a
meeting by the CEO.

”

Chapter 3

Reality
“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles.”
— Sun Tzu, The Art of War
Peter arrived early on his second day, thinking it
found only Kate and a handful of employees. This
was good that the boss was there when employees
was new territory for Peter. He had never worked
arrived. Kate arrived a few minutes after he did,
with a staff that completely disregarded a call for a
and a few more people showed up at nine. But to
meeting by the CEO.
his utter astonishment, the bulk of the
He didn’t know whether to be furious or simply
staff straggled in throughout the morning,
stunned.
and the office wasn’t fully staffed until
noon. Then they all left for lunch. Kate and a few
of the staff were gone for an hour, but the rest were
He didn’t know whether to be furious or simply
out for nearly two hours.
stunned. He decided to wait and see what would
This had to change. And it had to change immehappen, so he sat down and asked each of them
diately. Peter called a meeting for the last half-hour
how their day had been.
of the day.
Immediately they besieged Peter with a dozen litThe office was a large, high ceilinged room with
tle problems and seemed to expect him to provide
a communal bullpen area commanding the center
solutions.
of the workspace. The nine small offices bordering
Over the next fifteen minutes, while a few more
the perimeter of the room were the only escape
staff showed up for the meeting, he tried to give a
from the fluorescent lighting that erased any shadreasonable solution to each problem, the way he
ow from the stark walls. This room was functional
thought Alan would have done. He then listened to
at best, and had little evidence of human occupathe staff speak about everything except the reason
tion other than the occasional head that might pop
for the meeting. He had gotten over his initial surup above a cubicle wall.
prise; he was starting to get angry. He asked if a low
Peter had called a company meeting for 4:30
turnout to a staff meeting was usual.
p.m. and as he stepped out of his office into the
The blank stares told him that he wouldn’t get a
bullpen, he expected to see the staff assembled, but
response. He told everyone to go home, then asked
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Kate to call each employee this evening and tell
having to stop for gas, and fighting traffic on the
him or her that there would be a mandatory meetDiagonal, it just wasn’t gonna happen.”
ing at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow. Being late to the meetAll eyes came back to Peter. The disheveled lateing would result in a fine of $100. Missing the
comer was Dean Baldridge, programmer extraordimeeting would result in a fine equal to one percent
naire. While Alan had been the official head of the
of the individual’s annual salary. The only acceptdevelopment team, Dean Baldridge was the
able excuse for missing the meeting would be
acknowledged second in command. He was key to
death. Kate was to relay the message in just those
the success of the project, and he knew it. Peter
terms.
knew it too.
With great reluctance,
Yeah, sure. So I’m not getting fined, right?
Kate agreed to make the
calls. She told Peter that it
was going to anger the wizards, the term she used
“Thanks for joining us, Mr. Baldridge. Would
for the computer programmers. Peter said that that
you like to find a seat?”
would make them even.
“Yeah, sure. So I’m not getting fined, right?”
The next morning at nine sharp, Peter stepped
And then he snickered. If he hadn’t snickered,
out of his office to find the meeting room full of
the moment might have passed.
glaring employees. These people did not like being
“Are you dead, Mr. Baldridge?”
told when to get to work.
“What…?”
“Good morning. Nice to see all of you here. We
“I asked if you were dead.”
don’t really know each other yet, but time will take
No snickering this time. “Uh, no.”
care of that. In the meantime we have a job to do,
“Did Kate tell you the rules for this meeting?”
and in order to do that job, you need to show up
“Well, yeah, she said…”
on time every day. This applies to all of you,
“Then you simply don’t have the only excuse I’ll
including…”
accept. Your fine will be deducted from your next
He was interrupted by the noise of the front door
paycheck.”
crashing open.
He let this news settle on the group.
“Oh, man, you wouldn’t believe the traffic! I
“I didn’t want to start this way, but I have no
would have been on time, I swear. But between
choice. When the doors open at nine o’clock each
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morning, you will all be at
your desks or workstations. If
you don’t do this out of some
sense of responsibility to your
job, I will have Kate install a
time clock, and you will have
to punch in and out.”
“Now I realize this may be a different way of
doing business from what you are used to, but this
is the way it will be. This is not the time to become
sloppy or uncaring. We have a great deal of work to
do, and it will require all of you to be disciplined
and attentive. In the meantime I intend to do what
I can to help each of you in any way I can. I know
you relied on my brother, and I want all of you to
know you can rely on me. Any questions?”
The staff was too stunned to speak. Clearly, their
world had changed.
“One more thing. When I call a staff meeting,
assume that it is mandatory. If you’re late, you’ll be
fined $100. If you miss it, you will be fined one
percent of your annual salary.”
“Mr. Baldridge, I expect daily written reports on
the progress of the Heritage Project. That’s all.”
He closed his door and stepped back to his desk.
Before he could sit down, Kate was standing in
front of him.
“I don’t know if I can work here any more. We
had meetings, but attendance was never mandatory.

If one of the wizards didn’t show up, Alan would
talk with them later in private.”
“Please give it some time, Kate. I need your help.
I don’t pretend to be like my brother, but I do know
what I’m doing.”
As she walked back to her desk, Peter felt a selfcongratulatory feeling begin to wash over him. It
was time to go through the files Kate had set aside
for him to read. He needed to become familiar with
the various departments of the company. From
what he had seen yesterday, Alan ran the company
as though there were only one department, his. He
was in charge of everything. He handled the manufacturer, the books, the wizards, the marketing. And
yet he had brought highly talented people into the
organization. Peter called Kate in.
“Did Alan appoint heads of departments? There’s
nothing to suggest that he delegated…well… anything.”
Kate looked worried. “No, no, he didn’t. In fact,
he was rather adamant that the only way to make
the company work was if he signed-off on everything. He said it kept us all on the same rung of the
ladder. Nobody has power over anybody else. He
relied on one person in each department to be sort
of responsible, but no one was officially the head of
a department.”
“Kate, that has to change. I can’t believe Alan
tried to do it all.”
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She was clearly unhappy. “Are you sure you want
to do that? People are already a little unsure of
what’s happening. Can’t you wait a while? Our system has worked so far. I’m pretty much the lead
contact for administration, Buck’s the top dog in
sales, Jimmy handles the finances, and the twins
take care of production and customer service.”
“The twins?”
“Tina and Gina Fujimori. They’re quite a pair!
Tina does production, Gina does customer service.
They’re identical, but they each dress so differently
you would need to have them both in front of you
at once to see how much alike they are.”
“And let me guess. Dean Baldridge is the king of
the programmers?”
She looked slightly embarrassed. “I’m afraid so.
But Maria’s pretty sharp, too, and the wizards really
respect her.”
“It will take me a few days to get to know everyone.”
“That’s my point. Can’t you wait just a little
while? A lot has happened to us.”
Peter knew she had a point. Too much change
too soon could be a problem. But he couldn’t wait
very long. “Tell you what. Now that I’ve gotten
them to understand how I feel about
their work ethic, we’ll go back to the
honeymoon period for a few weeks.
In the meantime, I need to see all

the personnel files so I can start thinking about
some department heads.”
The next day Peter was at his desk even earlier.
He was reviewing personnel files when Kate came
in. The rest of the staff started arriving fifteen minutes early. Obviously his talk had had an impact.
He had met Jimmy Valentine the first day. Kate’s
assessment had been accurate. While Alan had
avoided naming a CFO, Jimmy Valentine had been
functioning in that capacity. Peter suspected that
over the last several weeks, more and more of
Jimmy Valentine’s work resembled that of a CFO.
He was the leading candidate for the job. It
occurred to Peter that maybe Buck Bernstein was
onto something. He could name people first to the
position of director before giving them more senior
titles. Jimmy had been on time before the talk and
he was early today. Good!
A few minutes after nine, Peter walked out of his
office to get a cup of coffee. All the employees
watched him. At first he thought they were angry,
but then he knew they were waiting to see what he
was going to do. It didn’t make any sense until he
realized that Dean Baldridge was not in the office.
They were waiting to see Peter’s reaction.
He smiled at everyone and went back to his
desk. So the teenager wanted to test him. Fine. He
could deal with it. He was deep in thought when a
woman’s voice interrupted his work. Whoever she
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was, she started to talk before even entering his
office.
“Surprise! I know, I said I’d call when I got back,
but…” She stopped cold when she saw Peter. She
looked confused. “I’m sorry. I must have the wrong
office.”
Peter tried to help. “Well, maybe…” But she
interrupted him.
“Wait a minute, this is the right office. Who the
hell are you?”

He could almost feel a click in his brain as he
decided to be brutally honest. “Alan Logan is
dead.” He heard the harshness in his own voice. He
knew he was taking out some of his frustration on
this woman, but he didn’t really care. “He died
three weeks ago. Now please tell me who you are.”
The news hit her harder than he expected. The
blood drained from her face and she looked as if
she might faint. She dropped on the couch before
she fell. Now he was even more curious about her
connection to his brother.
“I didn’t know. I … how did he die?”
Who the hell am I? This is my office, my company,
and my desk. Why don’t we start with, who the
“Answer my question first. Who are
hell are you?
you?”
“My name is Grace McGregor. My
Clearly she was expecting Alan, and he had been
company is McGregor Communications. Alan hired
about to gently explain to her what had happened,
me to create a PR campaign to counter the trash
but her abrasiveness irritated him. He disliked her
that had been showing up in the press about Bolder
immediately. She was undeniably stunning, but she
Solutions.”
wore thick-framed glasses designed to make her
“He hired your company?”
look bookish. She managed to telegraph that she
She seemed to struggle for an answer. “Yes. I had
was a tough, serious, savvy woman. Peter was
devised a campaign and we were ready to impleuncomfortably conscious of her magnetism.
ment it when the rumors stopped, and I mean
“Who the hell am I? This is my office, my comtotally stopped. This was about six weeks ago. I
pany, and my desk. Why don’t we start with, who
told him that he shouldn’t count on them giving
the hell are you?”
up, but he wanted to wait to see what happened. I
“No, this is Alan Logan’s company, Alan Logan’s
was reluctant to put it off, but I have been out of
office, and Alan Logan’s desk. I have an appointthe country, so I agreed to wait until today to see
ment with him right now. Where is he?”
where we stood.”

“
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It was his turn to be surprised. “What is that supposed
to mean?”
“You’re a piece of work,
Peter. Santomo runs a smear campaign, Alan conveniently dies, and now you’re running the show. I
wish he’d come to me earlier.”
She was running ahead of him. He interrupted,
“How do you know Santomo was behind the
rumors?”
“Peter, please, don’t be naive. It’s my job to know
these things. It’s not a closely held secret that
Santomo has been trying to get in here for a long
time. And now they have you sitting in Alan’s
office. I wonder what they would have done if Alan
hadn’t died? My God, I wonder if they had anything to do with it? What are they paying you,
Peter? It doesn’t matter, I can find out.”
Now Peter was angry. It was time for her to go.
“Leave my office. Now!”
“I’m not finished with you, Peter Logan. I’m
going to make your job very difficult. I will not see
this company fall into Santomo’s pocket that easily.”
And with that, she turned sharply on her heel
and walked out of his office. As he watched her go,
he noticed that a small crowd had gathered in her
wake, with Kate standing in front, wide-eyed and
unbelieving.
“Kate, has she ever been here before?”

Ms. McGregor, your reaction to Alan’s death is puzzling. He never mentioned you. Please tell me Alan
wasn’t going through some mid-life crisis with you.

”

“Ms. McGregor, your reaction to Alan’s death is
puzzling. He never mentioned you. Please tell me
Alan wasn’t going through some mid-life crisis with
you.”
His answer was a frosty stare. Then she spoke
slowly and very softly. She was focused now.
She stood up in her best power stance and
locked eyes with him. “Alan Logan and I worked
together on a local campaign affecting the care of
public property. I’ve met his wife and had dinner in
their home. Who do you think you are to ask me
questions like that?”
He could feel himself getting annoyed. “My
name is Peter Logan. Alan was my brother.”
The moment of quiet that followed was satisfying.
“You’re Peter Logan?”
“Yes.”
“And now you’ve taken over this company?”
“Yes.”
“How did Alan die?”
“He had a heart attack.”
“A heart attack?” She sounded incredulous.
“Now I know why the rumors stopped. I suppose
Santomo has taken over the company?”
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“Yes, I’ve seen her here talking with Alan, but it
For the first time since he arrived at Bolder, Peter
was two to three months ago. I never knew what
was unsure of himself. He had to act decisively.
her business was with your brother.”
“Ok, Mr. Baldridge, let’s see if…”
By lunchtime, Dean Baldridge still wasn’t in. By
But Baldridge interrupted him. “Alan was a
two o’clock, Peter had had enough.
developer. He cut his teeth writing code. He would
“Kate, call our tardy geek and find out if he
never have pulled this stuff. He knew what the job
intends to show up today. He might
be suffering from silicon flu.”
Alan was a developer. He cut his teeth writing
A few minutes later, Kate reported
code. He would never have pulled this stuff. He
that Dean wasn’t answering his
knew what the job was like. How much do you know
about it?
phone. Peter had to admit the kid was
more stubborn than he’d thought.
At 4:30 p.m. there was a knock on
his door and Baldridge came into his office. He
was like. How much do you know about it?”
flopped down on the leather couch and refused to
But Peter never got a chance to answer. Baldridge
look at Peter.
had said his speech and left. Whatever Peter was
“So I trust you’ve spent your day off having
going to say was moot. Baldridge had left his office
fun?” Whatever the kid wanted, Peter had to
and gone to work. It appeared he would be there
appear unfazed.
for the night.
“First, I work long hours for this company, and
Kate shot Peter a look as she passed by his open
your brother knew that. Second, I will never pay a
door. For a moment he thought she was smirking
fine for being late to anything that has anything to
at him. He was seriously considering the impact on
do with this company. If you try to fine me, I’ll sue
the staff and on the project if he fired Baldridge. He
you and I’ll lead a mutiny. If you try anything like
decided to go over the scant files on the whole
this again, I’ll resign and the company will fail
development team before he took action.
without me. If you think you can do without me,
Joanna called to check in. Peter did not have the
fire me, and I’ll sue you. I do my work and I’ll conheart to tell her that Alan’s company would be fodtinue to do my work, but you need to stay out of
der for vultures soon. He asked her if she knew
my way.”
Grace McGregor.
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“Oh my God, Peter. I forgot to call her. Every
year at this time, Grace volunteers for a month to
help indigenous peoples who live in the most
remote, desperate places on earth. I meant to call
her when she got back. She and Alan were good
friends and worked closely over the past few
months. She’s a remarkable woman, Peter, Oxfordtrained to boot, and Alan trusted her with the most
sensitive issues regarding Bolder Solutions,” Joanna
concluded.
Great, thought Peter, I mistake Mother Teresa for
Attila the Hun.
Day five was a nightmare. It seemed that every
employee who showed up at his door had a minor
crisis in hand and expected Peter to solve it. He
heard time and time again, “Well, Alan would have
done it,” or, “Alan always took care of this.” And
time and time again, Peter tried to give an answer.
The wizard patrol sent in an emissary, a bright
young woman with tattoos and several visible body
piercings. Peter learned that she was the Maria that
Kate had mentioned.
Jimmy Valentine, the de facto CFO, had come in
to tell Peter that there was “a little problem with
cash flow.” Two months ago Buck Bernstein had
proudly announced that he had pulled off what he
described as the deal of the century, by selling the
entire Internet suite to a large cash-rich chip manufacturer. Buck called it an anchor contract, and by

closing this well-known customer, other more riskaverse companies in the market would loosen up
and sign on the dotted line.
The problem was that in order to close the deal,
Buck had to give away too much. He not only gave
them a deep discount, he promised them premiumlevel support and agreed to terms that no payment
would be required for ninety days. After forty-five
days, the large customer further leveraged their
position by sending a letter informing Bolder
Solutions that they would require additional software, additional support – all at the discounted
price. And, by the way, they wouldn’t be paying
Bolder Solutions for an additional ninety days.
Splendid news. Jimmy Valentine had discussed
the matter with Peter’s brother, but Alan had been
too preoccupied. Alan had signed off on all of it.
The discounted payment amount was still sixty
days out.
After hearing this news, Peter promptly made a
call to their banker. The woman who had assured
them continued excellent service two days ago now
suddenly sounded distant and stiff. Apparently
things had changed. She said that before the bank
could extend any further credit, it would need to be
reassured that Bolder Solutions’ new learning database product was ready for market.
More splendid news! Shareesa Jones, the onewoman human resources department, tapped on
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Peter’s open door as he hung up with the bank.
“Let’s face it, Peter, they think maybe we can’t do
Alan had stalled on picking a new insurance carrier
it without Alan.” He started out the door but then
and they had missed a window to sign a new constopped. “You do know that the bulk of their paytract that would have saved them almost $100,000
ment is due on delivery? So we won’t get the dough
over the next twelve months. She wondered if Peter
until the tattooed wonders finish the software.
could call to ask for an extension, given the cirWell, gotta run.” And he was gone.
cumstances. They needed to have a new policy in
By the end of the day the rumblings had begun.
place by the end of the month, and they would
He wasn’t like his brother and the company was in
need to come up with $30,000 to commence it.
trouble. The false rumors in the press were becomThe day kept getting better and better.
ing more true by the minute.
At three o’clock,
Today was
Dean Baldridge
Thursday and
You do know that the bulk of their payment is
wandered into his
tomorrow he’d be
due on delivery? So we won’t get the dough
office with three
saved by the weekuntil the tattooed wonders finish the
software.
other developers in
end, but he knew he
tow. They decided
had to have a plan
they had had enough of the sales team making
by the following Monday morning.
unrealistic promises that involved the developers.
It was time to dig into the personnel files to see
They told Peter he needed to reign in Barry (they
how he could reorganize the office. Alan hadn’t
refused to call him Buck out of obvious disrespect)
kept particularly good information on his employor development on the new project would come to
ees because he kept most everything in his head.
a halt. After making their announcement, they
“Thanks, Alan. You could have taken a few
decided it was time for a Starbucks run and left the
notes, you know.”
office.
Week Two loomed in Peter’s future.
Then came the capper. Buck hurried in to tell
Peter that Heritage Genomics, which had been
quiet since Alan’s death, had called to find out a finish date for the new software. He said it was a polite
call, but not as friendly a call as they used to receive.
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AND AT THAT MOMENT, SITTING IN THE SHADOW OF
THE LOCOMOTIVE, STARING AT THE EMPTY BAND
SHELL SEEMED A PERFECTLY RATIONAL WAY FOR
HIM TO SPEND THE AFTERNOON.

”

Chapter 4

Even Atlas
Shrugged
“Whenever human communities are forced to adjust to shifting conditions, pain is ever present.”
— John P. Kotter, Leading Change
Boulder, he had always liked the little park off
“In less than two weeks you have unraveled four
Broadway and Canyon.
years worth of hard work. What will your encore
When the train was moved there to become a
be? Pink slips for everyone?”
permanent attraction, it had captured the whimsy
As the angry words of a disgruntled Dean
of the town. And at that moment, sitting in the
Baldridge squeezed through the slamming door, the
shadow of the locomotive, staring at the empty
level of frustration in the air was punctuated by the
band shell seemed a perfectly rational way for him
crack of oak hitting the door jam. Peter grabbed his
to spend the afternoon. Pathetically, he mused that
now trusty bottle of Tums, and knew a staff revoluat least while he sat here, he couldn’t do further
tion was just a hair’s breadth away. The heavydamage to his brother’s company.
handed threat he delivered to Dean had crossed the
line and he knew it. He had to get out of
the office. It wasn’t even noon, but he needEven Atlas shrugged; it isn’t the stress that’s
killing you, it’s your unwillingness to change!
ed a break.

“

“Kate, I’m going to lunch. I’ve got to get
out of here for a few hours. If any of the staff feel
the need to shoot me, I’ll be back later.”
Kate didn’t exactly glare at him, but he’d seen the
look before. She was beginning not to take him
seriously. Oh, yeah, things were going well at
Bolder Solutions. Thank God today’s Friday!
The train was still there. It was a touchstone in
the midst of the chaos of his life. Growing up in

“Even Atlas shrugged; it isn’t the stress that’s
killing you, it’s your unwillingness to change!”
The words jarred him out of his reverie. He
turned around to see an older man sitting on a
bench at the right front wheel of the locomotive.
He was dressed in an eclectically elegant manner
that few men could wear with as much panache. He
held a Palm Pilot in his left hand and a tattered
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leather journal was in his lap.
He gazed piercingly at Peter
and continued, “Have you ever
considered the force behind what
makes everything grow? Perhaps you
had a fleeting wonder about just how
much control you really have over your day or your
company or life?”
“I beg your pardon?”
“Which part didn’t you understand?”
This exchange was perfectly aligned with Peter’s
day. Not only had he managed to irritate everyone
who worked for him, it seemed he had managed to
alienate a complete stranger. And he hadn’t said a
word to the man.
“Look, I’m just trying to enjoy the lunch hour,
OK?” Maybe Boulder was getting to be like Los
Angeles. Maybe the old guy was going to berate
him until he gave him some money. Perfect.
“You’re not eating lunch. You’re sitting here
feeling sorry for yourself. It’s depressing.”
Peter knew he should just let it go, but his
patience level was suffering from the events of
the last two weeks. “Am I missing something
here? Do we know each other?”
“No, we don’t know each other. But I know who
you are. I’ve seen hundreds like you.”
“Is there something wrong with you? Do you
always speak to strangers like this?”

“You’re not a stranger. I told you before, I know
exactly who you are.”
Peter heard the voice of reason in his head
telling him to let it go, but the guy was pressing his
buttons. “Oh, really? Exactly who am I?”
“You are a man with a problem, most likely a
business problem, most likely a people problem. I’d
say you have a bunch of people working for you
who are just about ready to drag your gloomy rear
end out and shoot you. And you don’t have a clue
what to do about it all. How’d I do?”
Peter looked at the empty band shell and tried to
remember a summertime concert from his college
days. “What makes you so smart?”
The guy smiled for the first time. “Well, I could
tell you I’m a mind reader or I could say that it’s
your clothes or it’s your car. Truth is, I have seen so
many guys like you over the years that I could pick

“

I could tell you I’m a mind reader or I
could say that it’s your clothes or it’s
your car. Truth is, I have seen so many
guys like you over the years that I could
pick you out of a crowd.

”

you out of a crowd. You have the same expression,
the same droop in the shoulders. It’s all too familiar. I was there once. It’s like watching old home
movies.”
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Peter stood up and looked at the man. He
company. He called his methods the Growth Curve
noticed that despite the guy’s attitude, his eyes were
Solution. It proved to be the key to cracking the
radiating intelligence and humor.
code that holds the potential of any enterprise. I
“Then why are you giving me such a hard time?”
owe him more than I can ever say.”
“People like you and me have very hard heads.
Peter looked at his watch. “Well, that’s all very
Nothing gets in without blowing down the front
interesting. But I don’t think you can help me, and
door. So please excuse my abruptness. Twenty-nine
I’ve got to get back to work.”
years ago I was arrogantly driving my
business to the brink of disaster. With
all due respect, it probably wasn’t too
I had no idea I was so caught in my own net of
self-deception. It happens to absolutely every
much different than what you are
entrepreneurial leader. No one escapes it.
doing today. Everything I had used in
the past to manage my company didn’t
work any more. The ship was going
down and going down fast, to the tune of many
“Why? What are you going to do when you get
millions of dollars.”
back there? Did you come up with some earth“At that time an unusual man approached me
shaking idea? Or are you just hoping for inspiration
out of nowhere. He appeared to have almost an
between here and your office?”
electrical charge about him. He was a total stranger
Peter felt his face redden. This man was looking
and frankly the last person I wanted to talk to at
through him like he was a plate glass window.
the time, but he persisted. I am profoundly glad he
What was it about this guy? The old man had no
did. He blasted me out of my self-constructed
idea what waited for Peter back at the office. But
prison. I had no idea I was so caught in my own
how did he know what was going through Peter’s
net of self-deception. It happens to absolutely every
mind? Peter tried to think of what to say, but words
entrepreneurial leader. No one escapes it.”
failed him.
“Over a period of six months, he gave me a lifeThere was a deafening silence. Then the man
time of knowledge. He taught me the keys to
ducked his head and looked up at Peter. “Kind of
unlocking the profit, the people and the growth
feels like you’ve been caught with your hand in the
secrets hidden deep inside my own floundering
cookie jar, doesn’t it?”
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For the first time in two weeks, Peter chuckled.
“Not exactly, but yeah, that’s close enough.”
“You don’t think I could possibly have a clue to
what’s going on in your world, do you? Once you
have traveled this road, my friend, you never forget
the signs. They’re written all over your face. So
what have you got to lose?”
The pain in Peter’s head surged as he reached for
the two Tylenol in his top pocket. He rubbed his
temples. He hated this. He hated being out of control. He hated being so transparent. “Oh, not much.
Just the whole company, my brother’s legacy for his

wife asked me to run his company. And in two
short weeks, I’ve nearly destroyed it. So, yeah, life’s
shorter than we think. My problem is that in the
middle of learning that lesson, I can’t even save his
company.”
“Save his company?” The old guy actually
laughed out loud. “My God, you’re in as bad a
shape as they come.”
Peter didn’t have time for this. He started walking away.
“Hey, wait a minute!” The guy was still chuckling. “I’m laughing
at how much you
sound like me thirThe standard knee-jerk entrepreneurial response
ty years ago,
to crisis is to think that it all depends on you to
pull the rabbit out of the hat.
although I didn’t
have the added
wife and kids, and my future in the business world.
pressure of taking over a deceased brother’s crumStuff like that.”
bling company. That’s tough.”
“Living on Tylenol and Tums?”
Peter stopped. “You have no idea.”
“Pretty much.”
“Fair enough. But I do have an idea about what
The man walked over to Peter. He was tall and
you’re going through with your company. And you
had a youthful vitality about him. “Know why I
won’t solve it by thinking it’s up to you personally
come down here? I love trains. I come down here,
to save the day. The standard knee-jerk entreprestand next to this train, and remind myself that life
neurial response to crisis is to think that it all
is shorter than we think. You have to seize the day.”
depends on you to pull the rabbit out of the hat.
This much Peter already knew. “Shorter than we
The first big hurdle you have is to get yourself out
think? Try this. My older brother? The smart one?
of that box right away. ”
He had a heart attack and died a month ago. His
“I don’t see another choice.”
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“Well, that’s the real danger of what’s happening
my own people, but I can’t fire them because I don’t
to you. You can’t see choices. But you have a world
have the time to hire and retrain anyone.
of choices. When you look at the company as an
“When my brother was running things, he creatextension of you, as part of your identity, it is real
ed a management nightmare by not setting up a
tough to see the choices.”
firm set of guidelines and clear infrastructure. He
“Who are you?”
held the employees’ hands and managed all the
“My name is Horace Bedford.” He came over to
day-to-day decisions of an emerging company. Even
Peter, offering his hand.
though there are people designated as managers,
“Bedford? Like Bedford Falls?”
believe me when I say they are managers in name
“Jimmy Stewart fan. That’s a good sign.”
only. There effectively is no management team. He
“I’m Peter Logan.”
must have controlled the whole show. I don’t know
“Nice to meet you, Peter Logan. The other
how he did it. There is so much falling through the
answer to your question is that I‘ve been in your
cracks in this company, I’m uncertain that I will
shoes. For more times than I care to admit, I‘ve
have both the time and the answers to keep this
found myself trying to grow a company that was
ship floating much longer than 30-60 days.”
sinking in quicksand. It isn’t easy, when you discov“That’s the point! You shouldn’t try to have all
er you’re in new territory and that nothing you
the answers. You need to look your people in the
learned in graduate school or anywhere else, for
eye and tell them that you hear what they are saythat matter, can help you.”
Things are different with this company. I can’t
“Isn’t that the truth! Up till now,
use my old bag of tricks. I’m being held hostage
my model worked pretty well. I was
by my own people.
good at sizing up a company’s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
ing, but since they are obviously seeing the probI’d make a reasonable game plan, slash costs, cut
lem, they’ll need to find the solution.”
the staff, and get things turned around.”
“Yeah, right! That’ll go over huge. Look, Horace,
“But things are different with this company. I
that’s a great idea in some companies, but I don’t
can’t use my old bag of tricks. The staff is comthink it’ll work in this one.”
prised of very bright people who need constant
Horace continued, “That was a classic answer to
handholding. Frankly, I’m being held hostage by
a classic problem. Why is it that everyone thinks
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that their problem is so damn unique? This is one
“Yes, as a matter of fact, I do.”
choice you really don’t have. Refuse to look at new
“I might see you Monday, Horace Bedford. We’ll
ways of cracking the code of your company and
talk about Jimmy Stewart movies.”
you might as well get yourself strapped in for a
Driving back to the industrial park in Gunbarrel,
whole lot more of what you are already experiencit was clear to Peter that he wasn’t going to be of
ing. Do yourself a favor, Peter, let them find the
any value to his brother’s company if he kept trying
solutions. They
to think like Alan.
may just surprise
The real problem was
Refuse to look at new ways of cracking the
code of your company and you might as well
you.”
that the entire staff
get
yourself
strapped
in
for
a
whole
lot
more
“I’ve got to get
was trained to work
of what you are already experiencing.
back. I’ll think
in “Alan’s company.”
about what you said.”
Finding a new way to manage them was going to be
“I’m here often, right around lunchtime. Who
a challenge. Maybe Horace Bedford was right;
knows, we may see each other on Monday.”
maybe he should simply ask them to help.
“So you’re retired?”
Walking in the front door of Bolder Solutions
“Oh no, not at all. That’s part of what you need
had stopped being a pleasant experience.
to learn. Business isn’t simply what you do from
Conversations ceased, people either avoided looknine to five. Business is what you do with your life.
ing at Peter or glared with open hostility. The
Here’s something to think about before you leave: If
atmosphere helped him to make up his mind.
you’re doing it right, you are living well. You are
He called key employees into his office. They
fulfilled, and so is everyone else who’s working for
gathered reluctantly. Dean sulked in the doorway.
you. And you always have time to smell the roses
“Clearly, things aren’t working out as well as any
because you haven’t separated life from what you’re
of us hoped they would. So I’ve decided to make
doing every day. You and your staff are spending
some changes.” By the expressions on their faces,
something like 70% of your waking hours at work.
he realized they were expecting to hear that he
Why shouldn’t your days be the best you can make
would be firing some of them. What he couldn’t tell
them?”
was whether or not they hoped to be on that list.
“You do realize how incredibly naïve that
“There are too many areas needing attention in
sounds, don’t you?”
this company for me to deal with alone.” He paused
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to gauge their reaction and sensed they thought he
was going to be the one to leave.
“I want all of you to meet with the people in
your departments this afternoon and come up with
two things: what’s creating the biggest problem in
your department, and what we can do about it.
We’ll meet again at 4:30.”
They sat there for a few seconds before realizing
he had finished. Then they looked at each other,
frowned and shrugged, and started to walk away.
The expression on Baldridge’s face was troubling. It
was almost triumphant. The newly tagged director
of finances, Jimmy Valentine, asked, “You want the
staff to come up with solutions?”
“Yes, Jimmy. That’s what I want. And we’ll meet
again at 4:30.”
Peter’s attempt to involve the staff had been a
disaster. As he looked back on the question Jimmy
Valentine had posed after the meeting, he realized
he should have been paying attention to what the
question meant. Jimmy and the others were simply
not trained to come up with solutions. The entire
staff was amazed that Peter expected them to solve
the company’s problems. That was his job, and he
was asking them to do it.
They were actually irritated at being asked to
come up with the solutions, all except for Dean,
who appeared delighted. All departments had no
trouble putting Peter at the top of their lists of what

was wrong with Bolder Solutions. The irony was
that even though they were agitated, they were having a better time than at any other moment since
he’d met them. It didn’t help Peter’s outlook that
the most unifying thing he’d done so far was to give
his staff the chance to openly vent their displeasure
with him.
What could Alan have been thinking when he
told Joanna to give him his job?
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Chapter 5

Voltage

“Great managers in the world do not have much in common. They are of different sexes, races and ages. They employ
vastly different styles and focus on different goals. But despite their differences, these great managers do share one thing:
Before they do anything else, they first break all the rules of conventional wisdom.”
— Marcus Buckingham, First Break All the Rules
truly. But the idea of coming up with solutions was
a foreign concept.”
“That’s perfect! What was their mood?”
“Their mood? Are you kidding? They were
almost electric.”
“What are you going to do next?”
“I was hoping you might have a suggestion.”
Horace chuckled. “Why would I have a suggestion? They’re your people.”
“That’s just it. They aren’t mine. They are still my
brother’s.”
“Well, that’s kind of a moot point now. He’s gone.
You’re in charge. So what are you going to do?”
Peter was quiet for a moment. Then he gave
Horace a detailed description of what was said at
the meeting. “The thing is, I can’t shake the fact
that they were having a good time. Look, these
folks are a real bright bunch. Alan always had an
eye for great talent with incredible potential. They
just seem afraid to own it.”
Horace thought for a moment. “Interesting word,
potential. Do you know anything about electricity?”
“What’s that got to do with anything?”

After sitting in the shadow of the old locomotive
for almost an hour, Peter began to think he had lost
his mind. He had taken the advice of a man he
knew absolutely nothing about. He had agonized
over his decision for the whole weekend. And now
he was waiting, like a child hoping for a glimpse of
Santa Claus.
Peter heard a voice in back of him, “I wondered
if I might see you today. How are things at your
office?”
Peter’s first impulse was to walk away. What was
he going to say to this man? Why had he waited for
over an hour? All he could do was shake his head
in disgust and confusion.
“I’m going to go out on a limb here and assume
you’ve done something that didn’t work out as well
as you’d hoped?”
“I did what you suggested. In fact, I did it on
Friday afternoon. I had representatives from each
department hold a meeting with their group to discuss the problems we’re facing and come up with
solutions. They excelled at identifying problems
and, most often, those problems were with yours
39

“In the simplest terms, voltage is the measure of
electric potential.”
“OK.”

“It’s much more than a label. Voltage is measurable — in electricity and in an organization. For you,
it’s a real measurement of the quality and intensity
of the energy in an organization, in
essence, the fuel that gets stuff
Look, you just told me that you believed your
group has great potential. To me, the measure of
done.”
potential in a company is its voltage. It’s an
“But what does it tell me other
important thing to understand.
than what I already know, namely,
that the staff is not happy?”
“Look, you just told me that you believed your
“Here is an important ‘soft side’ principle: when
group has great potential. To me, the measure of
the voltage in your company is low, the potential is
potential in a company is its voltage. It’s an imporlow and the reality of low operational performance
tant thing to understand, Peter.
is close behind. Frankly, it means that your people
“You’ve been describing something ephemeral
are going to withhold their best efforts and that
about your company. You’ve been talking about the
ultimately, the company’s performance will suffer.
way it feels, what the emotional state of the staff is.
So, Peter Logan, don’t let anyone ever tell you that
Any time an executive tries to deal with the feelings
the ‘soft stuff’ is a waste of time.
of the organization, he or she is usually in unchart“A wide range of elements contribute to the volted waters. Even if you have an innate understandage of an organization, which we will discuss later,
ing of it, how do you talk about it?”
but suffice it to say voltage represents the sum total
“Some executives get very uncomfortable if
of all that impacts the spirit of your organization.
someone mentions feelings. In reality the emotional
Voltage is one of the most important predictive perintelligence in an organization and its leaders has
formance barometers you can use in managing the
been proven to significantly impact performance.
work community at your company.”
So it is really important to pay attention to the volt“Wouldn’t that be a novel thing, to actually manage.”
age the Bolder Solutions’ workplace community!”
Peter listened to him. “I see what you’re saying,
“Perhaps. But there’s another step. If you can get
but so what? I mean, what good does it do to have
your staff to begin to acknowledge and measure, on
a label for it?”
a regular basis, the workplace voltage in your com-
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pany and what causes it, then the company will
and begins growing like an intelligent, living thing.
have made the first major step toward the staff
It usually starts when leadership actually asks for
owning the work environment and subsequently
the candid opinion of the staff. It often is a painful
owning the performance of the enterprise.
experience for the leadership to hear how poorly
“Voltage very often starts with the staff being
they are leading the enterprise. But it is a very
given an opportunity to express their feelings and
important first step to not only clear the air but
perceptions about the company in some form of
also to acknowledge the perspective or intelligence
survey or assessment. Frankly, this initial step can
of the organization.
be somewhat uncomfortable for the leadership, but
“When I meet entrepreneurs I always ask them
it is important for the management staff and the
the following question: If you had a choice, which
CEO to listen to the feedback regardless of how
would you rather be, a watchmaker or a beekeepunflattering it is.”
er?”
“They don’t seem to have a problem expressing
“How do most people answer?”
their feelings about me.”
“The majority say they would rather be a watchHorace mentioned, “You became the thing they
maker, which isn’t surprising. Only a few say they’d
could rally around or against, right?”
chose to be beekeeper. After all, who wants to deal
Peter nodded. “I’m not sure it was such a good
with the possibility of being stung by a bunch of
step.”
angry bees? The watchmaker types want something
“Nonsense! It was the best thing that could hapthat is predictable, something they can control. The
pen. Do you know why?”
Peter admitted that he did
It often is a painful experience for the leadership to
hear how poorly they are leading the enterprise. But
not.
it is a very important first step to not only clear the
Horace continued, “Because
air but also to acknowledge the perspective or
you have started the change.”
intelligence of the organization.
“I’m not sure I am tracking
with you, Horace. What
change?”
problem today is that businesses are, by their
“The change is the transformation that happens
nature, unpredictable. To succeed you need to have
when an enterprise stops running like a machine
a different mindset.”
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“Now, the folks who chose to be beekeepers,
they’re the ones with one foot in the future. They
have a natural facility to work with the dangerous
twin sisters of growth: complexity and chaos.
Beekeepers are more apt to allow the intelligence of
the hive to be the operator instead of themselves.
The watchmakers in business are interested in running the business like a precision machine. The
beekeepers understand that their business is an
intelligent, living thing and, if allowed to, it will
come up with far more ideas and solutions than
they ever could. The beekeeper business will continually self-organize around and through its problems and challenges.”
“So what do you think I am? A watchmaker or a
beekeeper?”
“Well, Peter, I would
say you are a frustrated
watchmaker with bees
buzzing all around you.
You’re in a similar place
that thousands of business owners are in today.
They are caught between
two worlds: the industrial world, where there is the
illusion of a large degree of control and order, and
the New Economy, where things change so quickly
it is difficult to sustain long lasting, top down control.” Horace paused and looked keenly at Peter.

“We can talk about that later. Grab a pen and a
piece of paper. Here is a simple Four-Step Process
to move your company from a watch to a beehive.”
As Horace talked, Peter wrote:
1. You need to first recognize the intelligence of the
organization by asking its opinion.
2. You need to filter out the noise from that opinion with your leadership team and come up with
a 5 – 10 step key initiative plan.
3. You need to unify the enterprise team around
this plan that sends a lightning bolt into the
company.
4. You need to put natural systems and mechanisms in place that reinforce self-organizing
behavior so that your staff can effectively work
the change over 9 – 12 months.
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shifting from problem finders to solution creators is
Horace continued. “You see, the first step to recognizing that your company is an intelligent, living
the first step to building a Growth Curve company.”
entity is by asking its opinion. You started this
Peter interjected, “Ah, there is that phrase again.
process by asking for solutions from your staff.
Someday you need to tell me what it means.”
Now if you were to take this even further, you
Horace continued, “All in good time, Peter, but
would ask the staff’s opinion on a whole range of
right now what you really need to do is break your
issues. And you would ask them in a way that they
staff up into diversified meeting groups of 6 – 10
could give you anonymous answers. It has to be
people from all over the company. It really isn’t
anonymous in order to get the truth from them.
helpful to simply have the departments meet. They
“So, Peter, what’s the next best thing to do right
already should be meeting once a week as a departnow?”
ment. Let’s call these new groups growth circles.”
Peter was silent for a
If I’m going to get a handle on the...what did you call
moment. “The next step. Swell.
it? Voltage? Then I need to let them talk. But there’s a
Horace, I’m at a loss. The only
small voice in my head screaming to just clamp down on
thing I can think to do is to have
them.
them meet again. If I’m going to
get a handle on the — what did you call it? voltage?
“Good point. Maybe I’ll mix up the groups. It
— then I need to let them talk. But there’s a small
certainly can’t hurt.”
voice in my head screaming to just clamp down on
“There is quite an art to growing a company
them. I guess that’s the watchmaker talking, right?”
from the ground up, Peter. Growth circles, in my
Horace laughed again. “Yes, it is. By the way,
opinion, are one of the hidden keys to building
how well did that work for you before?”
high-performance enterprises. It might take you a
“That’s just it. It always has worked for me. Until
while to understand the subtleties and dynamics of
now.”
using them effectively, but suffice it to say just get“Sounds like you need a new methodology.”
ting started is a big step. Let me know how it goes.”
“I guess I do.”
As Peter drove back to the office, he found his
“Trust them, Peter. Tell them about voltage; let
mind drifting back to the Flatirons. It must have
them talk about it, and then let them tell you what
taken many earthquakes to shake loose those huge
they’ve come up with. Engaging the staff to begin
granite slabs staring out over Boulder Valley. It
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struck him that, right now, he needed something
just as powerful to shake up his staff and somehow
capture their buy-in at the same time. He concluded that there was no other choice. He had to recruit
Dean Baldridge. If he was going to turn things
around, he needed the young wizard on his side.
When Baldridge arrived at Peter’s door, he threw
it open without knocking, and then stood in the
entrance, waiting for a reaction. But Peter was staring at his computer, taking no apparent notice of
the younger man’s presence. Baldridge thought for a
moment and then stepped in and sat on the couch.
Baldridge was getting angry, but he didn’t want
to show it. He decided to wait a few more minutes
and then leave.
Suddenly Peter turned all his attention to Dean.
He looked at him so intently that it took the young
programmer by surprise and made him feel a little
uncomfortable.
“Why did you come to work for Alan?”
“Why?”
Peter sighed deeply. “This isn’t a game, Dean.
Just answer me.”
“OK. I came here to work because Alan was a
brilliant programmer. We spoke the same language.
He paid me well, but then everybody I spoke to
offered good money. But he was the one who knew
what it meant to spend two straight days writing
code, throwing it all away because it didn’t feel

right, and starting again. He gave me the freedom
to do it the way I needed to, and he was helpful
when I got stuck.”
“Do you know why he gave up full-time
programming?”
“No, he never talked about it.”
“Yes, he did. He wanted to create something bigger. He wanted to create something lasting. He
wanted to know that young and talented people
like you would have a chance to shine. He knew
that entrepreneurship and programming were
somewhat oxymoronic, but he was willing to take
the chance.”
The silence built for a moment. “I liked your
brother a lot.”
“And he liked you. A lot. He didn’t keep notes
on employees, a fact that has driven me slightly
crazy, but he kept notes on you.”
Dean looked surprised. “Oh, really? Like what?”
“He apparently saw a lot of himself in you. His
major concern was that you’d leave before he could
convince you to take on some of the management
duties of Bolder Solutions.”
“Management duties? Are you kidding?”
“Absolutely not! We‘re at a crossroads, Dean.
Whether or not you and I ever become best friends,
this company needs to succeed with the project
you’re working on. The company needs your help.”
Now he looked skeptical. “Help the company how?”
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“It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to realize you
aren’t happy here, and that you may move on. But
I’m betting you have a personal investment in finishing what you started. So I’m going to ask you to
help me by accepting some additional management
responsibility. When we’ve succeeded with the
buildup of the software, and if you still feel like you

“

enjoy the job. I want you ultimately to be my second in command. We will start slow at first so as
not to overwhelm you.”
Dean knew his skills were prodigious, but even
Alan had never suggested a promotion into management. It was hard not to seem interested, but he
wanted to play it cool. He was still reeling from the
disclosure that Alan had intended to groom him for
management.
Peter continued. “Here’s the first project that I
want you to do. You can use the staffing chart I’ve
been making or change it to suit yourself. I want
you to divide the office into groups of five to six
people, with no two from any one department, if at
all possible. And I want you to have them meet
every week for 50-60 minutes. Make sure that the
groups stay to a schedule. Each group should meet
at a regular time. You can make it easy on yourself.
I’m not interested in when they meet each week,
only that they do. Are you with me so far?”
“Sure.”
“Great! I also want you to set up a staff meeting
for tomorrow morning. Find out what time everyone can commit to it and then set it up. Again,
make it easy on yourself; it’s your decision. The
meeting is to explain the plan.”
“Why are we doing this?”
“That’s the other thing. I want you to give each
group this questionnaire that I put together. They

It doesn’t take a rocket scientist
to realize you aren’t happy here,
and that you may move on.

”

need to go on to greener pastures, then I’ll give you
a recommendation that would open up any door to
you. But I need your help now. And I’m convinced
Alan would want you to do it.”
Now Baldridge looked pale. “Damn, man. You’re
pulling out all the big guns here, aren’t you?”
“There’s no time to dance around. If we’re going
to finish what was started, what Alan started, I need
your help.”
“Why me?”
“Because the staff looks up to you, and because
I’ve always respected my big brother’s opinions.”
“What would I have to do?”
“I want to give you a promotion of sorts. There’s
a little more money in it, and I think you might
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are all to fill one out. It shouldn’t take any more
than 30 minutes for them to finish it. I want this to
be anonymous so tell them not to put their name
on it and to be very honest.”
Peter continued, “Dean, we are going to find out
what these folks think and then we are going to
take their best suggestions and run with them.
What do you think?”

much time they want to spend discussing the different items. But when the time is up on any item,
that’s it, they move on, whether or not they have
finished their discussion. You and I will give the
strategic initiatives and the solution topics for each
week. The minutes of these meetings will be
returned to us.”
“There will be three roles in these groups. There
will be a facilitator, a scribe
who will take notes, and a
We are going to find out what these folks think and
timekeeper who will make sure
then we are going to take their best suggestions and
that the meeting stays on plan.
run with them.
These meetings will be highly
“What’s come over you? This is actually a good
disciplined.” Now Peter was at his whiteboard,
idea!”
writing and talking at the same time. “There will be
“Good. Now to go one step further, from here on
three main rules for conducting Growth Circles.”
in, let’s call these groups Growth Circles. Each
Growth Circle meeting will have three main parts
it.”
“First, there will be a certain portion of the meeting focused on the strategic initiatives of the company, there will be a portion of the meeting focused
on solutions to the company’s challenges, and then
there will be an elective portion of the meeting
focused on what the members of the group feel that
they want to talk about.
“At the beginning of each meeting, the members
will look over the agenda and assign a timeframe
for each item. It will be totally up to them how
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1. They are to respect each other’s thoughts and
opinions.
2. Everyone participates.
3. They need to take notes about what they discuss
in the group.
Dean looked as though he was a stranger in a
strange land. “Strategic initiatives, solutions, timekeepers, scribes and whatever. That’s it?”
“That’s it. What do you say?” The two men sat in
silence for three full minutes. Whatever Dean was
thinking as he sat there, Peter would never know.
Finally he said, “OK!”
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Chapter 6

Growth
“Nature favors adaptation and fleet-footedness. In nature, in the benevolent exchange between insects and plants, nectar
is swapped for pollination services. In business, the merger of AOL with Time Warner is an effort to establish supremacy
through aggregation in the e-business and communications industry.”
— Richard T. Pascale, Surfing The Edge of Chaos
Peter wasn’t surprised that the meeting was at 9
a.m. He was surprised to see how different Dean
was at the meeting. He was a natural leader, funny
and engaging, and the staff liked him. He explained
the whole program without missing a beat. At the
end of his short presentation, he turned to Peter
and asked, respectfully, if he had left anything out.
Peter forced himself not to smile, and simply said
that Dean had covered it well.
Dean further surprised him by producing his
own staffing chart in which he had broken up the
staff into groups of five, and then announced that
the groups should meet at four o’clock, once a
week, starting that afternoon. After that, the staff
went back to work with an air of purpose.
Peter had a pressing question on his mind, but
he knew the only person he could ask was his new
lunch buddy. The subject of food hadn’t come up
between them, but Peter decided to take a couple of
sandwiches along.

“Thanks for lunch, Peter, but it wasn’t necessary.” Clearly, however, Horace enjoyed his sandwich. He used his leather journal as a food tray.
“What do I do now? I mean, I created a little
chaos in the company and channeled it all at the
same time. The staff seems to love the Growth
Circle idea. The thing is, I’m the only one left out.”
“Sounds good to me. Don’t you see it as good
news that you’re left out of the process?”
“Good news? I was trying to find a way to manage these people, and all I’ve done is given them a
place to let their growing anarchy take flight.”
“Exactly. They will have a place to air their concerns. But it’s also a place to find out what they can
do, what solutions they create. You see, Peter,
you’ve stepped out of the industrial management
box. If my hunch is right, the thinking that says
you have to control everything is going to get less
and less useful. Growth is a messy thing and the
solutions you need come from the ground up. I like
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to call what you are doing bubble-up growth.
“You’ve shown your staff more respect in one
week than most companies do in three years.
You’ve taken an important step in acknowledging
the company as a separate intelligent entity, a beehive of sorts, by asking its opinion. Now you get
to wait for them to surprise you.”
“I can’t wait very long. If the company survives
me and my meddling, we’ll need to address some
pretty tough issues.”
Horace stopped to think. “Well, you’re on the
fast track now. Once the employee groups get settled, you could involve them in finding the solutions to those issues.”
“Are you serious?”
“Think about it. If you involve
them in the solution discovery process, they begin
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engage them in the basics first. They must understand and help author the core values, the corporate
culture, and some of the key strategic initiatives of
the company in order to lay a bottom-up-growth
foundation for the company.”
Horace waved a hand at the park. “What do you see?”
“Um, well, I see trees and grass and birds. And a
train and a band shell. Is that what you meant?”
“That’s what I meant. But there’s something else.
Look again.”
Peter tried to see more, but he found himself getting annoyed at the game. “I’m sorry, Horace, I don’t
know what you’re wanting me to see.”
“The solution to your problem. Although I don’t
expect you to make complete sense out of it right now.”
“The solution to my problem?” Peter looked
around again, but the scene didn’t change. “I’m still
seeing a park, Horace.”
“Exactly!” Horace seemed to be considering his
thoughts. But after a few moments, Peter couldn’t
stand it.
“Exactly what? Give me a clue.”
“Nature.”
“Nature? What about it?”
“Peter, nature provides one of the finest
entrepreneurial growth models available.
Take another look. Everything around where
you are standing is some living thing attempting
to survive and adapt within one or more larger complex living systems. Listen, Peter, in nature, all living
things have four things in common:

1. They learn and adapt.
2. They have and/or make an identity that gives
them a place.

this is the secret to their longevity?”
Horace leaned back and said, “Yes, indeed!”
Peter shook his head. “What about making
money? That certainly
A company, like any other living organism, has natural
had something to do with
stages of growth it must go through....If a company is
their longevity.”
allowed to find its own balance, it will self organize,
Horace laughed and
through the chaos of growth, in remarkable ways.
enigmatically said, “Nope,
making money was only
secondary. It was a result
of the four things. But
your real question is what
does this have to do with
growing your company?
3. They build and maintain a complex blend of
Plenty. The chaos and craziness happening over at
relationships with other living beings in their
Bolder Solutions is no different than what is hapenvironment.
pening right here in this park.”
4. They effectively govern their own growth and
“Have you ever looked at everything that is going
evolution.
on in nature and wondered how the whole thing
“Surprisingly, Royal Dutch Shell, the preeminent
stays organized? The original crazy maker is nature
global oil company, made a remarkable discovey
and yet there is no finer innovator. Why? Can you
back in the 1980s, with their strategic scenario
tell me how it all stays glued together through all
planning group. Out of the 45 or so enterprises
the chaos and disequilibria?”
they identified around the world which were over
“Not a clue, captain.”
150 years old, all of them have just four things in
Horace continued, “All throughout nature, there
common. Care to guess what they are?”
are multiple stages of growth that are built into the
Peter looked at Horace as if he were crazy. “You
genetic code. We take it for granted that a tree
mean to tell me that the companies mirror these
knows how to grow from a seed through all the
four common characteristics in nature, and that
various stages into what we see here in front of us.

“
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“That’s correct. Have you ever seen a nautilus shell
split in half so you can see its inner chambers?”
“Sure.”
“As the nautilus grows, as each chamber develops,
it does so in a very specific proportion. As each new
chamber develops, it is in a preordained proportion
that you can find in the most surprising places.
Regard that tree over there. From the moment its
seed germinated to form the sprout that would
someday be that tree, it grew in the same proportion
as the nautilus.”
“What are you telling me, Horace? That everything has an underlying universal design to it,
including my business?”
“That’s right”
“Come on, Horace. I have to run a business. What
does this stuff have to do with making payroll and
getting product out the door?”
“The real secret behind growing a healthy, powerful business enterprise is buried in understanding
the patterns of that enterprise. When you can see the
patterns of your company as clearly as you can see
the clouds in the sky, then you are playing in a different league. You are a master enterprise leader. But
if you don’t understand the basic principles behind
patterns, how are you going to see the patterns in
the first place? You will be looking at the activity of
your business without seeing what is really going
on.”

“Complex living systems all go through stages of
growth. Once you begin to see that your company
is an ever-expanding complex living organism moving through very specific stages of growth, you
have a chance at better understanding your problems. Bolder Solutions is not a machine for you to
control and manipulate. It is a living, intelligent
thing. Peter piped in, “You mean it’s a beehive,
right?”
“Yes, when it is allowed to be. The real business
builders know this. Everyone else, Peter, is just trying to make a buck. Look at all the dotcoms that
went out of business in the last few years. Everyone
was going to get rich, right? Those people had
some strange ideas of how to grow a self-sustaining
enterprise. They no more knew how to manage a
high-speed growth company than they knew how
to turn lead into gold. A lot of money and many
people’s lives were affected in the wave of that ignorance.”
“A company, like any other living organism, has
natural stages of growth it must go through. You
can’t skip over or speed through any of those stages
without facing the consequences. If allowed, a
company will find its own balance and will selforganize, through the chaos of growth, in remarkable ways. But you have to set the conditions in
place that let the enterprise self correct as it grows.
Do you know what a nautilus is?”
“I assume you mean the animal — the mollusk,
not the submarine?”
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“Every living thing has an ideal path of growth,
have experienced the whole gamut.”
including a commercial enterprise. I call this ideal
Horace paused briefly. “The most successful
path a Growth Curve. This Growth Curve is directmodel I have ever been able to find for a growing
ed by the laws of proportion, rhythm, and adaptcompany is demonstrated by living systems like
ability. Navigating the Growth Curve is truly the art
those growing right at our feet.”
of growing your organization along the fine line
between chaos and order.
Every living thing has an ideal path of growth,
Too much time spent on
including a commercial enterprise. This Growth Curve
either side means death.
is directed by the laws of proportion, rhythm, and
“When you can clearly
adaptability. Navigating the Growth Curve is truly the
see your company’s major
art of growing your organization along the fine line
between chaos and order.
and minor patterns of

“

”

behavior expressed on a
daily basis and understand their meaning
within the larger context
of the company’s health, then you can intentionally
navigate the Growth Curve. What you need to first
understand is how a company grows along the
Growth Curve.”
Horace read his mind. Peter, above all else, was a
skeptic and he was having a hard time believing
that Horace knew what he was talking about.
“Peter, I have grown and run numerous highly
successful enterprises and believe me when I say I
have tried everything from the touchy-feely ‘you are
what you eat’ approaches all the way to the hardline business methods of the corporate raiders. I

Horace continued, “Consider what a business has
in common with other living things, or should have
in common. Everything you see in front of you here
has found some kind of balance with its neighbors
and the local environment. They have an internal
rhythm; they grow in recognizable proportion.
They seem genetically hard-wired to adapt, even to
learn from the conditions around them. You can
argue that metaphorically they know what they are.
A rose is a rose is a rose. And unless they are acted
upon by conditions beyond their control, they live
a whole life.”
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“Companies, on the other hand, rarely wait for
external pressures to destroy them. They are too
busy imploding from their own blindness to see
what’s really happening. Entrepreneurs like to
blame outside influences, but the truth is, the real
problems usually sit with the owners themselves.
The most impressive mistake made by companies
today is their inability to adapt and change. Maybe
it’s because humans are blessed with the faculty of
thought that resists change; they just can’t believe
that the world continues to demand adaptation. But
it does. Every moment.”
Horace continued, “You have to understand the
nature of a growing enterprise. A business, just like
that tree over there, has cycles of growth. If you can
begin to understand those cycles, you may not have
the same fate as the majority of companies, namely,
premature death.”
Peter listened to his new friend, but he wasn’t
sure where this was going. “That sounds great, but
I’m just hoping to last a couple of years, sell the
company, and then get out. In fact, today I’d settle
for a couple of months.”
“How long do you think a company should survive, Peter?”
“Come on, Horace. A company lasts as long as it
lasts. It lasts as long as it makes enough money to
pay its bills, its staff, and keep the stockholders
happy. What possible difference does it make if that

is a long time or a short time?
“Sometimes a company can’t make money.
Sometimes it loses key employees. Sometimes it
just can’t handle the marketplace or can’t find a way
to grow fast enough to keep up. And that’s not taking into consideration what happens when industries become outmoded, such as the buggy whip
business.”
Horace looked across at Peter. “Oh, really? Why
did the buggy whip makers go out of business?”
“Because people stopped using buggies, and they
stopped buying buggy whips!”
“No. They went out of business because it didn’t
occur to them that they were ultimately in the
transportation support business, and that they
might consider another support product to develop.
They simply couldn’t adapt.”
Horace pursued the topic further. “Do you have
any idea how long the oldest company in the world
has endured?”
Peter was getting agitated, but he was determined
not to show it. “OK. Well, let’s see. There are some
big American companies that date back into the
nineteenth century. And there are probably some
European companies that go back before that. OK, I
guess the oldest company could be 150 to 200
years old.”
“Not even close. The oldest company is a
Swedish company called Stora. It was founded in
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1272. Think of it! It has lasted over 700 years,
Horace seemed genuinely pleased. “And what’s
through political and social upheavals, economic
your third choice?”
surges and depressions, radical changes in its leadPeter thought for a second. “Well, like I said, if
ership as well as its product lines. And yet it conwe can keep from self-destructing, we’re on a pretty
tinues to survive as an entity. And you say you’d be
strong growth trajectory. If we are having a hard
happy if your company lasts a couple of years?”
time now, how will we keep it glued together when
“OK, that’s very impressive, but so what? What
we double or triple our complexity? So, yeah,
does that have to do with me?”
growth is the third.”
Horace saw the confusion in Peter’s face.
Horace smiled. “And just like that, you’ve named
“What are the three main concerns in your comthe three main concerns of every company in busipany?”
ness today: staff satisfaction, sustainable profit, and
Well, number one is easy. My employees are
predicting/managing growth. But these things can
probably melting tar and collecting feathers waiting
all be addressed if you understand that a company
for my return. And they are really
creative people. So the first is my
The three main concerns of every company—
sustainable profit, staff satisfaction, and predicting/
staff.”
managing growth, can be addressed if you understand
Horace just smiled. “Go on.”
that a company is like a living entity with its own kind
“OK, let’s see. Well, we have
of intelligence.
one older product that helped
build the company, but it doesn’t
make us much money anymore. We have products
is a living entity, and it has to be treated like one
that are selling big right now, but they are about to
with its own kind of intelligence. When the true
face competition from similar products. So we need
identity of the enterprise begins to emerge, then the
to get the new product we’re developing into the
enterprise is capable of living as long as Stora.”
marketplace soon or we’re going to be hitting a
Horace looked over at Peter and pointed his fincash crunch. The staff doesn’t see it yet because we
ger at his chest. “Peter, to survive and prosper in
are currently profitable, but profitability has to be
the economic landscape of the 21st century, it is my
maintained. So I’d say money or profitability is my
opinion that a company will have to rethink and/or
second concern.”
rewire their fundamental profit design on a regular
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basis, even as often as every 3-5 years. The average
morning to give the groups a task. Ask them to
businessperson wouldn’t consider adapting his
identify what they see as the key challenges to the
business model that often. But more importantly, to
company. Tell them they get to be totally honest,
really hit the ball out of the park, entrepreneurs
and that they aren’t expected to have the answers.
will need to create the conditions or the organizaTomorrow we’ll talk about it. Also, did you tell
tional climate that produces a Growth Curve
them about voltage?”
Enterprise, a profit-driven, people-centered,
“Uh, no. In the midst of everything, it went out
growth-smart company.”
of my thoughts.”
“Horace, now
“They’ll like it. I
that’s a wish list
suggest you tell them
To really hit the ball out of the park,
entrepreneurs need to create the conditions,
that I could get
about it. Believe me,
or the organizational climate, that produces
my teeth into.
it’s something they
a growth curve enterprise, a profit-driven,
How do I create
will immediately
people-centered, growth-smart company.
that?”
relate to. And I’ll
Horace threw the lunch trash in a big metal trash
contact a few people to see when they have time to
container, letting the question hang in the air.
speak with you.”
“If you’re serious, there are some people you
Peter was suddenly sharply aware of what the
should meet. They’re local entrepreneurs who’ve
man was offering. “Horace, that’s very generous of
tackled these problems and found ways to deal with
you. Why are you doing this for me?”
them. Are you serious?”
Horace didn’t speak for a moment. “It’s a long
Peter looked at his watch and then caught himstory. Suffice it to say I made a promise a long time
self. “Perfect. I’m sitting here considering if I have
ago when I was your age and someone helped me. I
the time to learn what I need to learn to save the
promised to return the gift and I have kept that
company. I think that’s the answer. I’m definitely
promise for the last thirty-three years. And let me
serious.”
be very clear, you’ll be expected to do the same.
Horace came back to him. “OK, do this first,
Still interested?”
because it will be instructive and it will be good for
“Absolutely!”
your staff. When you get back to your office, ask
your young hotshot who organized the groups this
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Chapter 6 — Key Points
• Nature provides one of the finest entrepreneurial growth models available
• In nature, all living things have four
things in common:
1. They learn and adapt.
2. They have and/or make an identity that
gives them a place.
3. They build and maintain a complex
blend of relationships with other living
beings in their environment.
4. They effectively govern their own
growth and evolution.
• A Growth Curve Enterprise is a profitdriven, people-centered, growth-smart
company.
• The real secret behind growing a healthy,
powerful business enterprise is buried in
understanding the patterns of that enterprise.
• A company, like any other living organism, has natural stages of growth it must
go through. You can’t skip over or speed
through any of those stages without facing the consequences.
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Chapter 7

Hidden
Predator
“Leaders are the stewards of organizational energy — in companies, organizations, and even in families. They inspire
and demoralize others by how effectively they manage their own energy and next by how they mobilize, focus, invest,
and renew the collective energy of those they lead.”
— Loehr and Swartz, The Power of Full Engagement
growth-smart. He liked it. The three themes provided an easy focus for a company like his. Then he
remembered that he’d just asked his staff to come
up with their own lists of issues confronting Bolder
Solutions. He decided to do the same.
He’d been writing for the better part of an hour
when there was a knock on his open door. A female
voice said, “Mr. Peter Logan?”
He looked up and stared for a moment. An
attractive woman in a no-nonsense business suit
was standing in his doorway. He had no idea who
she was.
“Are you Peter Logan?”
“Yes. Who are you?”
“Detective Jane Carnes,
Boulder Police. I told
your secretary I’d be
dropping by.” Just behind
the detective, Peter could
see Kate actively pointing to
the message sheet she had

Peter found Dean Baldridge happily working at
his computer, surrounded by an assortment of fast
food wrappers. Dean agreed to speak to the staff. In
fact he was pleased to be able to give everyone a
task for their first meeting. Peter was amazed at the
change in the young man. He decided to let Dean
tell them about voltage since it was more in his
world than Peter’s. He told him what Horace had
said about voltage, potential energy and all of it.
Dean just listened and said, “That’s pretty cool.
I’ll tell them.”
Peter walked back to his office noting for the
first time since day one that people weren’t glaring
at him. Even Kate managed to smile when she told
him he had some phone calls. She handed him a
couple of slips of paper with phone numbers written on them. “The one on top is the most interesting.”
As he pondered the conversations he’d had with
Horace, he reviewed his new reference template for
Bolder Solutions: profit-driven, people-centered,
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put on his desk. The detective continued. “I’m
investigating the death of Alan Logan. He was your
brother, correct?”
“What? I mean, yes, he was my brother. But why
are you investigating Alan’s death? He suffered a
fatal heart attack.”
“I understand you were in Los Angeles when
your brother died. Is that correct?”
“Yes, I had a series of meetings with my former
company.”
“And that company was the Santomo
Corporation, correct?”
“Yes. What does that have to do with anything?”
“And upon returning to Boulder, you took over
your brother’s company, is that correct?”

“Please, Mr. Logan. I will tell you what’s going
on, but I need to know. Why did you leave
Santomo?”
“They fired me.”
“You seemed to bounce back rather quickly.”
“My sister-in-law asked me to take over.” Peter
wasn’t sure he liked her attitude. “And since I had
just been tossed away by Santomo, I was available. I
said yes. Do you know that Santomo invested in
one of Bolder Solutions’ projects?”
“Tell me about it.”
“I read that Alan had some relationship with
Santomo. As it turns out, it was early in the
process. They had invested in one of the strategic
partners in the project, and they had tried to get in
here, too. But they are no
Right now we’re considering your brother’s death a
longer involved. Oh, and the
possible homicide. His death was not from routine
article mentioned mysterious
heart failure.
circumstances.”
“OK. That’s enough! If you want me to answer
“Yes, that was a mistake. I mean it was a mistake
any more questions, you’re going to have to tell me
that it got in the press.”
what’s going on.”
“I beg your pardon?”
Peter had never been scrutinized the way
“OK, I told you I’d explain. Right now we’re conDetective Jane Carnes was looking at him now. She
sidering your brother’s death a possible homicide.
was clearly making decisions about him.
His death was not from routine heart failure.”
“I’m sorry, Mr. Logan, but it’s my job to ask these
Peter’s look of shock registered. It took a minute
questions. Just tell me one more thing. Why did
for him to recover. “I take it you think I may have
you leave Santomo?”
some reason to be involved?”
Peter hesitated.
“Like I said, I’m just doing my job.”
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“Why did you ask me about Santomo?”
Once again his guest looked right through him.
“Mr. Logan…”
“Please, call me Peter. “Since you may be accusing me of murder, you might as well call me by my
first name.”
She started to say something, but smiled instead.
A very nice smile, Peter thought. Peter was amazed
that he found himself thinking just how long it had
been since he’d taken a woman out to dinner, and
how very long it had been since a woman really
mattered to him.
“All right, Peter. Here’s the short version. The
coroner found some proteins in your brother’s
blood that didn’t make sense. Some were natural,
but not natural to the human body. These proteins

“And you think these proteins killed him?”
“Yes, the coroner knows they did. Frankly, I
think you’d have to have a degree in bioengineering
to grasp it.”
For the second time in the last fifteen minutes,
Peter began processing the fact that his brother’s
death was not the result of a heart attack, but
something much more unnerving. Peter had to ask
the question. “You do know what we’re working on
here, don’t you?”
“In general. That’s what put you on our list.”
“I don’t understand. I mean, yes, the project is
about genetic engineering, but why does that particularly involve me?”
“Santomo.”
“Didn’t we just cover that?”

“

All right, Peter. Here’s the short version. The
coroner found some proteins in your brother’s blood
that didn’t make sense. Some were natural, but not
natural to the human body. These proteins caused his
heart to stop beating.

”

caused his heart to stop beating.
“The puzzling thing for us is how they could
have gotten into your brother’s body in the first
place. There was no evidence of any kind of a
puncture wound; he didn’t even have a scratch on
him. And they couldn’t be ingested because no food
contains them.”

“Santomo
shows up on the
most interesting
lists, FBI inquiries, rumors about the CIA, protests
of multinational corporate activities. We keep up
with everything we can. It’s the presence of those
strange proteins that has us thinking about a com-
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pany that is into all kinds of chemicals. And a company that’s known for not taking ‘no’ gracefully.”

“Am I going to be reading about this in tomorrow’s paper?”
“Not if we can help
it. We’d like to keep
Let’s just say that there aren’t too many
companies on the planet with the resources
this out of the news. It’s
to create the proteins we found.
all a bit too strange.
And frankly, we don’t
“You think Santomo killed my brother?”
need the national press asking us questions we
“Let’s just say that there aren’t too many compadon’t have answers to.”
nies on the planet with the resources to create the
He debated the next thing he was about to say. “I
proteins we found. We just have no idea how they
should tell you one thing, although I’m starting to
could have gotten them into Alan Logan.”
feel like I need to call a lawyer. You’re the second
Peter tried to think of something to say. Was it
person in the last few days to suggest I had somepossible that Alan had been murdered? Could
thing to do with Alan’s death. Alan had been workSantomo have been involved?
ing with a public relations woman named Grace
“Mr…Peter, if you think of anything, will you
McGregor. She had learned something about
give me a call?” She was holding out her card.
Santomo trying to smear the reputation of Bolder
“Um, sure. But I don’t have a clue what you
Solutions in the business press. She thought they
think I’ll think of.”
were a danger to Alan.”
“Anything that crosses your mind about any of
“She accused you of killing him?”
this, let me know. You never can tell how the pieces
“No, like I say, she just suggested I might be
will come together.”
involved. It was not a pleasant meeting. She got
“OK. How about if you do the same? Anything
angry with me; I got angry at her. I thought she was
you learn, will you let me know?”
nuts. But now you’re saying Santomo could be
“Sure. Just be careful. You don’t need to go lookresponsible for Alan’s death.”
ing for trouble with Santomo. If they are involved,
“Thanks. I’ll have to have a chat with her.”
they’re clearly willing to take severe steps. If they
Sitting on his front porch and leaning back in a
aren’t involved, your brother’s death is still a homideck chair, Peter tried to make sense of the events
cide. Somebody wanted him dead.”
of the last few weeks.

“
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Up to this point, he purposely avoided the partners in the seed genome project. Bolder Solutions
was in such disarray he couldn’t let on how far
behind the company was on its project. But now he
had a reason for getting in touch with them; they
needed to know that Alan’s death might have been
a murder and they needed to know what Santomo
was up to.

“

is bound to be a period of adjustment. You do
understand how vital your product is to us?”
“Yes, I think I do. Mr. Brown, I know you’re concerned about our ability to finish. I wish I could tell
you tonight how close we are. But I can’t. What I
can tell you is I truly believe we have the talent to
get it finished. I can assure you that you will get
constant updates on our progress going forward.”

He purposely avoided the partners in the seed genome
project. Bolder Solutions was in such disarray he
couldn’t let on how far behind the company was on its
project.

”

He dug into his briefcase and retrieved the card
Joanna had given him: Elijah Brown, CEO,
Heritage Genomics: Colorado Germ Plasm Project.
Elijah Brown answered the phone with a voice
that reminded Peter of James Earl Jones. “It is a
pleasure to speak with you, Peter. I was very fond
of your brother.”
Peter said, “Sir, the company is still struggling
with the upheaval of Alan’s death. I’m working on
solutions, but I don’t want to pretend that it isn’t
having an impact. We are likely to drop a few
weeks behind schedule, but I assure you we will do
everything we can to catch up.”
Elijah sighed. “I’m not surprised. I was hoping
this wouldn’t happen, but I knew Alan was a particularly applied kind of owner. It was his style. There

“First, Peter, my name is Elijah. And second, I
appreciate your candor. Please keep me informed.”
“You have my word.”
There was a moment of silence. Elijah spoke
first. “I sense there is more to your call this
evening, Peter?”
Peter hesitated, “I don’t know precisely where to
begin. I need to tell you something in strict confidence because I don’t know what the information
means. I had a visit from a police detective today.”
“Ah, the lovely Detective Carnes?”
“Yes. I take it she’s been to see you as well?”
“Oh, yes. She makes quite a first impression.”
Peter felt his face flush as thoughts of the detective standing in his doorway flooded his imagination. “Yes. Yes, she does.”
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Elijah chuckled on the other end of the line.
course, but they had a release clause in the contract
“Did she allude to your involvement in Alan’s
that gave us that power. They never thought we
death?"
would be able to exercise it. They were very, very
“Yep. You, too?”
upset. Then they tried to get involved with your
“We had quite an interesting discussion. So I
brother’s company, but he wouldn’t give them the
suppose you want to know more about Santomo,
time of day.”
yes?”
Peter said, “What was the big attraction for
“Yes. Did she tell you I worked for them?”
Santomo?”
“She didn’t have to. Alan told me about it. Your
“They wanted our processes. We knew they were
brother spoke of you often and with great respect.
investing in genetically engineered crops. We
He told me that Santomo was the money behind
thought they were interested in what we were
your last venture. He also hoped they would not
doing because we were working on a way to help
disappoint you.”
agriculture, not control it. We were naïve. They
“Being fired I can deal with. Murdering my
wanted to insert foreign proteins into food crops.”
brother…well, I want to know what happened.”
He paused a moment. “Peter, I think they wanted
“Peter, let me give you some background that
us to do weapons research.”
might help you understand the conditions surAnother moment of silence passed between the
rounding Alan’s death. Santomo
was an early investor in my comAnother moment of silence passed between the two
men. this time Peter spoke first. ‘You mean the baspany. They appeared to be intertards may actually have killed my brother?’
ested only in helping us to

“
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succeed. But shortly after a fairly
sizeable infusion of capital, they started demanding
access to material and research. It wasn’t just the
request, it was the way they went about it. We had
been courting another investor firm that showed up
with their checkbook at just the right time.
“We were able to buy back Santomo’s interest
and send them on their way. They fought us, of

two men. This time Peter spoke first. “You mean
the bastards may actually have killed my brother?”
“I can’t prove it. And I would not say this to anyone else, but yes, I think they did. I just don’t know
why.”
“Spite? Retribution?”
“Not plausible. They wanted so much more. It is
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always about money with people like that. I suspect
they wanted to harm the project.”
“But aren’t you much more valuable to the project? I don’t mean…”
“No, it is all right. Yes, I am more directly
involved, but I may have been too close. Alan’s
work, now your work, the product you are developing for us, makes our work possible. Without it we
won’t complete our project of unraveling the seed
genome. We have so much information that we are
drowning in data and we need a way to make sense
of it. Santomo is not sitting still. There are others
trying to do what we are doing, but we’re farther
along. If they can slow us down enough, they
might get there before we do.”
“Still, even if you do get there first, they can
develop their own products. How does this become
a race between you and Santomo?”
“You don’t know? It is our plan to give our body
of research away. We’ll patent it and then freely
make it available to all the world’s food organizations. Santomo can’t allow that.”
“Well, that’s altruism at its best! Someone actually funded this project?”
“Yes, we had a few very wealthy individuals who
had a broader vision than their own self-aggrandizement.”
Peter continued, “It must have taken millions to
get where you are today. But this brings us back to

how they could have been involved with my brother’s death.”
“Did you know your brother loved whole wheat
bread?”
“Yes, now that
you mention it.
What’s the connection?”
“It’s just a theory.
But if I wanted an
untraceable way to
get foreign proteins into someone, I would feed it
to them. And I would use the most common product I could think of.”
Suddenly Peter felt like he was caught in an
episode of The X-Files. “Elijah, you do realize how
this sounds, don’t you?”
“Oh, yes. I suppose that is why I have not contacted Detective Carnes. Frankly, I hope I am being
paranoid, but I don’t think so. I am also hoping
that you will contact the detective and I will retain
the illusion that it was not my idea.”
Peter decided he and Elijah were destined to
become good friends. “I’ll let you know what she
says. And I’ll keep you posted on our progress.”
She answered on the eighth ring. He had apparently woken her.
“Ms., um, Detective Carnes, this is Peter Logan.
We spoke today at my office.”
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She seemed to weigh that bit of information.
“Ah, Mr. Logan. Or, if memory serves, you asked
me to call you Peter, right?”
It was absurd. He could feel his heart pump a bit
faster when she said his name. Get a grip, Logan,
this is not the time.
“I take it you’ve thought of something?”
The idea suddenly seemed ridiculous. “Well,
maybe.” He told her about his conversation with
Elijah Brown, and the theory that somehow a food
product, like wheat bread, could be the method
used for getting foreign proteins into Alan. She listened without comment until he was done.
“Interesting. That would explain the absence of
any puncture wounds or any other obvious method
of ingestion. I just don’t know how we’d prove it.”
“Uh, look, Ms…Detective Carnes. Would you be
willing to discuss the case over a cup of coffee?”
The silence was excruciating.
“The first thing you’ll have to do is stop calling
me Ms…Detective. My name is Jane.”
Dean Baldridge arrived at work on time the next
day. He was even pleasant. “You know, they really
worked hard at this. I made a list of all the problems they named and noted which ones showed up

more than once. They also filled out your questionnaire. It will take us awhile to calibrate the
answers, but at least we’re on our way.”
Peter was amused at the tone of his star computer wizard. “How near the top was I on the lists?”
Baldridge didn’t miss a beat. “Well, to tell you
the truth, you weren’t exactly on the list. It was
more an issue of morale. I mean your name came
up with all the groups, but they realized that it’s too
easy to say you’re the problem. We had morale
issues or as you would say, voltage issues, before
you got here.”
This was a revelation to Peter. “You’re kidding?”
“No. Look, I liked your brother a lot. But he kept
a lid on everything. He was a great problem solver,
but a terrible manager.”
“How so?” asked Peter.
“When the problems started growing exponentially and he didn’t have all the answers any more,
everything started to peel off the walls. It was crazy
around here right up until Alan’s death.
“We didn’t know what was going on – we were
kept in the dark and people started filling in the
blanks because Alan wouldn’t tell us what we needed to know. Morale was getting ugly.”
Peter could tell Dean was
hesitant to speak badly in any
We had morale issues or as you would say, voltage
way about Alan. It was the first
issues, before you got here.
time Peter had even considered

“

”
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that there was unrest in the company before Alan’s
morale, they found that voltage was a better word.
death.
In fact, ultimately they said that voltage is the
“What else was going on?”
biggest issue the company has.”
asked Peter, wanting to help
Once they started talking about morale, they found that
get some things on the table.
voltage was a better word. In fact, ultimately they said
He felt Dean wanted to get
that voltage is the biggest issue the company has.
these things off his chest.
“Well, some of us felt we were moving too fast.
We didn’t spend any time thinking, we just reacted.
Peter thought Horace would nod, and say, “I told
Processes, the few that we had, were ignored. We
you so.”
just kept hiring people to manage the workload. It
Dean continued, “The
became almost comical because there wasn’t anyone
discussion on voltage
minding the store.” Dean stopped and looked at
tended to get into a couPeter carefully.
ple of other things. Some
“This was still a great place to be, but things
of us are still concerned
were getting a little out of hand,” he justified
about staff turnover. With
quickly.
all the changes going on,
Peter responded with a smile, “Thanks for telling
you know people have been threatening to quit,
me this, Dean. It helps knowing I’m not the sole
right? It’s just that nobody really wants to quit, but
cause of everyone’s distress! Any other issues I
what if they did? Or what if some of us were sudshould be aware of?”
denly given offers we couldn’t refuse?”
Dean thought for a moment and added, “My
“Good point.” It had been on Peter’s mind night
biggest concern was it didn’t seem like we were able
and day.
to get more than one product to profitability at a
“Then there were points made about growth. We
time. We were also leaking knowledge as programall feel Alan was hoping to keep the company small
mers got frustrated and left.”
so he could continue to handle it. People around
“So, this idea of yours about voltage really got our
here, frankly, don’t understand how we are going to
people thinking. Each group got into it in their
survive our own growth. We’ve all seen companies
own way, but once they started talking about
expand quickly, then hit a wall and cut their staff

“
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“You’re serious? You mean
simple office supplies?”
People around here, frankly, don’t understand how we
“Yeah. You really didn’t
are going to survive our own growth. We’ve all seen
know what I meant?”
companies expand quickly, then hit a wall and cut their
“Who orders supplies? No,
staff back by half overnight.
wait. Alan did, right?”
“Yeah. He said he liked
back by half overnight. I hope you realize it makes
knowing where all the resources were going.”
us all a little nervous.”
“OK, well, that’s going to change. What else,
“I’m very aware of that.”
Dean?”
“OK, well, that leads to some other
“You mentioned core values. With all
things like hiring good people, and
the chaos and our need to grow quickly,
training them properly. And, Peter,
we better figure out who we are pronto.
some of the big brains here are conDoes that make sense?”
cerned that what little culture we do
“Totally.”
have will start to get funky and undePeter looked at the young man and
fined when we expand. If we don’t
had a glimmer of hope for his company that hadn’t
have a clearer sense of who we are and where we
existed before. “Thank you for your help in this.
are going, this place will come apart.”
Tell me something. Are you, all of you, aware of the
“Thanks for telling me this. I’m very pleased that
stakes in what it is we’re doing?”
you guys figured out so much. It sounds to me like
“I know our software is supposed to help a comwe need to discover our company’s core values. OK,
pany that’s doing genetics research. And I know it’s
what else?”
for plants, not humans. I know they’re supposed to
“There were several small things; for example,
be the good guys in a race to find the information.
we’re almost out of most of supplies.”
But that’s pretty much all I know, and I have no
“What supplies?”
idea if everybody here knows it.”
Dean spoke slowly and clearly, as if to a child.
“We have to change that, too. What we’re doing
“You know, pencils, disks, bathroom stuff, ballpoint
is more important than you may realize.”
pens.”

“
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“

My life felt like a freefall dive out of a plane.
Ironically, I think you
handed me the rip cord.

”

Chapter 8

Rip Cord
“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort, but where he stands at times of
challenge and controversy.”
— Martin Luther King Jr.
Horace listened intently to Peter’s account of
conversations with Jane Carnes and Elijah Brown.
what the staff had identified as the challenges facAs he explained how his brother was likely a muring the company. “You’ve got a good staff, Peter.
der victim, it sounded about as far-fetched as anyThey really jumped into this. Being able to talk
thing he’d ever heard.
about voltage will help them. And, they’ve identified
Horace listened quietly. When Peter finished, he
some of the biggest issues companies face.”
said, “I’ve known Elijah for a long time. Elijah may
“Your brother was really something. I can’t tell
be the smartest man I’ve ever met. If he says he has
you how many owners and managers have a fear of
a theory about your brother’s death, you can almost
not only delegating responsibility, but also the
take it to the bank.”
authority along with it. The issue is making the
Horace continued. “Until you know more about
transformation from being a CEO-centric leader to
the facts relating to your brother’s death, it probably
being a company-centric leader. This is
why Stage 3 is one of the more dangerous
A company needs to have a clear understanding
stages of growth to get through. The
of its purpose and its compelling mission, and
that has to flow from you, the CEO.
change that is demanded of the CEO can

“

”

be daunting to most people.”
“Stage 3 company? What’s that?” asked
Peter curiously.
“We’ll talk about The Stages of Growth
another time, Peter. Hang on to that question.”
“Oh, there’s another piece of drama that I need
to tell you about, Horace. I guess it counts as part
of what a company faces. Or it’s going to sound like
a B movie. I’ll let you decide.” Peter outlined his

won’t help your staff to worry about it. However,
your people would surely benefit from knowing
exactly what it is they are working on. A company
needs to have a clear understanding of its purpose
and its compelling mission, and that has to flow
from you, the CEO. It needs a reason to deal with
the turbulence of chaotic times and a reason to
71

change when necessary. And it’s not particularly
helpful to rely on an owner who says ‘Do it because
I say it’s a good idea’.”
Peter and Horace had gone over the list of concerns his staff had produced a few days earlier. Peter
added to the list more challenges he’d discovered
during his career. Along with the combination of his
list and the Bolder Solution employees’ list, Peter
had a total of twenty-seven challenges faced by
growing companies:
27 Challenges of Intentional Enterprises
1. The lack of adequate profits to grow your
company
2. Not being differentiated in the minds of
your customers
3. The need for a stronger profit-driven business design
4. Customers migrating to other products and
vendors
5. Employee turnover
6. Hiring quality staff
7. Low staff morale
8. The need for a flexible planning model
9. The need for staff to participate and help
author the growth of the company
10. Lack of effective project management and
resource coordination
11. Lack of communication between leadership
and staff

12.
13.
14.
15.

Lack of effective new staff orientation
Ineffective and/or little staff training
Unclear values
Periods of chaos that destabilize the
company
16. The culture of the company is resistant
to change
17. Difficulty forecasting problems before
they surface
18. Difficulty diagnosing problems and
obstacles to growth
19. Cash flow challenges
20. The staff not understanding how the
company will grow
21. The leadership not understanding the
impact of staff satisfaction on profitability
22. Effectively expanding sales
23. Bringing new products or services to market
24. Loss of expertise or knowledge when
employees leave
25. Inability to get systems and procedures in
place as the company grows
26. Limited availability of capital to grow
27. Marketplace and customers change too
quickly
Peter studied the list, thinking that if someone
could crack the Rosetta Stone of entrepreneurial
enterprises, this list would certainly be a good start.
Probably the most important factor is knowing
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what to do next. One thing was clear: whatever he
was going to do at Bolder Solutions to make some

“

“I mean I just wanted to…”
“Apologize?”
Clearly, apologizing didn’t come naturally for
her. The silence built once more.
“Well, I might have been too quick to judge
what’s going on in Alan’s company.”
“You don’t owe me an explanation; a simple
apology will do.”
“Look!” Now she was sounding angry. “I was
concerned when I saw someone else sitting in
Alan’s chair. Someone, I might add, whom the
nefarious Santomo had employed! I overreacted,
but your response was out of line.”

The most important factor is
knowing what to do next.

”

positive changes, he needed to start soon. If Elijah
Brown was right, time was growing short. He knew
Bolder Solutions’ future was at stake, but the company was obviously involved in something even
larger.
The phone rang. “Peter Logan speaking.”
“Mr. Logan, this is Grace McGregor.”
Now it was his turn to be quiet. He felt
I’m hanging up now, Ms. McGregor. Let me
his mood turn sour. Some Mother Teresa.
know when you’re ready to offer up that
“What can I do for you, Ms. McGregor?”
apology.
She seemed to struggle to find her voice.
“I’ll come right to the point. In my business I have
He had other things to spend his energy on. “I’m
connections in the most interesting places that
hanging up now, Ms. McGregor. Let me know when
allow me to find out things most other people
you’re ready to offer up that apology.”
can’t.” She paused for a second. “I’d make a great
Seconds later the phone rang again. He couldn’t
gossip columnist.”
believe she’d call him back. Even the sound of the
She waited a moment to see if her attempt at
phone was irritating. He picked it up and barked a
lightening the conversation was working, but Peter
terse, “Hello?”
remained silent.
“I can’t tell you how much I wish this was an
“I may have judged you too harshly. I discovered
official call, because I know how to handle attitude
that you were fired by Santomo, and I shouldn’t
on the phone. But I’m calling as a civilian.”
have suggested something irregular.”
It took him a second. “Jane?”
“Anything else, Ms. McGregor?”
“Maybe we should go back to Ms…Detective.”

“

”
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She made him smile. “I’m sorry, Ms…Detective.
You caught me…well…let’s just say you caught me
deep in thought. It is nice to hear your voice.”
“I wanted to tell you that I had a conversation
with the PR woman, Grace McGregor. She is not
your biggest fan.”
“No kidding! I just hung up on her. I thought
you were her calling me back.”
They were silent for a moment.
She took a deep breath. “That’s not why I called.”
Peter smiled. “OK.”
“Since you have been cleared from this case officially, I thought maybe we could, um…”
“How about a drink?
You pick the place.”
“Oh, please don’t ask
me to pick the place.
My mind locks on the
cheap dives I tend to
frequent for lunch.”
“OK. Meet me at the
Corner Bar at the
Boulderado at seven
o’clock.”
He had a date with a cop. Interesting turn of
events.
A few minutes later the phone rang yet again. He
answered cautiously, half-expecting Jane to call
their date off. But it was Horace Bedford.

“Sorry to bother you, Peter, but I wonder if you’d
have a little extra time tomorrow? There’s someone
I want you to meet.”
“I’ll make time. When and where?”
Horace told him to meet him at the park at 11
a.m., and then added, “We’ll take a drive.” He hung
up without saying goodbye. Peter remembered that
he still didn’t have any idea who Horace was.
The Corner Bar was packed with people.
He arrived two minutes early, but Jane was
already there, dressed in another no-nonsense suit.
He smiled and walked up behind her.
She was nervous. And she wasn’t smiling. “Look,
Peter, I can’t stay. I’ve been reassigned to the
evening shift. They just beeped me and I’ve got to
leave now. I’m really sorry.”
“That’s OK. I understand. I’m disappointed, but
duty calls.”
“I was looking forward to tonight. Really. We’ll
do it another time.”
She turned to leave, changed her mind, then
impulsively kissed him. It took Peter a moment to
catch his breath. Then he kissed her back. “I’ll call
you tomorrow, Ms…Detective.”
Feeling lighthearted for the first time in a long
while, Peter decided to visit Joanna and the kids.
He realized he had been avoiding them. Joanna
looked fragile and tired. His nephews’ hopeful eyes
locked unwaveringly onto his. Not knowing exactly
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what to do, he began
wrestling with them, tossing
one boy and then another until all
three were exhausted.
They went out for pizza and ice cream
while Peter regaled them with early Alan stories the
kids found incredibly funny. After a full evening he
put them to bed and read from a Harry Potter book.
Afterwards he and Joanna sat down to talk.
“Joanna, I’m sorry I haven’t been very supportive
of you. I’ve been so caught up in trying to make
sure Bolder Solutions continues to support you and
the kids that I haven’t been much of a comfort.”
“Oh, Peter, there isn’t anything anyone can do
for a broken heart but let time slowly heal the loss.
The kids, though, so love being with you. They
really do need to have a strong male role model in
their life. I feel like I have asked so much of you in
such a short time.”

company is how I want to live my life. Playing an
active role in the lives of my three nephews is a big
part of that plan. That means soccer practice, stupid card tricks, geometry, you name it.”
The two of them sat on the front porch looking
out into the night. Tears slowly made their way
down Joanna’s cheeks as the tragic loss and the
haunted reality of sudden single parenthood swept
over her. She and the boys needed Peter. Then he
felt his own cheeks become wet as Alan’s family
slowly embraced him with a new sense of place.

“

My life felt like a free-fall dive out of a plane.
Ironically, I think you handed me the rip cord.

”

“You know, Joanna, in the past, my life felt like a
free-fall dive out of a plane. Ironically, I think you
handed me the rip cord. I’ve been a hired gun for
so long in the consulting world, I forgot what it
means to have a meaningful relationship with others. As the chute opens, I see that growing this
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Chapter 8 — Key Points
27 Challenges of Intentional Enterprises:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The lack of adequate profits to grow
your company
Not being differentiated in the minds
of your customers
The need for a stronger profit-driven
business design
Customers migrating to other products
and vendors
Employee turnover
Hiring quality staff
Low staff morale
The need for a flexible planning model
The need for staff to participate and
help author the growth of the company
Lack of effective project management
and resource coordination
Lack of communication between leadership and staff
Lack of effective new staff orientation
Ineffective and/or little staff training
Unclear values
Periods of chaos that destabilize the
company

16. The culture of the company is resistant
to change
17. Difficulty forecasting problems before
they surface
18. Difficulty diagnosing problems and
obstacles to growth
19. Cash flow challenges
20. The staff not understanding how the
company will grow
21. The leadership not understanding
the impact of staff satisfaction on
profitability
22. Effectively expanding sales
23. Bringing new products or services to
market
24. Loss of expertise or knowledge when
employees leave
25. Inability to get systems and procedures
in place as the company grows
26. Limited availability of capital to grow
27. Marketplace and customers change too
quickly
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ProfitDriven

Living
Well

Open
Mind
Being
of Service
Problem
Approach

PeopleCentered
Growth Curve
Model
Approach

GrowthSmart

Growth Curve

Chapter 9

Reflective
Edge
“Human beings aren’t ants, and organizations aren’t ant colonies. But when productive agitation runs high, innovation
often thrives and startling breakthroughs can come about. This elusive, much sought after sweet spot is sometimes called
a burning platform. The living sciences call it the edge of chaos.”
— Richard T. Pascale, Surfing the Edge of Chaos
The office was in pretty good shape the next
morning. Kate told him that more than half the
staff had come in early, between 7:30 a.m. and 8
a.m., to get a jump on the day. None of his shortlist problems had magically disappeared, but something felt different. He couldn’t put his finger on it.
The morning wore on and as Peter walked out of
the office to meet Horace for lunch, his eye caught
something unusual. Someone had hung a large
bright yellow lithograph on one of the barren walls
in the entry.
The receptionist asked him, “What do you think
of it? The customer service folks chipped in and
bought it for the office yesterday.”
“Wow, that’s a great addition. I’m impressed.
Maybe we should consider sprucing up the whole
office. It might make us all a little more upbeat.”
Peter then thought to himself, “My God, there
could be life in this place yet.”
Peter arrived at the park early, but Horace was
waiting for him, writing in the worn leather journal

that was his constant
companion.
“Good morning,
Peter.”
“Hi, Horace. Gosh, I
thought I’d beat you
here.”
Horace turned his head toward the poplars waving in the wind. He had a look of contentment that
was unknown in Peter’s world.
“Some days, Peter, I choose to take what I call
reflective moments. Today just happens to be one
of those days. So I came down here a little early.”
He smiled as he looked directly over at Peter. “It’s
all part of what I call living well.”
Peter thought for a moment then said, “I’m a
couple of million dollars away from living well.”
“This is different, Peter. It’s not about waiting
until you have all the money you want. I’m talking
about living in such a way that all the different corners of your life, from business, to family, to com79

munity, to friendships, to health, to church, to
finances, are alive in a kind of refined harmony.”
Peter laughed, “Boy, according to that definition,
I’m a long way off from living well. If I get through
one day out of a week unscathed by the ravages of
my employees or the stress bullets constantly
whizzing by, I consider myself blessed.”

“

for several minutes. Then he looked seriously at
Peter.
“This is a very good start. You’ve created as succinct a list of the problems that growing companies
face as I’ve

For most entrepreneurs the idea of living well
while running a business is an oxymoron,
Peter....Living well, with all its implications,
starts with having an open mind with your work
and ends with being of service to something
larger than yourself.

”

“For most entrepreneurs the idea of living well
while running a business is an oxymoron, Peter.
The two just don’t mix. It’s a terrible waste. For
people like you and me, understanding entrepreneurial growth is a huge step toward living life
while we are still living. After all, Peter, living well,
with all its implications, starts with having an open
mind with your work and ends with being of service to something larger than yourself. Everything in
between is all about the journey.”
Horace smoothly shifted his attention and
looked at Peter. “I see you came here prepared.
What is that in your hand?”
Peter gave Horace a copy of the 27 key growth
challenges list he’d drawn up. Horace reviewed it

Being of service

seen.” He
laughed,
“Obviously, Bolder Solutions isn’t facing all of these
challenges right now, but you’ve got quite a few of
them staring at you.”
Horace held up the sheet of paper containing
Peter’s list of entrepreneurial challenges and said,
“We need to take a short diversion before we go on
any further. Peter, it is very important that you distinguish, right at the start, that there are two primary approaches to diagnosing and understanding
the inner workings of a business.”
“Approach #1 is known as the Problem
Approach. You look at the business as something
that has obstacles and problems that need fixing. It
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is a symptomatic approach that looks at the parts
“Peter, this is a simpler way of explaining this
and how to correct them with a specific solution —
idea. You see, how you approach or consider your
similar to modern medicine’s approach to healing.
business determines how you will interface with it.
“Approach #2 is the Model Approach. You look
You can enter into the box through this door,” he
at the business from the perspective of an ideal
said, pointing to the Problem Approach box, or
business model. It is a frame of reference which
you can enter through this door,” he said, pointing
provides an integrated yet holistic template of how
to the Model Approach box.
the enterprise could perform to its highest potential. By understanding the ideal
How you approach or consider your business
determines how you will interface with it.
frame of reference you can apply atten-

“

”

tion or, in other terms, solutions from a
more informed perspective of the whole.”
Horace continued, “Both of these Approaches
access solutions and both are built into the understanding of the Seven Stages of Enterprise Growth,
which you will be hearing about later.”
With that, Horace took a pen out of his shirt
pocket, drew four boxes on a sheet of paper, and
filled in each box with these words:

“Eighty-five-to-ninety percent of all entrepreneurs are so caught up in the day-to-day reality of
their business that they are spring-loaded to choose
the Problem Approach as the natural way of understanding and diagnosing their business. The Model
Approach is often more prominent in the world of
academics, consultants and business theorists.”
“Horace, since I left Stanford, I haven’t seen the
value of the Model Approach. In the real world,
things move too quickly and you’re consumed with
fixing problems. You move from A to B to C by
identifying problems and finding solutions. I just
don’t have the time to sit back and think, how did
you put it?, ‘holistically’.”
Horace smiled and wrapped up his thoughts by
saying, “I understand perfectly well your point,
Peter. As a reference for future discussions, just
remember that there are two approaches and that
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the blend of both approaches ends up being the
optimal route. For purposes of our conversation
today and your meetings over the next two weeks,
you will be hearing new ideas and methods applied
in the Problem Approach modality.”
Peter was discovering that Horace did not waste
time. When he finished an idea he had no qualms
about abruptly moving on.
“Here’s the thing, Peter. I had a disturbing discussion with Elijah Brown yesterday about the
forces at play around your secret project. After
speaking with him and considering your circumstances, I’m convinced that we need to put you on
the fast track. So, let’s get started by setting down
the right foundation. With me so far?”
“Yes.”
“In the next couple of weeks you are going to
meet some remarkable people, people who are not
any more talented or smarter than you but who
have had the opportunity over the last couple of
years to successfully apply powerful growth tools in
their businesses.”
“When you meet these people, they will be giving you a lot of new information in a very short
period of time. They will be giving you bits and
pieces of a much broader set of solutions.”
“They will be speaking to you from the Problem
Approach perspective of viewing a business. The
solutions that they will be sharing with you need a

frame of reference. I have named this frame of reference The Growth Curve Solution. Let’s start by
saying that The Growth Curve Solution is founded
on the three themes I gave you the other day.” On a
piece of paper, Horace wrote:
Growth Curve Solution Themes
1.

profit-driven

2. people-centered
3. growth-smart

“Anything that is based on the profit-driven,
people-centric and growth-smart building blocks
will have the name Growth Curve attached to it.
There is also a Growth Curve Model Approach that
feeds into the Stages of Growth framework and the
Growth Curve Solution. At some point in the
future you will put all the pieces together and you
will have access to a comprehensive enterprise
tool.”
Horace finished his drawing
with the two approaches.
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Peter spoke up. “Well, Horace, I suppose at some
point this will all make sense. I’m willing to keep
an open mind to the model or theory approach but
I must say theory doesn’t help much when you
have serious cash flow problems.”
“But I can see that you’re
Profitseeding my mind for further
Driven
discussions. I’m OK with that.
PeopleAt this point the three building
Centered
blocks tying to profit, people,
and growth make a lot of sense
GrowthSmart
to me. So much so that I
adopted them as our core operational themes at Bolder
Growth
Solutions. They pretty much
Curve
Solution
say it all.”
“I’m glad to hear that, Peter.
There are a total of nine fundamental building
blocks of The Growth Curve Solution associated
with these three themes. All of our work over the
next few weeks will be centered around you developing a basic working knowledge of the Nine
Fundamentals of The Growth Curve Solution.”
Horace opened up his journal and pulled out a
single piece of paper. “Peter, this sheet will help
you organize your thinking as you meet all these
people. It explains in simple terms what the Nine
Fundamentals are. Each fundamental has a whole
body of knowledge and methodology tied to it.

When looked at as a whole, The Growth Curve
Solution is a new, many-faceted, interconnected
perspective of the entrepreneurial growth process.”
9 Fundamentals of
The Growth Curve Solution
Profit-Driven
1. Profit – The New Profit Model provides a powerful new perspective on the sustainability and
advancement of enterprise profit as it is
a) critically tied to the design of the business,
b) dependent on the Profit Net or profit competency of the entire staff, and, c) reliant on the
continued loyalty of the customer base.
2. Mapping – Provides a dynamic new method of
communicating, tracking and enterprise planning that is accessible by the entire organization.
It facilitates “bottom-up” engagement, strategic
authoring and buy-in by the entire staff.
3. Mechanisms – Reveals the important role of key
infrastructure mechanisms that facilitate the
application of The Growth Curve Solution in a
business enterprise at any stage of growth.
People-Centered
4. Staff Satisfaction – Reveals the core requirements of staff satisfaction and shows the deep
connection between it and enterprise profitability
at every stage of growth.
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5. Community – Redesigns how we think about
and create the modern work community so that
it better serves both the company’s vision,
strategic goals, objectives, and culture and also
correctly addresses the interests, needs, and
requirements of the staff.
6. Trauma – Reveals the causes, symptoms, and
cures for the primary debilitating disease of
business growth called Growth Trauma.
Growth-Smart
7. Growth – Provides an important foundation for
how blending the principles of nature, complexity, and growth intelligence produce greater performance and innovation in commercial enterprises. Turns the understanding of organizational
growth from that of “business as a machine” to
one of “business as a living, intelligent organism.”
8. Language – Creates the everyday language of
growth that is required for deep change in the
organization and explains the three elements of
growth (stages, gates, patterns).
9. Acceptance – A powerful methodology that facilitates the willingness in the CEO of a company
to release resistance to the issues causing low
performance and see underneath the surface to
the real issues.
And just like that, Horace became the professor.

Peter expected him to manifest a chalkboard out of
thin air to make his points. The older man jumped
up and started pacing back and forth.
“OK, let’s start with the big picture. The Growth
Curve Solution is made up of the Nine
Fundamentals laid down on that sheet of paper in
your hand.”
“It is a body of living business knowledge based
on many people’s entrepreneurial experiments and
natural systems research over the last 25 years. It is

“

The Growth Curve Solution is
a body of living business knowledge
based on many people’s entrepreneurial experiments and natural
systems research over the last 25
years.

”

always growing and no one person or group owns
this knowledge.”
“But it is not easy to find in any one place and is
usually shared or passed on by word of mouth. If it
is one thing, it is dynamic. It is always expanding
with new discoveries being made by curious,
bright, and often highly pressured entrepreneurs.
Its primary purpose is to address and deliver solutions to the recurring issues and challenges to
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enterprise growth. The list you created is a good
bright, reflective entrepreneurs who have a different
sample of those challenges.”
vision for the future.”
Peter interjected, “Horace, is any of this written
“Don’t get me wrong, they are just as interested
down somewhere?”
“Not at this point. There is a
Right now, the advances in technology are grabbing
local group of business owners
all the headlines. But outside the radar of the
working on compiling The Growth
money guys, the American workplace is being flipped
Curve Solution into one place. It’s
over, retrained, retooled and is dramatically
transforming right under our noses.
a major project and will require
many hands to complete it in the
future. Who knows, you just may
be one of those people.”
in making money as the next guy, but they are difPeter laughed, “I think I’m a long way from
ferent because they see the writing on the wall.
being part of any project other than the project
They see that the workplace community will drive
called Bolder Solutions.”
the next social and economic frontier.”
“Time will tell. Peter, did you ever wonder why I
“Right now, the advances in technology are grabam doing this?”
bing all the headlines. But outside the radar of the
Peter thought for a moment. “Aside from the fact
money guys, the American workplace is being
that you made a promise to some guy years ago?”
flipped over, retrained, retooled and is dramatically
“Yes, aside from that.”
transforming right under our noses. When Wall
“Well, Horace, you have a religious zeal about
Street wakes up in the next 3-5 years it will be
this stuff that I occasionally wonder about.
scrambling to find ways to quantify two important
Honestly, I couldn’t begin to guess what drives you
ideas:
to spend all your time and energy on people like
One – the core intelligence of an enterprise
me.”
Two – what breeds innovation in successful
Horace shook his head, “Peter, most people
workplace communities.”
think that business is only about making money
“Believe me when I say that business as a mechaand competing to win the brass ring. That is true
nism in society is on the threshold of a new misfor many people, but there are a growing number of
sion.”

“

”
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“Peter, as far back as 15th century Italy, businessmen have been considered low on life’s food chain.
Trading and making money certainly didn’t earn
one a lofty place in heaven. Service to the church or
to the state or to a noble cause has always been
considered a higher calling than the greed-tarnished road of commercial enterprise.
“This attitude has been invisibly pressed into
culture for centuries. The souls of the rich and successful have been considered dimmed by the pursuits of the material world. Strange how man so
easily elevates himself above the “misdirected.” I
am sure that the irony will play itself out in the
future when growing businesses become the

whole lot more horsepower than that. The real solutions aren’t going to come out of the universities, or
the churches, or from the governmental organizations or the non-profit groups trying to save the
world.
“They’re going to emerge from the core intelligence of workplace communities all across this
country and the world that are able to transform
themselves into self-organizing, profit-driven, people-centered, growth-smart beehives.
“Even if only 15 percent of all businesses make
the leap then we have a real chance of turning the
odds in our favor. Mark my words, Peter, all this
lands on the ground with significant practical
results. The innovative power and performance of the average person working in a
Humanity is facing a mountain of extraordibeehive company is ten to twenty-fold that
nary challenges, a number of which could
of one working in a company managed like
single-handedly extinguish life on this
a machine. Combine this with advances in
planet.
technology and we will see not only innovation but also productivity skyrocket."
guardians of our future.”
Peter interrupted, “Are you saying that the aver“What are you saying, Horace?”
age worker is the center of brainpower in a compa“I’m saying that this is a unique time in history.
ny?”
Humanity is facing a mountain of extraordinary
“Yes, I am, but in most companies the brainpower
challenges, a number of which could single-handlies buried and unrealized. How much brainpower
edly extinguish life on this planet. Some of us take
do you think you are really getting from your staff
this very seriously. These challenges aren’t going to
at Bolder Solutions?”
be fixed by the really smart people, Peter, we need a
Peter thought for a moment, “I see what you

“

”
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“Yes, we are. Granted, The Growth Curve Solution
is just one small piece of the answer. Hopefully it
will facilitate the awakening of the workplace as a
primary mechanism for social, economic and personal transformation.
“If that fits into your view of saving the world,
then so be it. And if it doesn’t save the world, at
least it will help the enterprise understand these
five things on a daily basis.” And again, Horace
started writing on his notepad.

mean. Bolder Solutions has probably the smartest
crew that I’ve ever worked with but even so, maybe
we tap into twenty-to-thirty percent on a really
good day.”
“See what I mean? Peter, the average person
spends seventy percent of his — or her — waking
hours at work. Work has become his primary life
community next to his family. It’s at work where he
is screaming to contribute if
given the right climate and
license to contribute.
“It takes a great degree of
wisdom, skill, and courage to
shift from being a watchmaker to becoming a beekeeper. But I believe that the solutions and answers
that our society requires to survive through the
next 50-100 years depend on this transition happening.
“The problem, Peter, is that the classic methods
and structures used in business for the last 200
years don’t encourage innovative self-organizing
work environments to evolve. By its nature, the
command and control modality is useful only in
the familiar crisis situations. It is incapable of
unlocking the powerful intelligence, loyalty, and
commitment buried in a workplace community."
Peter began to smile, “Ah, so at the end of the
day we are out to save the world, are we?”
Horace looked him straight in the eye and said,

1.

What’s happening right now

2. What brought you here
3. How to predict what’s likely
to occur in the future
4. What action needs to be taken
5. What’s the next best step to
take

“Well, your Growth Curve Solution has five
practical benefits. I bet these new businesses will
have to make a ton of money to pay for all this saving the world stuff.”
Horace lightly snapped back with a slight smile,
“Actually, without innovative new profit models
not much will happen. You’re right.”
“Well, that sounds simple enough. I suppose you
are going to do all this one business at a time?”
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“That’s not a bad idea, Peter. But I see we’ve covered enough information for our visit today.”
Peter liked Horace. He smiled as he said, “That is
a distinct possibility. But I’m sure I’ll recover.”
Horace walked over to a picnic table and
motioned for Peter to sit down. The spring breeze
framed the moment as Peter took a seat and Horace
continued. “Anyway, we don’t have the time right
now to properly unwrap this topic in a meaningful
discussion. That will have to come later. But here’s
one last thought to ponder before we move on.”
Horace proceeded slowly, smiling as he closed in
on his prey. “Regarding the save the world stuff, if
you think it is not connected to the nuts and bolts
of the world that you live in, then you might want
to take a closer look at that project you are three
weeks behind on for Elijah.
“Beyond keeping your company afloat, there is a
whole lot more at stake with your software project
than you could ever imagine. Millions of people’s
lives are resting on that group of — what do you call
them, wizards? — working at Bolder Solutions.”
Horace broke out into a smile and laughingly
said, “Peter Logan, you’re up to your ears in saving
the world and you don’t even know it.”

Chapter 9 — Key Points
9 Fundamentals of The Growth Curve Solution:
Profit-Driven
1. Profit – The New Profit Model provides
a powerful new perspective on the sustainability and advancement of enterprise
profit as it is a) critically tied to the
design of the business, b) dependent on
the Profit Net or profit competency of
the entire staff, and, c) reliant on the
continued loyalty of the customer base.
2. Mapping – Provides a dynamic new
method of communicating, tracking and
enterprise planning that is accessible by
the entire organization. It facilitates ‘bottom-up’ engagement, strategic authoring
and buy-in by the entire staff.
3. Mechanisms – Reveals the important
role of key infrastructure mechanisms
that facilitate the application of The
Growth Curve Solution in a business
enterprise at any stage of growth.
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Chapter 9 — Key Points

(continued)

9 Fundamentals of The Growth Curve Solution:
People-Centered
4. Staff Satisfaction – Reveals the core
requirements of staff satisfaction and
shows the deep connection between it
and enterprise profitability at every stage
of growth.
5. Community – Redesigns how we think
about and create the modern work community so that it better serves both the
company’s vision, strategic goals, objectives and culture but also correctly
addresses the interests, needs and
requirements of the staff.
6. Trauma – Reveals the causes, symptoms
and cures for the primary debilitating disease of business growth called Growth
Trauma.

Growth-Smart
7. Growth – Provides an important foundation for how blending the principles of
nature, complexity and growth intelligence produce greater performance and
innovation in commercial enterprises.
Turns the understanding of organizational
growth from that of “business as a
machine” to one of “business as a living,
intelligent organism”.
8. Language – Creates the everyday language of growth that is required for deep
change in the organization and explains
the three elements of growth (stages,
gates, patterns).
9. Acceptance – A powerful methodology
that facilitates the willingness in the CEO
of a company to release resistance to the
issues causing low performance and see
underneath the surface to the real issues.
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Chapter 10

Laws
of Growth
“Lifelong learners take risks. Much more than others, these men and women push themselves out of their comfort zones
and try new ideas. While most of us become set in our ways, they keep experimenting.”
— John P. Kotter, Leading Change
Horace and Peter had just finished laughing about
Peter said, “That’s a good point. Come to think
the “save the world” discussion when a simple
of it, I rarely see kids playing in any neighborhoods
melody of bells drifted through the trees. It was a
because parents are worried about, well, just about
familiar repeating melody but neither Horace nor
everything any more! I know my sister-in-law,
Peter could place its origin. Peter
Times have changed and the Good Humor man fell
looked at Horace with the
through the cracks because his customers disapanswer exploding out of his
peared. They had great ice cream, but they were
mouth.
blind to one of the laws of growth and suffered
“It’s an ice cream truck! It’s
the consequences.
been years since I’ve heard those
bells. I thought the Baskin and Robbins and Ben and Joanna, watches her kids like a hawk. They are
Jerry’s of the world put those guys out of business a never out of her sight.”
long time ago. Wow, when I was a kid I used to love
“That’s right, Peter. Times have changed and the
their chocolate éclair bars. The Good Humor man
Good Humor man fell through the cracks because
was the one adult we were always happy to see. You his customers disappeared. They had great ice
know, Horace, those trucks were everywhere when I cream, but they were blind to one of the laws of
was growing up. What happened to them?”
growth and suffered the consequences. Speaking of
“What happened, Peter, was that families
which, let’s chat a bit about the laws of growth.”
changed. How often do you see kids playing out in
Horace cleared the table of pine needles and prethe neighborhoods like they did twenty or thirty
pared himself to start lesson number one. “So let’s
years ago?”
get back to the basics. Today we are going to talk

“

”
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“Very good. It’s important for you to understand
about #7 on The Growth Curve Solution list, the
that you won’t crack the Rosetta Stone of enterprise
topic of Growth itself. Put your seat belt on, Peter,
no doubt we will be covering territory
that’s a little edgy for a conservative
It’s not natural for entrepreneurs enmeshed in
guy like you.”
the day-to-day challenge of solving problems to
Peter laughed. “Horace, just about
give much credence to the world of business
everything you’ve introduced to me so
concepts.
far has been on the edge. Why should
this be any different?”
growth without having a conceptual framework to
Horace appreciated their growing camaraderie
understand what your business is telling you. This
and smiled. “Well, I’m glad to see your spirits are
conceptual framework is the Model Approach.”
up. The three key elements to understanding enter“As we discussed earlier, it’s not natural for
prise growth are:
entrepreneurs enmeshed in the day-to-day challenge of solving problems to give much credence to
1.
Nature & Business
the world of business concepts. The irony is that
Growth
they can’t get out of being the constant effect of
2. Complexity
their problems until they start modeling their
3. Growth Intelligence
future.”
“Being caught in the tyranny of secondary
“All three of these elements have three principles
effects, more commonly called problems, is the
tied to them that are tightly intertwined. As theoretbane of the typical entrepreneur and one of the priical as this information may seem to you today, it is,
mary reasons why so many of them fail.”
in reality, the core foundation on which we will be
Peter interrupted Horace. “OK, let me get this
constructing the equivalent of an 80-story high-rise
straight. Are you telling me that if I get more comover the next few weeks. Remember the two
fortable viewing my business from the Model
approaches to viewing a business that we talked
Approach, I will be more intentional and actually
about last week?”
lessen the effect of what is happening in my busi“Yes, the Problem Approach and the Model
ness?”
Approach.”

“

”
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“Yes, that’s exactly what I’m saying. Most entrepreneurs get pushed around by their business. The
tail is constantly wagging the dog. The Model
Approach gives the entrepreneur the opportunity to
intentionally design and lead his business. To master the art of growing a business, you cannot stay
trapped in the problematic view of things. You have
to get outside the box to integrate all the elements.”

is being said, does it mean that the message is any
less important in the scheme of things? I think
not. Something is happening right over our heads
that we can’t decipher or understand about their
systems, territories, and group survival.”
“Could we learn something from those birds?
Maybe. Can we learn something from the maze of
patterns layering in a growing organization?
Definitely. Sighting and comprehending the patterns of enterprise growth by blending an understanding of nature, complexity, and growth intelligence is supremely useful to the enlightened entrepreneur.”
“It allows you to perfect your decision making,
and there isn’t anything that more profoundly
affects your business than improving your decision
making.”
Peter interrupted, “Horace, I may not be a rocket
scientist, but I am smart enough to know that at

“

Sighting and comprehending the patterns of
enterprise growth...allows you to perfect your
decision making, and there isn’t anything that more
profoundly affects your business than improving
your decision making.

Suddenly a flock of swallows flew
over their table, creating intricate
patterns in the sky.
Horace pointed his finger upward
and continued, “Look up there. You might think
I’m crazy, but I know those birds are telling us a
story. See the layers of patterns they are making?
Just because neither you nor I can understand what

”

the end of the day, all I’m left with are my decisions. If you can help me refine or improve my
decision making, then I would be immeasurably
grateful.”
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“Let me give you a quick example. In nature, the
food required to survive, as a percentage of body
weight, changes dramatically with the size of the
creature. A ton of bacteria require 10 times more
food than a ton of mice. A ton of mice require 10
times more food than a ton of horses.”
“In the same fashion, when we look at the idea
of centralized control in an organization, it is
apparent that smaller groups or smaller companies
(up to 18 people) require a leader-centric, centralized control focus. But when the group or company
grows larger, the need for centralized control quickly fades and reverses. What was fundamental in a
small group or organization becomes toxic in a
larger one.”
Peter interrupted Horace, “According to this law,
Horace, my brother Alan was doomed to failure. He
insisted on being the center of control for his growing company and it would have eventually taken
him down. Actually it is remarkable that Bolder
Solutions didn’t crash sooner.”
“That’s an important realization for you, Peter.
Alan, like many entrepreneurs, failed to let go of
the reins and change when his company grew larger. He failed to understand that the rules are different for the large than they are for small.”
Horace continued, “Now, let’s look at Law #2:
Nature innovates from the edge means that new
adaptations, new solutions and innovations, in

Horace continued. “OK. You mentioned that you
were still wrestling with the concept of nature and
business growth. Let’s see if I can take that as a
starting point or the first key element for our discussion about growth. The three simple principles
that I find helpful in understanding Nature and
Business Growth, are:
1. Large is not small
2. Nature innovates from the
edge
3. Form is shaped by force

Peter smiled, “Now, Horace, shall I call these the
natural laws of business growth according to
Horace Bedford?”
Horace laughed and said, “Actually Peter, I didn’t
create these laws, but for the purposes of our conversation, calling them the Natural Laws of
Business Growth is probably a good thing. There
are a total of nine that I plan to share with you
today.”
Horace continued, “A common entrepreneurial
error occurs when a business owner believes that
what works at one stage of growth will work at
another.”
“Look at Law #1: Large is not small means that
the rules that govern whether you survive or fail
change according to the size of your enterprise.
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nature and in business, are born on the edge of
“OK. Let’s move on to Law #3: Form is shaped
chaos, not in a world of stability and equilibrium.
by force means that in order for organisms to sur“The irony is that the natural inclination for
vive in nature and in business, they are compelled
organisms in both nature and business is to gravito adapt and change their form as dictated by
tate toward and refuse to leave a state of stability or
greater forces acting in and on them.”
equilibrium.”
“Throughout evolution species have been forced
“Most business leaders of growing companies
to adapt to new conditions in order to survive, for
continually struggle to stabilize their enterprise or
example, the snowshoe hare that turns white in the
keep it stabilized. The idea of a stable, balanced
winter or the rapid adaptation of new bacterial
organization is somehow considered the
arrival point. The truth is, stability or
Alan, like many entrepreneurs, failed to let go
equilibrium, as a consistent diet, is a
of the reins and change when his company grew
death sentence for any organization.
larger....The idea of a stable, balanced organiza“Look at any living system in nature
tion is somehow considered the arrival point.
and you will find it gravitates towards
The truth is, stability or equilibrium, as a
consistent diet, is a death sentence for any
order and ultimately equilibrium but,
organization....Innovation and adaptability in
regardless of this inclination, it is connature don’t happen in a state of stability but
tinually drawn out to the edge of chaos
rather in a state of disturbance.
either by a threat or by a compelling
need for change.
“Innovation and adaptability in nature don’t hapstrains that resist the latest antibiotics created by
pen in a state of stability but rather in a state of dismedical science.
turbance. A number of well-known business lead“In the world of business this law is equally eviers, such as Jack Welch of GE and Bill Gates of
dent. Peter, look at all the small retail shops and
Microsoft, understand this principle in practice.
restaurants that go in and out of business. The priEven when things are running well, they are known
mary reason is that these little companies have a
for periodically introducing discontinuous change
fixed idea of what their form should be and so are
agents into their organizations just to shake up the
unable to change their value proposition as market
status quo and foster innovative behavior.
needs and desires change. It happens in large com-

“
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panies as well. You can see well-known firms such
as Xerox and Lucent Technologies struggle to reinvent themselves in light of the massive competitive
forces driving them close to the brink. Will they be
around in a couple of years? Not unless they learn
to let go of what worked in the past and adapt to
what is needed now or in the future.”
“Horace, this is great stuff. I know you’re giving
me the basics right now, but when will the direct
application of these principles be discussed?”
“That’s a fair question, Peter. The people you will
be visiting over the next couple of weeks will provide a real-world crucible for you to see these principles in action. Just remember to be patient. It all
won’t start coming together until you have talked
with everyone.”
Peter’s cell phone rang. He excused himself from
his conversation with Horace and answered the
phone.
“Hello, this is Peter.” The person on the other end
said nothing. Peter repeated, “Hello, this is Peter?”
Again, no answer. Just as Peter was getting ready
to hang up he faintly heard the person say one word
and hang up. Peter checked to see where the call
came from, but the number was blocked. Peter folded up his phone and returned it to his belt. “That
was strange and a bit creepy. It must have been a
prank call.” Horace looked up from the journal open
on his lap.
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“Why, what happened?”
“The person said the word ‘bomb’ and then hung
up. What do you think of it?”
Horace took off his reading glasses and laid them
on the table. “I don’t know. Santomo is a very
aggressive competitor but I can’t believe they would
go to those lengths. Be sure to tell your detective
friend. It may be nothing, a simple prank. But then
again it may be a warning.”
Peter shook his head. “A warning? Who do these
guys think they are? Do they operate outside all the
rules? Horace, this is crazy, let’s get back to what
you were talking about. I don’t have time for these
jerks.”
“Ok.” Horace agreed. “Let’s move to the second
key element of enterprise Growth: Complexity.
“Complexity is certainly one of the stranger
entrepreneurial bedfellows. It breeds chaos and
there is no way of avoiding it. Organizational chaos
is simply the point at which you are unable to
ascertain any discernible patterns or interrelationships, thus resulting in a state of confusion.
“To complicate it further, people have different
competency levels in sighting patterns within a
growing company. One person might find something chaotic where another person is perfectly
clear about what is going on. This is why it is so
important to develop a growth-smart organization.
You want to train your staff to have a baseline com-

“

measure of complexity in a company is the individual employee.
“Each additional person in the company adds a
multiple to the complexity index. It is a fascinating
study. The irony is that when companies increase
their workload, the first tendency is to throw more
people at the dilemma. They unknowingly create
new layers of challenging complex issues as a result
of the additional staff.
“It’s a tragic error to mistake the traditional
mechanisms such as revenue growth and earnings
expansion as key indicators of organizational
growth. They are the result of numerous important
factors but they do not tell the company’s growth
story. The compression of complex issues, caused
as a result of rapid growth, becomes a leading indicator of an enterprise pushing up against the next
cycle of growth.
“Let’s move on to Law #5: Clumping occurs as a
result of two or more layers of complex issues colliding and eventually forming barriers of chaos.
“When enough unresolved complex issues begin
clumping together, a unique phenomenon occurs.
It becomes increasingly more difficult to see and
distinguish patterns inside this new complexity
clump.”
“This is experienced as confusion and disorder
in most growing companies. It is at this point that a
chaotic barrier starts to form. Clumping is the pri-

Organizational chaos is simply the
point at which you are unable to
ascertain any discernible patterns or
interrelationships, thus resulting in
a state of confusion.

”

petency to see and understand the basic growth
patterns. When they can read patterns inside the
intermittent chaos of growth, they will be better
able to help navigate the company through it.
“The field of complexity is a broad study. I have
narrowed our interests to three simple perspectives
that will help you place the role complexity plays
in understanding enterprise growth. The three principles of Complexity are:
4.

The right measure of growth

5.

Clumping

6.

Living systems have tools

“Law #4: The right measure of growth implies
that the most effective method of understanding
and predicting the phenomenon of growth in an
organization is through the measurement of its
complexity.
“There are numerous measurements for complexity in growing enterprises. For purposes of this
conversation, we’ll say that the primary cause and
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“Leading a company through this process is by
no means easy, but there are tools that are helpful.
According to Pascale, in order to effectively facilitate the living systems process you must have three
practical leadership mechanisms.
1. Attractor: An attractor is an anchor in the workplace that originates from something familiar
and galvanizes the staff around a common theme
(i.e., core values, visionary goals, etc.).
2. Gas Pedals and Brakes: This is a concept that
allows the leadership of the enterprise to slow or
speed the transition through chaos (i.e., change
agents can increase speed and unifying events
can reduce speed).
3. Fitness Landscape Map: This is a visual communication tool that provides contributors with a
forward perspective of their company’s journey.
This visual mechanism portrays a company’s
need to destabilize before it stabilizes, unlearn
before learning, and to disassemble before creating something new.”
“When I think about a beehive, I see a fabulously complex adaptive system that can self-organize
and adjust to a multiple array of challenges and
changes in its environment.
“But my interest does not stop there. I see the
beehive as an incredible community and, at times, a
mystery that continually spurs my interest. It takes
an understanding and inquiring mind to appreciate

mary causative agent in the formation of the chaotic
transition zones between each stage of growth that
you will be learning about this week.
“A great example of clumping can be seen in
organizations that are transitioning from Stage 2 to
Stage 3. During this period, a company normally
transforms from being a CEO-centric enterprise to
being a company-centric enterprise. When a company faces a complexity clump, it encounters
increased confusion surrounding issues like communication, product and service delivery, systems
development, customer service, production and
accounting, to name only a few.
“OK, now let’s talk about Law #6: Living systems
have tools — means that complex, adaptive
systems require specific tools for navigation:
Attractors, Gas Pedals/ Brakes and Fitness
Landscapes.
“I agree with Richard Pascale, a notable contemporary business thinker, when he described a complex adaptive system as ‘a self-organizing, living
thing comprised of free agents developing and refining solutions through learning and adaptation.’
That’s a mouthful, but when you break it down, you
can begin to understand that creating a living system is attainable in a business.
“The human immune system is a complex adaptive system. So is a rain forest and a beehive, and a
business can also be one, given the right conditions.
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complex adaptive sysring at your company directly impacts how you
tems, and it is this type of
experience that phenomenon.”
mind that probes to the
“Understanding the origin of our thinking allows
heart of understanding
us to be better businesspeople, better mates, better
growth.”
parents, better leaders. A life without reflection and
Peter spoke up.
consideration of the root causes behind our experi“Horace, where did you
ence is a life lived in a shallow pool.”
learn all this
information? No one ever told me that
When I think about a beehive, I see a fabulously
running a business was so closely tied to
complex adaptive system that can self-organize
complexity theory. I never dreamed that
and adjust to a multiple array of challenges
I would be going back to school in a
and changes in its environment.
small-town park to relearn business with
an old guy named Horace. This must have been
“From my perspective,” Peter said, “I would
born out of Greek mythology. What a story I‘ll tell
imagine that Growth Intelligence, Nature, and
my grandchildren! I have a lot of faith, Horace, that
Complexity, the three elements of your version of
somewhere in this journey you are going to show
enterprise growth, are intertwined. This is the only
me how all this will help my company make more
way I could even begin to understand this stuff. I
money.”
can see that the application of these principles will
Horace stood up to stretch. “Peter, remember the
end up looking like a wild soup. Am I right?”
crucible I mentioned to you earlier? That is where
“Yes, you’re right, Peter. Growth is rarely a pretty
it all comes together. You are both a practical and
thing; it’s often messy, and don’t you ever let anyan impatient man, as most entrepreneurs are, but
one tell you differently. Anyone who says they have
your future requires that you take this time to
the perfect model for growing a company is someprobe deeper into the nature of that which is chalone who is in desperate need of a long vacation.
lenging you.
There is nothing safe or neat and tidy about a grow“I’m talking about the nature of this entity you
ing enterprise. But understanding and applying
are calling Bolder Solutions. The way you choose to
these laws will illuminate the pitfalls along the
think about and observe the phenomenon occurway.”

“

”
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Horace looked at his watch and knew he was
running out of time. “Speaking of illumination, let’s
keep moving to the third and last element of enterprise growth: Growth Intelligence.”
“This is my favorite area, because an inquiring
mind is a wonder to behold. When you think about
a beehive, you may consider it nothing more than a
swarm of bees preoccupied with making honey. As
long as you hold that view you’ll miss an opportunity to see beneath the surface to understand what
is really there: a complex, highly organized, interconnected living system.
“Entrepreneurial survival and success demand a
unique type of intelligence. They require a curious
mind, strong yet reflective, a mind that doesn’t have
all the answers, whose genius is found in what it
doesn’t know, not in what it knows. Its power is in
knowing how to inquire.”
“Arrogance and close-mindedness have not only
been responsible for more missed opportunities but
they have also killed more hopeful business enterprises than any other cause.”
“The opinionated mind is fixed and closed. The
inquiring mind is open and adaptive. The fixed
mind needs to be right. The inquiring mind sees
the patterns and asks why. The fixed mind is fearful. The inquiring mind creates freedom and a state
of self-organizing behavior.”
“Let’s move on to explore the principles or laws

that make up Growth Intelligence. The three principles of Growth Intelligence are:
7. The brilliant is hiding in the ordinary
8. Put the beekeeper in charge
9. Perspective drives experience

“The first one is so basic that all of our work
depends on being in alignment with it. Law #7:
The brilliant is hiding in the ordinary means that
the real intelligence of your enterprise is right
under your nose, residing inside your own staff.”
“Peter, this is important. The intelligence or
brains of your business isn’t limited to just you and
your bright executive team. Quite the contrary, it’s
buried deep inside absolutely every one of your
employees, bar none. Your staff is a gold mine and
you don’t even know it.”
“Your mission is to respect and honor the intelligence of everyone working with you. Your next job
is to create the conditions where intelligence blossoms and innovates, builds and protects your enterprise into extraordinary success.”
“The second principle is easy for many people to
talk about but difficult to manifest. Law #8: Put the
beekeeper in charge means that enterprise growth
requires a brand of leadership that facilitates optimum performance rather than engineers it.”
“Facilitative leadership is not concerned with
engineering outcomes or controlling the forces at
play. It is more concerned with leveraging opportu-
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nity and harnessing energy. The beekeeper operator
holds a mindset that has tremendous faith in the
intelligence and self-organizing capability of the
workplace community, but at the same time is not
naïve to the fact that his participation and his
unique leadership presence is tantamount to its
success.”
“The beekeeper isn’t made overnight. Releasing
control is not easy. The facilitative leadership state
is a challenging goal. Most leaders will bounce
between being a beekeeper and a watchmaker and
will revert to command and control behavior when
things aren’t going well. This is a natural part of a

“Your perspective acts as a filter that either
blinds you or illuminates the critical patterns in
your business. Shift or open your viewpoint to

what is happening and you shift not only your
decision making capability but also the business
that you create. This one simple law is the consistent principle agreed upon by all extraordinarily
successful individuals, regardless of their discipline
or line of interest.”
“Emerson once said, the ancestor to all action is
thinking. How you think dramatically affects how
you create and experience. You see, Peter, everything we see around us is malleable. Very few people tie the origin of their experience to
You can’t get satisfaction from
their own state of consciousness or perthese ideas by understanding them
spective, because at the end of the day
conceptually, you must learn by doing.
they frankly don’t want the responsibility
They must be practiced in the real world
for their own world.
to have value.
“Strange, isn’t it? To not consciously
leader’s development. You can’t get satisfaction from
design your own life is crazy. So is growing a comthese ideas by understanding them conceptually,
pany and not accepting the full responsibility of
you must learn by doing. They must be practiced in
your creation. You would be surprised at how many
the real world to have value.”
entrepreneurs blame this person or that event for
“Now, last but not least, and probably the hardest their lack of success. Very few have the discipline
to understand, is where everything originates. Law
to track the origin of their experience to the view#9: Perspective drives experience means that your
points and beliefs that influenced their critical deciviewpoint directly influences your critical decision making.
sion making ability and the business created from
“So if you find that your business is not manithose decisions.
festing to your satisfaction, then inquire into what

“

”
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it is it that you are not seeing because it is all right
under your viewpoint in one form or another.”
Peter interrupted him, “OK. I admit that I don’t
understand everything you just said, but I am
beginning to see how approaching the business
from a point of inquiry instead of from a point of
opinion could change how I see everything. Is that
what you call a change in consciousness?”
Horace was surprised at how quickly Peter was
absorbing the information. “Yes, Peter, that is exactly what I mean by a changed state of consciousness.
If you can shift your point of view by remaining
open through inquiry, you can change how you
experience what’s going on at work and that will
free you up to see things more clearly. In my world
that is a miracle. If you discover how to change
your experience by shifting your perspective, you
have learned one of the deepest secrets of growth.
“A business, particularly a growing business, is a
complex adaptive system just like a beehive. It
requires freedom, structure, and leadership. Growth
Intelligence is measured by how inquiring one’s
mind is. If it is fixed or stuck, there is little Growth
Intelligence; if it is open and curious, it is high in
Growth Intelligence. The level of Growth
Intelligence in a growing enterprise will pretty
much determine the health and longevity of the
firm.”

Horace clearly wanted to say more. “I don’t want
to overload you, so I’ll stop for today. You have an
appointment over by the airport and I don’t want
you to be late. I have a tendency to run on a little
too long for most people. The fact of the matter is
that I love this stuff.”
“Horace, I hung on to every word. I certainly
don’t understand everything you said, but I do feel
something shifting at a base level. And that is
intriguing in my world!”
Horace smiled. “Well, you aren’t done for the day
yet.”
“Make my day,” said Peter, smiling. “Who am I
meeting?”
“Have you heard of O’Connor Electronics?”
“I don’t think so. Should I have?”
“Not necessarily. They keep a pretty low profile.
I want you to meet C. J. O’Connor. You and C. J.
will have a lot in common. Here’s the address.
They’re expecting you.”
“Horace, are you going to let me in on the big
secret? Like what C.J. will be talking to me about?”
Horace finally smiled at him. “Language, Peter.
You’ll be hearing about growth language.”
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Chapter 10 — Key Points
Natural Laws of Business Growth:
Law #1: Large is not small means that the
rules that govern whether you survive or fail
change according to the size of your enterprise.

Law #5: Clumping occurs as a result of two
or more layers of complex issues colliding
and eventually forming barriers of chaos.
Law #6: Living systems have tools means
that complex adaptive systems require specific tools for navigation: Attractors, Gas
Pedals/ Brakes and Fitness Landscape Maps.

Law #2: Nature innovates from the edge
means that new adaptations, new solutions
and innovations, in nature and in business,
are born on the edge of chaos, not in a
world of stability and equilibrium.

Law #7: The brilliant is hiding in the ordinary means that the real intelligence of your
enterprise is right under your nose, residing
inside your own staff.

Law #3: Form is shaped by force means that
in order for organisms to survive in nature
and in business, they are compelled to adapt
and change their form as dictated by greater
forces acting in and on them.

Law #8: Put the beekeeper in charge means
that enterprise growth requires a brand of
leadership that facilitates optimum performance rather than engineers it.

Law #4: The right measure of growth
implies that the most effective method of
understanding and predicting the phenomenon of growth in an organization is through
the measurement of its complexity.

Law #9: Perspective drives experience means
that your viewpoint directly influences your
critical decision making and the business
created from those decisions.
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Chapter 11

Growth
Language
“Every group develops words, phrases, and metaphors unique to its circumstances. A specialized language both reflects and
shapes a group’s culture. Shared language allows team members to communicate easily, with minimal misunderstanding.”
— Lee Bolman, Terrence Deal, Reframing Organizations
Peter saw that the grounds were surprisingly
well-maintained. The lot was spotless. The lines of
the parking spaces were precise and freshly painted;
the plants in front of the building were perfect.
At the entrance, he saw that the glass was especially dark and there was a keypad embedded in the
wall. Since the door was locked, he pushed the
doorbell. He expected to hear the buzz of a solenoid lock being tripped so he could open the door,
instead, he heard a voice coming from an unseen
speaker.
“Hello. May I help you, sir?”
Whoever it was could tell he was a male, so
there had to be a camera somewhere. “Uh, yes,
hello. I’m here to see C. J. O’Connor.”
“Do you have an appointment, sir?”
“Well, I think I do. My name is Peter Logan.”
“Thank you, sir. Please come in.”
Peter heard the faintest click of a lock, and was
able to open the door. He stepped over the threshold and found himself facing another set of doors.

The roar was so loud, Peter thought a plane was
landing on the roof of his car. A twin-engine jet
passed overhead on its way to a perfect landing.
The plane appeared so close that Peter instinctively
ducked inside his car. The words “O’Connor
Electronics” painted under the left wing were barely readable.
Located on the edge of the local airport, C.J.’s
building was an unimposing slab of grey concrete
extending over 200 yards along the tarmac. Peter
was surprised by the sheer size of the structure. He
could have driven by it a thousand times and never
noticed it. The style was strictly 1980s prefabricated “tilt-up.” A small sign read, O’Connor
Electronics.
As Peter parked his car in a visitor’s space near
the front door he noticed a sign over the entrance
of the employee parking lot. It was peculiar in that
it said, Give What You Need.
Peter wondered what it meant.
The sizeable parking lot was full.
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He was in a high-security entryway where he could
see the cameras that monitored the entryway.
Another set of cameras was trained on him now.
The doors he faced were impenetrably dark, just
like the exterior set. Whoever these people were,
they were serious about security.
It was strange being watched by someone he
couldn’t see. He stepped to his left and a drawer
emerged from the right wall.
“Please open the drawer, sir.”
He moved to the drawer and opened the lid.
Inside was a monochrome touch-screen-style monitor mounted flat in the drawer. It said Agreement of
Non-disclosure across the top of the document on the
screen. At the bottom was a line where he was
supposed to sign, using the plastic-tipped pen
attached to the monitor.
“Please take a moment to read the document and
then sign it, sir.”

“

“Thank you, Mr.
Logan. Now please
place your right index
finger on the ink pad
in front of you and
transfer your fingerprint onto the pad on
the right.” Peter complied. A tissue was provided and Peter used it to
wipe the ink off his finger. After what felt like five
minutes, the voice spoke again over the hidden
speakers saying, “Thank you, sir. You are approved
to come inside. You’ll receive a copy of the document when you leave. Please come in.”
He wasn’t prepared for what he walked into. The
building may have been drab on the outside, but
the inside was an explosion of color and forms. He
was standing on a balcony overlooking a bustle of
activity. The lobby was sunken into the ground
twenty feet below him. The room was airy,
with well-maintained plants everywhere.
Sunlight streamed in through skylights in the
ceiling. The furniture was colorful and
comfortable-looking. From where he stood, he
got the impression that the building above him was
a facade and that beneath it, or rather, underneath
it, was a small city of activity. A voice from below
brought him out of his reverie. “Mr. Logan? Please
come down.”

It was a standard non-disclosure
agreement, but it also mentioned
‘national security’ and ‘fined and
imprisoned.’

”

“OK.”
It was a standard non-disclosure agreement, but
it also mentioned “national security” and “fined
and imprisoned.” Who were these people? Still, he
couldn’t help but be curious. He signed his name.
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He looked down and saw a pretty young woman
with an armed guard standing beside her. They
were kidding with each other, enjoying their day,
relaxed and happy. Even the guard, whom he
wouldn’t want to cross under any circumstance,
seemed completely at ease and almost friendly.
“Oh, sorry. I was just taken by surprise.”
The young woman laughed. “You’ve never been
here before?”
“No. This would be my first time.”
The guard spoke up. “Please come down, Mr.
Logan. There’s a lot more to see. And C.J. will
want to see you right away.”
It struck him again. There was a real familiarity,
almost affection, in the way the guard spoke his
boss’s name. He didn’t think his staff at Bolder
Solutions would exhibit the same regard for him.
He stepped off the bottom step as the guard and
young woman came toward him. “My name is
Bonnie and this is Michael.”
“It’s a pleasure to meet you both.” He felt like
he’d stepped into Oz and the people of Munchkinland were trying to make him feel welcome. But
Michael was no Munchkin. He was at least six-anda-half-feet tall.
Michael started chuckling at him. Many people
were chuckling at him these days. “We do like to
watch visitors come in the first time. The security
measures aren’t personal. We make everybody do

the same routine.”
“I don’t even know what you do here.”
Bonnie said, “We’ll let C. J. tell you all about it.
Please have a seat.”
He saw many model aircraft mounted in cases in
the walls, everything
from tiny two-seater
props to military jets.
There was even a
Stealth Fighter and a
model of the Space
Shuttle. At one end was
a futuristic craft that he recognized as the proposed
replacement for the Shuttle itself.
He picked up a book that had pictures of Earth
taken from the moon, and began leafing through
the pages. A swirl of color in motion caught his eye
just above the book, and he saw a woman coming
down a long corridor toward the lobby. She was
dressed in a silk kimono that swirled when she
walked. But it was the colors that got his attention.
In most corporate settings, staff personnel dressed
conservatively, but her outfit was red and blue and
purple. She was quite a sight!
He watched her come into the lobby and glance
toward the desk where Bonnie pointed at him. She
was in front of him before he could stand up.
“Hello, Peter.” Her voice was deeper and more
commanding than he expected. “I’m C. J.
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O’Connor.” She saw him react. “Not what you
expected, am I?”
He could only laugh. “No. I must confess you’re
not. I’m afraid I just assumed C.J. was a man.”
“Most people do. That gives me an advantage.
And I want all the advantages I can get. Say, that
wasn’t your blue Range Rover driving up the road a
few minutes ago, was it?”
“As a matter of fact it was. Why do you ask?”
C.J. laughed and said, “I was flying the jet that
nearly landed on your car roof. Figured whoever

“

trust her. “Frankly, no. It is a rolling nightmare
waiting to blow up. In short, I have had better
times, C. J.”
“Good answer. Straight to the point. Now we
have things to talk about.” She turned and started
walking away from him at a fairly quick pace.
“What do you do here, C. J.?”
“What did the sign out front say?”
“O’Connor Electronics.”
“That’s what we do. We do electronics.”

I was flying the jet that nearly landed on your
car roof. Figured whoever was driving that Rover
must have had a real shot of adrenaline pumping
through them after that experience.

”

was driving that Rover must have had a real shot of
adrenaline pumping through them after that experience. Never understood why they put that road
right underneath the approach to the airport. Damn
stupid. Well, anyway, nice to have you here. Come
on, I’ll give you the cook’s tour.” Peter wondered
what Horace had gotten him into.
“Horace didn’t tell me much about you. He just
told me to be nice.” She paused, and then queried,
“Do you enjoy your business?”
Peter wanted to object to being quizzed by this
woman he didn’t know, but something told him to

He started to protest, but she was ahead of him.
“Oh, relax, Peter. I’m just going to keep on giving you a difficult time. You might as well decide to
enjoy this.”
“C. J., I’m here because a guy I recently met in
the park told me I needed to meet you. My situation is a bit intense at the moment, so please
excuse my lack of levity.”
“I know. That much Horace did tell me. Your
brother died and essentially left you the company.
That may be why he sent you to see me first. I did-
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n’t create this company, my husband did, and I
government contracts. I can’t tell you what we’re
inherited it.”
doing. You know the old saying: if I told you…”
Peter interjected, “Ah, we do have something in
“…You’d have to kill me.”
common.”
She laughed out loud at the joke.
“Well, I worked with my husband from the start,
“How does your staff feel about all this?”
but the company was his vision. This place was
“They love it. They all feel like James Bond. And
everything we had. He died suddenly and we’d
they’re very loyal. I’m not the only one having a
never thought about what would become of the
good time here, Peter. I have a brilliant group of
company without his leadership. It was suddenly
people working for me. When I took over, talent
my job to look into the faces of the employees and
was not the problem. My problem was motivating
tell them what we were going to do. It was at about
all these creative folks. I had to find a way to give
that point when I met Horace.”
them a sense of ownership as quickly as possible.”
Peter was quiet for a moment. “So you weren’t
“Yeah, well, I understand that part. Was your
always so cheerful?”
staff attached to your husband?”
She laughed at him. “No, I was downright
“Probably not like your staff was attached to
morose. But it got better, and the company has
your brother. Yours is a company of the new milflourished. But don’t think having fun means a lack
lennium. I mean, it’s less than a couple of years old,
of professionalism; it makes being professional easiright?”
er.”
“So C. J., what do you do here?”
When I took over, talent was not the problem. My
problem was motivating all these creative folks.
“We make all manner of electronic
devices for aircraft. Next time you
look at a private jet or a small plane, notice the
“That’s true.”
nose. More than likely it’s stuffed with our equip“This company was founded in the mid-‘70s. My
ment: radar, altimeter, air speed, you name it.”
husband was a hotshot engineer with a knack for
“Seems like a lot of security for radar and altimerunning a business. All the business models that
ter instruments.”
existed in the 1970s were decades old. So we’re
“Well, that’s why you signed the electronic nonpretty much an old-line company. We leveled out at
disclosure. We also have some very, uh, delicate
about 150 employees in 1985, and that was fine

“

”
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with both of us. Our products sold well; we made
“One of the many things I did was to encourage
plenty of money, so why fight it?
the tech heads to be inventive. Some of the stuff
“By the late 1980s, it was clear that we had to be
we’re contracted to do is fairly mundane. So I told
a part of the technological changes that were on the
these folks that once they’ve accomplished their
horizon, so the whole company geared up for
work, they could use our facility to invent anything
retooling and re-educating itself. It was a tough
they liked. I told them that if they came up with
time, but our employees had been with us for years
anything viable, we’d help them market it and we’d
and everyone went with the changes. But we were
split the profits. The idea was so successful that
still an old-line style of company. By that, I mean
we’ve spun off a couple of companies. It’s just a
we were still living with a business model from the
game, Peter.”
1970s.”
Peter was suddenly flooded with the reality of
They reached a set of double doors with a keythe seed genome project. “C. J., I appreciate the
pad that required a code and C. J.’s card.
way you’ve got everyone onboard here, but would it
“You’re gonna love this. It’s like a big toyshop.”
be the same if your game meant the survival or
Toyshop indeed! It looked like something
death of millions of people? Frankly, I inherited a
designed by George Lucas. Peter felt
I told them that if they came up with anything
he was looking at a redefinition of
viable, we’d help them market it and we’d split the
the term high-tech. They peered
profits. The idea was so successful that we’ve
through an observation window into
spun-off a couple of companies.
a room filled with technicians of all
ages dressed in white clean suits. They were at
very serious ‘game’ at Bolder Solutions and I’m
workstations stocked with oversized monitors and
finding it less than fun.”
a workspace that was a hobbyist’s dream. As he
C.J. touched his arm, “I understand, Peter.
walked past the window, he noticed that the techniBelieve me when I say that managing a highcians radiated a sense of concentration, smooth
intensity, high-performance work environment
professionalism, and, well, fun. The benches were
where the slightest mistake has huge repercussions
covered with what he took to be prototypes of difrequires built-in safety valves. As strange as it may
ferent instruments. But there were other things as
seem, fun is the best safety valve going. Come on, I
well, C. J. was right, it looked like a big toyshop.
want to show you our hangar.”
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She turned to go, but was stopped by a young
looked around, the other employees in the lab were
man with a broad grin on his face. She waited for
smiling and nodding at the mention of galactic
him to speak but he just kept smiling and staring at
margins. Everybody in the place spoke the same
her. A sudden change in her expression told Peter
language.
that she had understood why he was smiling at her.
Ricardo continued explaining to Peter. “Our
She looked at the young man and simply said,
innovator teams have been coming up with some
“You’re kidding?”
very cool customer-migration solutions that will
“Have I ever joked about this stuff?”
put us way ahead of our competitors. If we can
“You’ve found a solution?”
continue to listen to our customers, we’ll hold our
“Not just a solution. I’ve found the solution.”
market lead.”
“Peter, this is Ricardo. He’s been with
We absolutely crushed our cost of goods side of
us six months and he’s been working on
the product. If I’m right, we aren’t looking at
a system that could revolutionize the way
scooter margins anymore. This is bulldozer margin
airplanes see each other. Ricardo, this is
territory, at the very least.
Peter.”
Peter sensed that whatever Ricardo was working
C. J. was absolutely beaming. “Nice work,
on, it was very important to C. J., but the young
Ricardo!” Turning to Peter, she said, “We’re going
man was enjoying himself too much to be overly
to talk about this in a few minutes, Peter. What
impressed with his own accomplishment.
Ricardo is doing represents the best thing that can
“Nice to meet you, Ricardo.”
happen when a company begins to tap its knowl“Back at you, man. C. J., this is better than I
edge pool. It keeps the momentum of the company
expected. We absolutely crushed our cost of goods
going.”
side of the product. If I’m right, we aren’t looking at
Ricardo said, “We’ll have a prototype in about a
scooter margins anymore. This is bulldozer margin
week.”
territory, at the very least, and we may be talking
C. J. swept through the rest of the room to a
even galactic margins here. It’s passing every test I
chorus of greetings and jokes, with her guest in
can think of.”
tow. Peter was having trouble imagining that this
Peter knew he was hearing language peculiar to
level of familiarity was conducive to work. But the
this company, but the meaning was obvious. As he
proof was in front of him.
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C. J. continued her narrative. “My husband,
The doors opened with a rush of air and they
Martin, died in 1994. I had never given the slightwere staring into an airplane hanger.
est thought to his not being here. The company was
It was a blimp-hangar-sized space filled with all
doing OK, but just OK. On a good day we were
manner of aircraft. She saw him looking wide-eyed
making money, but it just had a feeling of being
at an experimental craft that looked remarkably like
flat. After Martin passed on, I was suddenly in
a junior-sized Stealth Fighter.
charge of everything and everyone looked to me for
“Take a good, long look. You may or may not
direction. I looked back at all these people and
ever see that craft again. And I cannot confirm or
decided I had to do something different, anything
deny that you are actually seeing that plane now.
to move forward.
“They had recently gone through sysI cannot confirm or deny that you are actually
tems training and we had some of the
seeing that plane now. Wouldn’t it be interesting
new processes you see here in place. So I
if, at some point in the future, aircraft did not
require any fuel whatsoever to cruise at speeds
started by getting them to talk among
of Mach 1 or Mach 2?
themselves as if they worked in a new
and bigger company. Let me reiterate,
part of this process was to make sure they were
Here is a clue for you. Wouldn’t it be interesting if,
enjoying their work. That’s what I mean by it being
at some point in the future, aircraft did not require
a game. Our work, and I gather your work, is very
any fuel whatsoever to cruise at speeds of Mach 1
serious. But it must, I mean it must, spark the
or Mach 2? That through the use of magnetic forces
staff’s imagination at all times. That’s how serious it
a totally clean, inexpenis, and that’s why it’s a game. Understand?”
sive, unlimited source of
She didn’t wait for a reply. Though several inches
energy was available for
shorter than Peter, she could move quickly. He had a
man’s use? I wonder how
sense she wasn’t hurrying, just that she was excited.
such a discovery would
He was wondering how far they had walked into the
affect our civilization? See? Isn’t this fun?”
structure when she stopped at another set of doors,
Peter smiled and looked at her straight in the
punched numbers into a keypad, and placed her
eye. “Well C.J., I guess we all have our own earthhand on a device that scanned her palm and fingers.
shaking projects, don’t we?”
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C.J. cracked a smile and said, “So I bet you are
verse and communicate up to the boundaries of the
wondering just how much this little toy costs.
current language that describes their experience.”
Right?”
“But, in a sense, language doesn’t describe their
“Yes, now that you mention it. I was wondering
experience; rather, it defines their experience.
….”
Change the language, then you change the experi“How much?” She laughed at the expression on
ence.”
his face. “Everybody does. Right now, I’d say that
C.J. mused, “My gosh, if you told Horace that I
little beauty, of which I can’t confirm the existence,
said that, he wouldn’t believe it. You see, I don’t go
runs for something like two-point-two billion.” She
much for business theories. I am a ‘both feet on the
let it settle in. “Come on. Now that I’ve got you
ground’ gal. Did Horace talk to you yet about the
dazzled, let’s go to my office.”
two approaches to viewing a business?”
They went up two levels. The doors opened onto
Peter perked up, “Yes, as a matter of fact, he did.
a large office with windows looking out on the
There is the Problem Approach and the Model
Front Range, with a perfect view of Peter’s touchApproach. He said most entrepreneurs are caught
stone, the Flatirons.
“Horace said I’d like you. I’m having the
Language doesn’t describe their experience;
kitchen whip up a couple of pizzas. Does
rather, it defines their experience. Change
that work for you?”
the language then you change the experience.
Kitchen? Pizza? “Sure, that sounds great.”
“So let’s talk about the reason you’re here.
Horace wants me to give you a primer on
Growth Language. It’s the best place to start. First
in the day-to-day world of the problem approach to
of all, language is, hands down, the world’s greatest
viewing their business.”
change agent.”
C.J. laughed again, “Well, I am afraid that I will
“The really bright successful entrepreneurs
always be looking at business from the ground up. I
instinctually know what every great leader throughfrankly don’t know how anyone has the time to
out history has known, you seed change in an
consider anything other than The Problem
enterprise by shifting and transforming the baseline
Approach. Horace will have a hard time convincing
language of the workplace community. People conme otherwise. It is the real world that we live in.
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You’ve got to show me the beef, so to speak. I need
to see the proof of how anything is going to change
the day-to-day results of my company before I buy
in to it.”
She continued, “When Horace introduced the
whole concept of growth language, I was a huge
skeptic. That is, until he finally convinced me to
experiment with it. Which is probably why Horace
had me talk to you about it. That clever old fox, he
thinks that if I have to teach it, I will appreciate it
even more than I already do. But what he doesn’t
know is that I have secretly been experimenting
with our corporate language for over a year now,
and I stand before you to say that this stuff is amazing. It really does work. So, I have become a true
believer and Horace doesn’t even know it yet. I’m
waiting for the perfect time to shock him. So please
don’t let my secret out, OK?”
Peter easily complied. “Who am I to get in the
way of surprising Horace Bedford?”
C.J. laughed and continued, “Language is the

culture. Most business owners and professionals
have no clue about the power of language in the
work environment. Language is more important in
the success of your firm than you will ever realize.”
C.J. looked down as though she were collecting
her thoughts. “Let me state the obvious: language
suffuses everything we do. We must be able to
communicate with each other. In a business, it’s
absolutely vital that everyone is grounded in the
same language. It can be the springboard for the
creative energy of the staff. So even though it seems
self-evident that language is important, we have to
treat it as a specific piece of a bigger puzzle. In a
way, language, or Growth Language, is where The
Growth Curve Solution begins.”
Peter nodded. “Horace said something about recognizing patterns in a company. I suppose language
helps identify those patterns.”
“Absolutely! I’ll tell him you were paying attention. By the way, did he tell you about the power of
three?”
“The power of three? No, I don’t think so.”
“It’s a neat little principle. The human brain
I have secretly been experimenting with our
corporate language for over a year now,
grasps, assimilates, and remembers things best
and I stand before you to say that this stuff
three at a time. Horace can probably tell you
is amazing. It really does work.
why, but the important thing is that it does. So
each component of The Growth Curve Solution
basis of all culture. You focus your culture by
has three elements that define it. And each of those
focusing and energizing the core language of that
elements has three points that define the element.
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It probably goes on and on: three within three
growth in the company, you’re talking about one or
within three. The power of three.”
more of the three gates of growth. Each stage of
“OK.”
growth has a different balance of these three.”
Process Gate
People Gate
Revenue/Profit Gate
“Growth Language is comprised of:
1. The Three Gates of Growth
2. The 7 Stages of Growth
3. The Patterns of Growth
“So let’s start with the first of the
three elements that define Growth
Language: The Three Gates of
Growth.”
They were interrupted by a knock at the door. A
Sammy glanced at C.J. with a look that said, why
man pushing a food-service cart entered the office.
did you ask me to tell him?
“How’s it goin’ there, C. J.?” He had a thick New
“I’ve only been at the company six months so my
York accent.
perspective is a bit new, but everybody here really
“Hello, Sammy. Thanks for bringing in lunch
understands this stuff. Not only that, they talk
yourself.”
about it all the time. At times the staff is so into
C. J. stopped him. “Maybe you can help me
this, it sounds like everyone is running the place.
explain something to Peter. What can you tell him
For the kitchen staff and me, all three gates are in
about The Three Gates of Growth?”
our everyday language.”
Sammy sighed heavily, and then smiled. “OK,
“We have a fair budget that allows us to be in the
OK. Well, I can only tell you what The Three
profit-making business by setting cost-saving goals
Gates of Growth are as I understand them. There
and beating them. Everyone in the kitchen knows
are three:
how this company makes money. It is part of their
“How we talk about the company and our work
training.
spins around these three central language points
“If we suddenly have a large addition to the combecause they are the common denominator for
pany’s staff, then my team is going to be counting
everyone working at O’Connor Electronics. So
pennies and asking for a bigger budget. But as a
whenever you look at what’s impeding or helping
manager, I also have to keep my team in tune with
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what’s going on with the people issues in the
kitchen and the processes that make sense of the
chaos at lunchtime. That includes all the machines
we have to use every day, because if one breaks,
then we have a process that’s out of balance with
everything else.”

“I do have a question, but I’m struggling with
how to ask it. I guess it stems from my innate corporate cynicism. Your people are well- versed in a
business language that the company speaks, and
they seem pleased that they are. My concern is that
it looks like they all know how to talk the talk, but
what about walking the walk?”
She took a moment to respond. “That’s a
Everyone in the kitchen knows how this
company makes money. It is part of their
good question. You’re quite right, actually.
training.
My people do know how to talk the talk.
When they began to use the growth language
“Every department can be viewed as its own
to measure the results and performance of the comsmaller business, and my kitchen is a restaurant
pany on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis, that’s
where all the customers want to eat at the same
when I knew it was making a difference.”
time. And the success of my work contributes to
“Frankly, it even took me a while to integrate the
the success of the Revenue/Profit, the People and
language enough to use it in meetings and expect
Process Gates of the whole company. If people feel
everyone to know what I was talking about.”
well-fed, and well-taken care of, they perform betC.J. continued, “But what you see and hear at
ter at their jobs.”
this company is the language of growth grounded
He stopped and thought for a moment. “I guess
in the measurable performance of the company. Yes,
that’s a pretty good overview.” He paused again.
we all probably seem a bit self-satisfied when we
“How’d I do, boss?”
start using our own charged words with each other,
“Not bad. For a cook.”
but it’s more than just words; it’s a mindset that the
“This is the way I’m treated around here, Peter.
staff truly believes in.
She baits me and then she reels me in. If I don’t go
“We are growing a living entity. More than that, a
now, she’ll have me boring you with my exploits in
company that uses growth language is a company
Paris. You two enjoy your pizzas.”
that is a profit-driven, self-organizing, staffAfter Sammy left them, C. J. smiled at Peter.
authored company that grows from the bottom-up.
“Any questions?”
The staff is invested intellectually, emotionally, and
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As he and C. J. ate their way through Sammy’s creations, he told her the story of his sudden rise to
the top at Bolder Solutions, including the nefarious
Santomo Corporation and the impact Bolder’s software could have on protecting the food sources of
the planet.
C.J. stared at Peter. A
minute went by and then
she raised her right hand
and began to speak.
“Peter, it sounds like you
have your work cut out
for you. All I can say is
that no one said it would
be easy, and
Language is the first bridge for your staff.
anyone who
You need to start there. If they understand
says it’s hard is
how to speak to each other in a common
a complainer. Two pieces of advice: Do
language about the growth of the enterprise,
whatever Horace tells you – the guy has
they’ll be able to move as a team in that
unbelievable radar, and buck up – it never
direction.
gets easier, you just get stronger.”
absolutely have to have, a language that builds and
grows your company. But it does more than that. It
protects and connects all aspects of your company.
And it starts with you personally learning a new
language. Now pull that chair over here and let’s
eat. I’m starving!”
It was perhaps the best pizza Peter had ever
eaten, but hunger may have clouded his judgment.
financially in the successful growth of this company.”
“Well, it’s certainly impressive. I mean I get what
Sammy was saying, but it’s really impressive that he
cares enough to know all that.”
“Yes. Horace must have told you that there are
several parts to ‘The Growth Curve Solution.’
Language is the first bridge for your staff. You need
to start there. If they understand how to speak to
each other in a common language about the growth
of the enterprise, they’ll be able to move as a team
in that direction.”
“And from an innovation standpoint, it’s essential. We have to have, and believe me, Peter, you
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Chapter 12

Stages of
Growth
“The more present and aware we are as individuals and as organizations, the more choices we create. As awareness
increases, we can engage with more possibilities. We are no longer held prisoner by habits, unexamined thoughts, or
information we refuse to look at.”
— Margaret Wheatley and Myron Kellner Rogers, A Simpler Way
• What’s likely coming around the corner for
the company in the future
• What issues need attention
• What’s the next best thing to do
“It gives them reference points and a model for
understanding the ups and downs of working in a
growing company.”
C.J. proceeded talking and writing, “O’Connor
Electronics has 173 employees, 28 supervisory staff,
and our three main challenges right now are:
1. Forecasting trouble spots before they hatch
2. Properly diagnosing their origin
3. Shortening the timeframe to get products
developed and out on the market
“In our last enterprise assessment, we came out
with a 2.9-to-1
I think that it’s very important for the staff to
Builder/Protector Ratio, a little
have a context for measuring or inventorying five
high, mind you, on the builder
things.
side but we are working on
rewiring the mindset of some
• The history of the company
of our executive team. We are
• The current experience of the company

Without missing a beat, C. J. launched into her
next lecture, “Now, we need to talk about the second leg of Growth Language: The Seven Stages of
Growth. Peter, from what Horace says, you need to
learn this material as fast as you can.”
“What do the stages of growth have to do with
growth language, C. J.?”
“It helps you and your staff think about Bolder
Solutions as a dynamic, growing enterprise with all
its graces and faults. It’s more complicated than the
Gates, but it still makes simple common sense.
Frankly, I think that it’s very important for the staff
to have a context for measuring or inventorying
five things.” With that said, she began to write on
the large whiteboard in her office:
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clearly in a moderate growth modality and, thank
God, not in hyper growth that damn near put us
out of business three years ago.”
“We grew so fast that the walls around here were
breaking up and flying past us at 200 miles an
hour. We are also leaning toward Processes as the
dominant Gate of Growth and I know that we
should be focusing more on People. So we are definitely working on that one as well. That’s a quick
thumbnail of the company. After we finish here,
hopefully you can tell me what stage of growth we
are in.”
Peter piped up, “I can only guess at a good twothirds of what you just said, but I’m intrigued. And
I’ll follow your lead and wait until the end of my

around to showing you that stuff at some point
along the way. It still is a little out there for me.”
C.J. continued, “From what you’ve described, it
sounds like Bolder Solutions is smack in the middle
of Stage 4, but the company is actually acting like a
Stage 2 enterprise. The discrepancy between being
in Stage 4 and acting as though you were in Stage 2
is the source of your nightmare. That’s a tough
position to be in.”
“Tell me about it! Horace said about the same
thing, but he didn’t explain what it meant.”
She got a piece of paper from her desk, pushed
the food aside, and started drawing lines.
“There are seven stages of growth a company
moves through in the entrepreneurial world. Each
stage of growth has its own demanding
set of rules, its own particular needs, and
The discrepancy between being in Stage 4 and
its own peculiar challenges. As CEO,
acting as though you were in Stage 2 is the
your task is to predict and manage the
source of your nightmare. Each stage of
growth has its own demanding set of rules,
changes, learn the rules as you go along,
its own particular needs, and its own peculiar
and alert your staff to the balance each
challenges.
stage requires.
“What I’m going to show you involves
visit before I attempt to know what Stage of
good numbers, but not hard numbers. Generally,
Growth you are in.”
this covers companies with one to 350 employees
“Peter, it is really quite simple on the front end.
and from zero to about 100 million dollars in revIt gets a little more difficult understanding the subenue. But in some cases, a Stage 7 company might
tleties of the dominant patterns that form in differhave up to 500 employees and perhaps even 150
ent stages of growth. I’m sure Horace will get
million dollars in revenue.
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“Peter, I am going to give you a very quick snapintend to sell and the company exists in a unique
shot of the stages of growth. The information about
type of constant chaos. The challenge is to not
the stages of growth applies not only to companies
over-control the company but rather move it quickbut also (with minor modifications) to departments
ly through and on to Stage 2. It is very important
and divisions. Measuring growth is all about comthat whatever stage of growth your company is in,
plexity and that happens in all sorts of groups.
let it be in that stage of growth until it is ready to
“No doubt that the other folks that
you visit through Horace’s influence will
It is very important that whatever stage of
growth your company is in to let it be in that
go into more depth with the issues they
stage of growth until it is ready to move on.
face in their stage of growth. Also,
Horace will most likely give you the
Stages of Growth Matrix that will fill you in on all
move on. You have to let the employees, the systhe key stages of growth information on one page. I
tems, and the processes all acclimate to the current
don’t happen to have a copy on hand at this time or
stage of growth.”
I would give it to you.”
“I have seen many experienced Stage 5 or Stage 6
She continued, “A Stage 1 company is a start-up,
executives coming onboard to run Stage 2 or Stage
a small company that has up to ten employees, and
3 companies, and these folks try to make the comlives in a state of chaos. Everything is fluid. In
pany operate like a Stage 5 or 6 company because
Stage 1, the person at the top controls pretty much
that is what they are familiar with. Unfortunately,
everything. Creating a homogeneous group is more
unless these executives adapt to the rules of their
important in a Stage 1 company than putting
current company’s stage of growth, it won’t matter
together a highly competent group. The owner is
how much experience they have, they will fail. I
the visionary behind the company, and everyone
have never seen it happen otherwise. A Stage 1
else is following his lead. I take it your brother was
company has a 4-to-1 Builder/Protector Ratio and
this kind of guy?”
its dominant gate of growth is Revenue/Profit.”
“Yep. He was definitely a visionary and he solved
“Going into a Stage 2 company, you pass through
every problem.”
a transition or chaos zone that is called a flood
“In Stage 1, with 1 – 10 employees, you likely
zone. In a flood zone, you and your company have
are still developing the product or service you
to bear up to an increase in the level of activity.”
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forced to give up what worked in the past
because it doesn’t work any more and
When you are going through a flood zone,
there is too much work for the hands on
take on new skills and methods. By the
deck.
time you get into Stage 3, the owner/operator will get entrepreneurial burnout if he
“When you are going through a flood zone, there
doesn’t delegate. A Stage 3 company can no longer
is too much work for the hands on deck. The staff
survive and flourish if it remains CEO-centric.
is totally overloaded with the work of the enterSounds like your brother was a perfect example of
prise. The chaos is unavoidable and it is all part of
that.”
what Horace calls ‘nature’s gate fee’ into the next
“Stage 3 is a dangerous area to move through.
stage of growth. At any rate, these chaos zones hapThis is why your Builder/Protector Ratio is 1-to-1.
pen at the front end of every stage of growth.”
The main issue is getting a handle on the work“In a Stage 2 company, you’ve gotten a good leg
place community issues, which are some of the
up on the products or services that you are going to
hardest to face in a young growing business. So in
market and now you have to ramp up production
Stage 3 you must focus on the People Gate as the
and sell the product or service into the market.
primary management concern. The company
Your Builder/Protector Ratio is 3-to-1 and you are
should have 3 – 5 managers at this point.
still focused on the Revenue/Profit Gate as the pri“In Stage 3, the company’s vitality depends on a
mary concern of the company. You have 11 – 19
clear set of core values, a compelling vision/mission
staff members and the company is still CEO-cenfor the enterprise and a cultural focus that provides
tric. Your brother was still holding on to most of
a strong baseline for how the company interacts.
the decision making, right?”
This is the stage of growth where you must start
“Apparently.”
looking at the company as a separate entity from
“Emerging into Stage 3, you go through a chaos
the owner. You have 20 – 34 staff members. This is
zone called a wind tunnel. In a wind tunnel you are
a time that you definitely must begin to effectively
Wind Tunnel
delegate both responsibility and authority in order
to survive as a leader. This is, also, the first time
that the leader is now managing and training other
leaders.”
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“Crossing over into
Stage 4 you go through
another chaotic flood zone
and the staff is once again
overwhelmed with work.
By Stage 4, you’ve reached
the professional stage. Something happens, almost
overnight, when you move into Stage 4. Your staff
has grown to somewhere between 35 – 57 people,
the Builder/Protector Ratio is 3-to-2, there are 6 – 8
managers and the Process Gate is the primary
focus. The complexity of the organization has suddenly become overwhelming.
“This is the stage where each department must
become a strong independent fiefdom with effective
new systems and procedures to meet the demands
of an ever more complex organization.”
“If you don’t hire professional managers to take
on this task, then you must properly train the man-

departments need experienced, trained managers to
meet the complexity of the new systems.”
Peter thought for a moment. “OK, I’m playing
catch-up here, but I think I understand what you’re
saying, and I think it explains some of my frustration. My experience generally has been to come
into a Stage 3 or 4 company, one that has some
degree of management experience so I’m speaking a
particular language. Bolder Solutions looks like a
company that you describe as Stage 4 because of
the size of the staff. But we are still limping along
with methods that are best suited to a Stage 2.”
“That’s good, Peter! That sounds right. You have
been brought into a company with the complexity
of Stage 4 and the infrastructure of Stage 2. You
probably came in wondering who the department
heads were.”
“That’s true.”
“Your brother must have been going crazy. In
Stage 3, you simply must delegate or the
If you don’t have experienced managers, then
complexity will eat you alive in Stage 4.
there is a tendency to throw people at the
I take it your brother was a very strongever-increasing workload and that’s a big
willed guy?”
mistake.
“As long as I knew him. He was
agers that you do have. There is no getting around
always a rock.”
this.
“So you are doing three things at the same time.
“If you don’t have experienced managers, then
You have a company at Stage 4 that at the same
there is a tendency to throw people at the evertime behaves like a Stage 2 company, and you are
increasing workload and that’s a big mistake. The
trying to bridge the difference. All your problems
Flood
Zone
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are a result of the disparity between what your
company is and what it is behaving like.
Remember: these stages are about complexity, not
revenue.”
C.J. took a big breath and continued. “OK.
Moving into Stage 5, you pass through another
wind tunnel. What worked in Stage 4 by strengthening the departmental fiefdoms will actually go
against you in Stage 5. It is challenging.”
Peter interrupted, “Wait a minute. Do these

“

growth. As you are aligning the departments with
each other, you are also facing the need to develop
a stronger financial reporting system as well as a
working budget.”
“An interesting thing begins to happen in Stage
5. You start getting noticed. Your competitors
regard you as a viable player in the market and the
stakes in the game increase measurably.”
“Moving into Stage 6 the company goes through
another chaotic flood zone. Again the staff is over-

Chaos is inevitable and rhythmical. Again
it is often the gate fee to the next stage of
growth.

”

loaded, but this time the executive and
the supervisory teams feel the brunt of it.”
“If you haven’t done your homework in Stage 4
and Stage 5, the chaos will be unbearable in Stage
6. You will be frantically scrambling to get a handle
on the company. Stage 6 is where you grow to
between 96 – 160 employees, your Builder/
Protector Ratio is 3-to-2, there are 13 – 26 managers and executives and the primary focus is on
the People Gate.”
“This is the strategic stage of growth and you
must start looking two to three years into the
future and seriously consider key strategic
alliances. You start strategically planning product
development and business expansion.”

chaos zones alternate back and forth between a
wind tunnel and a flood zone?”
C.J. said, “Yes, they do. Chaos is inevitable and
rhythmical. Again it is often the gate fee to the next
stage of growth. Now in Stage 5, you’ve got a staff
of 58 – 95 people. Your Builder/Protector Ratio is 2to-1, there are 9 – 12 in the management team and
you are back with your primary focus being the
Revenue/Profit Gate.”
“You’re in the integration stage, where you will
have the job of integrating all those gunslingers you
hired in Stage 4 into a strong interdependent team,
exactly the opposite of what they were in Stage 4.
This can be a particularly challenging stage of
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“You will likely form strategic alliances with
on and retool when they barely have time to work
other companies, perhaps even with select competithe systems they already have. It’s a challenge, for
tors. You must be functioning at a very high level of
sure.
professionalism. It’s also the stage where innovators
“Stage 7 is really the visionary stage. Stage 7 has
in your company come into their own.”
between 161 – 350 employees and 27 – 45+ lead“The young engineer you met, Ricardo, is typical
ers. Its primary focus is the People Gate and the
of the kind of innovator a Stage 6 company needs.
Builder/Protector Ratio should be 2-to-1.”
We are perfectly positioned to make use of his
Peter spoke up, “Oh that’s why you said your B/P
ideas, and to make him feel comfortable coming up
ratio was too high at 2.9-to-1. Right?”
with those ideas. The future of our company
“Yes, we are running a little too fast. It is a leftdepends on supporting the innovation teams.
over from the hyper growth period that we just
Horace calls them Growth Circles, but we put a litcame out of. In some respects, Stage 7 sounds like
tle different twist on them.”
an ultimate goal, doesn’t it? But the truth is that
“So you consider your company to be in Stage
Stage 7, while very stable, is often a bit stagnant
6?”
and stuck.”
She smiled. “Well, let’s put it this way. We have
the complexity of a Stage 7 company but we still act like we are in
The bureaucracy that forms as the company grows
more complex is daunting to the innovation of the
Stage 6. Frankly we are right
company. This is why the innovation teams or growth
smack in the middle of the chaos
circles are so important.
zone going into Stage 7.”
Peter said, “Let me guess. You
are in a wind tunnel. Right?”
“The bureaucracy that forms as the company
“You guessed it. And I am telling you that the
grows more complex is daunting to the innovation
whole company is kicking and screaming at having
of the company. This is why the innovation teams
to let go of methods and procedures that used to
or Growth Circles are so important. They keep the
work. Actually, some of the methods and systems
company percolating.”
still do work but they won’t work for long, so I am
“The company in Stage 7 must find a way of
having to convince the department heads to move
reinventing itself, or it will simply lose its competi-

“

”
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tive edge. The visionary or CEO of the company
must discover a way to go back to Stage 1 and
recapture that entrepreneurial spirit.”
“For us, this means we are willing to spin off
and support new enterprises. I suppose I could sell
out and start a new company myself, but I love this
place. So I look for ways to keep it as vital as possible. If Ricardo comes up with a killer business plan
to market the machine he’s working on, and if he
could show us some other products he has in
mind, we’d back him in a heartbeat. You never get
to just stop.”
“At least there are only seven stages.”
“Don’t let that fool you. I’ll say it again. These
stages are about complexity. But you don’t just
wake up one day and find that you’ve moved from
Stage 3 to Stage 4. As I mentioned before, you go
through a transitional or chaotic period between
each stage, and these zones of chaos are more
demanding than you ever expect. And it’s further
complicated by the fact that the stages of growth
alternate between being inwardly focused and outwardly focused.”
She noticed the dazed look on Peter’s face. “Hey,
if it was easy, it wouldn’t be fun.”
“I’ll keep that in mind.”
She continued. “These transitions alternate back
and forth between each stage just as the stages
alternate between inward and outward. So why is

this important? Because it gives you a way to
make sense of the growing complexity of your
enterprise.”
“Sounds like I’m going through these stages
and their transitions all at once.”
“Not really, but it should give you a template
to help organize the next steps your company
takes. Just because you’re in chaos doesn’t make
your task impossible. In fact, you still do have a
good group of people and they’ll probably
respond to a clear direction.”
“I hope so. Is there more?”
“Always. But let’s take a brief break here. I’ll
get Sammy to get you a refill while you go and
stretch your legs. I‘ll meet you back here in
ten.”
Peter’s brain was screaming for relief. The
implications from the information C.J. was
sharing with him were overwhelming. He didn’t
need a sixth sense to tell him something
extraordinary was being given him. He felt like
a hound of growth hell bent on chasing down
any helpful jewel of knowledge that would free
him from the nightmare currently enveloping
him at Bolder Solutions.
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Chapter 12 — Key Points
Stages of Growth Matrix:

The 7 Stages of Entrepreneurial Growth

Ideal Business Growth
Follows the Growth Patterns in Nature:
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Chapter 13

Reading
the Patterns
“Every business group or organization is given its character by the patterns of its behavior. The beliefs that create the patterns that spawn the behavior are often so deeply embedded into the psyche of the group that no one can see their origin”
— Horace Bedford, Journal
C.J. was ready to go for another round and Peter
found himself steadying himself for a one-two
punch. Instead, C.J. leaned over to Peter and spoke
very softly, “Inherent in all this is a secret. The
secret is that all this chaotic stuff you have to deal
with is simply the chaos of life; it’s just the way life
works. If your company were totally static, it would
be dead. All the challenges are just indicative of
how alive your situation is.”
C.J. smiled at Peter enigmatically but he could
feel empathy from her, too.
“Let’s go one step further. In each stage of
growth there are three phases you move through on
The Growth Curve.”
C.J. stepped up to the whiteboard in her office
and wrote:
rowth
tage of G
S
a
f
o
s
e
as
Three Ph
ation
1. Prepar
mance
2. Perfor
re
3. Pressu

“First you move through a preparation phase
where you are planning and preparing for the next
surge of growth. During this phase you are taking
the company’s strategies and turning them into
operational themes.
“In a healthy
company the preparation phase merges
into the day-to-day
work and takes up
about 20 percent of
the time in that
stage of growth. Then the company must execute
the plan, or in other words move through a performance phase. Typically, the performance phase
lasts about 70 percent of the stage of growth in a
healthy company. Then, finally, you hit the pressure
phase, which is unavoidable. This is when the company moves through the wind tunnel or flood zone.
The pressure phase represents about 10 percent of
the stage of growth.”
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C.J. continued as Peter took notes. “Now when a
pressure building. What is the pressure pressuring
company gets sick, which I believe absolutely every
you to do? Change? Take the next step, right?
company goes through once in a while, it usually is
Sounds like my life.”
a result of too little time spent in planning. Maybe
She laughed with him. “That’s right, Peter, and
planning or preparation represents 10 percent or
just like life, it’s never as simple as it looks on
less of each stage of growth. They have a weak plan
paper. The three phases of a stage of growth are
when they immediately go into the performance
affected by what’s going on in the company.”
phase and as a result, hit the wall of pressure zone
“The thing to remember is that none of this is
much sooner. Ultimately this forces the company
static. It changes with each stage. But it’s also a way
back to revisit the planning phase and get it right.”
to connect the staff with what’s going on as the
Peter looked up from his pad. “You know, C.J., I
company grows. When the staff knows that periods
had been working on something like this but I hadof chaos are natural in a growing company, they
n’t fleshed it out quite as well as you have. These
will better understand the changes when they
three phases, preparation, performance and presoccur.”
sure, would also work well with a growing depart“I guess it becomes a common denominator for
ment or even in a project. If a company plans well
relating to your staff.”
but doesn’t execute the plan, what happens in your template?”
When you achieve a commonality of language,
you achieve a commonality of purpose....A
“That’s pretty serious. From my experipowerful symbol-rich everyday language is
ence they would be rolling through the
the means by which your staff, short on theory
emergency room doors.”
and concept, can begin to comprehend great
Peter agreed. “Yes, you couldn’t do that
strategies and put them to work.
too often before the company would be
upside down or dead. So, each stage of
growth has three internal parts: preparation, per“That’s right! And it’s why language is important.
formance, and pressure. You make plans and prepaWhen you achieve a commonality of language, you
rations, then you start performing on the basis of
achieve a commonality of purpose. The language
those preparations, and then, as the old methods
helps to give the staff and the management a strucbegin to be ineffective, you begin to experience
ture in which to communicate their understanding

“

”
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of what is happening in their company. It gives
as a way of describing a type of profitability, the
them a framework from which to make intelligent
language becomes effective. Believe me, it catches
decisions.”
on like wildfire when the language really works.”
“My staff has a commonality of purpose at
“Remember what Horace always says, ‘When the
Bolder. It’s “How do we get rid of Peter?”
workplace becomes profit-driven, people-centered,
C.J. chuckled. “Don’t be overly concerned. The
and growth-smart, then business will have front
point is that it’s a start.”
and center stage.’ In my opinion, that isn’t going to
“OK, Peter. Let’s get back to our discussion about
happen until the staff is infused with powerful lanlanguage. What I am giving you is just a basic foun- guage.”
dation for the use of growth language in a company.
C.J. straightened her back and said, “OK. If we
For thousands of years successful leaders have
don’t get back to the basics, you and I will be eating
always used a rich symbolic language to reach
dinner here tonight. We have gone over two of the
through to the emotional band in which groups
three elements of Growth Language: The Three
communicate.
Gates and The 7 Stages of Growth. Now, we need to
“As the leader of Bolder Solutions, you
Effectively reading and deciphering the organihave the responsibility not only to underzational patterns of an enterprise is a complex
stand your staff but also to be understood.
art that few people have mastered.
A powerful symbol-rich everyday language is the means by which your staff, short on
finish up with The Patterns of Growth.
theory and concept, can begin to comprehend great
“First of all, effectively reading and deciphering
strategies and put them to work. Remember when
the organizational patterns of an enterprise is a
Ricardo mentioned that the project he was working
complex art that few people have mastered. If you
on just might produce galactic margins instead of
talk with Horace he would probably say, ‘As all
scooter margins?”
roads lead to Rome, all knowledge of business
Peter responded, “Yes, I remember. I found the
growth leads to growth patterns.’
language intriguing.”
“Horace is so good at reading patterns that he
“Well, that was an example of how the staff parcould quickly review your financials, roam around
ticipate in creating O’Connor Electronics. By
with your staff, and come back in under an hour
exploding the imagination with a powerful symbol
knowing more about what is really going on at your

“
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company than you would ever know. By the look
on your face, Peter, my wager is that Horace is still
a bit of a mystery to you. Is that true?”
Peter laughed, “Actually, C.J., Horace is a strange
bird, but his eccentricities belie someone who
knows a helluva lot about business. Frankly, to be
able to hook me up with someone like you is equally confusing. If I weren’t in the middle of it, I
would find all of this hard to believe. Do you know
what I mean?”
“Yes, I do, Peter. The day I met Horace he was
eating a bag of peanuts on the steps of my bank. I
was running out in a hurry when I heard someone
asking me if I ‘got the loan.’ I looked over and saw
a well-dressed older guy, leaning back on the concrete steps with not a care in the world, picking
peanut shells off his clothes. I said, “Excuse me?”
All he said was that if I had better margins the loan
wouldn’t be necessary.”
“Well, as you can imagine, I was infuriated first
that he knew anything about my loan, second, that
he had the audacity to think that he knew anything
about my business and third, that he was right. My
Irish-African American temper got the better of me
and I tore into him seven ways to Sunday, but he
just sat there and smiled at me, putting those damn
peanut shells in his bag one shell at a time.”
“To make a long story short, yes, Horace Bedford
appears to be rather eccentric. In reality he is not

only the most brilliant businessman I have ever met
but he is also a wonderful human being. You’re fortunate to have run into him.”
Peter commented, “I agree, Horace has uncovered a new brand of entrepreneurial clarity that I
find refreshing.”
“OK, Peter, a
Drill down to the underlying
beliefs behind the pattern
discussion about
patterns can
quickly become
complicated.
mental filters
Horace explained
it to me in a way
organizational
filters
that gave me a
simple foundation
Underlying Beliefs
from which to
work.”
“When you
look at patterns in a company, you are seeing the
result of a ‘causal chain.’ You need to understand
that all enterprise behavior is created by patterns.
The patterns are generated by the mental or organizational filters through which the staff or the entire
enterprise perceives its experience. Those filters are
generated by our core beliefs.
“When Horace sees a set of certain behaviors, he
looks deeper and sees a pattern. By reading the patterns in a company you can quickly drill down to
the underlying beliefs behind that pattern.”
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“When he takes one of his famous strolls
zational patterns sheds a new light on the process
through your operation with a couple of your
of making decisions. Why is it that I never heard of
employees, he has a way of quickly recognizing a
this before?”
pattern and probing its origin through to the com“Peter, this is only the beginning of your educapany’s filters and finally into the core beliefs of the
tion. Wait until you see what Horace has in store
workplace. This is why he believes that recognizing
for you. All I can tell you is that your understandand probing the origin of patterns results in undering of business growth will never be the same. You
standing the truth of how a company operates.”
are very privileged.”
Peter interrupted, “So by knowing a language of
C.J. continued, “To take this out of theory and
core organizational patterns, it allows a person to
into practical application you need to understand a
avoid the tyranny of secondary effects and quickly
few more key points.”
probe to the real cause of those patterns?”
“Every pattern that takes place in an enterprise
“Yes, almost. Knowing the patterns is a huge
has three attributes to it. For purposes of our disstep, but knowing the patterns in combination with
cussion here, let’s imagine that we have three vertiother patterns is really the key. It is not too differcal columns, column A, column B, and column C.
ent from reading sheet music for a symphony. After
“In column A, we have Untested Patterns,
a while you can read the whole symphony on paper
Unchallenged Patterns, and Unconscious Patterns.
and hear all the
Enterprise Patterns Chart
parts at the same
time.”
C
A
B
“C.J., this is
Mosaic Patterns:
Untested patterns:
Advancing Patterns:
Concentrates on Process
Introduction-Skeptical-Reluctant
Living-Organic-Self-Organizing
fascinating. I
Inward-Contributor-Generative
“Unsure Zone”
can see how this
Linear Patterns:
Unchallenged Patterns:
Neutral Patterns:
could be an
A+B=C
Tested-Tacit AcceptanceMaintenance-Stable-Supportive
Focused on the End Result
Functional
extraordinarily
Driven-Sequential-Building
“Utility Zone”
powerful management tool.
Dispersion Pattern:
Unconscious Patterns:
Destructive Patterns:
Defaults to Distribution
Total Acceptance-Automatic
Damaging-Dead-Lifeless
Reading the lanOutward-Permeating-Dispersal
“DNA Zone”
guage of organi-
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In column B, we have Advancing Patterns, Neutral
Patterns, and Destructive Patterns. In column C, we
have Mosaic Patterns, Linear Patterns, and
Dispersion Patterns.” C.J. drew a chart on her
whiteboard that explained what she was talking
about.
“Each pattern of growth that you discover in
your company will have one characteristic from
each of the three columns. You still with me?”
“Oh, yeah.” Peter was still in student-mode, furiously taking notes.
“Let’s start with column A. An
Untested Pattern is something that
simply hasn’t been thoroughly tested by the staff of an organization. When I brought
Sammy in, the company cafeteria was hit-and-miss.
It was used as a meal choice of last resort. I wanted
people to use the facility, to help foster communication among the staff. You know, the family that eats
together eventually has to speak to each another?
But it was an Untested Pattern.”
“Just because I had a great idea didn’t mean that
everyone was going to immediately accept it. I
brought the staff together and got them to agree to
use the facility on a daily basis for a month, no
matter what. At first there was some grumbling
about being made to stay in the building, but once
they got a taste of Sammy’s food, they stopped complaining.”

“But they were still doing it as a project, as an
agreement with me. When the month came to an
end, nobody left. They had passed through the
Untested Pattern stage to the Unchallenged Pattern
stage and they liked it. Then, as new staff were
hired, no one had to tell them to eat in the cafeteria
because they just did. Seven months later it’s
become an Unconscious Pattern for the staff. They
don’t think twice about having lunch in the cafeteria. It’s great food at an incredible price, and they
like being there. We all still leave the building for
lunch occasionally, but not like before. More importantly, people are talking to each other at lunch. It
gives the staff a chance to mingle with employees
from different departments.”
“Let’s move to column B. The thing to know
about these patterns is that they are Advancing,
Neutral or Destructive. You are probably putting
this together for yourself.
“If you get an Advancing Pattern of Growth that
becomes part of the Unconscious Patterns of your
company, then you have a positive force in your
organization. The reverse is also true. If you have a
Destructive Pattern become part of the Unconscious Patterns or the DNA of your organization,
such as chronic gossip, then you have a very
negative force effectively dismantling the immune
system of your company.
“I think the secrecy that we work with at
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ear. They use tried-and-true marketing techniques
to generate leads; the sales team might throw in a
couple of new ideas to heat things up, but they also
follow The Seven Steps of the Sale.”
“Just for contrast, if we have
If you have a Destructive Pattern become
something being addressed by
part of the Unconscious Patterns of the
a team, then the linearity goes
DNA of your organization, such as chronic
out the window. A team opergossip, then you have a very negative force
effectively dismantling the immune system
ates as a Mosaic Pattern; its
of your company.
nature is to be collaborative
and non-linear. A strong leader
Peter interrupted her. “I hadn’t thought about it
can harness the team to be both a powerful mosaic
in those terms, but Bolder Solutions’ work on the
agent and an effective linear agent but only when
food supply project, if framed correctly, could have
the individuals bond and come together as a workthe same kind of effect on the staff. It should
ing unit.”
become an Unconscious Advancing Pattern.”
“Third is the Dispersion Pattern. Just like it
“That’s correct, Peter. Pride is always a powerful
sounds, it is outward in motion. A rumor hurling
pattern if it can be instilled in a workplace commuaround the office is a Dispersion Pattern. Even repnity.
utation is a Dispersion Pattern. For example, when
“Now let’s move over to column C. There are
you arrived at Bolder Solutions, your staff had
three types of patterns in column C. First, there is a
already formed an expectation; they had probably
Mosaic Pattern, that is an inward operating pattern,
discussed what you’d be like. Then they got to
like teamwork. Getting a team to address issues is a
know you and formed another concept, and that
mosaic pattern.”
concept spread by dispersion.”
“Second is the Linear Pattern, that is just like it
“You have no idea.”
sounds: you do this, then you do that, finally you
“Sure I do. Don’t forget how I came to run this
get this. Much of the individual work done by the
company. The rumors were flying like bats in a
engineers is linear. They follow certain sequential
cave. And a Dispersion Pattern is not bad by definisteps. Our sales department processes are also lintion. It can be positive as well. Once folks started

O’Connor Electronics had a positive effect on the
staff. In the beginning, it was viewed suspiciously,
but people have gotten used to it. Now it’s become a
source of pride, part of what makes our work special.”

“
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liking the cafeteria, there was a definite pattern of
dispersion singing its praises. It happened on a single day, about a week after we started it. For some
reason the company’s collective consciousness
decided to support the idea. After that it was very
smooth. And obviously, there was an equal pattern
of dispersion registering just how much at first they
didn’t want to do it.”
“So I can look forward to becoming the subject
of a positive pattern of dispersion just as soon as
they think I know what I’m doing?”
“Yep. And the sooner the better.”
Peter smiled at C.J.’s honesty. “I’m deeply
cheered by that news.”
“I thought you would be. Maybe this will cheer
you up; the patterns we’re talking about will give
you a way to sight your company.”
“What do you mean?”
“As you so astutely mentioned, most business
leaders flounder in the world of secondary effects.
Let’s see if I can make this clear. This is one of
Horace’s final exam questions: When the original
cause of a problem has been clouded by the secondary effect which was produced by the primary
effect acting as a cause, then you have the conditions for poor business decisions.”
“So what you are saying, C.J., is that domino B
gets hit by domino A and subsequently domino B
knocks down domino C. When we try to determine

the cause of
domino C
falling, we stop
our investigation when we
discover domino B. What we
should do is
look further
and see that Domino A is what started the chain
reaction. Thus we are caught in the tyranny of the
secondary effect. Right?”
“Not bad. It’s a bit more complicated than that,
but you have the simple version down. The final
conclusion is that most people don’t understand
what is causing the trauma and problems in their
company because they don’t know how to recognize and read the patterns correctly. If you understand the patterns, you can get an accurate read on
what’s really going on. You can get a clear sighting
of your company.”
They were silent for a moment.
C.J. looked over at Peter and said, “Had
enough?”
Peter tried to remember all that had been said.
“OK, C.J., let me give you a quick review. The 3
Gates: Revenue/Profit, People, and Process Gates.
Those are the three common denominators of language in the workplace, the common baseline for
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anyone in a company to speak about the challenges
and victories met on a day-to-day basis.
“The 7 Stages of Growth: There are numerous
stages, demanding and relentless, in their unique
requirements of the CEO and staff of a company.
My company is trying to behave like a smaller, lesscomplicated company than it truly is. And that’s
confusing because each stage has its own set of
rules, so we might be playing by the wrong ones.”
“Then there are transitional zones, chaos zones,
which you said are inevitable. Wind Tunnels and
…what?”
“Flood Zones. You’re doing pretty well.”
“Flood Zones. Chaos might be a good thing.”
“And then there are the Mosaic, Dispersion,
Conscious, and Unconscious Patterns. I’m glad I
took notes.”

“That last thought was simple enough. Thanks,
C.J., for the illuminating afternoon.”
C.J. leaned over and handed Peter a sheet of
paper. “Here is a list of words I put together for
you. You can use these words to infuse your company with a more powerful language base. I am
reminded that the true portal of change is the effective use of language. The leader who intentionally
uses language to transform the thinking throughout
his company is light years ahead of the herd. Good
luck, Peter. I’m sure that we will be running into
each other some time soon. You can bet on it if
Horace has anything to say about it.”
The drive back to Bolder Solutions, his non-disclosure agreement folded neatly on the seat, was
filled with a replay of the information Peter had
been given. What was he supposed to do with it? It
seemed that he had a nearly impossible task in
front of him, but for some reason, he was cheered
by C. J.’s comment that it was just life. He could
deal with life. He had been dealing with it all along.
Maybe he could deal with bringing his brother’s
company back from the brink.
Then, as he turned into his parking lot, he saw
the police cars.

“

Most people don’t understand what
is causing the trauma and problems
in their company because they don’t
know how to recognize and read the
patterns correctly.

”

C.J. nodded. “It is a new language and it will
take awhile to digest all that we talked about today.
You can always go back to the basics. Growth language is nothing more than gates, stages, and patterns.”
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Chapter 13 — Key Points
Three Phases of the Stages of Growth:

Patterns:
Enterprise Patterns Chart
A

B

C

Untested patterns:
Introduction-Skeptical-Reluctant
“Unsure Zone”

Advancing Patterns:
Living-Organic-Self-Organizing

Mosaic Patterns:
Concentrates on Process
Inward-Contributor-Generative

Unchallenged Patterns:
Tested-Tacit AcceptanceFunctional
“Utility Zone”

Neutral Patterns:
Maintenance-Stable-Supportive

Linear Patterns:
A+B=C
Focused on the End Result
Driven-Sequential-Building

Unconscious Patterns:
Total Acceptance-Automatic
“DNA Zone”

Destructive Patterns:
Damaging-Dead-Lifeless

Dispersion Pattern:
Defaults to Distribution
Outward-Permeating-Dispersal
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“

There were five squad cars, two police sedans, a
bomb squad truck, and a paramedic unit parked
outside Bolder Solutions.

”

Chapter 14

Under the
Surface
“If we let our people flourish and grow, unleash people to be self-confident and take on more responsibility, if we use the
best ideas that they come up with, then we will have a chance to win. The idea of liberation and empowerment for our
work force is not enlightenment, it’s a competitive necessity.”
— Jack Welch, Ex-CEO of General Electric
What happened to the front door? It’s blown to
There were five squad cars, two police sedans, a
bits!”
bomb squad truck, and a paramedic unit parked
Kate said, “I walked up to the front of the office
outside Bolder Solutions. Peter tried to keep a lid
just in time to see this…this lunatic punching out
on his imagination as he raced into a parking space
the glass in the front door with his fists. See all the
near the building. His heart stopped when he
blood? He was screaming something about how we
caught sight of a figure lying deadly still in the
were criminals, and how we were poisoning the
paramedic truck. What the hell could have hapenvironment, and that he was going to stop us.
pened?
Then he drags in this big box and says he’s gonna
He walked faster toward the group of officers
blow us up! And before anybody could say anyclustered near the front door. Kate was talking rapidly to them and waving her arms. She spotted Peter thing, he pushed a button on the box and it…it
blew up! The box blows up and sprays something
and pointed at him, and then a highly agitated
all over the front entry and into the back room.
Detective Carnes stormed straight toward him. She
Guess what it was?”
clearly had something to say
but before she could speak,
This lunatic was screaming something about how we
were criminals, and how we were poisoning the
Kate blurted out, “Where
environment....
have you been?”
Peter was too stunned to register that she was
Not one to miss a chance, Jane said, “I was going
expecting him to respond, but she couldn’t contain
to ask you the same thing, just not as politely.”
herself.
“Could someone tell me what’s going on here?
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“It was seeds! Can you imagine? Seeds! Look at
O’Connor.”
my hands. See all those spots? I put my hands up
She stared hard at Peter. “Look, I appreciate you
in front of my face or my face would look like this.
are trying to run a business, but this isn’t just a
See?”
weird little crime. We know the guy who did this.
“Seeds?” was all Peter could say.
He’s never been affiliated with any environmental
Jane came to his rescue. “Mr. Logan,
group of any kind. He’s not bright enough to tie his
could I have a word with you? Inside?”
shoes, much less figure out how to make an exploThe inside of the front lobby was a mess. Seeds.
sive device to blow seeds around your office. That
There were seeds everywhere. Police technicians
means he’s bait. After the thing went off, he spent a
were poring over every inch of the room. Peter folfew minutes trashing the office and then he seemed
lowed Jane and another detective back to his office.
to get disoriented and collapsed. He claims he doesJane was full into police mode. “Where were
n’t remember doing it. He also doesn’t remember
you? Don’t you have a cell phone?”
the last few days. I believe him, Peter. We’re going
“Am I missing something? Are you asking me
to do blood work on him, and I suspect we’ll find
my whereabouts, like I’m somehow involved in
drugs in his system that can’t be bought on the
this? Come on, even you said I was cleared!”
street.”
She didn’t even blink. “Answer the
question.”
We know the guy who did this. He’s not bright
“Whoa! Back off, Detective Carnes.”
enough to tie his shoes, much less figure out
A moment passed, she took a breath,
how to make an explosive device.
and tried a different tack. “No one has
been able to reach you for almost three
hours.”
Peter sighed. “You want to know where I was?
Peter couldn’t take his eyes off her as he was lisOkay. I drove to Boulder City Park, stopped there
tening to her analysis. He realized that she was sugfor about forty-five minutes and then I went to
gesting something very sinister. Jane’s partner was
O’Connor Electronics, a company over by Boulder
paged and left them to answer the call.
Municipal Airport. I was there until I came back
“Peter, your brother appears to have been murhere. My cell phone probably did not work at
dered and the case is unresolved. Your company has
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knew he had to tell the staff. They needed to know
managed to stay in business without him, and now
what he and the police were thinking about why all
this happens. I think this is a form of terrorism.
this was happening. The only question was whether
And I think it could get worse. You have to decide
he should do it today or tomorrow.
how much you agree with me, and what you want
The bomb, as the staff dramatically referred to it,
to do about it.”
was quickly becoming a matter of pride with the
Peter felt his irritation giving way to intense
staff at Bolder Solutions. Peter thought about sendanger. “Santomo!”
ing everyone home, but decided against it and
“Santomo. They’re at the top of my list. They
instead asked Dean to call a meeting for 4:30 p.m.
have remarkable resources, but we have no way of
Work, Peter decided, was exactly what he needtying them to this situation.” Jane looked toward
ed. His hands were shaking and he knew he needed
where her partner had gone and said, “Well, as long
to get his mind on something else. He got lost in
as you’re OK. I guess that’s all we need here.”
the month-end sales report while waiting for the
Jane’s partner tapped on the door. “Jane, you
meeting, so when Dean tapped on his door at 4:31
need to hear this. We just got a call from the paraand said, “Hey, boss, they’re all here,” he was taken
medics. Our guy died. They don’t know what hapby surprise.
pened yet; we’ll have to wait for the coroner to figEveryone was waiting for him to start the meeture it out.”
ing. Something had happened. Whoever had
Peter felt as if he’d been punched in the stomach.
orchestrated the stupid seed bomb had underestiIt was like reading about Alan’s death in a Los
mated these people. They were alert, energetic, and
Angeles paper all over again. Was Santomo intent
focused. He could feel it in the air. The bomb had
on destroying the work of his company?
Jane was back to business. “Peter, I’ll
There is every reason to believe that what
speak to you later. I don’t hold out a lot
happened this morning was an attempt to
of hope, but we have to try to piece
frighten us away from finishing the project
together what our seed bomber’s last
we’re working on. It was essentially a terrorist
act.
few days involved.” And with that she

“

was gone.
Peter was left alone in his office – his dead
brother’s office – deciding what to do next. He

”

unleashed their emotions and more importantly, an
intensity of focus he hadn’t seen before.
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“The police asked me several days ago to keep
certain information quiet, meaning that I shouldn’t
tell you. I think the police are wrong. You deserve
to know everything that’s happening. There is every
reason to believe that what happened this morning
was an attempt to frighten us away from finishing
the project we’re working on. It was essentially a
terrorist act.”
He told them the whole story, including what the
police had concluded about Alan’s death, his own
experience with Santomo, and the death of the seed
bomber.
“All that remains now is for each of you to
decide if you want to continue here. As you all may
know, this is very important work that we are
doing, but there is also potential danger. It would
be helpful if you would make your decision
whether to stay or leave by tomorrow so that we
can tighten up the team of folks remaining.”
No one said a word. Peter scanned the group and
was concerned that he may have frightened them.

It was Carla Williams, a soft-spoken, forty-something bookkeeper who, to the best of Peter’s knowledge, had never said a word. “I said, bastards. How
dare they try to intimidate us? I say we put a sign
in the window that says ‘Screw Santomo.’ Boss, I’m
not going anywhere.”
Of all the people he expected to speak out, Carla
was not among them. She had hit a nerve.
Everyone started speaking at once. It was clear they
were becoming even more united by what was
going on.
Then Dean Baldridge stood up. “I think I can
speak for everybody here, Boss. This makes us furious. They aren’t stopping us, whoever ‘they’ are!
Nothing is going to keep us from getting this company healthy and finishing that software for
Heritage’s project.” Every head was nodding vigorously in agreement.
There was a moment of silence in the room. It
took Peter a moment to understand that he was
being included in the “us” that the staff was speaking about. When it hit him, he was surprised by how much he was moved. He
How dare they try to intimidate us? I say we
put a sign in the window that says ‘Screw
had to take a second to make sure he was
Santomo.’
in control.
“Well, thank you all. This means we
While he was trying to think of what to say next, a
have to be very attentive to every rhythm of this
small voice in back said something barely audible.
place, and we have to watch out for each other. We
Peter spoke up, “I’m sorry, what did you say?”
have no idea what these idiots will do next, but we
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need to assume they’ll try something. I want all of
you who work here late at night to only work in
teams. Please only come here in teams and leave
here in teams. No one should be working alone,
ever. Is that understood?”
Everyone nodded.
It was Dean Baldridge who finished the meeting.
“I think they’ve underestimated us. Anything else,
Boss?”
Still a little unsure of his emotions, Peter just
shook his head. So Dean turned to the staff as
though they were suiting up
for the big game and said,
“That’s it, folks. Nine o’clock
sharp tomorrow. Let’s kick
their butts!”
And the staff applauded.
Peter was shocked. He hadn’t
seen this much voltage since
he arrived at Bolder Solutions three weeks ago. He
knew he still had a long climb ahead of him, but
this certainly was a start.
He needed to start introducing the material
Horace and C.J. gave him to help get the company
back on track. At least now, the staff accepted him
and he didn’t have to fight the legacy of his brother’s image anymore.
The last one out was Jimmy Valentine. “See you
tomorrow, Boss.”

And that was that. He knew with that simple
nickname, they were telling him that he had been
accepted. He was now Boss. He wasn’t the boss. He
was just Boss. He was part of the company growth
language. It couldn’t have sounded sweeter.
Whatever Santomo had in mind had just backfired.
For the next couple of hours Peter sat in his
office, reviewing the day and what he had learned.
The notes he had taken from Horace’s discussion
about growth and what he had learned from C. J.
about language gave him a glimpse of the task that
still lay before him. And he agreed that language
was a prime place to start. It was extraordinary that
two new words had entered the company lexicon:
Boss and voltage. Because of the cohesiveness generated by the bomb incident, he knew he had a
chance to let the language begin to grow on its own.
He wanted the employees to begin building a
new language of growth for their company. He
could give them suggestions and directions, and
then let them take off. They were highly motivated
now, and he had to trust them. He couldn’t push it,
but he could feed the need for it.
It occurred to him to call Elijah Brown and let
him know what was going on. He had hoped to give
a quick recap of the event and go home, but Elijah
wouldn’t let him get far into the story. He insisted
that Peter come to his house right away to tell him
all about it.
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Peter stood on Elijah’s front porch, listening to
the tones of the doorbell fade inside the large
house. As the door swung open, Peter was treated
to the sight of a man who looked a good deal like
he sounded, James Earl Jones. He was smaller than

may know someone. Don’t let your staff do it; make
sure you use a professional.”
Peter felt his roller-coaster day heading down a
big hill once again. “This just keeps getting better
and better.”
Elijah chuckled at him. “You just have to
Have you had your office checked for
stay on your toes. Things are likely to start
electronic listening devices and phone
moving a lot faster.”
taps?
He was just a few minutes from home when
the screen actor, but he had a salt-and-pepper
he remembered he had no food in his house. He
beard, mischievous eyes, and a broad smile.
stopped at the Pretty Good Grocery to buy the sta“Have you had your office swept?” It was a
ples, milk, cereal, Pop Tarts, a loaf of bread, and
strange way to greet a visitor, but those were the
peanut butter.
first words out of Elijah’s mouth.
The checker held a clipboard with a blue marker
“I beg your pardon. Swept? You mean cleaned?”
tied to its handle by a bungee cord. She was
“No, Peter, I mean checked for electronic listenanswering a question for her cohort at the next
ing devices and phone taps.”
checkstand, writing on the clipboard with the blue
“Uh, no. I never even thought about it.”
marker, and sorting Peter’s meager groceries all at
“Think about it. Tell me about what happened
the same time. She lost her grip and the blue marktoday.”
er flew from her hand, striking the loaf of bread.
After listening intently to the story, Elijah shook
She picked up the bread and looked
his head. “Whether this is Santomo or not, and we
at the blue mark. “Oh, look! It’s a
have to assume it is, they are clearly out to impede
face. I couldn’t draw that well if I
your progress. If they could engineer your brother’s
tried.”
death and then get some poor homeless guy to
She laughed as she gave him change. “You have a
bring a bomb, even a prank bomb, into your office,
good night, you hear?”
then you have to assume they will do anything to
As he drove to his house, he knew that the day
stop you. Have your office checked tomorrow. If
had changed everything. He just wondered where it
you need a name, let me know. Your computer guys
would lead.
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The next morning, Peter awoke on the couch
where he had fallen asleep in his clothes the night
before. On his way to the shower, he walked
through the kitchen and saw the smiley face on the
bread wrapper. He knew he didn’t have time to
make toast and still make it to the office on time.
He was preoccupied with thoughts of the bomb,
Santomo, and Jane, so he didn’t notice how full the
parking lot was. But as he walked into the office he
realized everyone was already at his or her desk.
Not only that, they were at work! There was a subtle buzz in the air. There was excitement. They
were still riding the emotional high of the previous
day.
Good!
He walked back to the wizards’ corner and found
Dean Baldridge looking so intently at his computer
monitor that Peter hated to disturb him. “Dean, I
need to interrupt you for a moment.”
“Sure, Boss, what can I do for you?”
Boss? Amazing!
He dropped his voice and asked, “Do you know
anyone who does electronic sweeping? You know,
bugs, phone taps?”
Dean whispered back, “That’s weird, man. I’ve
been thinking about that, but I thought I was being
paranoid. Yeah, I know a guy who’s probably as cutting-edge as there is in that area and he’ll come
over here for free. He’s a friend.”

“Give him a call. See if he can come now.”
“Cool.”
As Peter walked back to his office, he wondered
if he was being watched through a camera hidden
in a light bulb or listened to through a microphone
hidden in a toy placed on somebody’s desk. Or
both. Still, no time to worry about bugging; he had
an action list as long as his arm and a company out
there making things happen.
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Peter made a list of words that he thought might
be helpful to infuse into the company’s vocabulary.
He decided on a few of Horace’s terms: growth
curve, growth trauma, and voltage. The staff would
be able to relate to those words.
He knew it was important for everyone to understand the stages of growth, so he wrote them down.
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Then he added a few words that would help the
staff to get more focused on the profitability of the
company: galactic margins, bulldozer margins, and
scooter margins. He also knew that while explaining the 7 Stages of Growth he should mention the
inevitable chaos zones: Wind Tunnels and Flood
Zones. Then he added Builder/Protector Ratio and
Workplace Community. This could be the most
important part. His company needed to become its
own self-organized workplace community: a cohesive beehive where ideas and solutions flowed from
the bottom up, where people were responsible,

He had just finished the list when Dean tapped
on his door.
“Hey, Boss. My friend Chang is on his way. When
he heard we’d been bombed, he couldn’t wait. I
didn’t tell him we just got dusted with a bunch of
seeds.”
“Thank you, Dean. Now I have one more thing
to ask of you.” Peter gave him the list. “I’d like you
to give this list of words to the circles that have
formed and ask people to talk about them. I have
included a brief definition of each phrase to help
get them started. Dean, turning this place around
and growing it from the bottom up is
going to require our staff to have betTurning this place around and growing it from
ter ways of understanding how the
the bottom up is going to require our staff to
have better ways of understanding how the
business works and how to talk about
business works and how to talk about it
it throughout the company.
throughout the company.
“Our staff need to talk about these
words and what they mean, or can
focused, accountable, and where pride in the work
mean, to us as a company. And I’d like to know if
and in the company resonated throughout the lives
they come up with other words. It’s not so much
of all who worked there.
that they must start using these particular words,
It was ironic that the crazed stunt of the day
but that we find a language here at Bolder that
would actually make this task easier. In fact, the
builds us up and protects us in the long run. What
concept and the reality of the voltage of the compado you think?”
ny would be much easier to describe and underBaldridge looked at the list for a moment. “So by
stand because of it. As a result of the misguided
injecting new vocabulary around here, it will help
seed bomb, the energy and the voltage of Bolder
the staff understand and talk about the business
Solutions leaped to a new high.
more effectively?”
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“Yes, Dean, it will.”
He didn’t hear his door open and looked up to
“Well, I’ve got to tell you, boss, this is a pretty
find a tall, intense, young Asian man standing in
different approach to running a business. I am not
front of him, with a duffel bag in his hand. “I am
an expert but it certainly makes
sense. Getting everybody onboard to
He stopped and held a finger to his lips, indicating
that Peter should be quiet, and pointed to a small
share the load. That’s very cool! I
disk dangling from the receiver.
know that if we can get the work-
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place community here at Bolder
Solutions to work like a team, we’ll see some big
changes in the staff’s satisfaction.” He smiled darkly. “Although, now, we may have to add bug, phone
tap, and sweep to our growth language.” He was
enjoying the James Bond intrigue. “I’ll get everybody on it, Boss.”
And he was gone. Peter still hadn’t figured him
out yet, but he was starting to like Dean Baldridge.
For an hour he pored over month-end financial
reports and came to the conclusion that, while the
company was OK at the moment, he needed to start
addressing the long-term profit and cash-flow situations. The window for getting the software completed was narrowing. As with any innovation,
some other firm or organization could fill the need
sooner, leaving both Bolder Solutions and Elijah’s
enterprise in the dust. On top of all of this, Bolder
Solutions wouldn’t be able to sustain itself if its
only contract for the software was Elijah Brown.
They needed to sell it to their existing clients, as
well as to others out in the marketplace.

Chang.” He must have assumed that was enough
explanation because he picked up Peter’s phone and
had it in pieces in seconds. He stopped and held a
finger to his lips, indicating that Peter should be
quiet, and pointed to a small disk dangling from
the receiver. Then he pointed to a small device that
was tucked inside the phone itself. He quickly and
quietly reassembled the phone, and then started
looking around the office, pointing different devices
into potential hiding places. After a moment he
beckoned Peter out into the lobby.
When they arrived at the now boarded-up front
door, Dean spoke in hushed tones, “So what’d you
find, Chang?”
Chang looked pensive. “This is cutting-edge,
high-tech stuff. It makes me wonder what else
they’re doing to you.” He looked at Peter. “Your
office seems clean now, but I’ll need to sweep it
again with some equipment I didn’t bring.”
Peter’s skin crawled as he realized the enormity
of the situation. He needed to talk to Jane. This was
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really getting out of hand. And he probably should
back to the park to see Horace and gave him a
talk to Elijah again.
recap of the seed bomb incident, as well as a recap
“Let me make a few calls.”
from his meeting with C. J. O’Connor. He also
Chang wouldn’t budge. “No! I mean that’s the
shared how he’d begun to get the subject of lanpoint. Make the calls, but be very aware that they
guage into the growth circles at his company.
will know to whom you’re talking and what you’re
Horace nodded, saying, “That’s very good, Peter.
saying. Anyone you talk to could be in danger. But
As you go along, I think you’ll discover many more
you could turn this to your advantage by giving out
powerful words that you and your staff will begin
disinformation.”
to use in the everyday language of the company.
“Cool,” said Dean, still enjoying the spy game
And on that subject, I want you to meet a couple of
activities.
people today. Can you be away from your office for
“I’m not sure just how cool it is, Dean. How are
a few more hours?”
we supposed to conduct business?”
“Yeah, I’ll just keep my phone turned on and I’ll
“I can give you a few clean lines and
make sure they are out of range of the
bugs. Look, whoever is listening will figPeter, I want to remind you that the problems
and issues pulling at your attention are simply
ure it out in a day or two. But until they
symptoms of something else, something hidden
do, you might be able to make use of
from your current view....The result is that we
their lack of knowledge.”
are continually reacting and solving the issues
“Great. I need to consult a few people
of the day but rarely do we dig deep enough to
uproot the causes to those problems. We are
but I can’t call them from here. Can I use
constantly the slave to the effects of hidden
my cell phone?”
causes.
“Let me see it.”
Again, in a matter of seconds, Chang
had dismantled the phone and reassembled it. “It’s clean, but they could be listening anycheck in with them. I spent some time this mornway. They can capture the signal. Here, use my
ing looking at our future in terms of the money
phone.”
we’re making and the money we’ll need to be makAfter tying up a few more loose ends, Peter drove ing. I can see that my attention can be taken away
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from business for just so long. I guess what I’m saying is that the quicker we can move through these
steps you’ve been talking about, the better.”
“Peter, I want to remind you that the problems
and issues pulling at your attention are simply
symptoms of something else, something hidden
from your current view. There is always a deeper
origin to our challenges and problems than we ever
take the time to discover. The result is that we are
continually reacting and solving the issues of the
day, but rarely do we dig deep enough to uproot the
causes to those problems. We are constantly the
slave to the effects of hidden causes.”
Now, it is time that you to get into two new
areas: The New Profit Model and staff satisfaction.
Sounds like you’re already considering the profit
issue, and we know you’ve been looking at staff satisfaction.”
“Who do I talk to first?”
“I want you to meet an old friend of mine who’s
a professor at the university. He can squeeze you in
between classes today. Then you’ll visit a company
that’s carving out a niche in the computer hardware
world. Both of these folks are first-class. Pay attention to them.”
“If they are even remotely like C. J., that won’t
be difficult. She’s hard to ignore.”
“Yes, I do like C. J. You’d better get going. The
professor doesn’t have a lot of time.”

Horace handed him a piece of paper with two
hastily scrawled names, addresses, and directions.
Peter headed off for Day Two of what he was beginning to regard as the Bedford Academy.
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Chapter 15

The New
Profit Model
“In the past decade and a half, hundreds of billions of dollars of market value have migrated from old business designs
to new. The highest valuations now go to those who have the most effective business design.”
— Skywotzky and Morrison, Profit Patterns
Four years at the University of Colorado had
been the crucible that transformed Peter Logan forever. He entered freshman year an uninspired party
animal and graduated a reflective, and at times brilliant, young economist.
Now, staring across Broadway to the front of the
campus, Peter felt the red sandstone buildings were
his intellectual Flatirons. They were the place
where his psyche was uprooted and his curiosity
finally awakened. It was uncanny that once again
he was stepping onto the campus, many years later,
possibly, in some small way, to be transformed
again.
It had been years since he’d last walked into the
Economics School building. It was the “E-school.”
That had been his world: the B-school and Eschool. Now there was a new meaning to the term
e-school.
Climbing the wide wooden stairs to the second
story, he found the Professor’s office far down a
dimly lit hall. He knocked on the door and heard

what sounded like a voice from the inside. He
took it as a response and carefully opened the
door.
“Close the door, will you?” A voice boomed
from somewhere inside as a propeller-driven
model airplane whizzed by his head and smacked
into the wall.
Peter picked it up, turned to find its sender, and
got his first real look at the office. The round
bright lights hanging down from the 12-foot ceilings were a reminder of the building’s 1930s architecture. The room was the size of a small classroom, with bookshelves sticking out from the
walls like stacks in a library.
The place was strewn with dozens of books on
nearly every flat surface in the room. This guy
liked to read. And there were toys everywhere.
Mechanical devices that did who knew what –
classic examples of Rube Goldberg machines that
looked truly complicated and performed some single useless task.
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Peter still didn’t see anyone else in the room.
“Hello, I’m looking for Professor Tangle.” In fact,
Peter hadn’t really registered the name on the slip
of paper until just that moment. Milo Tangle.

“I keep trying to see if I can get it to make the
turn from the bookshelves and bank away from the
door. No luck so far. You’re a friend of Horace’s,
right?”
“Yes, I guess I am.”
“He told me about you. You sure have your
hands full, young man. Glad those Wild West days
are over for me. A tenured position at the
University has its advantages. Not many folks bother me up here. Have a seat. And call me Milo.”
Milo Tangle smiled as he said this, without a
trace of irony. In fact, the office had no available
chair. Everything was covered with books or toys or
both.
“Just push the books onto the floor. It’s what my
students do. Here, use this chair over here with the
rollers on it.”
“How long have you been here?”
“I was teaching when you were finishing up. I
checked your records. I can do that, you know. We
just never knew each other. And I didn’t look quite
so much like the father of relativity until my hair
started going gray and I got tired of cutting it. I
came here from private industry.” He laughed at
himself. “I sound like a politician. Anyway, I had a
company that manufactured modular homes.”
“What made you give it up?”
Milo was suddenly still and looked intently at
Peter. “The company was hugely successful and I

From behind the last bookshelf, a wild mass of
graying hair emerged. “I’m Milo Tangle. You must
be Peter. You’re right on time. For an economics
professor, that’s as good as the Holy Grail.”
It was Albert Einstein. Or rather it was a romanticized movie version of Albert Einstein.
“I know. I look like Einstein. Too bad I’m not as
smart. Can I have my plane back?”
Peter shut his mouth, which he discovered too
late was hanging open. Then he said, “Sure.” He
handed over the model airplane.
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sold it for enough money to buy a small country.
Well, enough that I can afford to do what I love,
which is teach.”

drive up their volume, drive down their costs and
hope there is something left over when all is said
and done. In almost every case this approach is, at
best, short-sighted.”
The company was hugely successful and I
“Short-sighted?” Now he really knew
sold it for enough money to buy a small
what it was like to be in Milo’s classes, and
country.
this time he didn’t smile.
“Oh.” Peter wondered what this wild man’s class“Yes, short-sighted.” Milo was on his feet. From
es were like. “Horace said you were going to tell me
behind a bookshelf he dragged out a large whiteabout profit models.”
board on wheels. “Are you offended? Good. In
“That’s right. Have you worked out a profit
truth, most companies don’t have an actual profit
model for your company?”
model. They think that they do, but they’re mistakPeter was shocked at how quickly Milo threw
en. They might have a business plan but they don’t
him on the defensive.
have a profit model. They’re simply trying to sur“I’m still scrambling to find out who is on base
vive while working on the next campaign or a new
over there.”
product that will pull them into better profitability.”
Milo pointed a long finger at him and said,
“That’s not an answer.”
Young entrepreneurs, or even old entreIn a flash, Peter knew what it was like to be in
preneurs, know that they want to make
Milo’s classes. It made him smile. “You’re right.
more money, but to design an effective
path that quantifies their profit
But after meeting some of Horace’s friends, I
making desires is quite another thing.
guess I take it as a loaded question. I probably
don’t have a profit model in the context you
mean, but I have given it some thought. My model
“So when I talk to young entrepreneurs, or even
is pretty simple: sell as much as we can and make
old entrepreneurs, there is confusion about what it
as much money as we can. I think my brother opertakes to make sustainable, advancing profits. They
ated on the same principle.”
know that they want to make more money, but to
“Nice try, but no cigar, Peter. Just as I thought.
design an effective path that quantifies their profitMost businesses have the same model. They try to
making desires is quite another thing. No one
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wants to get out of the Problem Solving Approach
long enough to get an idea, an intentional idea, of
how they are going to grow something wildly successful. Did you realize that only 12 – 13 percent of
all companies are actually able to create and sustain
consistent profits over a ten-year period? I find that
shocking. How about you?”
“Hold it, Milo! You’ve just said that it’s shortsighted to focus on profit. Which is it?”
“Peter, what is short-sighted is the fact that most
companies’ profit models are lacking the serious
consideration necessary to be consistently profitable. Thinking about expanding volume and lowering costs doesn’t even get you in the door of the
consistent profit performers. Anyone can have a
profitable year or two but can they do it year after
year after year? My research says that it is rare.

“

You need a shift in your thinking and to
open that brain of yours. I have to swing
you out of that entrepreneurial problemsolving mindset to a dynamic profitmodeling perspective.

”

“A profitable business model doesn’t sit packed
away on some bookshelf after everyone of importance has read it once. It is a dynamic tool constantly being worked and adjusted that considers
the critical elements necessary to both the short-
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and long-term success of the company. Its designers
are always ready to go into redesign mode often
sooner than necessary.”
“Peter, the truth is that the success of any enterprise, yours included, is measured by:
• The money you make
• The money you keep
• The value growth of the company stock
Peter looked at Milo and said, “This seems simple enough. But why do I get the feeling you are
about to lead me into a foreign world flipped
upside-down from the one I know?”
Milo’s face lit up as he said, “Yes, it is a foreign
world to most business owners. It’s foreign not
because it is hard to understand, but because few
are truly curious enough about the mystery of profitability to expend the time to discover and decipher its truth.”
Milo picked up a marker and started writing on
the whiteboard.
Three Elements of the New Profit Model
1. The Profit Design
2. The Profit Net
3. Customer Migration
Milo continued, “These three elements comprise
the sum total of what goes into a powerful profit
model. What I am going to give you today ordinarily would take weeks to explain in detail. You don’t
need detail right now. You need a shift in your

ties, and threats. It should demonstrate income and
a projection of how that will grow. It should have a
breakdown of operating expenses and a projection
of how those expenses will grow. It should analyze
the market with a strategy for capturing more market share. I suppose that’s a long way of saying how
to sell more products, how to make more money
selling more products, and how to increase a customer base…”
Milo finished for him, “… to sell more products.” OK. That’s a common view. It’s not completely incorrect, but you’re beginning to describe a
business plan. You need to understand the difference between a profit design and a business plan.”

thinking and to open that brain of yours. I have to
swing you out of that entrepreneurial problem-solving mindset to a dynamic profit-modeling perspective. So, I am going to take the next hour to blast
open some space in your thinking.”
The Profit Design

“

A business plan is a static description,
a snapshot in time of the current
market conditions, the opportunities
at hand, and how you plan to move the
business forward. A profit design is
the operative DNA of the venture, the
interconnected guts of the enterprise.

Peter was taking notes as fast as he could.
Milo watched him for a second. “What would
you say goes into a profit design, what concerns
should be addressed?”
The question took him by surprise, but he had
always been a good student. After thinking a
moment, he responded, “Well, it should start with
identifying the strengths, weaknesses, opportuni-

“A business plan is a static description, a snapshot in time of the current market conditions, the
opportunities at hand, and how you plan to move
the business forward. A profit design is the operative DNA of the venture, the interconnected guts of
the enterprise.”
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“It is the clear view of the core business, the
habits. You entrepreneurial types get so caught up
adjacent business, and the edge business. It is the in the problems of day-to-day business that you
customer intelligence, the pricing, volume and
never get outside the box long enough to intentioncosting formula, the precise analysis of how you
ally create and grow your business from a profit
make and keep money, the recurring revenue, the model. Damn shame.”
weighting and impact of critical alliances, and
Milo’s left hand got lost in the tangle of his white
much more.
hair as he continued, “No matter. We’ll blow some
“The conscious design and redesign of the guts holes in that brain of yours today. Most people
has a profound effect on the success or failure of
probably think that they have a business design,
the business plan. Is your profit design a cougar
but in actuality they have a mishmash of parts, not
being asked to fly or an elephant being asked to
a model for success. The rest is caught in the histoswim? Is your profit design a horse, a dolphin, or ry of entrepreneurial performance, with only 13
an eagle?”
percent of all companies being consistently profPeter laughed, saying, “Sounds like a John
itable.”
Denver business design.”
Milo continued, “A profit design is the profit
Milo laughed with
architecture of a company. It
Easily over 90 percent of the
him. “You would be
also is relational. You probaentrepreneurs
I
have
encountered
surprised, Peter. Easily
bly have seen a graphic repnever consciously created a profit
over 90 percent of the
resentation of the spacedesign for their business.
entrepreneurs I have
time continuum. Those
encountered never consciously created the guts of grids that show the curves and hills, the valleys and
their business. They always came to view their
black holes in space, are a good way to think of a
business from the Problem Approach.”
profit design. Just as space and time are affected by
“Yes, Professor, both C.J. and Horace elucidated more than two dimensions, a profit design is affectthe difference between the Problem Approach and ed by twelve primary components that cannot be
the Model Approach. I must say that I agree with
properly represented by a linear representation.”
C.J. and favor the Problem Approach.”
He looked at Peter and smiled. “Still with me?”
“Yes, I suppose you do. It takes a long time to
“I think so. When one coordinate changes, it
break upstarts like you and C.J. of bad thinking
changes the relationship of all the parts and thus

“

”
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changes the shape of the graph.”
too cumbersome to work with, but you are wrong
“Peter, this is why it is important to set the profit
in that budgeting is a critical process even in Stage
design in place before you move on to creating a
1 companies. Peter, unless someone can figure out
business plan.”
how to create a simple living budget template for
Peter looked up from his notes and continued,
small businesses that allows for constant morphing
“Milo, with all due respect, my experience with
as the times dictate, it is unlikely that the typical
business plans has been that they are vehicles to
business owner/leader will ever likely use a budget
raise money or to serve as an internal compass, but
on a regular basis.”
I have to tell you that in the companies that I have run, no sooner is
Unless someone can figure out how to create a
the business plan created than it is
simple living budget template for small businesses
that allows for constant morphing as the times
outdated and shelved. The problem
dictate, it is unlikely that the typical business
is that critical data in small compaowner/leader will ever use a budget on
nies change so quickly that it is difa regular basis.
ficult to use a business plan as an
ongoing management tool.”
Milo responded quickly, “You probably could say
Milo walked around his large wooden desk and
the same thing about budgets. Right?”
retrieved the yardstick leaning against the wall.
“Yes, that’s right. The use of budgets in a small
Before Peter realized what he was doing, Milo
company is crazy because things change too quickswung it over his head and let it slap down on the
ly. You spend time working up a complex spreaddesk with a crack that made Peter jump out of his
sheet to represent your annual budget and in three
seat.
months you have to redesign the entire thing to
“Peter, we are getting distracted. This is exactly
reflect the current strategies. Or no one takes the
what happens to companies. They are constantly
budget seriously. I would wager that budgets don’t
going off on tangents that take them off-focus.
become important until Stage 5, when the company
Right from their big strategic planning sessions
begins serious planning.”
down to running weekly meetings. There’s just no
Milo interjected, “You’re right, most small busifocus! We were talking about profit design, so let’s
ness owners/leaders don’t use a budget because it is
get back to it.”

“
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refer to them in a phrase I borrowed from the space
program: mission-critical factors. And despite the
importance of attending to these points, most companies can only think of two, if they’re lucky.” He
wrote on the board:

Peter realized that Horace’s friends were definitely an edgy bunch. This Milo character was a time
bomb waiting to go off. It must have been a treat
working with him. “Milo, you’ve got the lead. Let’s
move it forward.”
“Good. Horace has asked me to cover a huge
amount of material. Please know this is just your
first drive-by and it’s meant to give you a survey of
The New Profit Model.”
Milo was the kind of man who could not sit or
stand in any one place longer than a few moments.
His mind drove his body to constantly walk/pace
like a caged animal. Peter wheeled around in his
chair as the professor strode around the room.
Milo folded his arms on his chest and looked
straight at Peter. “Consistent growth-performing
enterprises relentlessly focus on developing,
improving, and leveraging their core business. They
are committed to growth as their primary strategy.
Not only do these enterprises have a direct bead on
their core business, but also they are capable of fusing together winning corporate strategies with the
development and maintenance of organizational
capacity.”
“A good profit design is made up of twelve components. These components are the critical factors
that define the profit design as a working management tool. Notice that I said working management
tool. I consider these 12 factors so critical that I

12 Profit Design Components
1. Business Development
2. Value Exchange
3. Strategic Control
4. Scope of the Enterprise
5. Culture
6. Knowledge Management
7. Organizational Structure
8. Customer Intelligence
9. Strategic Alliances
10. Operating Systems
11. Research & Development
12. Capital Intensity
“Let’s start with Business Development. For
every revenue group in your company, you need to
clearly define your methods for targeting, capturing, and caring for the customer. In the average
company, this concept would encompass the separate worlds of marketing, sales, and customer serv-
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ice. I want you to consider these three elements of
Business Development tightly integrated together.
It’s a revelation to see that they are all connected
and should be considered as one theme instead of
three different departments.”

value each revenue group brings to the table. It
allows you to make those critical decisions from an
informed position about whether or not to ‘hold
‘em or fold ‘em, as the country-western song says.”
Peter said, “OK. That makes sense.”
Milo turned back to the board.
“Value exchange. This is how you
A company is never too small to organize their
make money, how you exchange or
thinking and planning around revenue groups.
derive value for the services or
Peter stopped him. “I’ve never seen the three as
products you are providing. This is the most imporone area. Frankly, the lack of communication that
tant component of Profit Design. Many CEOs
happens between marketing and sales is frightenbelieve they have this all wrapped up and thus neging. Also, I haven’t been considering revenue
lect to pay it the proper attention it deserves. Value
groups because I thought my company was too
exchange always starts with breaking down a comsmall to think about them. But now that you menpany’s products and services into appropriate revtion it, I can see how a company is never too small
enue groups. Each revenue group’s products and/or
to organize their thinking and planning around
services’ gross sales, cost of goods, and gross profit
revenue groups.”
margins are rolled up into the revenue group’s overMilo then said, “If all you do is sell one kind of
all performance. Why is this important?”
product to one kind of customer, then
maybe that will serve you. But as you
It is imperative that your company clearly
grow and as you find new markets, you’ll
defines the hierarchy and origin of its gross
be better served to understand your curmargins through a forensic understanding and
correct loading of its cost of goods/services.
rent and proposed customer base in terms
peter, this is where 90 percent of all emerging
of various revenue groups. Just about
enterprise CEOs fall short....
every consideration in the profit design
process comes back and aligns itself with
the revenue groups in one form or another. The
“It is imperative that your company clearly
profit design allows you to ultimately measure the
defines the hierarchy and origin of its gross margins
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through a forensic understanding and correct loading of its cost of goods/services. Peter, this is where
90 percent of all emerging enterprise CEOs fall
short of understanding their company’s profit architecture – they are not getting to the truth behind
their company’s real gross profit because they are
improperly loading their cost of goods.
“Capturing the exact contribution each revenue
group makes to a company’s gross profit by being
able to break the profit chain down to every product’s and/or service’s true gross profit/gross margin
is a prerequisite to intentionally growing profitability. Why? Without the true loading of cost of
goods/services (direct labor, direct materials, and
allocated overhead – not to be confused with your
break-even analysis) you cannot possibly fine-tune
and effectively apply the gas pedal to your profit
engine. Frankly, I can’t ever say enough about this
subject.”

designs, and most companies pay little attention to
it. Does your company have recurring revenue?”
“Not as much as we could. What we have is
dwindling. Much of the energy of the company has
gone into the development of a single new product.
It’s a concern of mine.”
Milo looked at his watch, and said, “Well, maybe
we’ll talk more about it later, but it should be a big
concern to you. Recurring revenue is critical to the
financial stability of a rapidly growing company
like yours.” He turned back to the board.
“Strategic Control. For every revenue group
your company has, you must be clearly defining the
four things that hold your customer to you, keep
your competition from ‘knocking off’ your product
or service, give you competitive advantage, and that
tell you what your average customer is worth in
time and dollars. Here is a little more detailed view
of the four:
1. Customer Magnet – this
measures the strength of the
Also, building and measuring the presence, if any, of
quality or attribute to your
recurring revenue in each revenue group is one of
product or service that magthe secrets to extremely profitable profit designs,
netizes the customer to conand most companies pay little attention to it.
tinually come back to you.
2. Barrier to Entry – this
“Also, building and measuring the presence, if
measures the strength of the specific, unique attribany, of recurring revenue in each revenue group is
ute or advantage that you deliver to your customer
one of the secrets to extremely profitable profit
that cannot be immediately duplicated by your
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competition. It is like a wall that keeps the competition from coming in and stealing your customers.
3. Strategic Control Points – this is a broader measure of the strength in degree of competitive advantage that your company has in the marketplace over
its competitors.
4. Lifetime Value of the Customer – this tells you
how long the average customer will continue to be
your customer and the total amount of revenue that
individual average customer represents.

ducing raw materials all the way through design,
production, and marketing to the end-user?
Probably not. You’re more likely to be horizontally
integrated. You’re probably using vendors to create
much of your materials, and you’re doing what
you’re good at, right?”
Peter nodded.
“And there are other things that determine the
scope. Do you have a wide product range or a narrow product range? Are you involved in creating
product line extensions? Both of
How do you lock the customer into using your
these things need to be considproducts or services? How do you keep them from
ered. If you’re narrowly focused,
going elsewhere?
you need to consider if that’s
“How do you lock the customer into using your
what best serves you. If you have products that
products or services? How do you keep them from
could have follow-ons or line extensions, they
going elsewhere? Do you see? You need to know
could represent both a branding tool as well as a
how you are going to consistently retain the cussource of revenue.” Milo paused to look at what he
tomer’s loyalty.”
was writing.
“I see what you mean, Milo, but I think I see all
“The last thing to consider is outsourcing. You
of this as a function of marketing.”
could be outsourcing all of your support: customer
“It affects or drives aspects of marketing, Peter,
service, marketing, direct mail, so you could focus
but it’s also part of product design, and customer
on your core business. Making these kind of decireconnaissance and customer service, to name just
sions helps to define the profit design and ultimatea few areas. Let’s move on.”
ly the profitability of the business.”
“Scope of the Enterprise. What is the scope of
Again he stopped to give Peter a chance to think
your business? Some of this you’re going to be
about what he was hearing. “You see, as an entrefamiliar with. For example, are you vertically intepreneur you will make these choices. But instead of
grated? Are you involved in everything from promaking choices with no frame of reference, you can
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make them with a real understanding of how each
choice impacts your enterprise’s profitability.”
“OK, next is Culture. You and your staff need to
articulate the forces that drive the company in
terms of the company’s dominant cultural preference along with, among other things, the transference of its core values, its vision, its mission, its
strategy, and most importantly, the transference to
the entire staff of a clear understanding of how the
company makes its money.
“This last one is rarely done, and it is a key factor in The Profit Net. When you have taught your
staff to be profit-driven entrepreneurs, you have
awakened a giant in your business that will change
the face of your profitability going forward. The
sum of these things is the essence of the success or

But if you don’t identify and support a dominant
cultural preference, then you aren’t helping your
employees to know and understand what type of
organizational behavior best advances the enterprise’s vision, mission, and goals.”
“When you have systems and mechanisms built
into your company that reinforce and reward a
focused behavioral preference, then you begin to
see real teamwork. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not
talking about controlling people. I’m talking about
choosing to prefer innovation to organizational
excellence or customer service over innovation. You
are asking your employees to focus more on one
preference than another.”
“Knowledge Management. Knowledge has
become a strategic financial asset, Peter. It directly
affects the value of your company.
Your company must describe how
If you don’t identify and support a dominant
cultural preference, then you aren’t helping your it captures and encourages knowlemployees to know and understand what type of
edge. Do you derive knowledge
company behavior best advances the enterprise’s
from within your ranks or from the
vision, mission, and goals.
outside? Knowledge will flow from
both sources, but you can’t be solelack of success of the company’s culture.
ly dependent on outside knowledge.”
“You’ll get more about this later, but there are
“The staff of every company creates a talent and
four basic company personalities that contribute to
knowledge pool that the company needs to encourthe culture: Innovation, Customer Service, Spiritage and secure its loyalty. You must have a plan to
Driven and Operational Excellence. Your company
help the considerable knowledge within your comwill always have all four working to some degree.
pany flourish. How you tap the core intelligence of
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your enterprise directly affects the bottom line.
Some people say this is the soft side of business.
But let me tell you, young man, the soft side of
business is rapidly controlling more and more of
the financial performance of companies. The working assets of companies are rapidly migrating to
right between people’s ears.”
“Let me put it another way. If I were looking to
buy your company, I would want to know what the
knowledge pool of your company is, and how are
you developing, accessing, and managing it.”
“Organizational Structure. You probably think
you have a standard hierarchical or pyramid structure, but you most assuredly do not. Almost no
growing enterprise today can stand the rigidity of
that structure. The typical org chart is a graphical
representation of the power structure. It’s all about
power.”
“But an Organizational Structure tells the story

Structure should let you look outward and forward.
But more importantly, when you combine value
exchange and Organizational Structure, you can
begin to measure the impact on the current and
future capacity of the enterprise.”
“Customer Intelligence. There has been much
talk over the last few years in business circles about
the value of Customer Relationship Management.
Let me take this opportunity to clear the air. True,
Customer Intelligence comes from understanding
three pretty simple principles. All the CRM software tools in the world don’t matter a hoot if you
don’t get the following three things figured out.
1. Defining a laser-targeted customer profile for
each revenue group. This enables you to carefully hone your business development efforts
in order to improve your sales closing ratio.
2. Defining and continually updating your customer’s true priorities for each revenue group.
This not only keeps your
When you combine value exchange and
company current with the evoluorganizational structure you can begin to
tion of your customer’s requiremeasure the impact on the current and future
ments vis-a-vis your product /sercapacity of the enterprise.
vice offerings, but it also reveals
of the enterprise. It tells us about the relationship
what contributes to making your customer’s
the company has with its customers, its vendors, its
business profitable or not profitable.
allies, and its competitors. Understanding the food
3. Analyzing when and where the ‘moments of
chain in a company does have value, but only
truth’ occur in your customer chain of confocuses on one narrow issue. A good Organizational
tact points for each revenue group. This forces
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your company to face the brutal truth about
your customer’s experience with you.
Measuring and tracking the activities at these
strategic customer points is a prime directive
in all highly successful firms.”
“Strategic Alliances. Surviving in today’s marketplace demands that you partner with other companies. You form strategic alliances with other companies by engaging them three ways. There are three
types of strategic alliances:
• Symbiotic Allies – both parties require each
other to make money
• Piggyback Allies – one party is dependent and
catches a ride on the coattails of the larger
party
• Pass-Through Allies – one party passes
through a key benefit or relationship and gets
compensated for it
“As you organize your alliances by type, you
then apply them within the context of your revenue
groups.”
“Operating Systems. Your company’s profit
design requires operating systems to manifest profitable transactions. These are the behind-the-scenes
structures that effectively get the work out the door
and allow the business to manage its affairs in an
efficient manner. Many important operating systems decisions are influenced by the specific profit
model a company utilizes. Examples of this can be

observed by measuring the blend of:
• Internal and outsourced operating systems
• Product and service operating systems
• Fixed-cost and variable-cost operating systems
• State-of-the-art and low-cost operating
systems
“How these issues are intentionally considered
and addressed has a huge impact on the company’s
capital budget, organizational structure, and value
exchange.”
“Research & Development. R&D plays a very
important role in numerous profit models but, in
the same breath, has a limited impact in other models. Every company must continually decide, based
on their profit model, how they will blend the
development of new value offerings by considering
the relationship between:
1. Internally developing new value offerings and
outsourcing their development
2. Developing process-driven offerings and
developing product-driven offerings
3. Choosing between a random project selection
process and choosing a defined project selection process
4. Determining the speed at which new offerings
are developed
“Capital Intensity. This one is simple, but
extremely important when it comes to calculating
the return on invested dollars. Capital intensity
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refers to how much money does it take in the form
of capital investment required to create and deliver
your product or service offering to your client.”
“A manufacturing business typically is more
capital-intense than a service business. A pharmaceutical business model is typically much more
capital-intense than a product distribution business
model based on independent distributors. There are
many important decision trade-offs found in the
flexibility, risk, and duration of capital invested
based on the capital intensity of a business model.”
He paused. Peter’s mind was flooded with questions. “This is interesting, but how do I put this

of what it ought to be. In fact, you’ll be able to see
how important any one of these considerations
should be at any time.”
Milo stopped, looked over and said, “Peter, your
face reads like a book and what I am seeing is overload and confusion.”
Peter rolled his eyes. “Am I that transparent?”
“Well, let’s just say it is understandable. Horace
told me to load you up and that’s what I am doing.”
Milo walked over to the window behind his desk,
pointing to a student lying stretched out on a stone
wall, basking in the Colorado sun. “That young
man hasn’t a worry in the world. Let’s take a quick
break and go down and talk with
Once you’ve created an integrated view
that fellow. My guess is he just
of these 12 components of Profit Design, you
might enlighten us about making
can twist or morph them to limit the surprises
profit.”
and unpredictability inherent in growing
businesses.

“
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information together and use it productively?”
“When you begin to create a profit design, you
take each of these twelve components into consideration and blend them into an integrated working
model. Once you’ve created an integrated view of
these 12 components of Profit Design, you can
twist or morph them to limit the surprises and
unpredictability inherent in growing businesses.
This method demands that you look at your company as it really is, not through some idealized view
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Chapter 15 — Key Points
1. Value Exchange
The profitable organization and exchange of
value for money
• Unique Competencies
• Revenue Groups
• Gross Profit

7. Knowledge Management
The manner in which you leverage your
company’s unique knowledge
• Collaborate
• Organized and Store
• Access to Knowledge

2. Customer Intelligence
The informed awareness of who the customer is
and what they want
• Customer’s Priorities
• Customer Profile
• Customer Chain

8. Culture
The landscape and focus of the human
workplace community
• Cultural Focus
• Values
• Management Program

3. Scope
The range of products or services to be offered
• Wide or Narrow
• Vertical or Horizontal
• Influence in your Market

9. Organizational Structure
The organizing of people to successfully
complete tasks
• Competency
• Capacity
• Structure by Task

4. Business Development
The fusion of targeting, capturing, and caring
for the customer
• Marketing System
• Sales System
• Customer Service System

10. Operating Systems
The support structure for critical enterprise
processes
• Internal/Outsourced
• Product/Service
• Low-Tech/High-Tech

5. Strategic Control
The unique power of your offerings
• Customer Magnet
• Barrier of Entry
• Lifetime Value of your Customer

11. Research & Development
The continual discovery of solutions to your
customer’s needs
• Speed
• Internal/Outsourced
• Product/Service

6. Strategic Allies
The specific external partners engaged to expand
sales
• Piggyback
• Symbiotic
• Pass-Through

12. Capital Intensity
The measurement of required financial resources
• Financial Systems
• Capital Investment: High-Medium-Low
• Required Operating Capital Levels
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Chapter 16

Making and
Keeping
Money
“What we see as facts and events are actually signs which must be interpreted. By accepting the need to move from
opinion about what is going on to experiencing an insight to what is happening we will improve our decision making in
business.”
— F. Bryon Nahser, Learning to Read the Signs
The heated light gently framing the young man’s
face suddenly disappeared as he quickly opened his
eyes to see the wild apparition of white hair
infused in the afternoon sun moving to within
twelve inches of his face.
Milo belted out a gruff roar, “Mister Porter, I do
hope you plan on making your 2 p.m. class. It
would be a shame if you missed the one pop quiz
that will represent 25 percent of your term grade.”
John Porter jumped up, barely missing Milo
Tangle’s strange form leaning over him. “Milo, or
excuse me, man, Mister Tangle, I am on it. I will
never miss even one of those heroic tales of profitability that you are so famous for.”
“OK, Mister Porter, let’s cut to the chase. God was
on your side today and sent me down here on two
missions: to wake you up to get your butt to class and
to introduce you to my friend here. John, meet Peter.”

Peter reached out his hand, “John, it’s a pleasure.”
“Ditto, man.”
“Peter, Mister Porter here is one of our budding
entrepreneurs. He owns a small Internet company
that sells DVDs teaching people How to Rock Climb
Without Losing Your Life. I did get that compelling
title right, didn’t I Porter?”
“As always,” Porter exclaimed.
“Mister Porter has just finished a semester interning over at Horace’s company. I believe he could
take a moment here, before class, to share with us
his revelations on “working the core” of a business,
based on what he observed during his internship
with Horace. Is that right, Mister Porter?”
John Porter pushed his curly blond hair off his
face, looked directly into Milo’s eyes as though he
were rapidly roaming back and forth between Milo’s
brain and his own, organizing a moving tapestry of
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thoughts on the subject. Clearly his eyes telegraphed that the lights were on and someone was
home.

The largest mistake most business
leaders make when they expand their
enterprise is getting strategically
disconnected from their core
business.

Business, which is the primary, unique ability of
the organization, the bread and butter of the
enterprise. The second one is the Adjacent
Business, which is a blend of the ‘related-spin offs
or extensions’ from the core business and promising, developed edge businesses. And the third type
of business is called the Edge Business, which is
the new untested, unrelated lines of business that
may or may not be valuable in the future.”

Suddenly John Porter’s thoughts burst out of his
mouth sounding like a strange blend of surfing
king, Laird Hamilton, and a prophetic Gregory
Peck playing Captain Ahab. He said, “First of all,
Horace Bedford rocks. If he didn’t tell me ten times
he told me twenty times that the largest mistake
most business leaders make when they expand
their enterprise is getting strategically disconnected
from their core business. In other words, they lose
sight of the golden goose, their core value offering.
This usually happens as a result of building new
lines of business that don’t align with the core business in a meaningful way or getting caught up in
the vision of some edge business product. Man,
that was so true for my business.”
“You see, Horace showed me there are three
types of businesses going on in every enterprise.
Number one is what Horace calls your Core

“The core business in an entrepreneurial firm
should command no less than 65 percent of the
enterprise’s attention. The art of developing, maintaining, and transforming your core business is
essentially the secret of empire builders like Bill
Gates and Michael Dell. That one piece of advice
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generated by pricing, and costs — in each group.
from Horace saved my business. We were getting
ready to roll out three new lines of products. What
Remember, Peter, the numbers tell the story. There
a nightmare that would have been. I stopped it just
is nowhere you can hide when your numbers reguin time. We were way too new. We would have
larly tell you how well you are minding the store.
tanked our focus in a matter of
There is no where you can hide when your numbers
months.” Porter looked at his
regularly tell you how well you are minding the
watch and said, “Guys, time is racstore.
ing down the wave. I got to split
to class. Later.”
Peter and Milo said their good-byes and started
“You will find with most, if not all, of The
the walk back up to Milo’s office. “Milo, is there a
Growth Curve Solution, that it is uniquely interformula or matrix to use when deciding if a new
connected. This is also true with the New Profit
venture is expanding too far from your core busiModel, as each of the three elements are closely
ness?”
linked into one process.”
“Peter, the very best method I have discovered is
Milo continued. “When it comes to planning,
based on a daily, weekly, and monthly understandmost entrepreneurs focus the lion’s share of the
ing of your revenue groups’ performance. Believe
company’s planning energy either on generating
me, after you have taken the time to organize the
strategy or on developing organizational capacity.
tracking, forecasting, and reporting of your compaVery few entrepreneurs have a method of effectively
ny’s product’s and service’s true gross margins by
fusing the two into one process.”
revenue groupings, you will know which groups are
“You see, Peter, it is the mission of good plancore business, which are adjacent, and which are
ning to generate strategic initiatives in light of curedge business.
rent and future organizational capacity and subse“Understanding the core business becomes an
quently drive them into clear operational themes
important lever in determining the hierarchy of the
and then into a tactical action plan.
elements in the revenue groups. You’d better under“When companies grow quickly, the priority of
stand the relative focus on the core business when
effective planning — strategy into capacity into
operational themes into action — is often lost in the
you go one step further and can clearly track your
chaos of the moment. If you learn anything from
profit drivers — that’s volume, gross margins
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me today, you should walk away with the simple
planning sequence involving: Strategy to
Organizational Capacity to Operational Themes to
an Action Plan.
“Now, let’s take a look at this thing I call the
Profit Net.” He was back at the whiteboard.
“Remember when I told you that if you taught your
staff to be profit-driven mini-entrepreneurs, you
would have awakened a giant in your business?”
Peter responded. “Yes, as wonderful as that
sounds, employees have little interest in how their
company makes money.”
“That’s where you are wrong, Peter. There is a
deep natural tendency in all people to want to
belong, contribute, make a difference, and be a part
of a winning team. The more that people are able to
contribute and make a difference in their world, the
more they sense authorship and responsibility.”
“When you allow the staff of your company to
participate in the awareness of, the authoring of,
and the sharing of the enterprise’s profitability, you
have leveraged the profit capacity of your company
ten times. There are very few things that can affect
the profits of a company more than
the enterprise-wide pride and awareness of and participation in profit
maintenance and profit expansion.”
“The Profit Net is the mechanism
that helps you build the staff’s pride

and awareness in the maintenance and expansion of
profitability. Imagine throwing a huge net over your
organization and unifying everyone in a focus of
growing a super-profitable enterprise.”
“Peter, without your staff onboard in the profit
game, you have little chance of breaking through to
higher profitability. You must teach the entire
organization about profit.
Finding space on an overly-used whiteboard,
Milo began to write:

Profit Net — a combination of mechanisms that
train and engage your staff to know the:
1. Profit Template or how the company makes
and keeps its profit
2. Profit Sequences of the enterprise or how
every activity in the company should be no
more than three steps away from the profit
zone
3. Profit Indices Tracking or following the key
factors contributing to the company’s
profitability found in the daily, weekly, and
monthly Flash Sheet /Dash Board
“OK! Let’s talk about the Profit Template first. It
is quite remarkable that in most organizations less
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than 10 percent of the company’s staff understands
how the enterprise actually makes and keeps
money. In a Growth Curve Solution company, this
condition is remedied by The Profit Template,
which explains the succession of Net Revenue to
Cost of Goods/Services to Gross Profit to Sales and
Marketing to General Administrative costs, finally
ending up with Net Profit before taxes.”

“So you start with making payroll because it hits
close to home with your employees. How does that
happen? The best way is using the Profit Template
succession from the larger view of a monthly P & L
report.”
“This is the time when you explain the difference
between gross profit and net profit.”
And Milo wrote:

“

Gross Profit — the money that the company
makes from selling its services and products.

It is quite remarkable that in most
organizations less than10 percent of
the company’s staff understands how
the enterprise actually makes
and keeps money.

Net Profit — the money that the company
keeps after paying for the costs and expenses
of being in business.

”

Peter raised his hand as if he were in one of
Milo’s classes. “Professor, how do I get this idea
into a nuts and bolts explanation for my staff?”
“Peter, you have to capture their imagination
first. The best way is to hit their wallets. Employees
choose to be employees and not entrepreneurs
because they want the certainty of a regular paycheck. Ironically, most employees don’t understand
their direct role in making sure that paychecks happen every month. They just assume that the boss
will make sure there is enough money to pay them.
This phenomenon happens often in larger companies. The staff is rarely connected to the reality of
how they directly affect the company’s ability to
make payroll.

“I have not seen an instance when, given this
information for the first time, most employees
aren’t shocked at how little money the company
makes. It is an important revelation to them and a
key in getting them one step closer to growing the
company from the bottom up. Horace calls it bubble-up growth.”
“You know, Milo, if you went even further and
showed them exactly what each product’s gross
profit margins were, it would really wake them up.”
“That’s exactly where I was going next. When
the staff see the actual dollar contribution each
product makes to the overall gross profit of the
firm, they are amazed.”
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Milo started rummaging through his desk, mumbling to himself. “You know, Peter, I have a simple
chart that shows the impact of the profit drivers —
volume, cost, and price — under various circumstances. It would be great for you to use when you
introduce this to your staff.”

mation and would probably be embarrassed to
admit they are clueless on the topic.”
“Milo, the artful science of pricing is a pretty
arcane practice. Is it useful to involve everyone,
more importantly, all the managers, in this?”
Milo looked at his watch and shook his head. “It

He finally found a thick sheet of paper with a
large chart on one side and gave it to Peter. “Here,
Peter, this is it. You will find it self-explanatory.
When you introduce your staff to profit drivers
always use your company’s products in the examples. It can be one of the better business lessons
your staff will ever receive.”
“Now, understanding the deeper implications of
the profit driver mix is another discussion and is
particularly important for your leadership staff to
understand. Don’t assume they know or understand
how the profit driver blend works. Most supervisors and managers haven’t been shown this infor-

always happens this way. I get someone who is really interested in learning something and there is
never enough time.”
“Yes, correct pricing is a complex knowledge not
meant for everyone. What I am talking about is giving your staff enough of the basics to make them
not only better profit watchdogs but also profit
innovators, and the leadership, better profit decision makers.”
“Sometimes the best ideas come from those who
operate outside the area of expertise. They have the
advantage of seeing things from outside the box -- a
different perspective. We want to wake up the giant
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so that it can talk to us when it has an idea or sees
something askew. Do you see what I mean?”
Peter knew Milo was onto something here. He
realized if he had the conscious brainpower and
creativity of the entire staff, at least peripherally,
involved in watching the profitability of the company, the money falling through the cracks of lost
margins and excessive costs would make a huge
difference to their profitability.
Milo continued, “Let’s move on to Profit
Sequences and the Profit Zone. Remember, our
goal is to bubble up the growth of the enterprise. In
order to make this a reality and not just theory that
gets lost on a bookshelf, there is real work involved
in educating the staff and building this knowledge
into the DNA of the company.”

3. Gross and net profit margins
4. Cash flow
5. Cost structure
6. Customer satisfaction
7. Staff voltage
8. Product/service quality
9. Company innovation
“How strong or weak a company’s Profit Zone is,
determines the health of the enterprise. When a
company is sloppy or ineffective with any of the
Profit Zone activities, it makes and keeps less profit.”
“If it underperforms on too many of these items,
it goes out of business. The Profit Zone is the strike
zone, the profit sweet spot so necessary that the
company’s very survival and success depends on it.
When every employee knows how
The Profit Zone is a relentless, precise, and
his or her job responsibilities
intense staff mindset to make and keep money for
directly impact the Profit Zone, you
the enterprise.
are another step closer to bubble“When we speak about the Profit Zone, we are
up growth.
talking about when the curtain goes up and it is
“The Profit Sequences are the three-step combishowtime. The Profit Zone is a relentless, precise,
nations that result in profitability. Any activity an
and intense staff mindset to make and keep money
employee or staff member is involved in should not
for the enterprise. Your Profit Zone is responsible
be any more than three steps away from the Profit
for maintaining and improving:
Zone. It is a way for the entire staff to ‘mind the
Profit Zone Activities
knitting’ of the business, so to speak.”
1. Revenue generation
Peter interrupted Milo. “Are you saying that
2. Strategic and tactical focus of the company
unless an activity resides within these three steps of
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the Profit Sequence, the employee is wasting his
time and the company’s money?”

Peter raised his hand again, but this time as a
way of stopping Milo. “This seems like an awful lot
of work, Milo. You’ve run businesses before so you know making a
The Profit Sequences are the three-step
commitment to educate the staff, as
combinations that result in profitability. any
you are suggesting, is an enormous
activity an employee or staff member is involved
effort. How do you find time to do
in should not be any more than three steps away
all this and run a day-to-day busifrom the Profit Zone.
ness? And how do you keep the
level of Profit Net competency
“Yes, I am, Peter. That is exactly what I am saywhen you are continually growing and adding new
ing. In a Growth Curve enterprise, every activity
staff? Does it pay off?”
must reside in one of three steps. Imagine the steps
“Peter, there is no easy answer to all your quesin concentric circles, with the Profit Zone in the
tions except the last one. Yes, it does pay off. It
center.”
pays off big-time. Horace brought C.J. O’Connor to
Milo drew a circle and said, “Moving from the
Step 3
outside in:
• Step Three – The employee’s activity supports
Step 2
the processes of maintaining and improving one
or more of the nine activities of the Profit
Step 1
Zone
• Step Two – The employee’s activity supports the
Profit
people who are maintaining and improving one
Zone
or more of the nine activities of the Profit
Zone
People making
it happen
• Step One – The employee is actually the person
People supporting the
who is making it happen. They are directly mainpeople who make
it happen
taining and improving one or more of the
People who support the
nine activities of the Profit Zone.”
processes that make
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me about three years ago. Her company had been
growing very quickly and her profits were diving
through the floor. She was as stubborn as they
come. She could not imagine how she was going to
find the time to do all that I was telling her.

and, month after month, worked with the staff to
grow the profit mindset in her company.
“That reminds me. It’s critical to complete the
third element of the Profit Net. Let’s move on to
Profit Indices Tracking. It allows the staff and the
leadership team to measure the key
indices that support the nine activiHorace convinced C.J. to take her staff off-site
for two days. They created a unifying event
ties of the Profit Zone. This is done
around the company’s profitability, or rather the within a Flash Sheet mechanism.
lack of the company’s profitability.
“The Flash Sheet becomes the central collection point for all the Profit
“Horace convinced C.J. to take her staff off-site
Tracking throughout the company. Without trackfor two days. They created a unifying event around
ing, performance is lost.
the company’s profitability, or rather the lack of the
“Now, Peter, I’m not talking about tracking just
company’s profitability. Horace and I helped her by
financial performance. The Flash Sheet tracks any
teaching the staff the information that I have been
quantifiable factor within the nine Profit Zone
giving you this afternoon. C.J. was smart. She in
activities that has any major contribution to the
turn reinforced the profitability training in the
company’s profits and health.
weekly Growth Circles and made it quantifiable by
“Every day each department tracks its key perbuilding her Flash Sheet.
formance indices on a scorecard. The staff in each
“Within three months her gross profit margins
department then reviews their department’s weekly
went from 39 percent to 63 percent, her net profit
aggregates or averages during their weekly staff
went from 2 percent to 15 percent. Right now she
meeting. Then the whole company reviews the prihas 68 percent gross profit margins and a 21 permary Flash Sheet indices for the entire enterprise
cent net profit. The only thing she did differently
from the previous month during the town meeting
was to involve her staff in helping to manage and
at the beginning of each month.”
advance the profitability of the firm and share the
Peter raised his hand again. “Milo, let me make
bounty with them. Mind you, C.J. didn’t pay lip
sure that I have this right. I’m going back to my
service to all these ideas. She rolled up her sleeves
company, Bolder Solutions, and I’m going to plan a
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unifying event for my entire staff based around the
it, Peter. It will all come together quicker than you
Profit Net?”
might expect.”
“Yes and no. After you finish with Horace’s
Milo started pacing across the room. He seemed
Growth Curve Solution training, you will sit down
suddenly frustrated and short-tempered and
with your leadership staff to thoroughly go through
snapped, “Peter, what is this business about a seed
the assessment you gave the organization.
bomb that Horace mentioned to me?”
“You are going to filter through the noise of the
Peter turned his chair in Milo’s direction and
assessment and come out with 5 – 10 key internal
answered, “In short, Milo? A militant competitor by
initiatives. You are also going to plan a unifying
the name of Santomo is trying to frighten my comevent to introduce your staff to not only the 5 – 10
pany into backing out of completing an important
key initiatives but also to your company’s strategic
software project. Our software would be used by a
plan and all nine of The Growth Curve Solution
company that is a direct threat to Santomo’s ability
fundamentals.
to control a portion of the world’s food supply.”
“Depending on what fundamental of The Growth
“And your staff? Are they staying onboard with
Curve Solution you feel has the most importance,
you?”
you will pay particular attention to that one in the
Peter walked to the window overlooking the stutraining.”
dent union below. “They all appear to be taking up
“You might feel you should highlight the New
the flag and hanging in there. At least today, that’s
Profit Model information that I have been giving
the case. Now, if we are talking about tomorrow or
you today. Inside the New Profit Model is the staff
next week, I don’t know. The seed bomb experience
profit education piece called The Profit Net. Are
was a temporarily unifying event. The staff seems
you following me?”
Leadership is only effective when you understand
Peter nodded his head in clarity
the core underlying beliefs of those people you are
and said, “Yes, I follow, but this is
leading. People need freedom, but at the same time
pretty complex stuff.”
they also need leadership and structure.
“Well, I’m sure Horace warned
you to keep your seat belt on in the
beginning. The Growth Curve Solution gives a lot
to be a little more accepting of my leadership since
of information in a short amount of time. Stay with
the explosion. ”
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care team that must keep me as their customer. I
“Leadership is only effective when you undergave them a simulation that I was getting ready to
stand the core underlying beliefs of those people
migrate to a competitor and that they had only one
you are leading. Their fears, their hopes, their conshot at keeping me.”
siderations, and their expectations contribute to
their underlying beliefs. People need freeFirst, people migrate to that which
dom, Peter, but at the same time they also
solves their ever-changing problems.
need leadership and structure. This is an
Second, people migrate to that which
pleases them.
opportunity for you to step into the vacu-
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um and lead your staff. Ask their opinion,
filter out the noise — focus the group on a few key
initiatives, and then work the plan. Sound familiar?”
“Yes, I believe Horace or C.J. mentioned something like that to me yesterday.”
“Good. This brings me to the third component of
the New Profit Model. Just as you should know the
core beliefs of your staff to effectively lead them,
you also must know the underlying beliefs of your
customers to successfully lead them. You must listen to the customer, filter out the noise from their
opinion, focus their attention on a few key items in
your value proposition, and then work your plan.
Sound familiar?”
“Yes, I see your point.”
Milo looked at his watch. “I’m running late for
my next class but if I know my students, they’re
probably hotly debating with each other how they
are going to keep me as a customer today. You see,
they are all working on a hypothetical customer

“Milo, what do you
think are the prime
causes that customers
leave? I have run
three companies and I
have to tell you that
most customers are as
fickle as the wind.”
“Peter, customer migration
flows right out of what I was just saying about the
value proposition. There are two forces at play that
make the marketplace dynamic. First, people
migrate to that which solves their ever-changing
problems. Second, people migrate to that which
pleases them.”
Peter chuckled at the way Milo emphasized the
word “pleases.”
Milo chuckled, too. “The pleasure principle is
basic and it’s true. Most businesses wait until the
customer has already migrated to another solution,
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or to something that pleases them more, before
they begin to figure out what is really going on in
their customer's world.
“Remember I referred to a product as a value
offering? I did that because it’s more descriptive. A
product is more than a thing, it is an offering of
value. It is an agreement between you and your
customer. I call this the Customer Charter.”

car owners’ minds, but each has its own fiercely
loyal following. In the software industry, it revolves
around both the functionality of the product and
the way the company follows up with support.”
Milo interjected, “Good analogies. Listen. It’s
important to note that the risk many entrepreneurs
endure in their company’s profit design is the result
of them not knowing their customer. Most customers migrate to another solution
The Customer Charter represents the unwritten
because no one is listening to them.
agreement you have with your customers to solve
In order for a company to stay
their problems and/ or deliver that which pleases
ahead of Customer Migration, it
them.
must be adept at three things.”
“The Customer Charter represents the unwritten
1. It must anticipate its customers’ changes through
agreement you have with your customers to solve
ongoing reconnaissance of the customers’ contheir problems and/or deliver that which pleases
siderations and needs.
them. When this charter is strong, it creates an
2. It must take the information and feedback
almost magnetic force that keeps the customer loyal
from its customer reconnaissance and innovate
to your value offering.”
new solutions and ways to please the customer.
“When the charter is broken or weakened, the
3. And it must regularly demonstrate the renewal of
customer easily migrates to another solution or
the Customer Charter by being one step ahead
source of pleasure. Understanding the forces that
of customers’ needs.
make a customer migrate from a company’s value
“I can’t stress the importance of innovation too
offering is one of the most important ongoing tasks
much. If you are able to innovate, if you can adapt
that a business owner has.”
and adjust to the changing marketplace as well as
Peter laughed again. “I’ve never thought of it in
to the changing needs of your customers, you’ll crethese terms, especially an emotional response like
ate a loyal customer base.”
pleasure. But it makes sense. You’d think that
Peter said softly, “Anticipate, innovate, and
Hondas and Toyotas would be interchangeable in
demonstrate. Got it!”
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“Okay, I’ve got to get to class. I’m in for enough
abuse from my students as it is. Just remember,
Peter, it is really quite simple. The New Profit
Model is no more than considering how the guts of
your business is designed, teaching your staff how
to make and keep money, and finally, understanding what it takes to please your customers and/or
deliver the right solutions to their problems.”
“Good luck! And take an airplane. It’s a good
way to make yourself think!” He was holding a
box of balsa wood model kits. “Go on, I’m serious.”
Peter smiled, and grabbed the largest one. “This
ought to keep me out of trouble.”
“Excellent choice. I’ll be sure to send you the
material I promised to you.”
As he walked back to his car, model kit in hand,
questions bubbled up faster than he could keep up
with them. Peter realized that he wouldn’t learn
The Growth Curve Solution overnight.
But something was happening that he hadn’t felt
in a long time. He was starting to think differently.
Ideas were quickly forming that would foment
change, with or without his total understanding.
That was Horace’s plan. Horace knew that there
wasn’t time to give him true competency on any
one of these subjects, but if he could provide an
intense overview, it would change his fundamental
beliefs enough to change his decision making.

But would he be able to put it all together in the
very real world of Bolder Solutions? Or was he
wasting valuable time? Was he crazy to take himself
away from Bolder Solutions when so much was at
stake?
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Chapter 16 — Key Points
12 Profit Design Components:

Three Elements of the New Profit Model:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

1. The Profit Design

2. The Profit Net

3. Customer Migration

There are three types of businesses going
on in every enterprise. They are:
1. Core Businesses, which are the primary,
unique abilities of the organization, the bread
and butter of the enterprise.
2. Adjacent Businesses, which are a blend of
the “related spin-offs or extensions” from the
core business and promising, developed edge
businesses.
3. Edge Businesses, which are the new, untested, unrelated lines of business that may or
may not be valuable in the future.
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Business Development
Value Exchange
Strategic Control
Scope of the Enterprise
Culture
Knowledge Management
Organizational Structure
Customer Intelligence
Strategic Alliances
Operating Systems
Research & Development
Capital Intensity

The Profit Net is a combination of mechanisms that train and engage your staff to know:

1.

The Profit Template or how the company makes and keeps its
profit.

2.

The Profit Sequences of the enterprise and how every activity in
the company should be no more than three steps away from the
Profit Zone.

3.

Why and how to track profit with indices of the key factors contributing to profitability by using the company’s daily, weekly,
and monthly Flash Sheet.
In order for a company to stay ahead of
Customer Migration, it must be facile
with three things:

Profit Zone Activities:
1. Revenue generation
2. Strategic and tactical focus
of the company
3. Gross and net profit margins
4. Cash flow
5. Cost structure

1. It must anticipate its customers’ changes
through ongoing reconnaissance of the
customers’ considerations and needs.
2. It must take the information and feedback
from its customer reconnaissance and
innovate new solutions and ways to please
the customer.

6. Customer satisfaction
7. Staff voltage
8. Product/service quality
9. Company innovation

3. It must regularly demonstrate the renewal of the
Customer Charter by being
one step ahead of the customers’ needs.
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Chapter 17

Investment
“Many, if not most, organizations either lack an explicit human resource philosophy or ignore the one they espouse. Yet
success often hinges on a thoughtful, explicit strategy for managing people.”
— Lee G. Bolman, Terrence E. Deal, Reframing Organizations
“Peter was impatient to put into practice some of
what he learned. He needed to get his hands back
on the wheel at Bolder Solutions,
but he also needed to rewire his
methods or the whole venture was
doomed. This was an impatience
born from being uncomfortably
suspended between what used to
work and what might work,
between what was no longer predictable and what was new,
strange, and untested. Something had to change
very soon.
Milo’s words were rolling over and over in his
mind. “Most entrepreneurs are caught in the running and solving of the day-to-day problems of the
enterprise. There is never any time or real interest
to intentionally design their business.”
It was true. He’d been so busy handling the
onslaught of new people, events, and information
in his life that he had only recently given serious
thought to a future model for his business. He now
realized that he had never been intentional about

the elements in the profit designs at his other companies.
As Peter considered the future
of Bolder Solutions, an idea
sprang loose, one he credited to C.
J. O’Connor. Why not give his
engineers a new mandate: ‘Lead us
with innovation.’
He knew that if he listened to
them with respect and gave them
the freedom and proper structure
to innovate new technical solutions for the company, things could turn around quickly. They needed
to know they’d be taken seriously and that he needed their input. Alan had always been the innovator,
and the engineers simply executed his designs. He
was gone now, and someone had to take his place.
A picture was starting to form in his mind of the
“self-organizing natural systems” model Horace
described. Despite his dismay at not considering his
company’s profit model until now, he was starting
to feel his confidence build because of his newly
learned knowledge. He could feel the beekeeper
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was on the phone as he entered,
He could feel the beekeeper mindset emerging and
but she waved a greeting at him.
his need to control everything fading. Being more
comfortable with chaos was certainly new territory
When she finished, she looked
for Peter Logan.
up. “May I help you?”
“I’m here to see Mr.
Tripp. My name is Peter
mindset emerging and his need to control everyLogan.”
thing fading. Being more comfortable with chaos
She picked up the
was certainly new territory for Peter Logan.
phone and pressed an
When he neared the address Horace had given
intercom button. “Butler,
him, he noticed a large metal sign centered on a
he’s here.”
three-story building, Theta Thermal Technologies.
As she hung up, two employees walked by on
Unlike O’Connor Electronics, this company’s
their way out the door. “Have a good lunch, you
building had personality. Aside from the gold painttwo.”
ed cornice piece capping the top of the building,
A door opened. “Peter?” A man about Peter’s age,
there was intricate freshly painted molding around
wearing a jacket without a tie, smiled warmly and
the first and second floor windows. The building
said, “Horace told me to expect you. I’m Butler
had obviously been restored in the last year, and by
Tripp. Come on back.”
the look of things, Peter guessed there weren’t any
Butler led Peter to an office down a short hall
secret government contracts hiding behind the
lined with photographs of employees. The office
front doors. The logo on the front of the building
was big but unassuming, the furniture nice but not
read: 3T – Cooling an Overheated World.
brand-new.
There was no high-tech security system here,
Butler sat behind his desk, directing Peter to a
just a small sign indicating the name of an alarm
big overstuffed chair. “How long have you known
company. The door was open, so he walked in.
Horace?”
There was a lot of activity inside, apparent even
“Days. Just days. And yet I feel like I’ve known
from the lobby. People were scurrying around, telehim for years.”
phones ringing. This place was like most of the
Tripp nodded. “I understand he wants me to talk
companies Peter had worked with. The receptionist
to you about staff satisfaction.”
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“At this point, I’d let you talk to me about anything you wanted. Did he tell you what my company is working on?”
“Something about software for a company doing
genetic research, right?”
“Close enough. But he only found out about the
bomb this morning.”
“Bomb?” Tripp asked, surprise showing in his
voice.
Peter told him about the seed bomb and the
impact it had on his staff. “It may sound ridiculous,
but I think it’s the best thing that’s happened to us.”
“No, I understand. Your staff has just shared an
experience that now binds them together. That’s a
classic unifying event. After the initial bumps you
had with them, it must be very helpful.”
“You know, ultimately, we all have to maintain
profitability to stay in business. I take it you’ve
talked to the professor?”

just beginning to understand the role that staff satisfaction plays in maintaining that profitability.”
A young woman interrupted him. She had on a
telephone headset with a disconnected wire dangling behind her. “Sorry to bother you, Butler. I’ve
just talked to that start-up in Florida that needed
the custom fins. They’re very happy. They’re calling
Johnny in five minutes to give us a much bigger
order.”
“Thanks, Dana. You’ve taken real good care of
those guys, and they haven’t been an easy customer.”
She beamed and then was gone. Butler chuckled
as she disappeared. “We have to take customer satisfaction very seriously. We’re competing in a fairly
defined niche in this business, and happy customers are repeat customers. Did Horace tell you
anything about us?”
“Not a word.”
“Sounds like Horace. Come
We all have to make money to stay in business, but
on, I’ll show you around.”
companies are just beginning to understand the role
As they walked through the
that staff satisfaction plays in maintaining that
office suites and back into the
profitability.
production warehouse space
“Just met him.”
at the end of the building, Peter was distinctly
“Good. Well, he has a whole view of profitability
aware of the energy of the place. People having
that’s good for gauging the condition of your busiphone conversations with customers was to be
ness and for planning the future. We all have to
expected, but these people seemed unflappable,
make money to stay in business, but companies are
always polite. He guessed that some of the conver-
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sations had to be contentious, but you’d never
some big players in the business when I started, so
know it from the friendly tone.
I had to figure out how to compete. Our products
As Butler weaved through the bustling work
are great, but so are our major competitor’s prodarea, he began his story. “I joined the army on my
ucts. We have to win in other ways. That’s where
eighteenth birthday and flat-out lucked into workstaff satisfaction comes in.”
ing in electronics. I learned things I would never
He toured Peter through the machine shop, the
have had the opportunity to know existed. I even
testing lab, and the heat room. It was anything but
learned about metallurgy.”
a routine-looking factory. There were wide aisles
“When I got out I needed a job, but I really didwith yellow lines painted down the middle, pulln’t want to work for somebody else. I’d managed to
down tools hung from the ceiling, and the large facsave my money and I figured it was worth a shot to
tory equipment had been painted with what
be independent. There’s nothing like being too
appeared to be team mascots.
young to know better. I started my company and
One piece of equipment was painted like a Great
went to college at the same time. I swear, if I knew
White shark, another had a large rendition of
then what I know now, I might have balked at the
Spiderman, and another had been painted to resemchallenge.
ble a charging bull elephant. There were street
“But I was lucky. I specialized in a comparatively
names posted at every corner and each department
low-tech product. All our high-tech machines, even
had large erasable boards that were filled with key
the little ones we carry around in our pockets now,
business indicators and ongoing notes to the staff.
create heat. We make devices to
bleed off the heat. And the bigThere were signs with the company’s growth language
words hanging down from the ceiling. Every
ger and more complicated the
department had its own way of making the point:
machines are, the more sensithe customer comes first. And every department
tive they are to the ravages of
radiated an undeniable camaraderie. The voltage in
high temperature.
this place was off the chart.
“So while we have a narrow
niche in which we compete, we know that every
Everywhere there were signs reminding them to
day somebody is inventing another high-tech gadgbe attentive to the customer. There were signs
et that will need our products. There were already
encouraging them to ask questions, and signs
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they spend at work has meaning beyond a paycheck. It helps them to know they are always learning, and it keeps them sharp. It helps them to know
why these odd-looking metal objects with fins they
fabricate and sell every day make a difference in
people’s lives.”
“If they understand that the new DVD player
they buy for their kids has one of our products in
it, and why it has that particular product, then they
have a basis for meaning in their work. They realize
that what they do makes folks’ lives a little better.”
“That makes sense,” Peter agreed. “I’ve just
begun taking the time to tell my staff exactly why
we are working on our current product. At first I
just thought they knew why, and then I made the
mistake of thinking it wasn’t important to tell them.
But the bomb changed my thinking.”
“Then it really was the best thing that could have
happened. So tell me, did you notice that I just
gave you the five tiers of staff satisfaction?”
Peter stopped to think for a moment. “Butler,
what you said sounded right, but I couldn’t say it
back to you. Can you run them by me again?”
“You bet! But I should give you a bit more of an
overview first. Actually, there are three elements to
staff satisfaction. Besides the five tiers, there’s culture, and there’s the values bridge.”
Peter leaned over to pull out his notebook and
said, “Ah yes, the power of three. So we have:

encouraging them to answer questions. There were
signs with the company’s growth language words
hanging down from the ceiling.
Every department had its own
The
way of making the point: the cusCustomer
tomer comes first. And every
Comes
department radiated an undeniFirst!
able camaraderie. The voltage in
this place was off the chart.
Butler explained, “We have any number of contests running all the time. We keep changing what
we do, but the idea is to foster friendly competition
among various departments or teams. Our people
are paid well and they know it. But they also get a
chance to feel productive and know when their
productivity is getting better. We reward them for
it. And we make sure they expand their knowledge
base. After they’ve been here a certain amount of
time, we’ll match dollar-for-dollar any continuing
education course they take that impacts their jobs.
And I continually bring in experts in many fields to
educate the staff.”
Peter stopped him. “Doesn’t that get expensive?”
“If you view it in a vacuum, sure. The way I look
at it is that education is cheap, it’s ignorance that’s
expensive.”
“In light of the impact it has in the long run,
training and employee professional development
are a bargain. People have to know that the time
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Three Components of Staff Satisfaction:

1. The five tiers of staff satisfaction

rewarding work and progress. After that, it’s learning. People have to keep learning, or they stop
growing. Sounds obvious, right? But it’s critical. If
we stop learning, our minds begin to atrophy and
performance drops off. At the top of the stack is
meaning. People look for meaning in their work
just as they look for meaning in their lives. If you
get all five areas cooking, you’ve got a dynamic
staff.”
Peter thought for a moment. “Sounds easy
enough. So what’s the catch?”
As Butler turned the corner to step in front of a
large machine, he said, “The catch is that it isn’t
easy at all. You have to create it, maintain it, and

5 Tiers

Cultural
Preference

2. The defined cultural preference

3. The values bridge
Values

“So what were the five tiers?”
Butler spoke up. “It’s really simple and it makes
common sense. Think of it as a stack of, oh, anything, maybe a stack of pancakes.”
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Staff Satisfaction
5. Meaning
4. Learning
3. Performance
2. Community
1. Material
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When you are a Stage 6 company that
has grown from 25 to 116 employees
in the last two years, you have to do
something to keep it all glued
together.
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reinvent it constantly. It doesn’t happen by itself.
We have been working on it at 3-T for over four
years. When you are a Stage 6 company that has
grown from 25 to 116 employees in the last two
years, you have to do something to keep it all glued
together. You don’t get the kind of buzz you feel in
here without a constant concerted effort to get ‘IT’
right. What does the voltage feel like at Bolder
Solutions?”

Community
rial

Mate

“At the bottom, it’s material issues such as compensation, the benefits package, a safe work environment. Next, it’s the camaraderie, the relationships people create, the feeling of belonging in the
company. Then it’s performance, measuring and
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“It’s getting better. We just spiked from a two to
a vengeance. We know how to please them! Nobody
an eight on a one-to-ten scale because of the seed
buys from us and then never hears from us again.
bomb experience. I know the voltage is event-driven
It’s who we are.”
right now and I have to quickly find ways to build
Peter broke in. “How do I identify my company’s
a self-sustaining base under the staff.”
culture?”
“If you continually listen to the
“This is a simplistic answer for a complex quesstaff and make a real effort at undertion, so bear with me. The best way to do it is to
assess your entire company and find out what culListen standing their core beliefs about the
company, you will have made a big
ture the staff thinks it is. Then take your vision of
step forward to creating staff satisfaction. OK. Have you
A defined preferred culture makes the corporate
seen all our big signs that highlight
identity or company behavior easier to support.
the customer?”
“You can’t miss ‘em.”
the culture and their view of the culture and blend
“That’s not an accident. It’s literally a sign of our
them.. That way the staff has co-authored the preculture. Culture is the second key item of staff satferred corporate culture. A defined preferred culture
isfaction. Every company needs to know what its
makes the corporate identity or company behavior
culture is. Ours is customer service. The way we
easier to support.
compete with our low-tech products in a fastmoving, fickle, high-tech world is by doing whatFour Culture Identities of an Organization
ever it takes to make our customers happy. Because
1. Customer Service
What
then they come back. Did the professor cover the
Culture
is your
whole pricing issue with you?”
2. Innovation Culture
Cultural
“Yes, he did.”
3. Operational Excellence
Preference?
“We are certainly not the cheapest firm on the
Culture
block. In fact, some of our stuff is a lot more
4. Spirit-Driven Culture
expensive than our competitors’ products. But we
have sensational quality control, we can handle
“Here’s a quick view of the different cultures.
special orders in a heartbeat, and we follow-up with
Milo probably told you about them, but this is
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tional excellence as the dominant preferred culture
my view. Besides customer service, there are three
of the enterprise.”
other cultures.
Peter was listening intently. “So you’re saying
“Innovation is the culture of a company where
that a company must determine what its preferred
brainpower is the premium ingredient. It’s a compaculture is in order to set the standards of behavior
ny that creates new products with great speed and
with its staff?”
quantity. We’re talking about what is probably a
stressful place to work, but it’s
also a very exciting place to
When the staff is confused about the company’s
work. The culture of innovacultural identity then they won’t know how to make
clear and confident decisions.
tion drives a lot of our high-

“

tech customers. In fact,
because they are innovation companies, they need a
high level of flexibility and customer service from
us.”
“Then there’s the culture that’s spirit-driven. This
is a company where the employees come first.
There’s a sense that if everything is OK with the
employees, if they are well taken care of, then the
company will thrive. Maybe the most famous is
Tom’s of Maine, although the jury is still out on what
will happen as they get larger. But they’ve been
famous for taking very good care of their employees.”
“The last category is the culture of operational
excellence. This is a company where precision of
every process is very important. Large corporations
tend to become cultures of operational excellence as
a way of addressing the high level of complexity.
Growing companies tend to deal with such constant
forces of change that it’s difficult to maintain opera-
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“Yes, that’s right, Peter. When the staff is confused about the company’s cultural identity, then
they won’t know how to make clear and confident
decisions. Their confusion will trickle down to the
day-to-day decisions that constantly need to be
made. When they aren’t making the decisions, then
who do you think will have to make them?”
Peter quickly injected, “The person in charge.
Sounds like Bolder Solutions all neatly tied up in a
bow. But doesn’t a company have all four cultures
going on at the same time?”
“Yes, Peter, you’re absolutely right. All companies
have aspects of the four cultures in them; in fact,
they will likely not survive if one of those aspects is
ignored. But one of them will become the dominant
culture. 3-T has become a culture of customer service, but we started as an innovation company. And
we absolutely have to have operational excellence

as our secondary culture or our costs would skyrocket. You’ve begun to see how we treat each other
around here. What’s your gut reaction to where you
think your own company is?”

that is the last thing I have to tell you about: values.”
Peter thought about Alan and the type of man he
had been. “My brother was a highly ethical man. I
think the company reflects his
values.”
3-T has become a culture of customer service, but
we started as an innovation company. And we
“I’m sure that’s true, but it’s
absolutely have to have operational excellence
not quite that simple. Was he the
as our secondary culture or our costs would
kind of man who’d sit down and
skyrocket.
talk about values with his staff?”
Peter knew that if he asked each person at Bolder
“Well, no, I think he hired people whom he
Solutions what was the company’s dominant culbelieved shared his values and would always share
ture, he would get 43 different answers. He was
his values.”
confused about what it needed to be, so he was
“I understand, Peter. The thing to remember is
sure the staff was as well.
that you are speaking about personal values, per“Butler, to answer your quessonal ethics. People are reluctant to talk about
tion, I’m embarrassed to say that
being honest or fair because it embarrasses them.
Innovation I’m not sure. I think it’s drifting a But as a company, you must find a way to do so.”
bit between innovation and cus“I’m not sure how to identify the company valtomer service but I am uncertain
ues.”
that those are the right preferTheir walk had taken them back up to the
ences. My instinct tells me that because we are a
Victorian office building in the front, to a paneled
software developer, we need to focus on innovameeting room with a large table and expensive
tion.”
chairs. Butler saw the look on Peter’s face.
Butler nodded in agreement. “That sounds right
“I know, it looks a little out of place, but we have
to me. It’s important to get the whole staff on-board
customers who seem uncomfortable attending a
with an awareness of, and an agreement about,
meeting unless it’s held in a ‘boardroom.’ So now
what kind of culture you have. It creates a platform
we have a boardroom.”
for finding the core values of your company, and
“Nice one, too.”
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“Thanks. Have a seat. The chairs are great. Let
me tell you about a company down the road.
Sashco Inc., a sealant manufacturer in Brighton, has
done a terrific job at imbuing their staff with a values-driven culture. They bring every new employee
through a three-day academy where they orient the
new staff member to the core values, the company’s
vision, goals, strategies, and cultural norms. They
took the step of identifying their core values as
care, trust, truth, and forgiveness. Believe it or not,
they actually demonstrate that list of values with
their clients, their vendors, and amongst themselves. It is quite remarkable to see what they have
done.”
Peter tried to think of his company in terms of
those qualities. “That’s very good. I might present
those values to my staff and see what they think. ”
“We did. But anyone can come up with a list of
desired values. They have to go through certain
identifiable levels of acceptance. At first, we call
them untested. A value like ‘care’ is just a word
until it is tested. We had a small incident take place
just after we began our dialogue about values. We
have an employee named Kyle who’s responsible for
all our vendor deliveries, and he’s very conscientious about his job.”
“On a Friday afternoon, just when he was trying
to get away on a long Memorial Day weekend vacation, the man had his own little crisis of care. One

of our vendors had promised emphatically that
their driver would arrive no later than 4:00 p.m.
“Kyle had made it clear that we needed the product by four o’clock, and that he was leaving at 5:00.
At 4:30, he contacted the vendor, informed them
that their driver was not only overdue, it was now
too late for delivery.
“He extracted a promise that they would
reschedule the delivery for first thing the following
Tuesday morning. The vendor had no idea what
had happened to their driver, and even threatened
to fire him for his tardiness. Kyle didn’t have a lot
of sympathy.”
“It took Kyle until 5:05 to finish up and clock
out. As he was closing the back door, he saw the
truck pulling up. It just made him mad. He started
yelling at the driver that he was going to have to
redeliver on Tuesday, and that was only if he still
had a job. I think Kyle probably unloaded on the
guy for five minutes before he took a breath. The
driver was a young man who, it turned out, got lost
because of bad directions given to him by the vendor. He looked at Kyle, and said, ‘Man, I really need
this job.’ ”
“So Kyle unlocked the delivery door and told the young
man he would help him with
Ca
re
the off-loading. He didn’t leave
until 6:30. The real kicker is
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erful this can be. When the unconscious awareness
of the company is ‘we are the best at what we do,’
that belief can more easily become reality.”
Peter was thinking about Bolder Solutions. His
brother’s company didn’t have any defined values
that he knew of. The staff had commonality but it
was not aligned around the company’s core values.
That had to change. He knew how other organizations like Southwest Airlines, Patagonia, and PSS
Medical had successfully driven their cultures with
defined core values.
If the staff and the current leadership team could
come to some agreement on the company’s values
bridge, it could shorten the
acceptance cycle. It might not
the last level that a value gets accepted happens
when the staff of your enterprise demonstrates
take as long to transition
that value as an unconscious cultural norm.
through the three levels of
acceptance if everyone helped to
author the list. Peter was beginning to see how
“The last level that a value gets accepted happens
everything that had been given to him through
when the staff of your enterprise demonstrates that
Horace and his associates was starting to integrate
value as an unconscious cultural norm. This is
in his mind. Horace had warned him that it would
when the staff doesn’t have to think about it, they
all seem like a lot of disjointed information at first
simply react to situations from a DNA
and he would need to be patient.
level. At this point, when you hire new
He didn’t see the big picture yet, but he sensed a
people, they learn the values through
unifying thread surfacing through each conversathe behavior of the whole company. You
tion he was having with Horace’s friends. More
may tell them that the company values are care,
importantly he was beginning to see direct applicatrust, truth, and forgiveness. But they will really
tions that he could apply at Bolder Solutions.
learn them only from your staff. Imagine how powthat Kyle was one of the more resistant employees
to the idea of company values. But he clearly exhibited the very meaning of care.”
Peter said, “That’s a great story. How did it affect
your company?”
“It gave us a way to truly discuss what care
meant – and then we were able to extract the depth
of trust, truth, and forgiveness we could count on.
“After a value is tested, it begins to become a real
habit of thought and behavior. It becomes unchallenged. At this point, people know how to deal
with any situation within the scope of the value,
but they still consciously have to apply it.”
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A young man with dark black hair and wirerimmed glasses politely interrupted them with a
printed e-mail message from one of 3-T’s customers. Butler read the message and immediately
said, “This is great, Tom, I’ll call him right away.”
Butler put out his hand to Peter. “Had a huge
account that just opened up for us. Good to meet
you, Peter. Any questions you have, don’t hesitate
to connect. Remember, staff satisfaction doesn’t
happen overnight but it is a critical element of a
profit-driven, growth-smart, people-centered workplace. Good luck.”
“Oh, and next time you see Horace, tell him that
I am still waiting to hear his story about the watchmaker and the beekeeper. Every time I see him he
keeps looking at my wrists to see if I have more
than one watch on. I have no idea what he is talking about.”
Peter laughed. “He is a crafty old bird. He ran
that one past me as well. I don’t want to steal
Horace’s thunder, but I can give you a hint. In
Horace’s world, bees are smarter than watches. See
you later, Butler, and thanks very much for all your
help.”
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Chapter 17 — Key Points
Three Components of Staff Satisfaction:
5 Tiers
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The Values Bridge:
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Care
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Trust
Truth
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Meaning
Learning
Performance
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Material
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He found himself slowly recognizing and
picking out patterns hidden in the layers.
He actually began to understand the chaos.
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Chapter 18

The Pattern
Language
of Chaos
“No pattern is an isolated entity. Each pattern can exist in the world only to the extent that it is supported by other patterns in its environment”
— Christopher Alexander, Pattern Language
Flocks of birds inaugurated the Saturday morning sunrise by turning Peter’s backyard trees into
huge stereophonic speakers. The cacophony of
sound ripped him back to reality. Looking through
the stupor of an interrupted dream he found himself, to his delayed surprise, sitting up in bed, eyes
wide open, in what could only be described as nocturnal shock. The bedside clock read 4:50 a.m.
For Peter, growing up in Boulder was about
immersing himself in the outdoors. He and Alan
explored every creek, every tree, and every canyon
path for miles surrounding his home. For all
intents and purposes, the outside was his home. Yet
this morning Mother Nature wasn’t a friend, she
was an obnoxious beast without a volume control.
Pulling back the sliding glass door, he stepped
out onto the back deck with the misguided belief
that his anger would somehow scare the birds into
silence. What he encountered was not what he
expected.

Barefoot and shirtless, he was suddenly paralyzed
by the revelation of what was happening. Every
sound, every movement, every penetration by the
early morning light into the yard was all part of
some strange force layering and orchestrating the
chaos washing over him. The volume and energy
were overwhelming. There were layers upon layers
of wildlife competing for front stage.
The level of detail and significance that each
layer of sound and activity offered was a rich world
in and of itself. And yet it all seemed to merge into
one “thing.” He found himself slowly recognizing
and picking out patterns hidden in the layers interacting and responding to other patterns elsewhere
in the yard. He actually began to understand the
chaos. He began to see the interrelatedness and the
interdependency of all the patterns of sounds and
movements cascading and exploding in this world.
It was then that the unlikely thought tap-danced
through his mind, “Oh my God, this is what
201

Horace was talking about, the birds at sunrise. This
is the Growth Curve experience: seeing what
appears to be chaos instead as multi-layers of interconnecting, interrelating patterns. This is how he
reads companies. He sees through the chaos and
reads the patterns and layers to understand what is
really going on.”

“

Alarm bells went off in Peter’s head. “Is everything all right?”
“Yeah, yeah. Everything’s fine. In fact, everything’s great. I want to show you something about
our project.”
“Yeah, yeah, OK, I’m up anyway. I’ll take a shower and be there as soon as I can.”

this is what Horace was talking about,
seeing what appears to be chaos instead
as multi-layers of interconnecting,
interrelating patterns.

”

Right at the height of his reverie another loud
yet familiar sound burst into the air. This time it
wasn’t Mother Nature but the phone ringing him
back to reality.
He ran inside, picked up the phone, and all he
heard was:
“Hey, Boss, is that you?”
“Boss?” It was not a voice he expected to hear,
especially at this hour. “Dean?”
“I wasn’t sure I dialed the right number. Man,
you OK? Your voice sounds weird.”
“I’m, fine but, Dean, it’s 6:15 on Saturday morning. I assume this is a very important call.” He was
trying to sound normal, whatever that was.
“Look, I’m sorry to bother you so early on a
Saturday, but could you come to the office?”

He was out the door twenty minutes later.
Peter’s thoughts were whirling around his earlymorning revelation as he drove down 119 on the
way to Gunbarrel. If someone had ever told him
that he would be drawing significant conclusions
about business from watching birds at sunrise, his
university-trained mind would have dismissed it as
soft-minded. Yet here he was, being pulled closer
and closer to a world very much different than he
ever imagined.
As he pulled up in front of Bolder Solutions, the
front door to the office was held open by a loose
stone to let the air circulate throughout the build-
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ing. All Peter heard as he walked in was laughter
drifting out from the back of the building where the
programmers worked. Dean wasn’t the only surprise at the office. The wizards were all in attendance and, by the look of things, they’d never left
the night before.
“Hey, Boss. We found something you need to see.
Look at this.”
His huge monitor was filled with code. “This is
way deep in the program. You know the instruction
set is long, right? We’re looking at complexity that
rivals defense systems. OK, see this sequence? It
doesn’t belong. But it’s in a place that we worked
out months ago. What you’re looking at is sabotage.”

The girl was on fire with excitement. “It’s essentially a self-destruct mechanism, but it’s insidious.
It constantly creates a duplicate set of instructions
so that the program freezes, but it’s sequenced so
that it appears at random. It’s beautiful work.”
Peter looked at her. “You admire it?”
“Sure. It’s a great hack.
But I’m better.”
Dean and Maria highfived each other. “She is,
Boss. She has moves most
of us don’t even think
about.”
Peter needed to know
the bottom line. “So, what
does this mean to us
It’s essentially a self-destruct mechanism, but it’s insidinow?”
ous. It constantly creates a duplicate set of instructions
Dean’s attention went
so that the program freezes, but it’s sequenced so that it
back to the screen. “We’ve
appears at random. It’s beautiful work.
just finished a program
Peter knew only a little about programming, just
that checks for any more of these bumps in the
enough to keep from sounding foolish when he
software. We expect to find nothing. The whole
spoke about it, but he saw what Dean was pointing
idea of putting a great little self-destruct instruction
at. There were several lines of code where the
set in the code is that you want it to remain
instructions looked wrong.
obscure. So it’s likely the only one. But once we run
“What does this do?”
it, we’ll know for sure.”
Dean pointed at the young female programmer
Peter still needed to know the bottom line. “OK,
with assorted body piercings. “I’ll let Maria explain
that makes sense. But, Dean, where does that leave
it to you. She found it.”
us?”
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They were all smiling and chuckling at him now.
“Well, Boss, it means we need a new project.
This one’s done.”
It took a moment for Peter to register what the
young programmer had just said. “Done? You
mean…done? As in finished? Completed?”

Elijah was ecstatic. “Peter, this is extraordinary
news. How confident is your team?”
“I’d say they’re sure. In fact, they keep trying to
downplay just how certain they are, but they can’t
quite contain themselves. I think we’re there. I
wanted to tell you in person just for the pleasure of
it, and to keep the other guys
guessing. Our office has been
Turns out we actually were done three weeks ago.
declared clean, but I didn’t want
We just didn’t know it. So now we need to find out
to take a chance. If they’re still
who spiked our work. Okay, we have some clean up
watching us, then all they will
to do in the beta testing, but barring another
Trojan horse, we can deliver the software in about
know is that I spoke to you on a
ten days.
Saturday. Let ‘em wonder.”
“What’s next for you and your
company?”
Now they were all nodding. “Yep. Turns out we
“I’m not sure. We have a number of opportuniwere actually done three weeks ago. We just didn’t
ties skirting the horizon and I’m gaining more and
know it. So now we need to find out who spiked
more confidence in my staff, so I think we are
our work. OK, we have some clean up to do in the
going to figure out Bolder Solutions’ future togethbeta testing, but barring another Trojan horse, we
er. And I am sure that whatever we come up with
can deliver the software in about ten days. We
will be extraordinary. Your software project will put
think you should call Heritage.” Dean was enjoying
us on the map.”
himself.
Sunday morning was glorious. The quality of
Peter was speechless.
mile-high sunlight was one of the bonuses of living
“Uh, Boss? This is good news, right?”
in Boulder. He had slept through the sunrise symThen it hit him. “Yes! Yes, this is great news! You
phony in his backyard and woke up refreshed and
guys are amazing. This is a very, very important
ready to enjoy his day with his nephews. Peter
thing you have accomplished. I’ll call the client
walked into the kitchen, took the peanut butter and
now. In fact, I think I’ll pay him a visit.”
bread out of the cabinet and set them on the count-
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er, and turned to get a plate, when something
stopped him.
He turned back and looked at the kitchen.
Nothing was wrong that he could see, so what was
it? Then he looked at the bread and his heart

surface in his house. Then they took Peter’s fingerprints.
She was all business. “We expect to find your
prints alone on the bread package, which should be
theoretically impossible. Lots of hands should have
handled it. We’ll talk to the bakery
to see what they can tell us, and
Nothing was wrong that he could see, so what
we’ll have the lab run chemical
was it? Then he looked at the bread and his heart
tests on the bread’s ingredients, but
stopped. The little blue face magically drawn by
the checker’s blue marker wasn’t there.
the findings could take a while.”
“What do I do?”
stopped. The little blue face magically drawn by the
“I don’t think they’d risk something high-profile,
checker’s blue marker wasn’t there. How could that
but you need to be careful. And I suspect you need
be possible? And he hadn’t really thought about the
to be very unpredictable about what you’re eating
bread being whole wheat when he bought it, but
and where. Also…” She paused.
the words were jumping off the package at him
“What?” He knew it came out a little too loud.
now.
“I want someone assigned to watch your house.
He didn’t know what to do. Was it paranoia, or
We don’t know what to expect.”
had someone changed the bread? He felt clammy
Peter watched the forensic team finish dusting
sweat behind his neck. He felt fear.
his kitchen. “All of this for a software program.”
Jane answered on the first ring. Peter tried to
“All of this to stop your software program from
sound calm about his discovery of the unmarked
being completed.”
bread but she quickly told him not to move any“But we’re basically finished. They just don’t
thing, including himself. She and her partner were
know it yet. We removed all the bugs from the
at his house in fifteen minutes.
office on Friday, so they have no idea where we
A forensics team was only a
stand.”
few minutes behind them. They
“And that may be why they did this. This is a
quickly dusted all the windows
risky move. If we find a connection to your brothand doors and every other likely
er’s death through tampered bread, then there’s no
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way to claim he died naturally from a heart attack.
They must consider you a real threat. Peter, we
need to contact everyone in your company right
away. They could be targets, too.”

they had done to debug it. The other staff members
were appropriately impressed.
They were scared, but they were staying on as
part of the team. When Peter took a clear look at
what was really going on, he realized that the biggest problem he
If we find a connection to your brother’s death
faced was that once the software
through tampered bread, then there’s no way to
was truly finished, the company
claim he died naturally from a heart attack.
would need to quickly ramp-up the
marketing process and look for fol“Unbelievable! We should start with the prolow-on products.
grammers, but they’d be hard targets to reach,
Peter was sitting
unless Santomo can get into Checker’s Pizza. I
alone at a table at the
think they are all at the office.”
14th Street Restaurant
The programmers had all gone home for a few
and couldn’t stop
hours’ sleep, but only because Dean started an
thinking about the
automated program to check the software for more
Saturday morning
hidden surprises. Even on Sunday morning, they
experience. His life
were back for more. The seed-bomb attack had
was truly insane. Here he was, coming within a
backfired worse than Santomo could have predicthair’s breadth of being murdered, a seminal event in
ed. The geeks were motivated!
anyone’s life, and all he could think about was The
They took the news about Peter’s ’incident’ as a
Growth Curve Experience of seeing the patterns
challenge. Peter had a sense that it was a big virtual
buried in the chaos of his early morning backyard
reality game to them and they did not intend to
symphony. Caught in the impact of the recall, he
lose it.
didn’t notice Horace talking with the hostess and
Monday morning finally rolled around. He made
being directed over to his table.
sure the staff was informed about the events of the
“Good morning, Peter.”
weekend and insisted Dean and his team announce
“Hi, Horace. Have a seat. I have two things to
the hack they had found in the software and what
share with you that should blow your mind.”

“
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“One, I’m pretty sure someone tried to murder
me on Sunday morning with poisoned whole wheat
bread…. And – more importantly – I had a Growth
Curve Experience. I now know what you were talking about.”
Horace broke in, saying, “Whoa, slow down.
You think someone tried to murder you?”
“Yes, indeed. But hey, all in a day’s work,
right?”
The amusement left Horace’s eyes. “It makes
me angry, personally and professionally. What the
hell are they thinking? This is stupid and messy
and wasteful. This is how business gets a bad
name.”
Peter said, “They’re not going to win this battle. We’ll deliver the product next week.”
“Wow, that’s terrific news, Peter. Now what is
this about you having a Growth Curve
Experience?”
“Well, I got blown out of bed 4:50 Saturday
morning by the sunrise birds you told me about a
week or so ago. I stood out on my deck for over an
hour transfixed by everything going on. Then out
of nowhere it struck me that this is what you were
talking about: seeing the patterns through the
chaos.
“Wow, were there ever patterns! Must have been
hundreds all playing out at the same time. It was
then that I understood what you were saying that

the same thing is happening every day in a business.
“I understood how you could see through the
chaos of a growing company and see the patterns
that made the company what it was in that

“

The only thing that was brilliant was
your recognition of something that was
happening under your nose all this time.
Congratulations. Only 1 percent of all
the business leaders out in the world
today could say they understand what you
just shared with me.

”

moment. I couldn’t believe it. I actually saw what
you were talking about. It’s brilliant!”
Horace slowly scratched his chin and said, “Well,
the only thing that was brilliant was your recognition of something that was happening under your
nose all this time. Congratulations. Only 1 percent
of all the business leaders out in the world today
could say they understand what you just shared
with me. Keep driving to understand this work,
Peter. Your inquiry and open mind will accelerate
the process beyond your wildest imaginings.”
Horace laughed, mirth in his eyes. “I knew I was
right about you. So what’s next?”
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Peter answered, “I looked at my team and I
believe that if I give them a chance, they’ll come up
with new product lines for the company to consider, as well as follow-on products for our current
lines. I think the best defense is a good offense. I
refuse to slow down regardless if Santomo, or whoever, interferes.”
“OK, let’s move this along. Peter, you need to
bring your supervisory team together. I know, right
now, it probably is very disconnected as teams go.
They often are, in Stage 4 companies. This usually
happens in Stage 5 companies but you’re in circumstances that demand that we fast-forward the
rules.”
“It’s important that you unify them right away as
a working team. Set up an off-site meeting with all
of them for one day this week. I’ll come over and
help you with the meeting. Let me know when and
where. Also, make sure that you have finished processing the data from that assessment you gave
your staff last week because we’ll need it for the offsite. I also have two more CEOs for you to visit.”
Peter looked at Horace and it was the first time
that he realized just how tall Horace was. He had to
be over 6’3”. The bushy eyebrows, the steel-blue
direct gaze and neatly cropped wavy silver hair all
contributed to Horace’s commanding presence.
The older man looked troubled. “It’s hard
enough growing a business and dealing with mar-

ket forces. The people at this Santomo Company
are out of their minds. I don’t have a method to
avoid being further terrorized by a competitor,
short of calling the FBI. It’s like a bad gangster
movie!”
“Yeah, but apparently they’re using real bullets.”
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HB Journal

“My staff at Juniper Galleries
are a testament to the truth
that ordinary people have an
enormous capacity to generate
wealth and satisfaction. If only
10percent of the human brain
is utilized then we have only
just begun to realize the
extraordinary productivity and
satisfaction possible in the
ordinary work community.”
—Tracy Birch, lunch Feb 27

May 12

Human Beings Challenge Us
As business leaders we, at
times, are challenged by the
irregularities of human behavior.
We build evidence and subtle
judgments about people that cut
us off from the truth. We watch
people make “dumb” mistakes. We
observe lazy behavior. We see
employees forget simple
processes. We slowly begin to
lose a measure of respect
for the intelligence of those
working around us. We begin to
believe the statement that says,
“The brains truly reside at the
top.” Eventually, we stop asking
the brains at the bottom what they
think. What is the cause chain of

No One Can Convince You
Leveraging the ordinary path of
genius “found on the shop
floor” can be one of the most
surprising revelations a CEO
can have. No one can really
convince you of this. It
requires an open, curious
mind willing to get out of the
limiting box of its own making.
It requires recognizing our

this phenomenon?
Beliefs
Patterns

Filters which
foster Behavior

foster
which

foster

own genius.
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Chapter 19

Shaping
Change
“In an age when the speed, intensity, and complexity of change increase constantly and exponentially, the ability to
shape change – rather than being its victim or spectators – depends on our competence and willingness to guide the
purposeful evolution of our systems, our communities, and our society.”
— Bela H. Banathy, Designing Social Systems in a Changing World
side of Boulder. The company had been around for
years, so he assumed that it had only recently
moved into this newer building to expand business.
He was more right than he knew.
The CEO was a mercurial, reclusive ex-hippie
named Corky Russell, who was something of a
local legend. Like thousands of other young idealists, he had come to Colorado in the late ‘60s.
Berkeley and Boulder were the meccas for people
like Corky. Coming from the East Coast, Boulder
had the convenience of being 1,500 miles closer
than Berkeley.
Corky had lived in a commune and embraced
the Free Love movement and drug culture with
open arms. After two years of counterculture
leisure, Corky couldn’t stand the monotony or the
poverty.
He had a talent for painting and saw an opportunity to sell fresh perspectives of Boulder’s brightest
to the parade of young tourists who longed for the

Standing out in the Chautauqua
meadow staring straight up at the
enormous granite Flatirons always
gave Peter a fresh perspective.
Climbers from all over the world
were drawn to climb the famous
rock faces. But every year there were accidents that
took the lives of even the ardent enthusiasts. Being
alone with the granite monsters pulled out the
most reluctant courage in a person; the trick was
not to lose your good judgment.
As Peter drove out of the Chautauqua parking
lot, he reflected on his growing courage to let go of
the command and control props he had relied on
for years in favor of the elusive world of the beekeeper. The trick was not to lose his good judgment, or he would end up like the occasional
climber on the Flatirons.
Bear Creek Cards was located in Interlocken, a
new industrial park off Highway 36, on the south
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illuminated lifestyle and freedom that
Boulder represented in the early ‘70s.
He started painting pithy, New Age
greeting cards and began by selling
them on Pearl Street, the main gathering
place in town. The problem was, he couldn’t make
enough of the cards. The tourists bought everything he had in stock by noon every day.

seemed disarmingly at ease. Peter asked her if she
liked working at the company and she looked surprised. All she could say was that she had been
waiting for this job for ten months and then ran
out to answer the phone at the front desk.
The man himself came flying into the room with
an assistant near Peter’s age following close behind.
Corky Russell was a solid, 190-pound, balding
energetic man in his mid-50s.
Corky’s reclusive nature had led to rumors of his
Dressed in designer jeans, an
death, but then he would suddenly show up, long hair upscale T-shirt and an Armani
flowing, with tales of world traveling adventures in
jacket, he played the part of
Tibet or South America.
relaxed success.
What followed in the intervening decades was
the creation of a small but powerful 93-person
“Hi, Peter. Corky Russell. Like the office? We
enterprise that effectively challenged competitors
just moved here a few months ago. Sure does beat
hundreds of times its size. Indeed, there had always
the card table out on the corner of Pearl and
been rumors that Hallmark Cards was interested in
Broadway, don’t you think?”
taking over Bear Creek Cards, and of Corky doing
“It’s a real pleasure to meet you, Corky! I grew
top-secret contract work for his competitor.
up in Boulder, so I’ve heard about you all my life.”
Over the years, Corky’s reclusive nature had led
“That’s what keeps us in business. I hope you
to rumors of his death, but then he would suddenly
believed everything you heard?”
show up, long hair flowing, with tales of traveling
“I guess I believed most of it.”
adventures in Tibet or South America. He was such
“Good! Most of it is myth, but a good myth is a
a fixture in local lore that when Horace mentioned
public relations dream.” As Corky continued, he
him, Peter was thrilled he’d get to meet the elusive
surged with bravado and personal charisma. “I am a
Corky Russell.
one-of-a-kind entrepreneur. I go where angels fear
Peter was ushered into the executive office suite
to tread and when I get there, I always ring the cash
of Bear Creek Cards by a casually dressed girl who
register.”
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Tom’s hand, Peter felt Tom’s grip go right up to but
not beyond his own grip-strength. A handshake
like that was proof that Tom Russell had nothing to
prove to anyone.
In contrast to his father, Tom exuded a quiet,
intelligent confidence. Peter suspected that he
probably saved Corky’s bacon out on the Flatirons
more often than either one of them would care to
acknowledge.
Corky started in, “OK, let’s get down to business.
Horace wants us to talk to you about Growth
Community. I am going to warm you up with some
of the basics, then Tom will introduce you to

Just at that point Corky’s silent companion interjected, “Well, not always. We did take a huge hit on
the Cascade venture and we are still paying on the
‘Your Dharma’ line of greeting cards.”
Corky turned around and exclaimed, “My God,
Peter, I forgot to introduce you to my son, Tom. He
is the man in charge around here and, as you can
see, the one who keeps me honest. And, yes, I
guess we don’t always ring the cash register, but we
sure have been lucky over the years. At this point, I
am just a figurehead who occasionally rocks the
boat.”
“Tom is the guy who runs the place. He is the
one responsible for managing Bear Creek Cards
through the last five years of rapid growth, keeping
it all glued together, and making us great money
every year. Hey, if I can trust him with my life
climbing the Flatirons, I certainly can trust him to
run the business.”
Tom Russell had a clear-eyed, direct stare that
took Peter by surprise. In the seconds he shook

Leadership

Meetings

Organizational Town Map

the three primary building blocks of
Growth Community
1. Leadership
2. Meetings
3. Organizational Town Map
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“Before I start, I have something to share with
you according to the ‘Zen of Business’ by Corky
Russell. Tom has heard me preach this over and
over again. It is derived from over 28 years of
working in and around this company. I am a simple
guy, so I try to find the simple truth in things.
“The simple truth of business is made up of
three things: cash, customers, and employees.
“That’s it. No more, no less. Without any one of
those three, your business is sunk.

Peter looked over at Tom as if this was a trick
question. “I guess you see how the structure of the
company is set up. Who reports to whom and the
roles people hold.”
Corky laughed, “Ha, another business school
graduate. When you look at the typical organizational chart of a company, all you see is the food
chain or power structure of the enterprise.”
“Does it really tell you or anybody else the relationships and interdependencies between departments? Does it say anything about how the business works and interacts with the outside world?
Does it tell you anything about which departments
touch the customer? The truth? No, to all of the
above. Honestly, Peter. Is it of any use to anyone?”
Corky didn’t wait for Peter to answer and plowed
ahead with his monologue. “A standard org chart is
probably useful to someone out there who is looking to plug and play people like spare parts. We are
not interested in that sort of thing around here. Let
me tell you why.”
“First, leadership and power in our company sit
inside the people who work here. Yeah, sure, there
are supervisors and managers
who are responsible for getting
their team across the finish line
on time but, all in all, we infuse
our people with a whole lot of
responsibility and authority.”

“

When you look at the typical
organizational chart of a company,
all you see is the food chain or
power structure of the
enterprise.

”

Everything else is secondary. When you have a
clear line of sight at any given time to those three
things, you have your head in the
game. That’s a pretty simple
formula but, hey, Horace
isn’t the only one around
here who has figured something out about business.
Now let’s talk about Growth
Community.”
Corky continued, “Peter, when you look at a typical organizational chart what do you see?”
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When someone hits the ball out of the park, everyCorky stopped for a moment to catch his breath
one knows it, and when someone screws up or
and check his watch. “I don’t have a lot more time.
doesn’t carry their load, everyone knows it.
I need to finish up so that Tom can share with you
“The people around here are accountable to
the key elements of Growth Community.” He took
themselves, the people they work with, and the
a sip of water from the hiker’s bottle he was carrycompany as a whole. Everyone is part of this coming and then continued.
munity and watches over it. We have builders and
“Let’s get back to our original discussion on org
protectors and connectors all working under one
charts. Believe me, once we were able to get rid of
roof. Anyone who doesn’t get on board with this
the standard organization chart, things started to
doesn’t last long.”
change around here. I may be a slow learner, but
Peter piped up, saying, “Sounds like this place is
one thing hit me a couple of years after I started
one big foxhole with everyone covering each other’s
this company. I realized that a vital community
backs.”
“That is exactly what is
going on here. Anyone who
This Growth Community exists in every business, whether
hasn’t been here would probaor not the owners and leadership acknowledge it. It is
bly think I’m full of hot air,
the primary ecosystem of an enterprise. Without a
spouting the latest fad out of
healthy ecosystem, the business eventually dies.
Harvard Business Review. That
just isn’t the case. Go out and
walk through our company on
any given day. Talk to the people who work here.
existed inside my business and I wasn’t recognizing
Ask them the hard questions. How do we confront
how interconnected it was to our success. Horace
things? How do we deal with conflict? Ask them
and I called it the Growth Community.”
how things get done around here. You’ll see. This
“This Growth Community exists in every busiplace runs from the ground up. It gets messy at
ness, whether or not the owners and leadership
times, but I wouldn’t trade it for anything. And
acknowledge it. It is the primary ecosystem of an
guess what? We have a waiting list of people who
enterprise. Without a healthy ecosystem, the busiwant to come and work here.”
ness eventually dies.”

“
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“Yes, I know, the ‘preferred cultural style,’ as
Butler calls it, is the ‘personality style’ of the company, not the culture of the customers, vendors,
and allies. The cultural personality style is demonstrated and expressed by the employees and leadership of a company.”
“I am taking that idea one step further when we
look at it as an invisible ambassador or bonding
agent with the customers, the vendors, and the
strategic allies. Ideally, when the intentional cultural personality is in the DNA structure of the
employees, it ties all four groups together into a
Growth Community.”
Peter looked at Corky, shook his head, and said,
“This sounds all very neat and tidy, Corky, but from
my experience, establishing an intentional cultural
style in a growing organization is very difficult. All
the efforts I have ever taken to set the core values
and establish a culture in a company have hit the
wall of the company’s invisible culture.”
“You and I both know that the invisible culture
is rarely a pretty sight. The ‘under the rug’ cultural
norms and beliefs held
by the staff about the
leadership and about
the company are
tough to go up
against. The combination of the company

Customers
Vendors
Employees

Strategic Allies

sibl

Invi

“A Growth Community is made up of four
groups: an inside group and three outside groups.
The Inside Group is made up of the employees. The
Outside Groups are made up of the customers, the
vendors, and the strategic allies or business partners of the firm.
“There is a continually evolving relationship
among all four groups and it takes constant attention to keep all four in balance. Are you with me so
far?”
“Yes, I am, Corky. This is refreshing. I never considered a business in terms of an ecosystem, much
less an ecosystem made up of the groups you just
named.”
“Peter, your company relies on whatever form of
culture you have to be the glue binding all four
groups together. If the culture is not defined or
intact, then the Growth Community doesn’t ever
gel. It stays disconnected and suffers.” Peter began
to say something, but Corky cut him off.
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history, entrenched employee beliefs, and the
“A weak leader looking for employee approval is
unfounded conclusions the staff hold as a result of
intimidated and pushed around by it. A strong
being held in the dark by the leadership all conleader looking out for the best interests of the
tribute to the invisible culture. Any leader who
enterprise takes responsibility for the mistakes of
doesn’t think it exists is deluding herself. Don’t you
the company, listens to the murmurings of the
agree?”
invisible culture, yet persists in bringing to the
Corky thought for a moment, then looked at
organization a focus and direction as well as
Tom and said, “I think you should probably handle
demonstrating on a day-to-day basis the intentional
this question.” Tom nodded in agreement.
core values of the culture.
Corky excused himself from the discussion, say“And yes, I agree with you. Setting in place a culing, “Well, Peter, I’m no fool. I know it’s time to
ture based on a set of core values is difficult. The
leave when the first hard question hits
the board. I have a conference call that I
Setting in place a culture based on a set of
need to take and there is no better spot
core values is difficult. The key is letting it
for Tom to take over than on a question
emerge from the work community rather than
trying to impress the culture and values on the
I wouldn’t answer very well.”
company.
With that he shook Peter’s hand,

“
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wished him good luck, and rushed out
the door with the energy of a man half his age.
Peter stared into the backdraft of the open door,
reflecting on how all legends, including the
indomitable Corky Russell, inevitably reveal their
clay feet.
Tom broke into Peter’s reverie by picking up
where Corky left off. “Peter, the invisible culture
you are talking about never goes away, even in a
healthy company. It is the shadow side of a Growth
Community that keeps all leaders on their toes and
accountable.”

key is letting it emerge from the work community
rather than trying to impress the culture and values
on the company.”
“Leadership’s role in this is more of an art than a
science. In the end-game, creating a value-driven
culture is really about the leadership authentically
demonstrating the values on a day-to-day basis. The
staff will imprint and model leader behavior if it is
for the best interests of the enterprise.”
Tom motioned Peter to follow him out into the
warehouse as he continued. “It just so happens that
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his style and skill set — matching the profile

leadership is our first topic to discuss. Leadership is
always a hot item because it is a reccurring challenge for most companies. What makes it even
more challenging is the continual parade of trends
and theories coming out of the management gurus
that only skirt the real leadership issues in an entrepreneurial firm. Most leadership development programs only focus on the principles skill-building
piece of Leadership.
“There are five other equally important pieces to
entrepreneurial leadership that no one, and I mean
no one, addresses. Leadership’s job in the end game
is all about getting results. My father drilled this
into me since I was very young.
“You see, Peter, when push comes to shove, the
average Leadership training doesn’t get down into
the trenches enough for an entrepreneurial leader.
Getting results as a CEO in the entrepreneurial
world takes a whole lot more than style and people
skills.
“Don’t get me wrong; they are supremely important, but they’re not the whole package by any
means. Because of the wide spectrum of issues that
he or she oversees, the entrepreneurial leader needs
to be hot-wired to the unique elements that drive
performance, results, in an entrepreneurial environment. Horace and I call these the:
5 Elements of Growth Leadership Performance
1. The CEO leader’s profile — as measured by

of the enterprise’s needs based on its stage of
growth
2. The disciplined process for making decisions
3. The continual upgrading of the enterprise
profit design
4. Identifying and focusing the staff on the 3-5
correct profit drivers
5. Creating and applying powerful mechanisms
that focus and change individual and group
behavior
“If you think about it, entrepreneurial leaders
rarely adapt their leadership style and skills to the
rapidly changing needs of their enterprises before it
is too late. They are often confident decision makers but make terrible decisions – 65 percent of all
leadership decisions are a bust.”
“They are almost always
innovators and idea people, but
ironically it’s rare that they
innovate a sustainable, profitdriven profit design. They have tremendous energy
and drive, but rarely identify and focus their company’s energy on the correct drivers of their business. And they rarely have the tools to effectively
focus and change the under-performing individual
and group behavior of their enterprise.”
Peter spoke up. “Wow. Now, that is really leadership in the trenches. I’ve never heard anyone sum
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it up so completely. You’re right, the standard view
of leadership just doesn’t cut it with an entrepreneurial CEO. Most leadership development programs just barely cover profiling and improving
your style and skills. They certainly don’t even go
into the other items.”

“

The two men turned the corner. Off to the side
of a huge packing area was a group of seven people
sitting in a circle, engaged in an impassioned discussion. Tom gently interrupted the discussion to
ask permission if he and Peter could sit outside the
circle and eavesdrop on the conversation. The facilitator looked at the group and
made the thumbs up or thumbs
down sign with his hand.
Everyone flipped their thumbs up
and in a ten-second period they
were back in the heat of their debate. Peter leaned
over to Tom and whispered, “Is this a Growth
Circle?”
Tom smiled, “Ah, Horace told you about Growth
Circles, did he? You weren’t supposed to get introduced to Growth Circles until you came to Bear
Creek Cards. Hmm…I’ll have to talk with him
about this. I must say it is rare when I ever have a
chance to call Horace on the carpet, so I’ll certainly
enjoy this.”

You see the stark reality
of the typical entrepreneurial
CEO is one of ducking bullets
all day long.

”

“That’s right, Peter. You see the stark reality of
the typical entrepreneurial CEO is one of ducking
bullets all day long. Hey, the fact is, guys like us are
lacking the proper tools, training, and resources to
effectively lead entrepreneurial organizations. Why
do you think so many small companies fail? And
why do you think Horace spends so much time
with us? He knows it all begins and ends with the
CEO.”
“Think about it. Ninety-three percent of the
work force in this country work for guys like us.
And 96 percent of all of our economy’s innovations
come from companies run by CEOs like us. But
why is it then that within five years 85 percent of
all companies started by entrepreneurial leaders are
out of business? And the rest of the companies are
barely squeezing out an 8 percent net at the end of
the year?”
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“At any rate, yes, this is a Growth Circle. I
believe they are discussing whether or not two peer
leader employees should be allowed to represent
the staff at the weekly executive meeting. The
entire company is voting on it this week. It is quite
a hot issue. Each Growth Circle is debating the pros
and cons and then voting as a group.”

process by summarizing that it been a unanimous
vote against the issue, based on the fact that they
believed they were better represented by the
Growth Circles and the managers from their individual departments.
“That was a surprising outcome,” Peter whispered to Tom.
“Yes, I thought so, too. Our
employees are pretty mature in
Peter was impressed at what a well-run meeting it
their thinking, and a whole lot
was. The facilitator knew when to refocus the
wiser as a group than I ever will
group but not dominate the discussion. Everyone
be. The core intelligence of this
was solicited to give his or her opinion. The energy
and voltage was extraordinary.
company still keeps blowing me
away, and I have been intentionalPeter was impressed at what a well-run meeting
ly working with it for over three years. When the
it was. The facilitator knew when to refocus the
Growth Community has powerful meetings like
group but not dominate the discussion. Everyone
this, it becomes much easier to see and feel the core
was solicited to give his or her opinion. The energy
intelligence.”
and voltage was extraordinary. Peter couldn’t believe
Tom continued, “This leads me to our next subthat these people really cared about the company
ject: Meetings. Most companies have terrible meetmore than they cared about their own interests.
ings. They are disorganized, too long, and generally
They seemed to be moving through a disciplined
boring. By the way, let’s go and take a seat in the
decision making process.
break room. When you are trying to create a
Before Peter knew it, they were voting
Growth Community, you must have a dynamic
on the issue. The facilitator again looked
meeting methodology. In order to do this you have
at everyone and gave them the thumbs up
to have a disciplined meeting template, a focused
or thumbs down sign. Everyone tilted their thumbs
agenda, and a well-trained facilitator. Actually the
down, voting against having the peer leaders in the
key ingredients to our disciplined meeting template
executive meeting. The facilitator closed the
are simple.”

“
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Basic Meeting Template
• Everyone’s opinion is respected
• Everyone arrives on time
• All staff latecomers pay $1 into a pool for
being late, $5 for project managers and $20
for management latecomers
• There is a facilitator
• There is an agenda created by the facilitator
before the meeting
• No one has the floor more than one minute
straight unless allowed by the facilitator
• There is an appointed scribe who deposits the
meeting notes in the company meeting database
• There is a timelined action list created at the
end of each meeting with people’s responsibilities clearly identified
• There is a timekeeper with a kitchen timer to
keep the meetings on schedule
• There is an “agenda time allotment agreement” at the beginning of each meeting
• Meetings start on time and end on time
• Meeting notes are dispersed to everyone in the
meeting by the end of the day
Peter exclaimed, “That’s a great list. Do you have
that written down? I could use that right away.”
“Yes, I do, Peter. It is the same information that
we give out at our new employee orientation. We
also include a description of the three types of

meetings we have here at Bear Creek Cards. They
are the strategy meeting, the business meeting, and
the community meeting.”
“We are vigilant about keeping the meeting
themes appropriate to the type of meeting that is
being held. We found out the hard way that you
absolutely must have all three types of meetings
going on in your business or you lose the intensity
of the Growth Community focus.”
“There are three types of meetings here at Bear
Creek Cards.” As Tom talked, Peter took out his
notebook and started writing.
Three Types of Meetings
1. Strategy Meetings
2. Community Meetings
3. Business Meetings
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Strategy Meetings
“These meetings are held with the management
team once a month, or at least once a quarter,
depending on the need. The company’s Growth
Map and Flash Sheet are present to track the firm’s
performance. These meetings are designed to generate, track, review, and realign the current strategic

“The Growth Circle, as you have already discovered, is a powerful leadership mechanism that
propagates and aligns the company culture, bridges
the leadership-staff communication gap, keeps the
staff informed, creates a feedback loop, generates a
forum for brainstorming and innovation, perfects
the company’s ability to work in teams, builds
camaraderie and provides an
effective training tool.”
“I can stand here and tell
Everything is interconnected in a business eco-system.
Without a clear intention the company’s strategies
you that without the Growth
don’t properly drive the decision-making process and
Circles at Bear Creek Cards,
we already know where poor decisions take us.
it would have been a disaster
over the last few years. They
focus of the company. Small company leaders very
kept this place glued together when the chaos of
often lose sight of their compelling strategies in the
growing through Stage 5 and into Stage 6 in less
melee of day-to-day survival. Retaining that stratethan 12 months was driving us to the edge.”
gy-driven focus is hard, even for a company our
“Our Growth Circles meet every week for 50 –
size at 93 employees. You see, everything is inter60 minutes. There are 6 – 10 people per Growth
connected in a business eco-system. Without a
Circle, which lasts for three months and then we
clear intention in this area, the company’s strategies
take a month off. During the three-month portion
don’t properly drive the decision-making process,
of the cycle, each Growth Circle chooses and comand we already know where poor decisions take us.
pletes a project that in some way advances the
Community Meetings
enterprise. The results from their project are pre“There are two types of Community Meetings,
sented to the entire company at a Town Meeting
the Growth Circle and the Town Meeting. These
during the fourth month of the cycle.”
meetings are absolutely crucial to the health of the
“We have three cycles of Growth Circles in a
company. They should be designed to connect,
year, and at the beginning of each cycle we change
inform, engage, and inspire the entire staff.
the mix of staff members to allow the staff a chance
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to get to know and work with everyone in the firm.
Meeting also has a section in its agenda where 1 – 3
At that time, we also select and train a new set of
departments, groups, and/or project teams make a
Growth Circle facilitators from the staff, which
presentation to the community about what they are
ends up being like a mini-leadership training.”
working on. The Town Meeting is also the time
“The cool thing about all this, Peter, is that after
when performance awards are given out and recogless than two years, 95 percent of your staff have
nition of exemplary contributions by individuals
facilitated a Growth Circle, they have learned how
and teams is made. The Town Meeting must be
to effectively lead and work on a project team, they
designed to generate and end on a high-voltage
have gotten to know nearly everyone in the companote, which is why we always end with recognition
ny, regardless of department barriers, they have
and awards.”
helped initiate and orient new staff members into
Business Meetings
your culture, they have contributed to the compa“There are many different types of business
ny’s innovation, they have been able to have a place
meetings, but we have narrowed it down to four at
to vent their concerns, and they have been trained
Bear Creek Cards:
to understand the tools of leadership. Nothing else
Four Types of Business Meetings
touches the power of the Growth Circle mechanism
1. One-on-one meeting
in a dynamic business environment. This brings us
2. Project team meeting
to the Town Meeting.”
3. Department team meeting
“The Town Meeting is the one-and-a-half hours a
4. Management team meeting
month that everyone in the company gets together on the same page
We found that each type of meeting needs a
looking in the same direction. This
disciplined template to follow and each meeting has
is a well-planned, unifying event,
clear agreements, assignments, and defined goals.
with its main role being to review
the company’s performance based on
agreed-upon goals and key health indicators.
“We found that each type of meeting needs a dis“This is the time for the community as a whole
ciplined template to follow and each meeting has
to come together to discuss in an open forum any
clear agreements, assignments, and defined goals.
large issues facing the company. Every Town
Everyone is held accountable to his or her agree-
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ments, assignments, and goals, right from the oneOrganizational Town Map
on-one up to the department and management
meetings. When the meetings are run well, people
perform well, and when people perform well, they
tend to be happier. It is simple as that.”
Peter stood up from the table where they were
sitting and walked to the water fountain.
Something was bothering him. How was it possible
to implement all these great ideas
We also use the Org Town Map to plan out our
without disrupting the important
processes and think through some of our process
work occupying his employees’
problems.
attention? What struck him most
was the sheer enormity of training the staff to the
Peter’s face twisted as he heard himself repeating
competency level that produces results like those
the word. “Organizational town what?”
demonstrated right in front of him at Bear Creek
“It’s an Organizational Town Map. We use these
Cards.
for a number of reasons. We use them as a meta
He saw Tom talking with one of his employees.
frame of reference to explain how our business
The employee put a large 5’ x 5’ cardboard sheet
works to new employees, customers, partners, and
on the table in front of Tom, pointing to blocks of
vendors. It shows how all of our four Growth
styrofoam that were attached to the board. Peter
Community groups interconnect. We also use the
strolled over to listen in on their conversation.
Org Town Map to plan out our processes and think
“Peter, this is Barry from our production departthrough some of our process problems.”
ment.” Peter reached across the table to shake
Peter looked down at the board. There before
Barry’s hand.
him was a detailed foam core scale model of what
Tom continued, “Barry and I are talking about
appeared to be a small town with streets and houshow one of our new production lines is confusing
es and power lines. Each house had a name on the
the floor staff. The staff is usually right, so we are
roof delineating what department or major function
trying to figure out how to correct the problem
it represented in the business community and who
with this Organizational Town Map.”
worked in that department.
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The main streets were given names like
throws the map away and creates a fresh new 3D
Customer Way, Vendor Boulevard and Partner
Org Town Map.
Place. There were colored lines drawn in the streets
“Peter, you should know that a Growth
showing connections that each building had to
Community is not a static thing. It is constantly
other buildings on the map. The streets showed the
processing through what Horace calls the
interdependency all the components had to each
Community Wheel.
other. His first thought was, “Now, I have seen
“Here’s how it works: moving around the wheel
everything!”
starting at 1 o’clock, you start in the acquaintance
Tom saw the look on Peter’s face and started
phase, getting familiar with the folks in the comlaughing. “Peter, I bet you are just waiting to see a
munity, then you move to the communication
model train coming around the corner. Right?”
phase, where you get better at communicating with
“Well, come to think of it, I thought it might just
each other, then you move into the trust phase,
finish off what appears to be a perfect Norman
where you begin to trust the folks you are working
Rockwell scene. Tom, you have to be kidding. You
with, then you move into the participating and
use this to plan your major processes in the work
commitment phase, where you are fully engaged,
community?”
and finally you realize you have a community.
“We sure do. There
isn’t a person in this
A Growth Community is a process, a dynamic state, not a
destination. When we loaded up with a 45 percent increase
building who couldn’t
of employees over a period of 12 months, we wouldn’t have
show you how our
been able to retain our culture if we didn’t have
major business processes
the Growth Community mechanisms in place.
integrate the work community by using this
map. And you know what, Peter? This map is
always changing as things change around here, and
“Any time you add new employees, the commueveryone has to keep up with the changes. Different
nity wheel starts over, to some degree. Any time
Growth Circles take the responsibility on a monthly
you take a major hit, such as Growth Trauma, you
basis to keep different sections of the map current.
start the wheel all over. Any time there is a major
Every quarter the primary Growth Circle in charge
shift or change in the cultural focus or direction of
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the company, you start the wheel all over. A Growth
Community is a process, a dynamic state, not a destination.
“The ideal state called ‘community’ is a continually shifting target. Any time someone new is
brought into a work community, there is a change.
So when we loaded up with a 45 percent increase of
employees over a period of 12 months, we wouldn’t
have been able to retain our culture if we didn’t
have the Growth Community mechanisms in
place.”
Peter stood up and made the standard time-out
sign with his hands. “Tom, do you have any idea
how much information you just downloaded to me?
You couldn’t mention the most valuable secret of
business to me right now without making my brain
scream.”
Tom laughed. “Well, Peter, Horace told me to
drill it home hard because you were a willing and
attentive learner. Let’s call it a day. I’m confident
that you and I will be talking quite often in the next
couple of weeks. Please don’t hesitate to call if you
have any questions or if you need to throw some
ideas around with a fellow ‘bullet dodger.’ OK?”
Peter gave Tom a knowing nod as he put out his
hand in appreciation for all the time and attention
Tom had given him that afternoon.
Walking out through the front door of Bear
Creek Cards, Peter looked around at the scenery of

the Rocky Mountain Front Range. His mind was
racing after all the information he had been given,
and his thoughts quickly turned to his brother.
What was Alan thinking?
There was no way he could have made Bolder
Solutions work without some big changes on his
part. Alan’s company would have failed, and with it,
the whole seed genome project and the hopes of
feeding millions of people. The pressure Peter now
felt wasn’t the enormous pressure of the events surrounding his business and all the implications its
success or failure implied. No, it was the pressure
he felt inside to change himself, how he thought,
how he considered and manifested the dream called
Bolder Solutions. The only thing that had to change
was Peter Logan, and everything else would follow.
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Chapter 19 — Key Points
Three Primary Building Blocks of Growth Community:
1. Leadership

5 Elements of Growth Leadership Performance:
1. The CEO leader’s profile (as measured by his style
and skill set) match the profile of the enterprise’s
needs based on its stage of growth.
2. The disciplined process for making decisions
3. The continual upgrading of the enterprise profit
design
4. Identifying and focusing the staff on the 3-to-5
correct profit drivers
5. Creating and applying powerful mechanisms that
focus and change individual and group behavior

What an Entrepreneurial Leader Needs to Know:
• What aspects of his/her leadership style are working
and what aspects are causing poor performance
• What his/her company’s leadership requirements are,
based on its current stage of growth, and how to
adapt his/her style to those requirements
• How to know when he/she is making a poor
decision and what to do about it
• What is his/her company’s profit design? Does it
really work and, if not, what to do about it
• What are the primary profit drivers for his/her
business and how to get his/her staff focused on
them
• How to focus and change individual and group
behavior to improve enterprise performance
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Chapter 19 — Key Points (continued)

2. Meetings

Basic Meeting Template:
• Everyone's opinion is respected
• Everyone arrives on time
• All staff latecomers pay $1 into a pool for being late,
$5 for project managers and $20 for management
latecomers
• There is a facilitator
• There is an agenda created by the facilitator before
the meeting
• No one has the floor more than one minute straight
unless allowed by the facilitator
• There is an appointed scribe who deposits the meeting notes in the company meeting database
• There is a time-lined action list created at the end of
each meeting, with people’s responsibilities clearly
identified
• There is a timekeeper with a kitchen timer to keep
the meetings on schedule
• There is an “agenda time allotment agreement” at the
beginning of each meeting
• Meetings start on time and end on time
• Meeting notes are dispersed to everyone in the meeting by the end of the day

Different Kinds of Meetings:
• Strategy Meetings
• Community Meetings
• Business Meetings
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3. Org Town Map
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Chapter 20

Cracking
the Code
“The enlightening and revelatory characteristic of a good map derives from its encompassing vision, contained within a
single consistent pictorial model. We obtain a vision of a place that we may never have seen, or divine a previously
unseen pattern in things we thought we intimately knew.”
— William Owen, Mapping a Graphic Guide to Navigational Systems
The 70-mile-an-hour reverie down Highway 36
Thinking Jane’s calls would be respite from the
into Boulder Valley was broken by Peter’s cell
stress guns at the office, he began listening to her
phone reminding him
that voice mail messages
Aside from the news that the police discovered someone
were backing up. There
planting a bugging device in a tree outside his house, a
were eight messages.
fellow detective also found hard evidence that Peter was
being tailed by a hired killer.
Two were from the office
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and six were from Jane.
Dialing the office first, Peter asked for Dean, but
Jeanie, the receptionist, told him that Dean had just
gone for coffee with three of their top programmers.
Evidently, all three, including Maria, were offered
40 percent pay increases and a $10,000 cash bonus
to move over to another development firm in
Boulder. Then Jimmy got on the line to let Peter
know that they were overextended on their line of
credit and checks would start bouncing tomorrow
if he didn’t ask the bank for an increase to their
credit line. All hell was breaking loose at Bolder
Solutions.

messages. Each one was asking him to call her right
away, and each message increased in its tone of
urgency. Just before he pulled up to his next
appointment he listened to the last call.
Her voice was shaking as she insisted that he call
her. Aside from the news that the police discovered
someone planting a bugging device in a tree outside
his house, a fellow detective also found hard evidence that Peter was being tailed by a hired killer.
Peter pulled up next to a police cruiser parked
outside Juniper Galleries on Pearl Street. He immediately dialed Jane’s number, but it was busy. He left
a voice mail and then called his bank officer. Again,
231

he had to leave another message. Frustrated, he
auburn hair, a bright red designer skirt that danced
looked up to see a police officer approaching his
on her hips as she moved forward to introduce hercar.
self.
“Peter Logan?”
“Hi, I‘m Tracy Birch. This must be the famous
“Yes, I am Peter Logan. What’s the problem,
Peter Logan.”
Officer?”
“Yes, it is, Tracy, police escort and all.”
“Mr. Logan, Detective Jane Carnes assigned my
Tracy extended her hand to welcome Peter,
partner and me to start a 24/7 protective watch over
adding, “Horace just called, Peter. He mentioned
you. I’m afraid you’re going to have to put up with
that you might be a little distracted by the current
our company until the department gets a better
state of affairs, but that I was to reel you in and
handle on the people trying to harm you.”
drill your focus into Growth Mapping.”
“Officer? How did you find me here?”
Tracy laughed as she pulled Peter deeper into the
“Detective Carnes called a guy named Horace.
gallery. “Peter, I know exactly how you feel. I have
This guy Horace told her
I’ve had New Guinea headhunters chasing me, Croatian
you were on your way to
snipers shooting at me, Russian mafia looking for me, and
Juniper Galleries. So we
one of the Hong Kong Triads trying to steal my art and dump
drove right over here to
me into the South China Sea.
wait for you.”
“Well, thank goodness Ms. Carnes is resourcetraveled all over the world looking for art, and
ful.”
believe me when I tell you I have experienced my
“Yes, sir. She is that!”
share of tough spots. I’ve had New Guinea head“Gentlemen, I appreciate your help. Would it be
hunters chasing me, Croatian snipers shooting at
suitable for me to continue my afternoon with my
me, Russian mafia looking for me, and one of the
next appointment at Juniper Galleries?”
Hong Kong Triads trying to steal my art and dump
“Yes, sir. My partner will cover the back door
me into the South China Sea. On any given day,
and I will watch the front.”
your number just might come up. It doesn’t matter
Peter opened the gallery front door, shaken by
if it is a heart attack, a hit man, or a Mack truck.
the sudden turn of events. Standing five feet from
When it’s your time, it’s your time. Until that time,
the entrance was a short, thin woman with streaked
you got to keep pushing full speed ahead. Right?”
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Peter laughed, saying, “Well, Tracy, putting death
in those terms certainly does lighten things up a
bit, now doesn’t it? I’m intrigued with your confidence that you can shift my attention from being
unduly concerned for my life to being absorbed
in…what did you call it? Growth Mapping?”
Tracy looked silently at Peter for a long moment
then turned a serious stare out the store front window. “Peter, I chose to be a businesswoman, not a
scientist, not an art historian, not a teacher or a
doctor for good reasons.
“Business provides me the greatest spectrum of
exploration and personal growth for the kind of life
that I want to lead. As such, I take business very
seriously.

and I hitchhiked to NYC. I have seen all the great
art museums in the world. I have drunk tea in
Beijing and sipped coffee along the Champs
d’Elysees in Paris. Fifty-one countries and 22 years
later, I have been rich once and I have been flatbroke more times than I care to think about. I have
owned three businesses. Two of them went bankrupt and this one, Juniper Galleries, is debt-free,
running at $43 million a year with 40 employees
and consistently booking 21percent plus net profit
a year.
“My company is successful, Peter Logan, because
my staff and I are cracking the code, the chaos, the
obstacles we encounter every day with an intensity
that is, frankly, extraordinarily stimulating. You see
we love what we do here.
I have owned three businesses. Two of them went bankrupt Did we always love it? No.
and this one, Juniper Galleries, is debt-free, running at
Did it take a long time to
$43 million a year with 40 employees and consistently
figure out how to make it
booking 21percent plus net profit a year.
all come together? Yes.”
“I attribute our success
“My company isn’t successful because of family
at Juniper to three things: my staff, Growth
money, or because I have a MBA from Harvard, or
Mapping, and our profit design. The single most
because I have great connections. I have none of
important success tool we use here at Juniper is
them. As a matter of fact, I grew up in a poor famiGrowth Maps. We had great ideas and a very dedily just outside Kansas City. I barely graduated from
cated staff, but it wasn’t until Horace introduced
high school.”
Growth Mapping to us that we really were able to
“When I turned 18, I took $200, a love for art,
create and sustain a level of focus that brought the
an unquenchable curiosity for seeing the world,
bacon home. We live and breathe Growth Mapping
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around here, so Horace sent you to the right place to
learn about it.”
Peter stared at Tracy with disbelief. This woman
had the rare, irrefutable confidence that is hard won
everyday. She was a force of nature, ready and
willing to take on the next challenge. Where did
Horace find all these people?
After a long pause Peter picked up one of
Juniper’s brochures from the counter, stared at it,
and said “Well, after a story like that, I’m ready for
both barrels.”
“Great! Then let’s take a tour. If I were you, my
first question would be, ‘How in the name of heaven
does Tracy Birch generate $43 million out of a storefront?”
Peter smiled. “Actually, I was just wondering that!”
Tracy continued, “Good. Scalability of revenue
groups in the standard fine art gallery profit design
is practically non-existent in the art world. People
have tried to create wider exposure by listing and
showing photos of art on the Internet. For posters
and prints it works all right, but people don’t buy
‘real art’ that way. The purchase of a fine art piece is
the result of an experience with the art. Fine art is
rarely purchased because it is listed and/or displayed
on someone’s computer screen.
“You see, Peter, five years ago we realized that we
were in the art experience business rather than the
art distribution business. It was a huge revelation.
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After doing our first Bucket Map we discovered that
our top profit driver for Juniper was our ability to
‘stage an art experience.’ We have turned gallery
design into a science. Let’s take a walk around.”
Tracy’s gallery had a large volume of space that
was created by high ceilings and 10,000 square feet
of floor space. Yet, with all the space, the gallery
still felt intimate and inviting. Peter had to admit
that somehow the space slowed down his sense of
time. He felt relaxed and at ease.
“Tracy, you have created a wonderful space here.
How did you do it?”
“Thank you, Peter. If I told you I would be giving away our most prized trade secrets, but suffice
it to say that we discovered a unique relationship
between light, distance, color, and compression
that, when combined according to our proprietary
formulas, creates the optimum showcase for art.”
“You see, if you came back to our gallery in two
months, your experience of this space would be
entirely different because it is likely that the art
would be different and we would have changed the
interior space to fit the art. We actually sculpt the
space in the gallery. Every wall and ceiling panel is
moveable. The lighting and wall colors can all be
changed. Overnight. We can make our gallery small
and intimate or wide-open and airy. In any given
week, you can visit the gallery and not recognize
the place from the last time you were here.”

“Being able to accomplish this level of adaptability facilitates the type of art experiences that sell a

strategic alliances aligned with our revenue groups
that had both capital and fine art inventory. I
picked out the 20 best
art galleries in the world,
We actually sculpt the space in the gallery. Every wall
and ceiling panel is moveable. The lighting and wall
sold each of them a
colors can all be changed. Overnight. We can make our
small piece of Juniper,
gallery small and intimate or wide-open and airy.
and worked up agreements to display their
lot of art. What made us really successful was takfine art inside Juniper Galleries’ Web site. So in one
ing this space and building a virtual reality of it on
step we financed the Web site and found enough
the Internet. We simulated, through our proprietary
inventory to fill 20 Internet galleries.”
formulas, the optimum display of any fine art in
Just as Tracy was about to further elaborate on
virtual reality.”
Juniper’s profit design, Kathy, her assistant, came
“The incredibly lifelike conditions of our gallery
over and politely interrupted her conversation with
onscreen are absolutely remarkable. Now, we can
Peter.
display more art because our virtual gallery has
“Excuse me, Tracy, you asked me to keep you on
turned into 20 virtual galleries, plus, we have peotrack in your meeting with Peter. By my reckoning
ple coming to our site from all over the world to
you should be upstairs, deep into your discussion
experience our art. As a result, our sales have skyof Bucket Maps, by now.”
rocketed.”
“OK, Peter, let’s take a hike upstairs. That’s where
Tracy took Peter over to the computer screen sitall the action is anyway.” As Tracy and Peter
ting on the sales counter and showed him the
climbed the long wooden staircase to the second
online virtual Juniper Gallery. He was shocked at
floor, Tracy introduced Peter to the principles of
how realistic and customized it was.
Growth Mapping.
“Tracy, this must have cost millions to create this
“Peter, Growth Mapping is designed to fuse your
level of realism.”
enterprise with the future. Our Growth Maps are a
“Yes, it did, Peter. That is why my profit design is combination of a blended left brain-right brain
such an important factor in our success. We realscorecard and a collaboration tool. They utilize the
ized that in order to make this work, we needed
power of visual mapping to capture the attention
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and imagination of the staff. The maps you are
about to see upstairs become the recurring frame of
reference so critical to sustaining employee buy-in
of our company strategies, goals, and initiatives.”
”At Juniper Galleries, the purpose of Growth
Mapping is:
1. To promote effective two-way Communication
between the staff and leadership
2. To facilitate enterprise Involvement and Buyin of the strategic initiatives, goals, and issues
of a project, a department, as well as an entire
organization
3. To assist the Tracking and Learning from the
key daily indices connecting the performance
of the enterprise with its strategic objectives
4. To secure the Alignment of responsibility and
the key resources required to accomplish the
desired strategies and goals
5. To support the Recognition of current performance as the fuel for higher performance in
the future

Three Types of Growth Mapping
1. Bucket Maps
2. Company Maps
3. Landscape Maps
As Peter quickly jotted down notes, he asked,
“Tracy, is this anything like the Balanced Score Card
system?”
Tracy led Peter through the double-arch entryway to the second floor and turned to address his
question. “Kaplin and Norton, the authors of the
Balanced Score Card System, brilliantly introduced
the double-feedback loop approach to translating
strategy into action in managing large, complex
organizations. They inspired Horace and me to
develop the Growth Mapping system, which is
more suitable to smaller, dynamic, and rapidlychanging companies. The Growth Mapping System
has key indices mapping and feedback looping in it
but it also has many other attributes.”
Peter and Tracy stepped into an electric field of
human activity as they passed into the large room.
The afternoon light, pouring in through the high
Growth Maps become the recurring frame of reference
so critical to sustaining employee buy-in of our company
clerestory windows,
strategies, goals, and initiatives.
framed the dozens of
work centers filled with
“We have found that after four years of extensive
employees in small meetings or on the phones conexperimentation, there are three primary types of
ducting business with buyers from all over the
maps that we regularly use at Juniper Galleries.”
world. Peter heard a cacophony of human commu-
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nication as he counted more than five different lan“We found that Growth Mapping became such a
guages being spoken in the room.
powerful management tool for us that we went
Just as his mind was taken back to Horace’s beefrom putting our Growth Maps on the walls or storhive analogy, a long, robotic telescoping arm,
ing them in our work centers to organizing them as
anchored at the center of the ceiling, swung five
we organize and store our art in the vault downfeet above their heads holding a 3’x 4’ white foam
stairs. We employ the same type of robotic search
core board. The board appeared to have some kind
and retrieval system in the basement whenever one
of relational
process flowchart
A Bucket Map is defined as a causal weighting diagram that
on it. The craneshows you the hierarchy of impact that key inter-dependent
like arm went past
elements have on each other within an integrated system.
Peter and Tracy
further into the
room and released the board to a young woman
of our employees needs to bring a piece of art out
who was gathering with four other employees in a
to photograph it for the Internet, display it for a
meeting nook.
customer, or ship it somewhere.”
Peter looked at Tracy in awe and said, “Are you
Tracy continued by saying, “Let’s go over and
sure Scotty didn’t just beam us up to the
look at the map that Rupert just delivered to Nola.
Enterprise?”
We call this type of map a Bucket Map. Bucket
Tracy laughed and shook her head saying, “Peter,
Maps are used to help all levels of our staff undermeet Rupert. Rupert is our automated Growth Map
stand systems thinking.
search and retrieval system robot. If you look over
A Bucket Map is
to the center of the east wall, you will notice our
defined as a causal
Growth Map storage system. Rupert is constantly
weighting diagram
delivering or retrieving Growth Maps to our
that shows you the
employees all day long. You see we use a lot of
hierarchy of impact
Growth Maps here at Juniper. Horace’s other comthat key interpanies use maybe 10 percent of the maps that we
dependent elements have on each other within an
use here.
integrated system.
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“Systems thinking engages us to consider the
By considering the relational, sequential, and
relationship of the parts of our company as they are
value-weighting of all the resource buckets, he
linked together in the whole. Systems thinking is
began to see how a project team could understand
crucial for our staff to capture a broader view or
the interconnectedness among all the resource
understanding of processes and core drivers in the
buckets inside the whole process.
business. You can’t access the core intelligence of
Peter broke into Tracy’s momentary silence and
your work community if your staff gets stuck in the
said, “Tracy, this map reminds me of the Town Map
isolated view of the parts that so often happens in
that Tom and Corky use over at Bear Creek Cards.”
most small companies. Bucket Maps help us grasp
Tracy laughed. “Yes, the Town Map is a form of
the resources that contribute to the processes and
Bucket Map. Tom and I have had many discussions
drivers inside projects, departments, and inside a
about the Town Map. He’s a very creative guy. To
larger view of the company as a whole.
think that he took the Bucket Map principles and
“All Bucket Maps have
three things in common:
Bucket Maps force our brains to think more globally. By
utilizing both sides of the brain’s capability with maps, we
They are relational, they
are better learners, better thinkers, and better problem
are sequential, and they
solvers.
are value-weighted.
“The Bucket Map in
front of us shows the weighted causal relationships
created a 3D version of it is terrific. A Town Map
between the key resources (the square buckets) and
could be helpful in any kind of business environthe end outcome, which in this case is the complement for the staff to understand the larger processes
tion of one of our virtual Web sites.”
and relationships in the Growth Community
Peter was taken aback at the maze of lines and
between the vendors, allies, customers, and staff.
arrows connecting the different buckets. As he
“Peter, we use Bucket Maps to force our brains to
studied the map, he could see which resources had
think more globally. By utilizing both sides of the
critical roles by the number of arrows streaming in
brain’s capability with maps, we are better learners,
and out of them. He could also see by the numeribetter thinkers, and better problem solvers. We use
cal weighting process how the team identified a
Bucket Maps for everything from understanding
sequential flow.
process flow, to identifying key drivers, to teaching
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new staff how the company works, to thinking
through complex, challenging problems.
“The Bucket Map, as an interactive collaborative
tool, has become a very important part of our innovative thinking and analytical process here at
Juniper.”
Just as she finished her thought, Rupert, the
Growth Map Robot, passed overhead with another
map, but this one looked more like an eighteenthcentury exploration map than a business diagram.
The only reference to business Peter could see were
the boxes in the four corners identifying the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of
the company.
As the robot released the map to a bearded man,
Tracy said, “Rupert has great timing. Let’s go over
and talk with Isaac. He pretty much runs this place,
the staff love him, and he knows more about our
company and Growth Mapping than anyone here.
By the way, he’s also the inventor of Rupert, our
robotic send-and-retrieve system.”
A tall, black-haired man held the large foam core
board as he greeted a handful of employees who
were walking into the conference room. He waved
to Tracy and Peter.
“Hi, Tracy. The managers and I are getting ready
to make the changes to the Company Growth Map.”
“Isaac, meet Peter Logan. He’s a friend of
Horace’s and is here to learn about Growth
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Mapping. I know you’re busy with the managers,
but would you mind terribly giving Peter a quick
overview on our use of Management Maps before
you start your meeting? I need to run over across
the street to finish setting up our new overseas
account at Colorado Business Bank.”
“Glad to meet you, Peter.” Looking at Tracy,
Isaac smiled and jokingly said, “But if Peter is half
as dangerous as they say he is, then his story might
be a whole lot more interesting than my explanation of Growth Maps.”
Peter and Isaac shook hands as Tracy left for the
bank.
Peter looked at the trim, well-tailored 50-ish
gentleman who carried himself with a confidence
born from years of selling expensive art in the
finest galleries around the world. Isaac was the consummate expression of understatement, with the
eyes of a seasoned businessman.
“Isaac, believe me when I say my story is more
embarrassing than interesting. I’ll bet you have 50
stories in your little finger for every one I have.”
“Well, that’s very kind of you, Peter. Life certainly has been engaging. Speaking of stories, that’s a
perfect segue into Management Maps.”
“About two years ago, Tracy brought me here
from Paris to run Juniper Galleries’ move into virtual reality. It wasn’t so much that I understood
technology, because I don’t, but more that I under-

“

map must clarify the work, make the work easier,
and provide insight for finding solutions in the
work.”
Isaac continued, “What you see here in front of
you is a collection of three Enterprise Maps:
Company Growth Map, Profit Design Map, and
Stage of Growth X-Ray Map. They contain just
about every piece of pertinent information that tells
our staff and leadership team where we are, where
we’ve been, and where we are going.”
Pointing to the Company Growth Map, Isaac

Management Mapping is comprised of
three categories of maps: Enterprise
Maps, Department Maps, and Project
Maps.

”

stood how to communicate with people to get
things done. My venture into Growth Mapping
started one day when Horace was here talking to
Tracy and he mentioned that I might be able to
coordinate the efforts of the company’s multiple
projects into one system of
Project Maps. Well, that was the
beginning of my relationship
with Horace Bedford.”
Isaac reached over to lean a
number of maps face-up against
the wall. “You see Management
Mapping, one of three aspects
to Growth Mapping, is comprised of three categories of
maps: Enterprise Maps;
Department Maps; and Project
Maps. Admittedly, Peter, we are
‘whole brain’ enthusiasts around
here and as a result, we have
developed the art and science of business mapping
to an extreme. Suffice it to say every map you see
here today has survived a series of very tough practical tests to stay in the game. Above all else, each

explained, “On this board, anyone in the company
has access to our current strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats, our goals, strategies and
key initiatives, our customers, vendors, allies, com-
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petitors, and our important key indices projected
out over 12 months and tracked monthly. This map
also tells our current stage of growth, and what
stage of growth we will be in according to our projections for the next 12 months, and much more.

we are managing the hidden forces influencing the
performance and health of the firm.”
Peter squatted down to study the Company
Growth Map. “Isaac, do all the maps contain this
much information?”
“Yes and no, Peter. The Enterprise Maps
don’t change that often, maybe once a month.
The Department Maps change dramatically
every week, as do the Project Maps. These
maps are feedback loops used to focus the
staff around the important issues of the company.”
“The key word here is loops. I say loops
because this isn’t a top-down information-

Moving over to the Profit Design Map, Isaac
explained, “Milo loves this map. On this board the
leadership team has access to the unique blend of
12 profit design components of our profit model, a
two-dimensional version of our organizational town
map, our key initiatives in relation to our profit
model, our key constraints, our key indices tracking on a monthly basis, and much more.”
Stepping over to the third and final map, the
Stage of Growth X-Ray Map, Isaac explained, “This
map is really more about our CEO organizing her
thinking into a different view of the company by
considering how compliant we are with the rules
for our current stage of growth and to what degree
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push, like you see in many outdated management
systems. The Management Maps actually become
the property of the staff. They own them and keep
them current. They measure their team’s or department’s performance and communicate key concerns
and new ideas to leadership. As you can see we
take this very seriously and are disciplined about
the on-going use of the maps.”
“Peter, we both know that human beings need
incentives to sustain profitable behavior patterns.
It’s not lost on us that we continually have to reinforce the use of the growth maps through our
rewards systems. We never take our employees’
interest in the performance of the company lightly.
One day it can be going full-blast and the next the
air could be out of our sails. We are constantly

“This should help you keep things in perspective. I use these cards all the time with the staff to
help bridge their learning. I have all different kinds
of them.”
The cardboard sheet read, Management Maps
provide:
• Communication between the staff and
leadership
• Staff Buy-in and authorship of the strategic
plan
• Flexible Planning that allows for tracking and
learning from the key daily indices connecting
the performance of the enterprise with its
strategic objectives
Peter looked at Isaac and asked, “Why don’t you
just keep all the maps online? Wouldn’t it be easier
than handling all these boards?
It seems like quite an ordeal.”
Human beings need incentives to sustain profitable
“That’s a good question,
behavior patterns. We never take our employees interest
in the performance of the company lightly. We are
Peter. We experimented with
constantly focusing the entire company on a particular
going solely online, but it didn’t
map and acknowledge great performance by tracking
work. You see, something hapwhat occurs in the mapping system.
pens when people meet together in a room. The magic just
focusing the entire company on a particular map
isn’t there online. People need to see something
and acknowledge great performance by tracking
physical that communicates and organizes the
what occurs in the mapping system.”
thinking in any particular session.”
With that, Isaac handed Peter a small square
“But we do record and catalog the changes in the
cardboard sheet with printing on it.
Growth Maps after every meeting. The meeting
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scribe has the responsibility of going into the network and making the changes and developments.”
“We couldn’t possibly keep for posterity all the
Growth Maps that we use around here in the hard
form, so we store the knowledge and experience
with each map in our knowledge management system. We can pull up any project map we have used
over the last three years. We also can search and filter for patterns in what works and what doesn’t
work by looking through the weekly department
maps. We have essentially created a way of establishing organizational memory with the mapping
system.”
Isaac was briefly interrupted by an employee
who needed approval on a large purchase order.
Peter took the break to take in everything occurring
around the large open room. He began to see how
$43 million of revenue went through this business
every year.
The room was a maze of intense chaotic activity.
Everyone seemed to be running their own show. As
he scanned the room, a flash of yellow caught his
eye. Perched on the outside windowsill of a
clerestory window was a small Western
Meadowlark. Seeing the bird reminded him of the
early morning backyard symphony he had experienced recently.
Then it struck him. This room was no different
from the flocks of birds in his backyard. There were

patterns buried
in the chaos
that he wasn’t
seeing. As he
realized this,
he again
scanned the
room, looking
for patterns. He
began to decipher groups of people interacting and then he started distinguishing the selling voices from the administrative voices. The layers of activity became selfevident as he allowed himself to dwell in an inquiring mind instead of a reactive mind. This was definitely the work of a beekeeper.
Isaac broke into Peter’s reverie by saying, “Hey,
Peter, here comes Tracy. Perfect timing, because I
have got to get back to my meeting. It was great
talking with you. Be sure to say hello to Horace for
me. Tracy will further elaborate on the last type of
Growth Map, the Landscape Map. They’re pretty
neat and, coincidentally, they help build the continuity of cultural memory at Juniper.”
Tracy arrived out of breath. She picked up the
conversation right away by saying, “Never seem to
be able to run up those darn stairs without getting
winded. Been working at it for years. Did Isaac fill
you in on the Management Maps?”
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“Yes, he did. There seems to be so much to
digest. I had no idea what Horace was leading me
into by touring me through his circle of friends.”
“Peter, he did the same to me a number of years
ago. I frankly didn’t know what piece to bite down
on first. Do you know what he did to me?”
“No, what?”
“That old fox had me explain Growth Mapping
to one of his new recruits before I ever implemented one Growth Map at Juniper. Can you believe
that? He had me teaching this stuff before I had any
clue about what I was talking about. It immediately
shifted me from being a passive learner to being an
active one. It got me out of the ‘information collection’ mode and into the ‘make it happen’ mode fast
and I haven’t looked back since.”
“Well, I’m sure Horace has something similar in
store for me. There’s nothing restful about entrepreneurial learning.”
“Speaking of which, Peter, we need to proceed
on to Landscape Maps. The policeman downstairs
mentioned that a female detective will be meeting
you out front in ten minutes. OK, here’s the thumbnail sketch on Landscape Maps.”
“Landscape Maps serve one very important purpose at Juniper Galleries. They capture time: the past,
the present, and the future in a snapshot image.”
“OK, Tracy. Bear with me here. I don’t mean to
be rude. I’m sure that this is important, but I have a

pressing two-word question that pops into my head
at times like this and I have to ask it. With all due
respect, ‘So what?’ Why is graphically documenting
what has happened, what is happening, and what
will likely happen important in the context of all
the responsibilities you currently have?”
“Good question, Peter. Frankly, on a day-to-day
basis it isn’t a high priority. But I live in two time
warps: Short-Time and Long-Time.
“As an entrepreneur I spend most of my time in
the Short-Time zone. I don’t see much past the end
of my nose, and stuff is flying so fast that it takes
everything I have to keep up with it all. Horace
calls this the Problem Modality. I am constantly
putting out fires and dealing with problems.
“Once a month in our Town Meetings I’m forced
to visit the Long-Time zone. Everything slows
down. The entire company gets a chance to review
what happened in the past month and what is currently happening. We even get around to discussing
what is coming down the road. The Town Meeting
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understand each one of these Landscape Maps so
that they can in turn train other new employees
about our history. We go to great lengths with this
because a visual memory of our culture dramatically enhances our ability to learn from the past and
respect all the efforts that went into making this
company what it is today. If the Landscape Map
does anything, it gives our employees a sense of
continuity and respect for the enormous energy and
focus all of us have contributed to this enterprise.”
“Well, Peter, that’s it for now. Just know all of
this won’t mean a hill of beans to you until you
teach it to someone else and start using it yourself.
Call me if you have any questions.”
With that, Peter thanked Tracy and proceeded
down the long wooden stairs to the first floor.
Pacing back and forth in the front entryway was
a blond woman running out of patience. Jane
drilled into him with steel eyes as he stepped into
the lobby. “Welcome back to reality, Peter Logan.”
It wasn’t her words or her tone that bothered
him. It was the baseball bat rolling around in her
hands that he found disturbing.

forces all of us to slow down and smell the roses.
The Landscape Map visually documents that meeting. We have an artist in-house who draws the
meeting flow on this large sheet of butcher paper.
At the end of the Town Meeting we all can see this
incredible landscape drawing of people, events,
ideas, goals, and numerous other things all depicting our journey for thirty days.”
“What becomes useful from a business standpoint, Peter, is having the Landscape Maps reduced
and framed. Follow me.”
Tracy led Peter out through the door and onto
the upstairs balcony overlooking the gallery space
below. All along the walls were dozens of color
drawings each with a nameplate defining a particular month and year.
“These are Landscape Maps?”
Tracy kept walking. “Yes, there are 36 maps representing three years of Landscape Maps. I can take
you to any month in the last three years and tell
you what was going on in the company in that
month. As a matter of fact, everyone in the company can take you through a tour of these maps and
tell you the company’s history over the last three
years. And I mean everyone, even the new employees who haven’t been around long.”
“You see, Peter, we think our company history —
or what Isaac calls our company memory — is
extremely important to us. We have our employees
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Chapter 20 — Key Points
1. Bucket Maps
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2. Management Maps
A. Company Growth Map
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B. Profit Design Map

C. Stage of
Growth
X-Ray Map
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D. Department Maps
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E. Project Maps
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3. Landscape Maps

Map by Patti Dobrowolski, Senior Partner, Alchemy: The Art of Transforming Business

The Purpose of Growth Mapping Is:
1. To promote effective two-way communication between the staff and leadership
2. To facilitate enterprise involvement and buy-in of the strategic initiatives, goals, and issues of a project, a department, as well as an entire organization
3. To assist the tracking and learning from the key daily indices connecting the performance of the enterprise with its
strategic objectives
4. To secure the alignment of responsibility and the key resources required to accomplish the desired strategies and
goals
5. To support the recognition of current performance as the fuel for higher performance in the future
Management Maps Provide:
1. Communication between the staff and leadership
2. Staff buy-in and authorship of the strategic plan
3. Flexible planning that allows for tracking and learning from the key daily indices connecting the performance of the
enterprise with its strategic objectives
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Chapter 21

Growth
Trauma
“The pathology of organizational growth is rarely a pretty thing to observe or much less to be enmeshed in.”
— Horace Bedford, Journal
“You are either very angry with me, or that baseball bat in your hands is something you won at the
county fair.”

“Toby Logan? That’s my nephew.”
“Well, it just so happens that the off-duty detective overheard a conversation the blond guy was
having with the counter
You are either very angry with me, or that baseball
clerk. You see Toby Logan,
bat in your hands is something you won at the county
your nephew, is good
fair.
friends with the detective’s
“Very funny. This baseball bat saved your life,
son. The detective put two and two together, called
pal. Would you like to know how?”
for back up, and arrested the guy right on the spot.
“I’m always game for a far-fetched tale.”
The guy is being held in a jail cell until we can fig“Well, there isn’t much far-fetched about a 6’4”
ure out who he is. With the new Homeland
blond man driving a black Dodge pick-up hired to
Security Act, you can now hold any suspected terkill you, now is there? And there isn’t much farrorist indefinitely. As you can imagine, we listed
fetched about an off-duty detective driving up to a
this character as a suspected terrorist until he tells
sports store 45 minutes ago to buy his kid a baseus who hired him. Oh, and Peter? Guess what we
ball glove, who discovers the black Dodge pickup
found in this guy’s truck?”
parked out front. What’s even
“Two tickets to Cabaret?”
more interesting is the fact that
“Such a sense of humor. No. We found recent
inside the sports store is a tall
floor plans to your house including the new addiblond guy buying a baseball bat
tion you put on six months ago. We found pictures
and glove for his kid, Toby
of your nephews, your sister-in-law, their house,
Logan.”
your nephew’s baseball team and a scope for a high-
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powered sniper rifle. A wonderful far-fetched colHorace immediately started the meeting. “Good
lection, wouldn’t you agree?”
morning, everyone. You don’t know me. My name is
“My God, Jane! The guy must have planned to
Horace Bedford. I am 63 years old. I have been in
be at my nephew’s baseball game this afternoon.
business for over 42 years. I have owned and operatWhat do these people want?”
ed over a dozen successful organizations. I am a
“What they want is to destroy your ‘save the
friend of Peter’s who has volunteered to come in
world’ food project, and they don’t seem to care
today and help out with this meeting.
how many people they hurt doing it.”
“Let’s get started. Peter, why don’t you introduce
“Well, they’re too late. We’re done with our side
me to everyone. Just give me first names and areas of
of things and Heritage is off and running.”
responsibility.”
The next day was troublesome. The ride to the
Peter was shocked. Horace was running this meetoff-site meeting made Peter nervous. He began to
ing like it was boot camp. Jumping over the cliff, he
question why he was doing this. After hearing
started with Buck. “First person on your left, Horace,
about the baseball bat story, Horace had ordered
is Buck. He’s our sales and marketing manager. Next
him to set up the meeting. Peter was not comfortis Jimmy, who is the company’s CFO. Third are Tina,
able with anyone ordering him to do anything, plus
who runs production and her sister Gina, who is in
he had no idea what Horace was up to and what
charge of customer service Next is Shareesa, who is
the agenda for the day was to be. He had
The days of your being concerned only about
not seen Horace in action with anyone
your department’s issues are over. You must
other than himself. Could he trust him
start covering the backs of your team
with his managers? Would Horace dismanmembers.
tle in one meeting the little bit of trust and
respect Peter had worked weeks to develop?
the head of human resources, and finally, directly to
When Horace walked through the meeting room
your right, is Dean, who is manager of research and
door everyone went dead quiet. Most of the mandevelopment. This is the first formal meeting of this
agers were under 30 so their reaction to Horace was
team. All other meetings have been one-on-ones with
like watching an MTV video. Sean Connery meets
each manager.”
Def Jam. Their looks ranged from disbelief to relief.
Horace got right to the point. “Ladies and gentleThe two worlds had few common points.
men, thank you for meeting today. As you may know,
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Bolder Solutions currently has an extremely aggressive competitor trying to put you out of business.
Your company’s very survival over the next few
months will depend on one thing: all seven of you
must start working as a well-informed, fully integrated foxhole team. The days of your being concerned only about your department’s issues are
over. You must start covering the backs of your
team members. You must start thinking and deciding and acting like you have worked together for
years. The in-fighting, which I am certain exists, as
it does in all Stage 4 companies, must stop.”
Managerial
“You must continue your good
work with the growth circles that
Dean has already established and
include a managerial growth circle
now. By next week all of you will
Growth Circle
have created 8-10 key quantitative performance
indices for your department. These indices will tell
you and Peter about the health of your department
and the company on a daily basis. Starting next
Thursday, you will begin the daily tracking of those
indices and hand them in to Peter at the end of
every day. One of the programmers should be able
to create a database on the network that will
streamline report collection and reporting.
“These performance indices will be called the
Flash Sheet and they will be aggregated into weekly
totals or averages for you to review with each other

at your weekly leadership meetings. Each of you
will meet once a week with the staff in your department and review the prior week’s department Flash
Sheet. At that time, you will ask your staff for their
ideas and suggestions, and you will ask them for
the challenges and issues that are slowing the
department down.
All of this information will be noted on
a large department
growth map that
Peter will be giving
you next week. Any
questions?”
The room was stunned. Buck was the first to
speak up. “Horace, we don’t really operate like this
at Bolder Solutions. This is a little militaristic for
us.”
“Buck, it is Buck, right? Buck, ordinarily I would
agree with you. We would work through the items I
have mentioned and self-organize over a longer
period, but you have a very real crisis on your
hands. There are times when leadership must be
demanding as it adjusts to the severity of the
moment.”
“Your leadership team has some serious catching
up to do. You need to do it pretty quickly or you
and your associates here will be out of business in
30 days. As a team, you need immediate focusing
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As they were walking out the door, Peter
leaned over and quietly mentioned to
Horace, “I guess sometimes it comes in
handy to be a watchmaker.”
Horace looked at him and laughed. “Once
in a while my bones just ache for the old days. I
can’t help it. See you tomorrow. I’m buying lunch.”
The next afternoon Peter was amazed to see
Horace holding a bona fide picnic basket. He felt
his mirth burst into a hearty laugh. Horace
shrugged good-naturedly and exposed the gourmet
contents with flair. Peter reached for
a thick sandwich on a Kaiser roll,
eyeing the brownies fondly.
“Why does this sandwich taste
so damn good?”
Horace chewed his own sandwich for a moment. “You’re
just happy to know this bread
won’t induce heart failure. I didn’t
get a chance to ask you yesterday what you
thought of Corky, Tom, Tracy and Isaac?”
“I’m amazed at the collection of people you have
collected around you. The word remarkable seems
to fall short in describing them. I’m seriously thinking of sponsoring these folks to facilitate professional two-hour workshops at Bolder Solutions for
my staff. Speaking of which, you made a remarkable impression on them yesterday.”

Your leadership team has some serious
catching up do do. When we’re done, this
team will be making well-informed decisions
and effectively moving the company through
this crisis.

”

and training. So I’m coming in, temporarily, as the
bad guy and whipping everybody into shape. Just
think of me as a coach before the season starts.
When we’re done, this team will be making wellinformed decisions and effectively moving the company through this crisis.”
“Now let’s go through the agenda for today and
set our timing. We’ll need to spend a good part of
the day going through the assessment
data. You all will be generating
a company growth map and a
key goals and initiatives action
list.”
Peter was shocked as the day
unfolded. Horace’s drill instructor
methods faded as the team’s willing
compliance became evident. Even
Dean Baldridge took up the new team banner.
Horace didn’t allow anyone to not participate;
everyone was held accountable and they seemed to
revel in it. What looked like a total disaster at the
beginning of the day turned into a resounding victory at the meeting’s close. On top of it all, Peter
came away looking brilliant for bringing in Horace.
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“Well, it must be my winning personality. Even
Dean Baldridge came around. You know, Peter, it is
rare that you ever need to revert to the command
and control approach like I did yesterday, except

“There are three elements to consider when you
look at Growth Trauma.”
“The power of three?”
Horace smiled. “Yes, Peter, the power of three. If
memory serves me, I hadn’t gotten to
that with you yet. Who told you?”
It is rare that you ever need to revert to the
“C.J.”
command and control approach like I did
“Sounds like something she’d
yesterday, except when you have a serious
emergency with an inexperienced team.
remember to tell you about. Anyway,
here are the key
when you have a serious emergency with an inexThree Elements of Growth Trauma:
perienced team.” Then he became brisk and contin1. Causes
ued, “OK, I want to cover Growth Trauma, one of
2. Symptoms
the nine components of the Growth Curve
3. Methods of healing
Solution, before you head back to your office.”
I’ll start at the source, with the causes. Here’s a
“I thought we covered that last week?”
list I put together for you.” Horace handed Peter a
“Is it all starting to blur?”
sheet of paper.
“Yeah, a little.”
Causes of Growth Trauma:
Horace finished his sandwich. “Hang in there,
External Causes
Peter. There’s more for you to know. The reason
• Market Forces
Growth Trauma is a separate part of this whole pic• Vendor Forces
ture is that it impacts almost every company at
• Customer Migration
some point. Growing companies are particularly
• Shifts in Strategic Partners
susceptible, but even big companies experience it.”
Internal Causes
“Well, I know. My company is fairly traumatized
• Business as a Machine Model
by everything that’s been going on.”
• Imbalance of Builders and Protectors
“And now you have to decide what you’ll do
• I’m Right, You’re Wrong Syndrome
about it, so it helps to identify the causes accurate• Not Doing the Right Thing
ly.” Horace was thinking deeply as he stood up.
• I Can Do It Better Myself Syndrome
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“Internal causes are behavioral. The most damaging behavior in companies today is the pattern of
clinging to the old machine model that views workers as cogs in a wheel, replaceable parts of the
machine. Many companies still do this today,
and they will find it increasingly more difficult to retain quality staff.
“Next cause is an imbalance of builders and protectors. A business needs both types of people. You
need those who will build your company and those
who protect it. But you have to remember that protectors act as brakes on the growth of the company.
While you need some caution to keep you on track,
too many protectors will stop growth, and too
many builders will send the company over the cliff.

“Trauma can come in many shapes
and sizes. It is best to lump trauma into
The most damaging behavior in
internal causes and external causes. The
companies today is the pattern
of clinging to the old
external causes are usually event-driven.
machine model that
There are market forces, batched under a
views workers as cogs
big umbrella; there are vendor forces,
in a wheel, replaceable
when you lose a big vendor and need to
parts of the machine.
scramble to replace him; there’s customer migration, where you lose a big customer or
“Every growth stage has its own optimal number
many big customers; and there are shifts in strateof each type. At Stage 1, you need four builders to
gic alliances. You get accustomed to working with
one protector. In Stage 3, you need three builders
certain strategic partners and you lose them, for
to one protector. By Stage 4, you’re at a three-toone reason or another. Any of these things can cretwo ratio. When an imbalance occurs, companies
ate trauma, but the causes are external.
usually tend toward expanding their staff, thinking
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that will help. It won’t. It will, however, cost them a
lot of money.
“Then there’s the next cause, the ‘I’m right, you’re
wrong’ syndrome. This happens when you have one
or more people thinking their methods are always
right. They storm around with their minds closed,
refusing to listen to anyone else. This attitude stops
communication between management and staff, and
it can be very destructive.
“Moving along, the next cause of trauma is ‘Not
doing the right thing,’ which is difficult to quantify
because it’s about ethics. Everyone has a somewhat
different take on ethical standards. Ethics stem from
your company values. If you have someone in your
organization who takes the easy route and skips past
the ethical approach, as evidenced by the Enron
scandal, it could seriously undermine the organization. It may take time, but ignoring or bypassing
your ethics policy always comes back to haunt a
company.”
“The last cause is particularly germane to your
situation. It’s the ‘I can do it better myself syndrome,’
which must have been your brother’s approach. It’s
important to note he did it with the very best of
intentions. He really did have answers for everything, until the time came when he just didn’t have
them any more. If he had lived, he would have been
swamped by his inability to do everything himself.
His actions caused significant Growth Trauma that
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you are only now uncovering. He would have had
to find a better way to lead.”
Peter stopped him. “It’s funny. The staff had
become painfully aware of what was happening, but
they still depended on him for everything. They
may have overcome it eventually, but it would have
been tough. Apparently, things were starting to fray
before he died.”
Horace continued. “And sometimes the staff is
aware before management is. It’s human nature to
think everything will somehow work out. But it
also helps if management really understands what
the symptoms of Growth Trauma look like. If they
understand, they can take appropriate steps in
time.”
“What symptoms do you mean?”
“Here’s a list to get you started.”
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Symptoms of Growth Trauma
• Low Voltage or Morale
• Staff Turnover
• Prevalent Gossip
• Drop in Sales and Profits
• Growing Customer Service
Problems
• Loss of Confidence and
Trust
“The first is low voltage. The energy in the company, the real potential for growth and change,
begins to drop. Did you tell your people about voltage?”
“Actually, I told Dean Baldridge and let him tell
them. He really connected to the electric-current
analogy. I guess the staff really liked the concept;
they’ve started using the term.”
“Good! It will help. Just think of the atmosphere
in the companies you’ve walked into in the last several days.”
“Yeah, they were absolutely hopping with energy.
And I couldn’t help but feel the fun they all seemed
to be having. They were still functioning at a highly
professional level, but they were enjoying themselves.”
“It’s contagious, isn’t it? OK, let me list some of
the others.
“Staff turnover: If you have heavy turnover,
you’ve got problems.

“Gossip. Gossip is probably the most glaring
symptom of Growth Trauma: It means there’s a lack
of real communication so negative things begin to
circulate, even if they’re untrue.
“Then there’s a drop in profits or a drop in sales.
This doesn’t just happen; it means something is
going wrong.
“Growing customer service problems. If you suddenly have problems with a customer that you didn’t have before, you need to look at it.
“Last, I’ll list a loss of confidence and a loss of
trust.
“A company doesn’t necessarily have all these
symptoms at once, but you probably always have
one, or more of them, that require attention. If you
see several rising up, you’ll need to take a look at
what is causing the trauma.”
Peter noticed he was absorbing this material.
Maybe it was all beginning to make sense. “OK, so
tell me, doc, how do I heal the problems?”
“Here are four mechanisms to help heal Growth
Trauma.”
1. Growth Circles
2. Positive Confrontation Model
3. Fostering a Community of Inquiry
4. Focused Activity
“You’ve already taken a big step. In fact, it may
have to do with why I’m pushing you. When you
started the growth circles without hesitation, I
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knew you might have a real chance. The circles cre“The Growth Circles are a big help in this area,
ate a powerful force to help heal Growth Trauma.”
because you’ve created a place for the staff to talk
“Another tool is to create a positive confrontato each other. It’s sometimes an adjustment for
tion model. Human beings have disagreements, and
management to stop being opinionated, but it
they need a means to do so in helpful, constructive
makes a huge difference.”
ways. Did you know that the personality styles of
Peter spoke up. “I gotta come clean. I think that
over 80 percent of the people in the work force are
was the very first mistake I made. I insisted the
not built to be confrontational? That means people
staff do things my way before they had a clue what
in general will not confront their problems with
my way was.”
others. They will go around and commiserate with
“Well, probably, but hold your thought. I want to
others instead of facing the person they have a
come back to it.”
problem with. It is just human nature. People aren’t
“OK. Is there more to healing?”
hard-wired to confront, so you have to
train them to do it. This is especially
Circulation and constriction are two age-old
true between management and staff.
principles of Chinese medicine that aptly apply
to the internal health of an organization....It is
“There are a few big ideas that we’ve
focused activity that promotes circulation in
been talking around, but have not specifthe organism of the company and helps combat
ically addressed. You must foster a
constriction.
community of inquiry rather than a
community of opinion. This is not an
easy task. Most companies fall into communities of
“Circulation and constriction are two age-old
opinion. What they get are judgments, arrogance,
principles of Chinese medicine that aptly apply to
opinions, shortsightedness, closed minds, and prothe internal health of an organization. If things are
fessional egocentrism. Sounds wonderful, right?
moving, the blood, the energy, the voltage of the
“But the other path is a community of inquiry.
company, is flowing, but if there is constriction, it
Just like it sounds, it means that as a company style, all begins to slow down and eventually die. When a
people are curious about new ideas. They aren’t
body is traumatized, it needs to get in motion, even
threatened by disagreements; instead, they take the
if only gently at first, otherwise it atrophies. The
time to inquire about what’s really going on.
same thing happens in a business. If you discover a
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with the trauma right away. Otherwise, it spreads
like a virus.”
Horace was silent, letting Peter think about his
comments. He wanted Peter to figure out the point
he was making. He only had to wait a couple of
minutes.
“Of course! I’ve been too busy to see it. Thank
you, Horace. Before I go back and put things right,
I need to know when we can talk again.”
“Tomorrow. I’ll call you in the morning. I think
it’s time you come to my office.”
As soon as he walked into Bolder Solutions, he
went straight to Dean Baldridge. Even Dean was
amused by his energy. Dean agreed to gather everybody together at three o’clock.
Peter was waiting for them as they seated themselves in the bullpen.
“Sometimes we can get so consumed by a situation, we forget what caused the situation in the first
place. First, you are all free to go for the day if you
choose. Second, those who would like to do so are
invited to stay and have a discussion, a discussion
that we’ve needed to have since I first got here.”
Dean spoke up. “What do you want to talk
about, Boss?”
“My brother: what he meant to you, what his
loss has meant to all of us. I want to talk about
Alan Logan.”

trauma, you need to get the staff involved to work
on the issue. Focused activity helps a lot.
It is movement, or in this case, focused activity
that promotes circulation in the organism of the
company and helps combat constriction, which is
the precursor to chronic issues that likely will create serious consequences concerning the survival of
the enterprise.”
“I don’t want to overstate the obvious, Horace,
but I think we tend to ignore what’s in our face.”
“You’re absolutely right! The function of recognizing how we see our company — which implies
both our insights and our blind spots — defines
how effectively we will deal with organizational
trauma. If trauma conditions are not dealt with, the
voltage in your staff will constrict and it will create a
vulnerable condition, making your company susceptible to other traumas. It’s like a human body
that has a weakened immune system – it will be
even more vulnerable to errant diseases that normally wouldn’t be of concern.”
“Now I want you to recall your experience about
when you first arrived at Bolder Solutions and
insisted on having things your way. Growth Trauma
can hit an individual, a small action or project
team, a group or a department, or the whole organization. Sometimes, it’s a combination. But no matter how it hits, no matter how immediate the project or goal might be, it’s vitally important to deal
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Chapter 21 — Key Points
Causes of Growth Trauma:
External Causes
• Market Forces
• Vendor Forces
• Customer Migration
• Shifts in Strategic Partners
Internal Causes
• Business as a Machine Model
• Imbalance of Builders and Protectors
• I’m Right, You’re Wrong Syndrome
• Not Doing the Right Thing
• I Can Do It Better Myself Syndrome
Symptoms of Growth Trauma:
• Low Voltage or Morale
• Staff Turnover
• Prevalent Gossip
• Drop in Sales and Profits
• Growing Customer Service Problems
• Loss of Confidence and Trust
Healing Growth Trauma
1. Growth Circles
2. Positive Confrontation Model
3. Fostering a Community of Inquiry
4. Focused Activity
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Chapter 22

Focusing
and Changing
Behavior
“Leaders, almost by definition, are people who change minds…a mind change most often results from a slow, almost
unidentifiable shift of viewpoint rather than by virtue of any single argument or sudden epiphany.”
— Howard Gardner, Changing Minds
Like a lone survivor looking up from an empty
spent lost, alone in his thoughts about Alan. All
battlefield, a large sealed card lay on his desk, greetPeter knew was that something had lifted, and the
ing him in the morning sun. Peter hesitated to open small things of his day seemed to once again feel
it, knowing full well, after the session last night,
important.
what it might be.
His hands, as though disconnected from
All Peter knew was that something had lifted,
his own volition, moved ahead through his
and the small things of his day seemed to
reluctance to unseal the envelope. Fully
once again feel important.
opened, the card (with 42 signatures
etched across the inner face) held the profound sympathy for Alan’s passing as though it
Kate sealed the final moments of his reverie by
were a huge ancient oak witnessing the tragedy of
gently knocking on his door and poking her head
yet another battle unfolding under the broad reach
into Peter’s office. “Boss, I have two things for you:
of its branches. A deep and final wave of grief
You got a message fifteen minutes ago from Horace
rolled up through his last attempts at containment.
instructing you to meet him in an hour over at his
Then Peter’s head gently fell into his two open
company, BGT, and you have Grace McGregor waithands resting on the desk.
ing for you in the reception area.
Thirty minutes or three hundred minutes could
Whispering under his breath, Peter grumbled,
have passed. It was impossible to measure the time
“Perfect. Just what I need, another tirade from her.”
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Sensing Peter’s reluctance, Kate promised to interrupt him in ten minutes with an “important diversion,” if Peter needed it, to cut the meeting short.
“Yes, Ms. McGregor?”
Stopping in the doorway of his office, Grace
McGregor stood frozen in an open stance, prepared
for the worst. “I guess this is my time to eat crow. I
want to acknowledge that I owe you a huge apology, Peter. So here it is. I’m sorry I misjudged you.”
She blurted it out, and then stopped talking. He
thought maybe she was done. But just before he
could speak, she continued.
“Apologizing is the hardest thing in the world

you change your mind?”
“A couple of things. I wasn’t kidding when I told
you I had access to information. I found out about
the attempt on your life. I know now that you
weren’t part of Santomo’s plan. At first, it was hard
for me to accept that it was a mere coincidence you
worked for them. Then a close mentor of mine suggested I reconsider my unfounded, ill-advised accusation of you.”
“You have a good advisor.”
“Yes, I do. So do you. His name is Horace
Bedford.”
Peter’s interest perked at the mention of Horace’s
name. Grace continued earnestly, “Look, I
know this is a surprise. So let me just say
Apologizing is the hardest thing in the
this: I want to help you, Peter. Santomo
world for me to do, so I had to just say it.
should not get away with what they’ve
I was wrong, and I stand corrected.
done to you and your family. I think there
is a way to make them pay. Think about it.
for me to do, so I had to just say it. I was wrong,
When you are ready, I have a plan that will definiteand I stand corrected.”
ly stop them in their tracks. If you’re interested,
This was not what he expected.
please call me. I left my number with your assisShe went on. “I was very fond of your brother
tant.” Grace waved her right hand slightly in the air
and his family. I believed in Alan and what he was
indicating she was departing and disappeared from
trying to do.”
view.
Peter found himself slightly embarrassed. He
The seven-foot walnut front door was the only
couldn’t help but wonder if she were serious or
opening into BGT, Horace’s three-story concrete
simply baiting him. No, she was sincere.
office building. What was it with these guys and
“Well, thanks for letting me know. What made
plain architecture? The door handle, a customized
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stainless steel pull-type, tugged open easily for a
area was a series of three terraced tiers, with some
door so large and heavy. It occurred to Peter that
parts of the open room utilizing all three levels,
despite its plain exterior, the place was well-built.
some areas using two and some only the main floor
Clearly, an artisan had hung the huge door.
level.
Entering onto simple but elegant marble floorThere were hanging gardens and plantings everying, Peter walked through the lobby up to a curved
where. Large skylights managed to light the entire
granite reception desk behind which a young man
space. There must have been 30 or 40 people at
sat staring intently at a large, flat-screen monitor.
desks, in various meeting areas, and moving among
He looked up. “Hello. Welcome to BGT. May I help
the three levels by an intricate array of bridges and
you?”
walkways.
“I have an
appointment with
The most striking feature of the
huge area in front of him was the
Horace Bedford.”
fleet of small, brightly colored
“Oh, you must be
miniature blimps moving through
Peter Logan. Let me
the open air.
tell him you’re here.”
He started to rise,
then stopped. “Have you
But the most striking feature of the huge area in
ever been here before?”
front of him was the fleet of small, brightly colored
“No. This is the first time.”
miniature blimps moving through the open air.
The receptionist smiled. “Then you really should
Some of them towed banners touting weekly goals;
take a look.” He pointed to the opening that led
some carried supplies; some seemed headed toward
into the rest of the office.
a specific desk. It was unlike anything Peter had
The stone faced waterfall behind the reception
ever seen before.
desk hid Peter’s view, so he moved to his left to see
While he was attempting to take it all in, a threewhat the young man was pointing at. The reception
foot long gold dirigible flew by, heading for the
area gave way to a vast open arena with numerous
highest tier. As he followed it with his eyes, the
waterfalls and a vaulted ceiling rising up three storeceptionist piped in, saying, “The flying dirigible
ries. It was an extraordinary sight! The working
system was Horace’s idea. He calls it a communica-
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tion delivery mechanism that forces us to slow
down and to think outside the boundaries of e-mail
and the phone to connect with each other. Horace
wanted to fill the three-dimensional space we work
in with something whimsical as well as useful.
They really are quite cool. If we have to, we pick up
a phone. But we try to use the tiny blimps to carry
messages most of the time. They all have a patented
helium flotation system that gets refueled once a
week and computer-driven guidance systems, so we
can program them to go wherever we want.”
“In this case, the gold one you were looking at is
hunting for Horace. He moves around a lot, so he’s
got a special pager that puts out a homing beacon.
See, he’s talking to that group up on the top level.
When the blimp arrives, it will beep at him until he
deals with it. Everyone has a transmitter on their
belt so the dirigibles can find them.”
Peter watched as the familiar face looked up,
read something on a small display underneath the
dirigible, and looked down, right at him. He smiled
broadly, and made a big production of motioning
Peter up to his area.
As Peter made his way up the walkways and
bridges, he couldn’t help but feel the electricity in
the office. This was voltage! These people were
charged up.
By the time he made his way to Horace, the
small group had left, and he was standing by him-

self. “Now you know what I do. I spend my days
watching over a circus. What do you think?”
“It’s great! Did you design it?”
“Not a chance. It’s all based on an idea that I’d
come up with, and many of these people added to it.
We hired a local hotshot designer/builder to make it
happen. We were looking for a stimulating environment. Gets your attention, doesn’t it?”
“Are you kidding? I want to move my whole company in here.”
Horace laughed. “Yeah, we get that a lot. Why
don’t we meet in my office?”
Peter followed him across one of the bridges to
an office that seemed to be suspended high in the
corner of the big open space. Just to the right of the
door to Horace’s office was a large brass plaque that
stated a quote from Plutarch: “The Mind is not a
vessel to be filled but a fire to be ignited.” Peter
looked over to Horace and said, “Sure does feel like
my mind has been stuffed to the brim over the last
week or so.”
Horace laughed and responded. “Peter, that’s just
the kindling you needed to ignite the bonfire.”
“Very funny. Well, any time you want to throw a
match in there, I’m ready.”
The walls didn’t quite extend up to the ceiling, so
it felt like a high balcony overlooking the main
space. Still, the moment they crossed into the office,
they were enveloped in silence. Horace read his mind.
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“It’s eerie, isn’t it? We had a sound design engineer come in and figure out how to do it. Somehow
between the materials and the layout, this little corner is really quiet. I feel like I walk into a refuge
when I enter here.”
“So when do you tell me what you do here?”
Horace smiled. “Well, like I told you last week,
I’m not in the railroad business. But you know
what? One of our companies might be.”
“Companies?”
“Peter, over the last thirty years, I’ve been
involved in several industries. My biggest successes

ning and making money, I’d start looking for a new
challenge. After my venture in telecommunications,
I started thinking about how a company grows, and
how I might articulate a methodology that could be
taught to others. So I founded BGT, Bedford
Growth Technology. I wanted a place where we
could study the problems and find solutions.”
Peter interrupted him. “That’s what all these people are doing?”
“Yes, but it gets better. Under the umbrella of
BGT, I have created a foundation to go more deeply
into the question of how a company grows. I wanted a place where we could research
I’ve made enough money to fund the cash purchase and test new methods and practices
of a couple of Fortune 500 companies, with money of growth in emerging entrepreneurleft over to live like a king for the rest of my
ial enterprises. But the ultimate goal
life. I guess you could say that I have been very
is to find ways to train people in the
fortunate.
principles we discover or develop.
came in building three companies: an aerospaceWhat you see here is mostly the activity of the
electronics company, a medical-instrument compafoundation. It’s called the Bedford Emerging
ny, and a telecommunications company. I’ve made
Growth Foundation.”
enough money to fund the cash purchase of a cou“One of the first things we did was to form an
ple of Fortune 500 companies, with money left over alliance with the university. The young man you
to live like a king for the rest of my life. I guess you
met downstairs is an intern, smart as a whip. I have
could say that I have been very fortunate. I had the
no doubt that when his internship is finished, he’s
energy to work hard, and I’ve employed some of
going to start a business of his own. After his time
the most creative and brilliant people in the world.”
with us is concluded, he will have an extraordinary
“My interest has always been in the area of growfoundation in the methodology we’ve developed.”
ing a company. Once an enterprise was up and run“Why didn’t you tell me all this before?”
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“Like you said, you didn’t have a frame of reference. Besides, it was much more fun to keep you in
suspense.”
“I’m just glad to know you have a roof over your
head.”
“Here’s the plan for today. I want to tell you
about another chunk of the Growth Curve Solution
matrix called Growth Mechanisms. Then tomorrow, if you have time, there’s somebody you really
need to meet, OK?”
“I’ll make time.”
“Good. So can I assume that, even with all the
life and death drama spinning around you for the
last few weeks, you are beginning to make sense of
the Nine Fundamentals of The Growth Curve
Solution?”

“

ing these business friends of yours when so many
other issues are more pressing.”
Peter continued, “All I can tell you is that I feel
like I’m caught in some kind of business-knowledge
tractor beam that is downloading dozens of years of
business education and experience into me in just
two weeks. So am I making sense of all this material? Yes, I am. And yes, even though I have only
been introduced to six of the fundamentals, it has
become apparent to me how they are all interconnected. It’s hard to talk about one without overlapping into another.”
“Right! And this next fundamental is no exception. Today, we are going to talk about Growth
Mechanisms. It’s incredibly important for entrepreneurs to understand this material, but like you,
they need to get all the pieces before they can see
the whole. Once you have a language to talk about
the mechanisms of growth, then you will have a
powerful tool to shape and focus your company.”
“Now let me clear up something right at the
start. Mechanisms are different from systems in that
mechanisms are used to shape and focus individual,
group, and organizational behavior. Systems are used
to address the complexity of activity and processes.”
Peter clarified his understanding by repeating
what Horace said. “So let me get this right. Systems
address the complexity of processes and mechanisms shape and focus human behavior.”

I must be crazy to spend all the time
that i do visiting these business
friends of yours when so many
other issues are more pressing.

”

Peter said, “Funny that you mention it. Jane
asked me the other day if I had a screw loose in my
brain. She can’t understand why I am so determined to understand these new business methodologies of yours in spite of the relentless attacks on
my business and my personal life. She may be right,
I must be crazy to spend all the time that I do visit-
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“Yes. The need for constant adjustment and
fine-tuning of workplace performance makes the
recognition, development, and implementation of
successful mechanisms one of the most important
skills a leader can exercise in a growing enterprise.
All successful change initiatives institute mechanisms that promote new beliefs, attitudes, and
behavior. At the end of the day, all enduring transformation, innovation, and performance enhancement is a result of Growth Mechanisms being introduced and utilized in the workplace. As a way of
understanding Mechanisms you need to think of
them in three categories: Growth, People and
Profit. To distinguish among categories it is helpful
to understand that within each category there are
three mechanism qualities.” Horace wrote on a
piece of paper the list of mechanism qualities:
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Growth Mechanism Qualities
• Build
• Protect
• Connect
People Mechanism Qualities
• Clarify
• Unify
• Align
Profit Mechanism Qualities
• Track
• Forecast
• Innovate
“To complicate the discussion, any mechanism is
not going to exclusively have only one of these
nine qualities. It will have a mix of any number of
them. An enterprise mechanism may be heavily
weighted as something that builds, but it will also
function, to some degree, as a mechanism that forecasts and clarifies. Organizing how you think about
mechanisms allows you to be more effective designing, developing, and implementing them in the
workplace.”
“For purposes of our conversation here, there are
12 Master Mechanisms that shape and focus the
individual, group, and organizational profit behavior of an enterprise. They have been proven to be
highly effective, but I want to reinforce the idea
that the mechanisms you create yourself can be
equally effective. The 12 Master Enterprise
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Mechanisms I have found from my research are:
12 Master Enterprise Mechanisms
1. Flash Sheet/Dash Board
2. Management Growth Maps
3. Decision Making Template
4. Town Meeting
5. One-on-One Meeting
6. Bucket Maps
7. Profit Net Program
8. Meeting Template
9. Customer Reconnaissance Model
10. Recognition and Reward Model
11. Hiring and Orientation Model
12. Growth Circles
Horace further elaborated by saying, “The formula for developing anyone of the above mechanisms, or for that matter any mechanism that you
come up with, is simple.”

Mechanism Development Formula
• Identify the specific need for a mechanism.
• Determine a very clear purpose or solution
your desired mechanism will fulfill.
• Inquire from those who will be affected by the
mechanism what it is that they suggest.
• Test and challenge all your assumptions about
what this mechanism must accomplish.
• Measure both the possible positive and negative impact of implementing such a mechanism.
• Verify that your new mechanism is in alignment with your company’s strategies, goals,
and values.
• Enroll a pilot group of willing peer leaders to
test the new mechanism in the workplace
before you implement it with the entire staff.
“When you’re considering implementing a
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mechanism in your company, it helps to think of
mechanisms in three groups, according to their
complexity. Some are simple and easy to implement. Some are complex and difficult to implement. For purposes of identification, we call them
mini, maxi, and mammoth mechanisms.
“The most effective ones are probably the mini

desperate and so were my people. But we did jump
into the concept.”
Horace looked pleased. “That’s very good. Things
change and evolve. How about the Strategic Growth
Map you saw over at the art gallery?”
Peter quickly responded, “I was so caught up in
Tracy’s enthusiasm that I mistakenly thought the
idea would be easy to adopt. But after
reviewing it in my mind, I think it’s so
If you come up with quick solutions that can
be adopted and implemented easily throughout
complex it would be in the top categothe organization, you quickly impact your
ry. What was that called?”
enterprise.
“Mammoth. I would agree with you,
Peter. It’s a very good tool, but it
mechanisms. If you come up with quick solutions
requires a degree of persistence and consistent repethat can be adopted and implemented easily
tition in meetings in order to have it take hold in
throughout the organization, you quickly impact
the workplace.”
your enterprise. Just follow the formula I just gave
Horace was up on his feet again. “That’s the
you to design, develop, and implement them.”
point. All of this has to be flexible. It’s designed to
Horace thought for a moment. “For example:
let you look at your business and make choices
Let’s take the growth circles. They are by definition
based on real-time information. There’s one other
a Master Growth Mechanism. And they help illusthing to take into consideration. You’ve already
trate a point. To some companies they are a mini
heard a little about levels of acceptance, right?”
mechanism, quick to implement and understand.
Peter had to stop him. “Hang on a second! Yes, I
To others, they may become a mammoth mechahave heard about the three levels of acceptance, but
nism because of the resistance encountered in their
the practical side of me is screaming, ‘Why?’ Why
implementation. In your case, you managed to
is this important? What does this do for my staff? I
replace this phrase. But look at the impact the
know they need to learn this stuff, and I saw that
growth circles have already had.”
Tracy’s group actually had learned it. But so what? I
Peter stopped him. “In fairness, I think I was
just flashed on your concept of ‘bubble-up growth,’
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and I’m wondering why they need to know this
information?”
Horace stared at him for a moment. Finally, he
chuckled. “That’s part of a gap we keep looking to
cross. We have to make sure the entrepreneurs
understand all of it, and then we have to help them
see why the whole staff needs to understand it, too.
You have to know two things:
“First, when we talk about transitioning from a

“Yep. They have to understand it because, ultimately, they have to make it happen. I heard someone coin a term that goes something like this, ‘They
have to know it to grow it.’ It’s a bit corny, but it
does sum it all up. The staff has to understand and
talk the language if they are going to make it happen. ”
Peter digested this for a second. “OK, I’ll need to
think about that for awhile. I think you were going
to say something about acceptance?”
When we talk about transitioning from a top-down
“Yes. And in keeping with your
growth model to a bubble-up growth model, we are
question, let me start by reiterating
describing a sizeable paradigm shift for not only
that all this data is interconnected. So
the leadership but also the staff of a company.
getting your people to speak in terms
top-down growth model to a bubble-up growth
of Growth Mechanisms and how they impact the
model, we are describing a sizeable paradigm shift
company is very important. You will notice that
for not only the leadership but also the staff of a
each time you, or they, identify, create, and implecompany.”
ment a growth mechanism, it will go through the
“Second, your staff still needs a structure for
three stages of acceptance. It will begin as untested,
observing, evaluating, and understanding what’s
and if it survives the initial resistance found in
going on in their organization. Remember, I told
every organization, it will move into the unchalyou that the matrix of The Growth Curve Solution
lenged stage where people will comply, and then it
would tell you five things: 1) what’s happening
will become an unconscious part of your working
right now, 2) what brought you here, 3) how to
world.”
predict what’s likely to occur, 4) what needs to be
“If everything is accepted as well and as quickly
done, and 5) what’s the next best step to take.”
as the growth circles, it won’t be a problem. But I
“So you’re saying that all this information helps
suspect they won’t all be quite so easy.”
them become real, conscious contributors to the
Horace laughed out loud. “Not a chance!”
bubble-up growth model?”
“How do I identify other mechanisms?”
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“First, you need to be clear about how you want
the organization to perform. You and your management team need to evaluate on a larger scale what
type of corporate behavior you want to facilitate.
Take C.J., for example. She wanted to facilitate
her staff integrating, mingling, and talking with
each other more. She chose a
mechanism that ended up
being a great in-house restaurant with Sammy as its head
chef. It ended up having
mammoth qualities because it
took a while for the staff to
buy in to the idea of staying at work for lunch.
Eventually the experiment proved successful by
bringing people together to break bread who
wouldn’t ordinarily have much of an opportunity to
talk to each other. This mechanism changed people’s behavior in a positive way.”
“Another growth mechanism example is your
new Flash Sheet that the Bolder Solution’s management staff is using. It helps to measure the daily life
pulses surging through your company. The Flash
Sheet is probably one of the most important mechanisms that a company can utilize. The real impact
of the Flash Sheet happens when it evolves from a
measurement tool to a growth mechanism.”
There was a tap at his door and the college kid
was standing there. “Excuse me, Horace. Do you

want to take a phone call from Edward Johnston?”
“Tell him I’ll call him right back, Lonny.”
As the young man left, Horace thought a
moment. “That’s one of our best Growth
Mechanisms, the alliance with the university. We
constantly have new students rolling through here
as interns. The permanent staff rotate to give the
constant flow of new people their orientation to
what we do. It is formally called our Hiring and
Orientation Mechanism. Everyone regularly gets a
chance to transfer our core values, culture, vision,
and mission to someone new, thus reactivating their
own conviction. We use this as a mechanism to
reinforce who we are. Do you see what I mean?
Very often the need for mechanisms is obvious, but
companies don’t take the creative steps to make
them a reality. A big part of success with a growth
mechanism is getting it accepted at the unconscious
level.”
Peter was still thinking about Bolder Solutions.
“Remember your speech to the managers at the offsite about getting their departments in shape?”
“Sure.”
“Well, the managers really took your speech to
heart. Our Flash Sheet system is almost up and
running on the network and each manager is religiously holding weekly department meetings
around the department Growth Maps. The staff initially complained that they didn’t have time for
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weekly meetings. They said the same thing about
the Growth Circle meetings.
“What they didn’t have time for were meetings
that wasted their time. That’s not the case with
either the growth circles or the weekly department
meetings. These few simple steps have so radically
improved the way we run the company.”
Horace picked up the conversation. “This also
illustrates the levels of acceptance. Your staff was
sitting in the untested stage because the concepts
hadn’t been introduced to your company yet. You’ll
usually have to pass through a few rough spots
before you get to the unchallenged stage. Any time
you introduce something new to your company it
takes time. It is just the way human beings operate.
If you encourage the staff’s feedback and stay with
the new mechanisms, eventually you’ll get to the
unconscious stage.”
Peter exclaimed, “Whatever it takes! It certainly
doesn’t happen overnight.”
Looking over at Peter, Horace continued, “That’s
why acceptance is a whole
piece of this puzzle all by
itself. You said you hoped
that someday you’d meet the
guy who helped me. Well,
that’s what I’d like you to do
tomorrow. His company is out by you in Gunbarrel.
I’d like you to hear about acceptance from him. In

its own way, acceptance is the key to all this. If I
hadn’t gotten everybody to buy in here, any innovative concept simply wouldn’t get put into operation.”
“When can I meet him?”
“I’ll call you and let you know what time.”
“Excellent!”
“There’s something else. Now that you’re about
ready to deliver the software, Elijah will need some
help with acceptance as well. You’ll have a motivated group of people who need the software, but it’s
still a new way for them to do things. What you’ll
learn tomorrow will help you in your business, and
it will help in selling a customer on your product,
because you’ll able to tell him that you can insure
its acceptance.”
“Given the events of the last few days, I think
Elijah will welcome all the help he can get.” Peter
stopped. “I almost forgot, Horace. Do you know a
woman named Grace McGregor?”
Horace laughed. “I wondered if you were going to
ask about Gracie.”
“Gracie? I can’t imagine anyone calling her
Gracie.”
“I wouldn’t advise it. She tolerates it from me, but
I don’t think she lets many people get away with it.”
“So?”
Horace seemed to reflect a moment. “I’ve known
Grace for a long time. She is the most tenacious
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individual I’ve ever known. I had no idea she was
involved with your brother’s company. She happened to mention you in passing, and I told her I
knew you. So she told me about her recent conversations with you. I’ve worked with her, Peter. She’s
a remarkably bright woman and very, very good at
her job. Fostering a strategic alliance with her
would be to your advantage.”
Peter sighed. “She says she wants to help us. She
thinks she can put some pressure on Santomo.”
“She told me the same thing. She didn’t want to
say how, but I wouldn’t count her out.”
“Did she tell you she accused me of being
involved in Alan’s death?”
“Yeah, she mentioned it.” He laughed again. “All
I will tell you is this. You want her as an ally, not an
enemy.”
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Chapter 22 — Key Points

Growth Qualities That:
• Build
• Protect
• Connect

People Qualities That:
• Clarify
• Unify
• Align

Profit Qualities That:
• Track
• Forecast
• Innovate
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The formula for developing a mechanism is simple:
• Identify the specific need for a mechanism.
• Determine a very clear purpose or solution your desired mechanism will fulfill.
• Inquire from those who will be affected by the mechanism what it is that they suggest.
• Test and challenge all your assumptions about what this mechanism must accomplish.
• Measure both the possible positive and negative impacts of implementing such a
mechanism.
• Verify that your new mechanism is in alignment with your company’s strategies, goals,
and values.
• Enroll a pilot group of willing peer leaders to test the new mechanism in the workplace
before you implement it with the entire staff.

12 Master Mechanisms that shape and focus the individual, group, and organizational
profit behavior of an enterprise:
1. Flash Sheet/Dash Board
2. Management Growth Maps
3. Decision Making Template
4. Town Meeting
5. One-on-One Meeting
6. Bucket Maps
7. Profit Net Program
8. Meeting Template
9. Customer Reconnaissance Model
10. Recognition and Reward Model
11. Hiring and Orientation Model
12. Growth Circles
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Paramedic wagons, police cars, helicopters,
and haz-mat teams converged on the crime
scene like hungry piranhas. Reports of a
terrible disease onslaught, fears of
contagion, and rumors of bad pizza rifled
through the reporter’s story.
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Chapter 23

Message in
the Shadow
“Wisdom is knowing what to do next. Skill is knowing how to do it and virtue is doing it.”
— David Starr Jordan
Paramedic wagons, police cars, helicopters, and
haz-mat teams converged on the crime scene like
hungry piranhas. The drama playing out on the TV
newscast was born from a bad movie, and the pretty young reporter relating the story was barely able
to contain her own palpable fear. Unfounded
reports of a terrible disease onslaught, fears of contagion, and the rumors of bad pizza rifled through
the reporter’s story. Taking a quick moment to listen to her headset she interrupted her own report
to say, “OK, we have confirmation. All but one person employed in the building was affected. The
only survivor is in quarantine. We’ll give you more
information as it comes in.”
Kate was at his door. “Your police friend is on
the phone.”
Peter picked up the phone and punched the line
button. “Jane?”
“Are you listening to the news?” No hello, no
nothing.
“No, I’m working. Why, what’s going on?”
She yelled “in a minute” to someone nearby.

“Look, find a TV and watch what’s going on. I’ll call
you back.” And she was gone.
He went to the conference room television but
he saw that it had been dragged into the bullpen
area. The whole office was migrating toward it. As
Peter watched the unfolding scene on the news, he
had a fleeting moment of horror as he recalled
making some silly comment about Santomo controlling Checker’s Pizza. But the reporter said the
illness had started at an architectural firm. What
could possibly have happened?
And then Jane called again. “Sorry I had to
dump you. This is quickly getting out of hand.
Have you been watching?”
“Yeah, what’s going on? Have people died?”
“No, no one has died. Yet. TV commentators are
calling the one employee who was not affected a
survivor. Great! We’ve kept a lid on some of this,
but it’s not going to last. Listen to me, Peter. This
Santomo, or whoever, is after you.”
“What does this have to do with me? That was
an architectural office.”
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“Yeah. But what they haven’t reported is that it was a mistake: It was a
Checker’s Pizza order that made
everyone sick, and it should have
been delivered to Heritage Genomics.”
Peter felt sick. “Does Heritage know?”

“

It was a Checker’s Pizza order that
made everyone sick, and it should have
been delivered to Heritage Genomics.

to the wrong address makes it clear that this had
been staged.”
He thought for a moment. “We can’t let them
win, Jane.”
“It gets better or worse, depending on what it all
means. The reason I had to cut you off a few minutes ago was that a woman’s body was found
in a fatal car crash not far from here. Her
description matches the description of the
female cook who vanished from Checker’s.
Ironically, it appears to have been an accident
with a bread truck and she was the only casualty.
She had a cache of weapons in the car. Maybe we
got lucky with this one. You know they often work
in teams of two.”
“Teams of two? Two what?”
“Two assassins.”
“Did she have a connection to this?”
“We just don’t know. We’ll run her prints. If she
is a professional killer for hire, her prints may or
may not be available. Here’s the thing. It might be
over.”
“Over? Why?”
“If she and her blond boy friend are pros, and if
they are involved, as I suspect, his arrest and her
unforeseen death have created an unexpected link
closer to the source of this biochemical terrorism.
Whoever is behind this is playing a very dark game.
If those victimized people survive, it will be by
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“They did after the reporters showed up. The
press was tipped to go to the Heritage offices. Their
building is under guard now, but they’re terrified.
This is really scary, Peter. We don’t know if it’s a
contagious outbreak, much less if anyone is going
to die from the poisoning.”
“Have you talked to Elijah about that?”
“He says what the docs say — it’s likely not contagious or the non-affected woman would have come
down with the symptoms as well. But we have to
wait and see if those who actually did eat the pizza
survive.”
Something nagged at Peter. “Wait a minute. You
said the press was tipped to go to Heritage? Why?”
“Glad to see you’re paying attention. Don’t you
get it? Someone not only expected this to happen at
Elijah’s company, they also wanted the press to
know about it. The fact that the reporters were sent
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design. The perpetrators have staged all this mayhem for effect and they’ve made their point. And
now with the press involved, they cannot afford
another accident or screw-up. They may be through
endangering you.”
“But you can’t know for sure?”
“No.”
In the days to come, the contents in a small

tim, a professional assassin who worked on all continents. Tracing a trail to Santomo would be highly
improbable; however, the pizza mix-up and car
crash would rattle them.
Back at the office, Peter stared at the phone
number scribbled in his brother’s handwriting.
Grace McGregor made him feel wary, but this last
stunt by Santomo could not go unchallenged. What
could she possibly do? He picked up the
phone and punched in the number.
Lab tests showed it to be a catalyst that
activated a genetic time bomb in dough.
“I was hoping to hear from you.”
“Grace, I talked to Horace and he speaks
aerosol can retrieved from the crash vehicle would
very highly of you.”
reveal an unknown oily substance. Lab tests
“And of you, too.”
showed it to be a catalyst that activated a genetic
“Do you really think you can make Santomo pay
time bomb in dough. The public would be
for what they’ve done?”
informed that a bad batch of dough was the prob“Yes. I think I can make them stop what they’re
lem, contaminated with bug spray by a part-time
doing.”
employee who had an unfortunate mental problem.
“Really?” Peter hesitated. “Have you listened to
There would be no further outbreaks.
the news today?”
Lab experiments on the bits of crust retrieved
“Of course.”
from the architectural office and samples of the
“Did you hear about those people who ingested
dough bought from the store would demonstrate
poisoned food?”
that the catalyst had turned
“Yes. Terrible.”
simple pizzas into ingenious
“Have your extensive connections told you anyweapons. Furthermore, a finthing about it?”
gerprint found on the small
“No, but I haven’t tried to learn anything. Why?”
aerosol can would be identified
“Because it’s Santomo. Santomo is behind it.”
as belonging to the crash vicHe told her about the afternoon’s events, leaving
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out the details Jane had asked him not to disclose.
Grace listened intently.
“My God! They’re crazy.”
“So tell me. What’s your idea to stop them?”
“Blackmail.”
“I beg your pardon?”
“Remember I told you I have access to information most people don’t have?”
“Sure.”
“Tell me what you know about Daniel
Tayakanagi?”
“Tayakanagi? Truthfully, not much. I thought I
was going to meet him the week they fired me. He
was essentially a phantom, and I’ve only seen pictures of him. I do think he ran the show.”
“True. The piece of the puzzle that stays out of
public domain is that he is a true paranoid. He is

“But if we start a campaign, we could be hit with
a defamation of character suit.”
“Yes. But only if we actually use the publicity.”
Peter was confused. “I’m not following you.”
“I believe we can blackmail him with just the
threat of exposure. Anybody else would look us in
the eye and say, take your best shot. But no one, no
one, has ever tested Tayakanagi in legal proceedings
because they think they couldn’t win. I think he’ll
balk.”
“Exactly what are you going to accuse him of?”
“Murdering your brother, attempting to murder
you, creating lethal weapons out of tampered food
products, attempting to murder people in the architectural office, even though they were not the
intended victims.”
“We can’t prove any of it.”
“We don’t have to. The scrutiny of
He is willing to go to war in order to win in
Santomo and the constant surveillance
business. But the one true thing he can’t
of him by press zealots will crumple
stand is publicity.
his carefully-guarded wall of privacy.”
willing to go to war in order to win in business. But
“Will that stop him?”
the one true thing he can’t stand is publicity. It is
“We will insist that he gets out of the genetichis one real weakness.”
agricultural business. I know Horace has been
Peter spoke up. “What does that do for us?”
telling you about his methods of growing a busi“I propose to create a publicity campaign to tell
ness, and I assume he’s told you about trauma,
the world that Tayakanagi is responsible for all
right?”
that’s happened. He has lawyers, but he will avoid
“Yep.”
the public spotlight at any cost.”
“Imagine the kind of trauma that can happen in
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a giant corporation, one that is essentially the
extension of a single individual’s flawed personality.
We threaten that individual with exposure as a suspected murderer. Not only will this create a corporate crisis for him at Santomo, it will force him into
making a rash decision.”
“The threat of being publicly humiliated and its
ensuing trauma will absolutely be the main consid-

is to send a press release to Tayakanagi’s secretary
with an official request for comment. The address is
also a closely-guarded secret, but…”
“It’s just more of the information you have access
to.”
She laughed wickedly. “Fasten your seat belt,
Peter. Whether this works or not, they will respond
quickly. I’m going to make certain that Tayakanagi
himself is singled out.”
Elijah Brown was subdued when
The threat of being publicly humiliated and its
Peter spoke with him.
ensuing trauma will absolutely be the main
“So much for me being too highconsideration in his decision making.
profile for them. I eat with the staff. I
most certainly would have had a slice
eration in his decision making. A rational response
of pizza. I think they knew that, just like they
would be expected from most people, but he is not
seemed to know everything else.”
rational. His attorneys will be handicapped by his
“Are you taking extra precautions?”
paranoia. So what I am telling you is that I can buy
“Oh, yes. But I think it is unnecessary.”
you some time.”
“Why?”
Peter’s mind was racing.
“Peter, they have too much exposure at this
“Wait a second! That might do it. If we stop
point. They have one of their operatives in jail and
them for a year, even nine or ten months, we give
one dead. They may have wanted you and me out
Elijah Brown’s group a chance to get ahead.”
of the way to advance their objectives, but ultimate“That’s true.”
ly they wanted to make a point. They were proving
The silence hung on the line for a moment.
something. I think the whole exercise was a test.
“Horace was right, you are a force to be reckoned
And I would say it succeeded beyond their wildest
with. Thank you, Grace!” Peter surprised himself.
dreams.”
“It is my pleasure, Peter. I’m going to start on
Peter was trying to catch up. “In what way was it
this right now. The quickest way to get a response
a test?”
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“It was a weapon, Peter. Sure, they missed their
target, but they have proved the effectiveness of

unnamed group want to stop us? My only hope is
that the real environmental organizations will step
up to the plate and explain what it is we
are trying to accomplish.”
It was a weapon, Peter. Sure, they missed
their target, but they have proved the
“You’re not going to quit, are you?”
effectiveness of using the food supply as
Elijah laughed. “Do I sound that sorry
a weapon.
for myself? No, if anything, this all just
using the food supply as a weapon. We’ve lagged
strengthens my resolve. But the next few months
behind them every step of the way because we
are going to be an interesting ride.”
assumed they wanted to control the supply. They
“If it’s any consolation, my team says they’re
just wanted to manipulate it. We have been fighting
ready to deliver. Do you want to wait a few days?”
the wrong war. Oh, we will finish our work, and
“I do not, but my people might. They are having
your software will help, but they are already capaa hard time with this. They cannot believe they
ble of producing a bio-weapon. Maybe, just maybe,
were almost killed. Let’s set up a presentation for
our work will help some bright young scientist
Friday so they can hear everything, and then they
think of a way to fight them.”
will have the weekend to prepare for the changes.”
He paused for a moment. “Look, this is pure
“That’s fine. We’ll do a full court press on the
speculation on my part. They may want it all. They
software. And I might have some solutions that will
may still want our processes. I just don’t know.”
help them accept the new process.”
Peter was stunned. It all fit. It was everything
“That would be extremely helpful.”
Jane had concluded and more. In the last month he
“Santomo may have won this round, Elijah, but
had lived behind every learning curve that conthen again, maybe not. Let’s see what happens.”
fronted him. This was just the latest. “I don’t know
Jane called him at home. “My life was much simwhat to say, Elijah.”
pler before you came back to town.”
“There is another reality we have to consider.
“What have you found out?”
They may have stopped us in a roundabout way.
“We’ve had some interesting visitors in Boulder.
The press will eventually piece it all together. We
The crash victim was a known professional killer.
will be labeled as the real target, and we may be
She went by the alias ‘The Keeper’ and her sidekick
painted as bio-terrorists. Why else would some
cut a deal with the FBI and was swept out of town
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last night to parts unknown.”
“Have you spoken to Elijah?”
“No, I still want to find out a few things. How is
he?”
Peter told her about his conversation with the
scientist. “Horace said that Elijah was the smartest
man he’s ever met. I think I have to agree.”
She was silent for a moment. When she spoke,
she sounded tired. “Well, none of what he suggests
surprises me. I stopped being surprised when I saw
those people this afternoon. Everyone who ate the
pizza has recovered. I mean they are weirdly better.
They were so dangerously ill earlier and now the
doctors are saying that they seem to have completely recovered. Which is OK, but there is absolutely

legal implications for Jane if she were to know.
Besides, the events of the last few days had him
thinking about his new detective friend in a more
personal way.
“Look, I know this isn’t the best time, but you
and I need a ‘time out’ together. What do you say
we get away from this crazy nightmare, even if it is
just for one evening?”
“Are you going to make me an offer I can’t
refuse?”
“Yes, I am. How about dinner Saturday at the
Flagstaff House?” This was the finest restaurant in
the area and had a phenomenal view of Boulder
Valley, plus an extensive wine list.
“I think that’s a pretty
good start. Anything else
So they were toying with us? They just
will just have to be left
wanted to show us they could do this vile
up to fate. Would you
thing to prove that we are all
agree?”
vulnerable?
Peter laughed softly.
no explanation for their medical turnaround. The
“Yes, ma’am!”
patients are staying overnight in the hospital, but it
seems the danger has passed.”
“So they were toying with us? They just wanted
to show us they could do this vile thing to prove
that we are all vulnerable?”
They were silent for a moment. He knew he
should tell Jane about Grace and their plan to take
on Santomo, but he suddenly wondered about the
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Chapter 24

Releasing
Resistance
“Let us consider a boat made of wooden planks and some of the planks begin to rot and have to be replaced. There
comes a time when not one of the original planks is left. The boat still looks like the original craft but in material terms
it has totally changed. Ask yourself: Is it still the same boat?”
— Antoine Danchin, The Delphic Boat
The intermittent looks of fear, determination,
confusion, and humor that were etched across the
landscape of faces throughout the office left Peter
concerned but at the same time encouraged. Yes,
they were all shell-shocked. Who wouldn’t be? But
there was something else going on. They were surviving and rising to the occasion.

Horace’s resonant voice greeting him. “I’ve got to
hand it to you, Peter. When I met you in the park a
few weeks ago, I had no idea you would be such a
survivor. I must say I am impressed. The events of
the past few weeks would have been challenging to
the most seasoned leader.”
“Thanks, Horace. I appreciate the vote of confidence. In the middle of it all, I just
For all their idiosyncrasies and their
accepted the events for what they
peculiar habits they were tough...a true
were, however strange that may have
work community.
been, and moved myself forward. I am
Peter started the morning by moving from desk
sure, in hindsight, I will wonder how I made it
to desk, talking and laughing with each employee,
through it all in one piece. Regardless, I am ready
connecting with the people who shared the foxto keep moving on with your Growth Curve
hole with him called Bolder Solutions. He was
Solution tour. Based on our conversation yesterday,
proud of them. For all their idiosyncrasies and their
am I correct to assume that you have one more
peculiar habits, they were tough. They were a true
person for me to visit?”
work community coming into its own sense of
“Yes, I do, Peter. His name is Michael Collins,
strength and purpose.
and his company is called the Dublin
Peter’s cell phone rang inside his coat pocket and
Corporation.”
as he put the handset up to his ear he heard
“What do they do?”
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“I’ll let Michael tell you himself.”
The Dublin Corporation was located in an industrial park close to Bolder Solutions so the drive
over took less than two minutes. As Peter walked
into the spacious front entry he expected to find
brightly colored dirigibles floating through the air,
but none were to be seen. Instead he found himself
staring at an enormous landscape painting that
grabbed his attention from across the entry. It was
reminiscent of the Hudson River School paintings
of 200 years ago. The raw power of nature, the dramatic light, the grandeur and expansive landscape
portrayed in the piece transported Peter to a different time and place. The sound of steps walking
onto the stone-tiled entry behind him interrupted
his reverie.

phrase, ‘facing the elephant,’ when referring to the
overwhelming realization, the bone-crunching fear,
that nature could snuff
out their life at any
moment.
‘Facing the elephant’ meant
facing your
deepest fear
and vulnerability, coming
to terms with it,
and releasing the
native resistance to surrendering to forces larger than yourself. The men
who couldn’t come to terms with this fear either
returned to civilization or died. For many it
The raw power of nature, the dramatic light, was a life-changing experience, a deep comthe grandeur and expansive landscape,
ing to terms with or moving into harmony
transported Peter to a different time and
with nature. It signaled the release of the
place.
illusion that they could control the entirety
A man in his mid-fifties walking with a youthful
of their world. Ironically, it meant that in order to
gait engaged Peter, saying, “That painting you are
survive they had to yield, to surrender to its flow.”
looking at is one of my favorites. It reminds me of a
Looking over at him, the man offered Peter his
saying the mountain men of the early 1800s had
hand in greeting and continued by saying, “Hi, I’m
when speaking of the enormity of nature. Believe it
Michael Collins. You must be Peter. Horace has told
or not, these men were often out in the wild
me all about you. And from what I hear, you have
regions of the West for months, even years, at a
really had your hands full recently over at Bolder
stretch, without human contact. They coined the
Solutions.”
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Peter shook Michael’s hand, nodding, “It’s a
pleasure to meet you as well, Michael. In light of
your comment, you might say I have been facing my
own elephant over the last few weeks and I am not
so sure I passed the test.”
Michael smiled and added, “From everything that
I hear, the fact that you are standing here in my
office is evidence enough that you went to the edge
and survived.”
“Well, Michael, that may be the truth today but
will it be the truth tomorrow? I guess time will tell.”

“

good fortune to discuss the important role that
acceptance plays in the Growth Curve Solution. In
light of that, we would be best served by continuing the conversation from which you just so adeptly extracted yourself.”
“Was I that transparent?”
“Let’s just say that your ‘duck and weave’ move
told me more than you will ever know. The interesting
thing is
that you

Deeply accepting ‘the way things are’ in any given
moment opens the gate to a rare sort of personal
freedom, a level of clarity that few people ever
encounter.

”

Personal
Freedom
and
Clarity

aren’t
alone.
Every one of the business owners you spoke with
over the last couple of weeks essentially acted the
same way when they confronted the topic of ‘acceptance’ at the end of their Growth Curve Solution
introduction. It is not lost on me that all of you
operate in a very concrete world. Discussing a concept such as ‘acceptance’ in the context of business
is either too ‘woo-woo,’ seemingly irrelevant, or as
in your case, too revealing of your core vulnerabilities.”

Glancing up at the painting, Michael mused,
“Deeply accepting ‘the way things are’ in any given
moment opens the gate to a rare sort of personal
freedom, a level of clarity that few people ever
achieve.”
Trying to slow his descent into what appeared to be
a particularly personal topic, Peter moved to shift the
focus of the conversation. “So, Michael, Horace has
you as the last person on the Growth Curve Solution
tour. Where do you and I proceed from here?”
Grinning with appreciation for Peter’s sidestep,
Michael responded, “Well, Peter, you and I have the
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“Strange as this may sound, Peter, ironically,
“You see, Peter, business leaders, by their nature,
some of the best candidates for beekeeper converand I include myself, are hard-wired to believe they
sion are the business leaders with the strongest
must control their world. If they don’t then any
wills and the greatest inclination to control. Horace
number of factors can or will implode and put
and I left ‘acceptance’ as the last piece of the
them out of business. In short, the misguided belief
Growth Curve Solution puzzle for three good reathat control keeps their business alive is buried in
sons. It is the hardest component to embrace for
their DNA. Ask yourself — is this true about you?”
“Absolutely, Michael. I am hard-wired to control
the average practical business leader. It is also the
every moving part of my business. It seems to be a family
IRONICALLY, SOME OF THE BEST
trait. My brother was chalCANDIDATES FOR BEEKEEPER
lenged by it as well. Since it is
CONVERSION ARE THE BUSINESS
LEADERS WITH THE STRONGEST
evident that I can run but I
WILLS AND THE GREATEST
can’t hide from this discussion,
INCLINATION TO CONTROL.
I might as well hit this one
straight on. You might say it is an integral part of
hardest to teach. It is best understood only in the
my business survival mechanisms. It is so deeply
context of beliefs about business provided by the
embedded in me that regardless of Horace’s inroads
other Growth Curve Solution components.”
with embracing the beekeeper mindset, I am a long
Planted squarely in front of this enormous paintway off from total immersion. Considering the
ing and caught in the tractor beam of Michael’s
Causal Chain of Behavior:
intensity, Peter seriously wondered where all this
would take him. At the end of the day, how in the
BELIEFS forge MENTAL FILTERS
name of heaven would he ever find a practical
which forge PATTERNS
application to the topic of this last stop on Horace’s
which forge BEHAVIORS
tour? Trust in Horace and a healthy curiosity for
the unknown fueled his continuing interest.
I am so entrenched in a belief about the necessity
“So let me get this right. Are you the source of
for ‘control’ that I could be a hopeless case for ‘conall Horace’s theories?”
version.’ ”
Half-shocked and half-amused, Michael laughed,
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“Did he tell you that?” He shook his head. “Horace
with us struggle with our ideas at the onset. We are
is an enigma. He would have the world believe that
presenting a radical approach to sustaining and
I was the force behind the Growth Curve Solution,
growing a healthy enterprise. It all starts with one
but in fact I was just a small contributor. He is the
major step.”
brains behind this whole venture. Did he, by
“Acceptance?”
chance, tell you what we do here?”
“Exactly. You see, Peter, Horace and I firmly
“No, in fact he refused. He said he wanted you to
believe that the world of business leadership is still
tell me yourself.”
in its infancy. The underlying mission of every
Michael laughed. “OK. The short answer is that
business leader is to discover how to release the
we are business consultants and growth trainers.
spirit of their organization. In this case, learning
And after twenty years of listening to and advising
how to harness the awesome power of an emerging
CEOs of growth companies all over North America,
small enterprise continues to lie beyond the reach
we realized that we were seeing the same problems
of many executive leaders.”
over and over, regardless of industry.
There were some simple truths that were
THE GREATEST OBSTACLES ARE THE LEADER’S
always present in every company that we
OWN FIXED VIEWPOINTS, THEIR STRONG
visited. And then I met Horace. Between
OPINIONS, AND THEIR PROCLIVITY TO NOT
us, we further developed the Growth
EASILY RELEASE CONTROL TO OTHERS.
Curve Solution and its parts. Now, when
we advise a company, we do it in the con“It is our belief that one of the first steps to
text of the matrix of the Growth Curve Solution.”
releasing the spirit of any company is through the
“Your customers must appreciate that.”
leader’s willingness to look at himself and his com“That’s very kind of you to say, but the truth is it
pany through a lens of neutrality. Accepting the
takes forward-thinking people to engage our ideas.
whole of the enterprise for what it is sounds simple
It is not surprising that only 15 percent of all small
but is, in reality, a daunting task. The greatest
business CEOs make time to reflect on their busiobstacles are the leader’s own fixed viewpoints,
nesses in any meaningful way. Those who are open
strong opinions, and proclivity to not easily release
and choose to work with us are curious, smart, and
control to others.
very committed. Most business leaders who work
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“Here is a definition to get us started on the right
weren’t so successful with your businesses, I’d be
track: Acceptance is the state of non-resistance to
inclined to think all of it was a bit over the top.”
what is. This implies that the individual has some“That’s a good point, Peter. The practical nature
how been able to momentarily suspend preconof a business leader is such that the rubber must
ceived judgments, strongly held beliefs about the
meet the road of everyday business life and be
subject being perceived. In that moment we would
measured in improved performance or he won’t
say that the object of perception is being accepted
give it the time of day.”
for simply what it
is, not what it
RESISTANCE
could be or what
True acceptance, in any given moment,
it shouldn’t be,
is the suspension of resistance to the
thing being perceived.
just what it is.”
Peter started
rolling his eyes
back in his head and Michael caught him before he
Michael continued,
could say anything. “Yes, I know this is not your
“True acceptance, in any given moment, is the susstandard business fare. But sooner or later every
pension of resistance to the thing being perceived.
continuously successful business leader, including
Why is this important to a business leader? The law
you Peter, faces the unavoidable truth about his
of reverse effort states that whatever you resist will
own state of consciousness as the root cause, the
persist. So if you are having a challenging issue, in
formative source of ‘all’ experiences in his daily
theory, that issue will persist as long as you continreality. This is a core building block to understandue to resist it. Our goal is always to see the deeper
ing the reflective nature of our operating businesscausal chain behind things. We want to see underes.”
neath the surface of an issue to its core cause.
“Michael, I must say that since I met Horace, I
“OK. Now let’s take it one step further. Allowing
certainly have gotten more than my share of busia state of acceptance to any persisting issue releases
ness philosophy. It seems you guys look at business
your resistance to it. When you personally release
through some kind of heightened awareness lens. I
your native resistance to something and subsehave never encountered anything like it. If you
quently release the evidence you have built up for
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or against it, you actually free yourself up to seeing
and in forming opinions about the world around
it on a wholly different level. You allow yourself a
me.”
rather remarkable level of supernatural clarity to
“That is where you are mistaken, Peter. There is
actually see it and all that is contributing to its
no pill. There is no special magic formula that gets
issue-ness. This is really very powerful.”
you there. You get there on your own, and it is easiPeter walked over to a chair to the right of the
er than you are imagining.”
painting and sat down, his hands holding either
“Remember that the primary benefit of acceptside of his head as though a migraine headache was
ance is that it allows you to see with a greater
wrapping itself around his brain. Michael followed
degree of clarity the hidden forces influencing
suit and sat in the adjoining chair. “Allright,
your ability to lead, your company’s ability to perMichael, let me see if I’m getting this straight. Are
form, and your company’s ability to master change.
you saying that if I am willing to personally let go
Some people are able to internally suspend their
of my opinions, judgments and considerations
fixed viewpoints and naturally move into acceptabout a perplexing issue, I will strangely be able to
ance, while others require a more methodical
see into this issue with a greater degree of clarity?
approach.”
And will I then be able to ‘see’ the
real cause of this issue, which up to
Remember that the primary benefit of acceptance is
now was hidden from me, and make
that it allows you to see with a greater degree of
a more informed decision in addressclarity the hidden forces influencing your ability
ing it?”
to lead, your company’s ability to perform, and
“Yes, Peter, that is exactly what I
your company’s ability to master change.
am saying.”
“Well, Michael, if that is true, then
give me the pill or whatever it is that you are smok“The methodical approach is comprised of three
ing that lets me get to that level of mental clarity on
elements. They are:
demand. That sounds phenomenal. Sign me up for
1. Taking a true inventory of the 10 hidden
the program because there is no way I have the
agents that impact your leadership effectivewherewithal to get there on my own. I am just too
ness and your company’s performance.
stuck in making conclusions, in building evidence,
2. Being totally accountable for both your
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advancing and damaging contributions to the
issue.
3. Agree to suspend all related fixed viewpoints
for a short and predetermined period of time.
“Michael, as with all formulas, they are only as
good as the person practicing them. How can you
guarantee me that this will work?”
“I can’t guarantee that this will work for you,
Peter. It has worked for many leaders before you,
and it very likely will work for you if you apply
yourself. In financial terms, once perfected, this
method of getting greater insight into yourself and
your business through the process of acceptance
could make or save you millions of dollars. Peter,
as I mentioned earlier, there are a total of 10 hidden
agents influencing leadership effectiveness and
enterprise performance.”
Michael handed Peter a booklet
entitled The10 Hidden Agents that he
THE
had been holding for the duration
of their discussion. Michael conN
E
tinued by saying, “We’re going to
HIDD TS
N
E
AG
talk about the Hidden Agents,
but I thought familiarizing
yourself with this booklet
when you get back to your office would be
a helpful step in getting a handle on the acceptance
process.” Here they are in greater detail.

THE HIDDEN AGENTS
5 Hidden Agents Impacting Leadership
Effectiveness
1. Leader Hidden Agent: Leadership Style
Description: Leadership style is the mechanism that quantifies how a leader links to the
“feel of the company.” In the last 10 years,
significant business research has proven skeptics wrong about the impact of human climate
on business performance. It has been noted
that the link between the enhanced human
climate of an organization and a company’s
ultimate business performance represents a
20-30 percent advantage in terms of multiples
for both revenue per employee and profit per
employee. The enterprise growth specialists at
Dublin concur with this research and take it
one step further by stating that every stage of
growth demands a different “feel for the company.” As such, if the leader intends to maximize performance outcomes, it is proven that

10

he must 1) understand his leadership style 2)
adjust his style so that it resonates with the
style required by his company’s stage of
growth.
Why is this valuable? First, being aware of
one’s leadership style is paramount to intentionally managing your link to the company’s
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human environment. Second, maximizing and
adjusting your leadership style to best fit the
needs of the company in its current stage of
growth allows for a powerful tool to improve
financial performance by up to 20-30 percent
or more.

specialist) that an enterprise leader adopts as he
directs the affairs of his company. Research tells
us that there is an ideal blend of the three leadership roles for each stage of growth. It is the
leader’s ability to reshape his own blend of these
three leadership roles (in an effort to meet his
company’s needs in its current stage of growth)
that distinguishes the leader’s degree of effectiveness.

2. Leader Hidden Agent: Modality
Description: Modality measures the degree of
“direct or indirect influence” a leader applies
to manifest the company’s goals. This influence is expressed as a “mode of involvement”
(dominant, facilitative or supportive) utilized
by the leader in his daily interface with the
company.

Why is this valuable? As an enterprise leader,
there is nothing more valuable than to have a
high degree of clarity about what you need to
deliver to your company to make it successful.
Adjusting your blend of the three leadership
roles to fit your company’s current needs will give
you an added advantage in realizing your goals.

Why is it valuable? The misalignment of a
leader’s modality with the requirements of a
company’s stage of growth can be disastrous if
left unaddressed for any period of time.
Through awareness of one’s modality and its
careful intentional adjustment (if necessary),
a leader applies the correct degree of direct or
indirect influence to secure the performance
behavior necessary to reach the company’s
goals.

4. Leader Hidden Agent: Leadership
Competencies
Description: Using a set of 18 core leadership
competencies is a key benchmark Dublin employs
to determine leadership capacity in individuals
and in organizations. Developing a leadership
competency model at your company is an important starting point. Leadership operates at its best
when it creates resonance. Based on Dublin’s
research, the leadership competencies that best
serve a company are determined by the company’s
stage of growth.

3. Leader Hidden Agent: 3 Faces of the Leader
Description: The three faces of the leader
measures the blend (by percentage) of three
primary leadership roles (visionary, manager,
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Why is this valuable? Intentionally developing
leadership competencies that are based in selfawareness, self-management, social awareness,
and relationship management help define
leadership effectiveness. Research points to
the fact that effective leaders exhibit half a
dozen or so competencies. Combined with
the application of those competencies based
on the company’s stage of growth, these competencies further enhance leadership effectiveness in growing small-to mid-size organizations.

Why is this valuable? Leveraging our current
learning style enhances our ability to make
better decisions. Understanding and adapting
other learning styles as they become more
effective in certain situations accelerates our
ability to recognize the truth of any situation
and narrow the optimum choices at our
doorstep.
5 Hidden Agents Impacting
Enterprise Performance
1. Company Hidden Agent: Builder/Protector
Ratio

5. Leader Hidden Agent: Learning Style

Description: The Builder/Protector Ratio measures the intensity and the balance between the
state of confidence and the state of caution
inherent in the psyche of an organization, a
department, a team, or an individual.

Description: It is an undisputed fact that the
“leadership package” of a CEO or executive
leader is the currency that he trades with to
make or break a growing company. Within the
“leadership package” lies a little known contributor to leadership effectiveness — learning
style. A leader’s learning style (concrete,
model, trial and error, or reflective) defines
the speed, the depth, the risk tolerance and
the flexibility of how he thinks. Since how we
think and how we see our organization fundamentally influences what we do with our
organizations, learning style is a huge influence on the thinking of a leader and thus a
huge influence on a leader’s choices.

Why is it valuable? It improves your insight
into your company’s mental health by:
1. Allowing you to measure the company’s
ability to meet and overcome its challenges.
2. Communicating the company’s willingness
to perceive and take advantage of the
opportunities in its path.
3. Measuring the strength of the company’s
immune defense system, which acts as a
barrier against low moral and poor performance.
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4. Assessing the company’s willingness to
advance itself through change.
5. Telegraphing the company’s belief in its
future.
6. Communicating the company’s trust in its
leaders.

enterprises. Of these 27 strengths there are 5
unique strengths that commonly stand out for
each stage of growth. By calibrating a company’s current strengths with the full spectrum of
strengths that surface for the different stages of
growth, we can clarify and address the causes
of the company’s current challenges.

2. Company Hidden Agent: 5 Challenges

Why is this valuable? By looking deeply into
your company’s current strengths in the light
of what strengths your company requires in its
current stage of growth, you avail yourself of
the truth of your company’s behavior and ultimately its performance.

Description: There are 27 challenges that consistently surface in small to medium size
enterprises. Of these 27 challenges there are 5
unique challenges that commonly stand out
for each stage of growth. By calibrating a company’s current challenges with the full spectrum of challenges that surface for the different stages of growth, a deeper understanding
of the causes of the company’s current challenges can be revealed and addressed.

4. Company Hidden Agent: 5 Non-Negotiable
Rules
Description: Every natural system, whether it
is a hardwood forest or a commercial business,
succeeds by aligning itself to fundamental natural laws that establish order and balance.
Based on nine years of growth company
research, 35 fundamental laws or rules exist
for emerging enterprise growth. It has been
proven that out of these 35 rules there are 5
non-negotiable rules for each stage of growth
and the effective completion of these 5 rules
improves the likelihood for continuing survival and financial success.

Why is this valuable? By looking deeply into
the origin of your company’s challenges, you
avail yourself of a more informed view to
make better decisions and set the correct priorities to move your company through its
challenges and then forward confidently into
the future.
3. Company Hidden Agent: 5 Strengths
Description: There are 27 strengths that consistently surface in small to medium size
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Why is this valuable? The rules for continuing
survival and financial success exist, whether
or not a leader is aware of them. Every enterprise leader must adhere to the 5 NonNegotiable Rules for both their company’s previous stage of growth and its current stage of
growth or pay the price in the form of low
productivity, poor financial performance,
and/or the possible demise of the organization.

The deep continuous sound interrupting their
discussion seemed to emanate from every direction
in the office. As though emerging out of a parallel
reality, Peter shook off the intensity of his focus and
silently looked to Michael for an explanation of the
sound’s origin.
“Peter, that sound is coming from a large
Chinese temple gong at the entrance to our conference room at the back of our office. I picked the
gong up two years ago while I was working with
one of our clients in Asia. Everyone in the company
decided that we needed a better way of acknowledging our accomplishments. So the various teams
ring the gong when they have a victory to celebrate.
My guess is that our sales team closed the new
client contract they have been working on for the
last few days.”
“Michael, that was pretty interesting how the
sound from that Chinese gong so effectively framed
our discussion on acceptance. You do realize that

5. Company Hidden Agent: Cycles of Maturity
Description: Time and duration affect the
vibrancy and behavior of every living system,
including businesses. It is of particular interest
that when combined with the knowledge
about an enterprise’s stages of growth, understanding the cycles that manifest within each
stage of growth becomes very important. Each
of those cycles has unique characteristics that
influence the behavior and performance of an
enterprise.
Why is this valuable? By gaining a deeper
understanding of your company’s stage of
growth, as well as its cycle of maturity inside
that stage of growth, you are given a powerful
tool for leveraging the resources and tools
available to you in your company’s current
position.

“

I wonder just how many business
leaders would be willing to sustain such a level of intense focus
in an effort to understand their
businesses in a deeper way?

”

there are few people quite as intense as you and
Horace. I wonder just how many business leaders
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would be willing to sustain such a level of intense
“Actually, Peter, this is pretty normal. Some of
focus in an effort to understand their businesses in
our teams may be working to meet project deada deeper way?”
lines, but this level of activity and focus is standard
Michael nodded his head as though this was a
fare for us. We have 33 people working here at the
continually perplexing problem he faced. “Just as
present. So we are just moving into a flood zone on
long as the intensity bears some sort of fruit in the
our way from Stage 3 into Stage 4. So we certainly
practical world, a small percentage of them will pay
are flooded with activity. But I must say that we still
the price. Follow me, Peter. Let’s go and sit down in
have some tough Stage 3 challenges that we need to
my office. I’ll tell you how the 10 Hidden Agents
get past before we can say we are a Stage 4 compabear fruit in the practical world.”
ny.”
Walking back through the company to Michael’s
Pointing over to the staircase to their left,
office revealed the energy, activity, and the feel of a
Michael said, “Our office environment is a little difvibrant small village.
The concentrated clusWe have 33 people working here at the present. So we are
just moving into a flood zone on our way from Stage 3 into
ters of activity zones as
Stage 4.
represented by office
groupings, meeting
rooms, and team cubicles defined the spaces
of connection. Everywhere chairs, couches
and tables were interspersed in the open
environment, providing ad hoc meeting
zones for small groups. The intensity of
Michael’s staff could only have been the
result of everyone working on meeting a
ferent. We have five staircases in the office like the
deadline.
one you see there to the left. We could get by with
“Michael, the voltage in this place is off the
two, but I wanted people to have an ease of access
charts. This is one very intense place. What’s going
to each other. Look behind you.”
on? Are you all trying to meet a deadline for a
Peter turned around to see a large polished brass
client?”
pole descending from a hole in the ceiling of the
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second level and anchored on
the solid walnut flooring of
the first level.
“It’s a firehouse pole. You’d
be surprised how often people
find a reason to come down
that pole to the first floor.”
“What made you install it?”
“I thought it would be fun.
There are specific tools that
help the process, like growth
language, but there are also
intangible tools like fun and
quirkiness that are priceless.
The firehouse pole was more successful than I ever
hoped.”
Michael ushered Peter into his office and closed
the door behind him. Not surprising to Peter was

was a disaster, cluttered with notebooks, growth
maps, and spreadsheets going every which way.
Michael urged Peter to grab a seat and continued, “In concluding our discussion around the 10
Hidden Agents, I wanted to add one more thing.
Very similar to how the firehouse pole works in our
office, if our ideas are to take hold, we have to
anchor them in concrete reality. The 10 Hidden
Agents are tied to the practical world of running
and managing a business through the help of
Growth Guard. Growth Guard is a predictive indexing tool that aggregates the information from the 10
Hidden Agents and tells the story of both a leader’s
and a company’s state of health. It is similar to an
MRI for a small business. It interprets the impact
that each Hidden Agent has on both the leader’s
effectiveness and on the company’s performance
based on the company’s stage of growth.”
Peter interrupted Michael by saying, “Let
me get this right. You are integrating the ten
If our ideas are to take hold, we have to
factors that you call the 10 Hidden Agents,
anchor them in concrete reality.
you are weaving them into a meaningful context, and you are coming out showing a leader
the unusual look of Michael’s workplace. It had a
how his effectiveness is being influenced and what
huge circular Asian rug on which Michael’s granite
is influencing the company’s performance?”
desk was amply positioned with two high-back
“Exactly, Peter. This gives the enterprise leader
chairs in front of it. Peter noticed that one whole
an informed view of both his leadership and the
wall had architectural drawings taped up over what
company’s performance. Once that is framed and
appeared to be framed antique prints. The office
the leader releases his resistance to the information
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and accepts it for what it is, the portal opens up.
weren’t for Michael, we wouldn’t have gotten this
The beekeeper steps forward into what we call a
far.”
defining moment of truth. This is where they move
Michael had heard it before. “Yeah, right, Horace.
from engineering their company’s performance to
I’m not going to argue with you.”
facilitating it. The heightened clarity to see deeper
Horace looked at Peter. “Heard enough yet?”
into the enterprise workings reveals the company’s
“Enough? I could write a book on what I’ve
causal chain. The
heard from just today’s conversaSeeing
the
workings
of
your
leader can finally see
tion.”
company in this light is quite
the crystal-clear causes
“There’s more.”
profound.
of the company’s chal“More?”
lenges and can move forward with confidence to
Michael picked it up. “Peter, I saw you looking
address them. Seeing the workings of your compaat my walls when you came in. Those architectural
ny in this light is really quite profound.”
elevations aren’t just decoration; they are for a projWith that, there was a loud tap at Michael’s office
ect Horace and I are doing together.”
door and a familiar voice boomed into the room.
“Are you building a new office?”
“You two haven’t been talking about me, have
“Much more than that. We are building an acadyou?”
emy.”
Startled by the interruption, both men laughed.
Horace walked over to the wall. “After all the
Michael jokingly said, “Horace, you’re all I ever talk
help Michael’s methods have been to me, I wanted
about.”
to help him do something more permanent. We are
“Peter, Michael hasn’t been telling you it was all
building a Growth Curve Academy. It’s almost commy idea, has he?”
pleted. And we both hope you’ll come join us for a
Peter glanced from Michael to
session.”
Horace. “Well, as a matter of
Peter smiled. “So the last few weeks have been
fact…”
your sales pitch?”
Michael looked amused.
Michael chuckled. “I certainly hope not. We
Holding his well-used
can’t count on all of our future students being in
leather journal, Horace
mortal danger.”
paced while he spoke. “If it
“What do you have in mind?”
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Horace stepped in again. “Total Immersion.
You’ve managed to glean a huge amount of information, perhaps more than any student to date,
because of the added pressure. But what if we’d met
two weeks earlier? You might not have been so
focused. Or what if we’d met just today? You’d be
so sidetracked by everything else that you might
not even talk to me.”
He continued, “No, we’ve needed a place for
growth entrepreneurs to learn this methodology.
And it can’t take forever. Most of them have been
through business schools, and they know a lot. We
can’t ask them to stop being CEOs for two years or
even two months.”
Michael picked it up. “But we can ask them for
five days. Five days of their undivided attention in
a multi-million-dollar state-of-the-art facility. Five

“

journey you’ve sent me on. It would take forever.”
Horace said, “We do want them to take the journey, but not all over town. We can teach these
methods in such a way that people will walk out
with an absolute belief in themselves and their ability to really see their company from an illuminated
perspective.”
There was a moment of quiet. Finally Peter said,
“Well, sign me up. What I’ve learned so far has
changed the way I look at my company. Not withstanding another seed bomb or tainted pizza delivery, I would guess both of you have more surprises
up your sleeve.”

We’re fomenting a revolution here,
Peter. We want companies to last
centuries.

”

days of a combination of growth boot camp and
Disney World. Five days where they eat, sleep, play,
work, and learn The Growth Curve Solution for
twelve hours a day. We’re fomenting a revolution
here, Peter. We want companies to last centuries.”
Peter was looking at the drawings on the wall. “I
guess it’s impractical to send people on the same
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Causal Chain of Behavior

2. Leader Hidden Agent: Modality
Description: Modality measures the degree of
“direct or indirect influence” a leader applies
to manifest the company’s goals and is measured by the leader’s mode of involvement
(dominant, facilitative, or supportive).

BELIEFS forge MENTAL FILTERS
which forge PATTERNS
which forge BEHAVIORS
Acceptance
This methodical approach to acceptance is comprised of three elements. They are:

3. Leader Hidden Agent: 3 Faces of the Leader
Description: The three faces of a leader measures the blend (by percentage) of three primary leadership roles (visionary, manager,
specialist) that an enterprise leader adopts as
he directs the affairs of his company.

1. Taking a true inventory of the ten hidden
agents that impact your leadership effectiveness and your company’s performance.
2. Being totally accountable for both your
advancing and damaging contributions to
the issue.
3. Agree to suspend all related fixed viewpoints for a short and predetermined period
of time.

4. Leader Hidden Agent: Leadership
Competencies
Description: Using a set of 18 core leadership
competencies to determine leadership capacity in individuals and in organizations.

THE HIDDEN AGENTS
5 Hidden Agents Impacting Leadership
Effectiveness

5. Leader Hidden Agent: Learning Style

1. Leader Hidden Agent: Leadership Style
Description: Leadership style is the mechanism that quantifies how a leader links to
the “feel of the company.”

Description: A leader’s learning style (concrete, model, trial and error, or reflective)
defines the speed, the depth, the risk tolerance, and the flexibility of how he thinks.
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5 Hidden Agents Impacting
Enterprise Performance

4. Company Hidden Agent: 5 Non-Negotiable
Rules

1. Company Hidden Agent: Builder/Protector
Ratio

Description: 35 fundamental laws or rules
exist for emerging enterprise growth. Out of
these 35 rules there are 5 non-negotiable
rules for each stage of growth and the effective completion of these 5 rules improves the
likelihood for continuing survival and financial success.

Description: The Builder/Protector Ratio measures the intensity and the balance between the
state of confidence and the state of caution
inherent in the psyche of an organization, a
department, a team, or an individual.

5. Company Hidden Agent: Cycles of Maturity

2. Company Hidden Agent: 5 Challenges

Description: Time and duration affect the
vibrancy and behavior of every living system,
including businesses. Each cycle of maturity
has unique characteristics that influence the
behavior and performance of an enterprise.

Description: By calibrating a company’s current challenges with the full spectrum of challenges that surface for the different stages of
growth, a deeper understanding of the causes
of the company’s current challenges can be
revealed and addressed.
3. Company Hidden Agent: 5 Strengths
Description: There are 27 strengths that consistently surface in small-to-medium size
enterprises. There are 5 unique strengths that
commonly stand out for each stage of growth.
We clarify and address the causes of the company’s current challenges by leveraging their
current strengths.
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“

We thought that this place needed
a symbol that represented success
and high energy in the office
environment.

”

Chapter 25

Unfinished
Business
“The leader’s unending responsibility must be to remove every detour, every barrier, to ensure that vision is clear, and
then real. The leader must create an atmosphere in the organization where people feel not only free to, but obliged to,
demand clarity and purpose from their leaders.”
— Jack Welch, Jack Welch and the GE Way
the front door, it was the laughter that caught him
off guard.
As he walked through the front entrance, Peter
noticed the new Chinese dragon kite hanging from
the ceiling, winding its way along the hallway and
back into the large staff office space. It was a huge,
long, red surge of energy electrifying the office.
Peter looked over at the receptionist for clarity
about its origin, but all she did was wink at him
indicating that everything was OK.
Kate saw him first. “Hey, Boss!” Now even she
was calling him “Boss.”
“Hi, Kate. Hello, everyone. Hey! What’s with the
fire-breather?” as he pointed up towards the dragon.
The staff grouped in the front entry started smiling enthusiastically. Kate spoke up first. “We
thought that this place needed a symbol that represented success and high energy in the office environment, so the Fujimori sisters said the best thing
would be to hang the dragon. We weren’t sure that

Peter had been irrevocably changed by everything that had happened and by everything he had
learned. He was in the middle of a great leap of
faith, and he wasn’t sure where he was going to
land.
In a few short weeks he had lost a job, lost a
brother, taken over the reins of a company, met a
man who changed his life, had his life threatened,
nearly lost a company, and started dating a detective. Now things seemed to be getting on track
quite well, and that too was a surprise.
As Peter drove the short distance back to his
office, he felt like he was outside of himself. He
didn’t feel bad, just strange. It was as if he were
detached, watching himself drive and think and
plan. Yep, it had been an interesting couple of
weeks.
As he pulled into the parking lot, he remembered
that his staff had been discussing the events of the
last few days. He wondered how they were doing,
and if they had finished their talks. As he opened
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you would like it, but all of us thought it was very
cool.”
He couldn’t resist. “No, It’s great. I love it. Now,
what were you all laughing about?”
And the place erupted into laughter again. Kate
said, “All of it! Absolutely all of it!”
Dean said, “Come on, Boss, you gotta admit it’s
all unbelievable and hysterically weird. Computer
hackers, bugged phones. This
is a movie plot.”
Maria chimed in, “We had
a seed bomb! We had seeds
blown all over the place. I
was picking seeds out of my clothes all weekend.”
“And poisoned pizza?” It was Jimmy Valentine.
“Isn’t it enough to deal with the indigestion from
eating one?”
Peter began to laugh, too. And then he remembered where he’d experienced this underlying feel-

It was time to tell them about Horace and
Michael and the Growth Curve. There was a lot of
work to do. It was also time to chart the course for
their future. Aside from developing newer versions
of their original products, there was an enormous
market for knowledge management tools. Now that
they were ready to move past the initial development of the software for Heritage Genomics, it was
time to talk about a new marketplace for Bolder
Solutions. Knowledge management was going to be
that marketplace.
Thursday morning found Peter sitting in his
office reviewing the plans his sales and design people had come up with. He knew there would have
to be adjustments to the plans, but he was
impressed that they had all been able to sit in the
same room and reach a partial agreement. He
looked up to find Kate staring at him.
“You have a visitor. He looks familiar, but his
name doesn’t ring a bell. It’s
Robert Oberlander.”
Now that they were ready to move past the initial
R.O. himself stepped around
development of the software for Heritage Genomics,
it was time to talk about a new marketplace for
the corner and into Peter’s
Bolder Solutions — Knowledge Management.
office. He didn’t say a word until
Kate closed the door.
ing of camaraderie before. He’d sensed it at
“We have a matter to discuss.”
O’Connor Electronics and all the other companies
“Uh-huh.”
he’d recently visited. His staff was starting to grow
“Your friend, Ms. McGregor, is spreading defamawithin themselves.
tory and libelous rumors about Santomo.”

“

”
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“No. She’s threatening to spread information
about your boss, Daniel Tayakanagi.”
“She is treading on dangerous ground. I’m here to
ask you to persuade her to desist.”
“Why should I?”
“Because you will personally be destroyed by the
fallout.”
“Only because you failed to eliminate me a few
weeks ago.”
Oberlander caught himself. “I have no idea what
you’re talking about.”
Peter was surprised at how little he was enjoying
this. “Let’s cut to the chase, Bob. Daniel’s terrified,
and he sent you here as his errand boy. If you were
in any position to be a tough guy, you wouldn’t have
flown here unannounced to chat with me. I’m betting you flew in the company jet so no one saw you,
and that there’s a big black car out front waiting to
whisk you back to the airport. How am I doing?”
Oberlander remained mute.
“Here’s what I want, Bob. I want Santomo to get
out of the genetic-agriculture business. I want a
public announcement by next Friday stating that
they have either sold the company or disbanded it,
and that they have no intention of ever going into
agri-genetics again. And if any of you try any more
nonsense here in Colorado, we’ll hound Tayakanagi
so hard he’ll have a Sixty Minutes crew on his
doorstep.”
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Oberlander sighed. “As much as I hate Daniel
Tayakanagi, what you’re asking is preposterous. I
would crush you like a snail.”

“You’d try, Bob, you’d try. But you’re just a puppet on a string. When you take over Santomo,
hopefully you’ll play by different rules. But
Tayakanagi is paranoid, and that gives us a trump
card that we’re playing now. If we proceed with this
attack campaign, it will create such a public outcry
that the authorities, including the Feds, will have to
consider these charges. On the other hand, you,
and more importantly, Daniel, can stay out of court
if you agree to our demands to cease operation. At
least for the time being, that is.”
Oberlander smiled. “If I’d known you had a
killer instinct, I’d have kept you in the company.
You played this well, Peter, if not a little naively.”
“I’m not naïve, Bob. I know that inside of a year
Santomo may sneak back into the business, but
with all the screw-ups and tragic accidents befalling
you, you guys are beginning to look vulnerable

and, quite honestly, inept. Tayakanagi is over the
edge and may even turn on you. Here’s a hot tip:
Stay away from whole wheat.”
“Funny. But know this, Peter. Daniel’s fear is
only worth so much. If you attempt to use that
information, we will come after you whether or not
he likes it.”

He had given Dean an outline of what he had learned
about Acceptance, and they
had come up with a simple
strategy to get the
researchers started. Dean was able to give them some
details on how the software would speed up their
work.
Peter explained the Growth Circle idea to Elijah, and the
Peter explained the
scientist agreed to start the gatherings immediately so
Growth Circle idea to Elijah,
his people could discuss the software, as well as address
and the scientist agreed to
the recent dangers they were experiencing....
start the gatherings immedi“Is that a threat?”
ately so his people could discuss the software, as
“As clear a threat as I can make under the cirwell as address the recent dangers they were expericumstances. Don’t cross us again.”
encing as a result of being part of Heritage. He also
“Have a nice flight back, Bob. Give my regards to
got Elijah to identify a few people who would likely
Daniel.”
be champions for the new program.
Oberlander got up to leave and seemed to reconThe staff was motivated by the information they
sider. “Do the police have this information? And
received. Peter and Dean both knew they would be
please don’t be coy; we know about you and
seeing a lot more of these people in the months
Detective Carnes.”
ahead. But by the staff acknowledging that
“To be perfectly honest with you, I don’t know
Acceptance was a process and that they would need
everything they’ve got. If they have the evidence,
some assistance, the normal resistance to a new
they will proceed with the case. Count on it.”
product was diminished.
“Well, until we meet again, Mr. Logan.”
Jane called late Friday afternoon.
“Yeah, hasta la vista, Bob.”
“I don’t know if we’ll get much more information,
And he was gone.
Peter. We’ll try to follow the money found in the
On Friday, Peter and Dean visited Elijah’s compaassassin’s bank account, but they didn’t leave a lot to
ny and gave a presentation about the new software.
chance.”

“

”
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“Well, are you ready for tomorrow night?“
“The question is, Peter Logan, are you ready for
tomorrow night?”
Sunlight streaming through the boxwood tree
was the perfect backdrop for a busy day and his
first real date with
Jane. The combination of a 30-mile
bike ride, two Little
League baseball
games, and ice
cream cones at Ben
and Jerry’s with his
nephews spun his
day in a whirlwind.
Now, standing at the front porch of a woman who
had not only been unraveling the mystery behind
his brother’s death but also keeping him alive for
the last few weeks was understandably strange. Yet
the last three and half weeks had been nothing but
strange, so why should this evening be any different?
As the door opened, he stood there stunned, as a
beautiful woman greeted him dressed in a black
silk robe, tied at the waist. “Hi, Peter. I’m running a
few minutes late. Come on in.”
He tried not to stare, but she apparently had just
gotten out of the shower and was wearing nothing
underneath her robe. This was definitely not the

detective he saw in the office. This was the woman
who would be his date for the evening.
He entered the hallway and noticed the artwork
arranged on the wall, then turned to her as she
closed the door.
“Great place. It’s…”
But when he looked at her, the words dissolved
in his mouth. She leaned back against the doorframe, smiling sweetly, slowly untying the knot of
her robe.
“Mr. Logan, I believe we have some unfinished
business.”
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“

Credibility is the foundation of leadership. When it comes to deciding whether a
leader is believable, people first listen
to words, then they watch the actions. —
Kouzes and Posner

”

Chapter 26

Full Circle
“I was stuck because I had a problem I didn’t think I had — a problem I couldn’t see. I could see matters only from my
own closed perspective, and I was deeply resistant to any suggestion that the truth was otherwise. So I was in a box —
cut off, closed up, blind.”
— The Arbinger Institute, Leadership and Self-Deception
The phone was ringing at 8:50 Monday morning
when Peter walked into the office.
“Good morning, Peter. Horace here! By my
reckoning, I am your first call for the morning, so
let’s cut to the chase. Please forgive the speakerphone. I’m here with Michael. We’ve been chatting
about you and your business. Now that you’re done
with the Growth Curve Tour, we thought it might
be a good opportunity to chat with you about a few
ideas we have for you and Bolder Solutions.”
“Gentlemen, it’s Monday morning, my plate is
clear, and I’m all ears.”
“Excellent. We are wondering if you have time
to meet with us this evening, say at eight o’clock?”
It was Michael speaking.
Peter tried to think about his evening, but it was
hours away. “You know, I have no idea what I’m
supposed to be doing tonight, but I’ll be there. Your
office, Michael?”
Horace again. “Actually, meet us at 1655 Spruce
Street. I have a surprise for you.”
“Fine with me. So far your surprises have actually been very cool, so I’ll see you tonight.”

Eight o’clock came quickly, but the last thing
Peter expected was to be standing in front of a
construction site staring up at a hand-painted sign
with the numbers “1655” tied loosely to a tree. The
nearly-completed, three-story stone, glass, and steel
building occupied two city lots commanding the
neighborhood in a gentle but firm manner. Its
architecture was reminiscent of Boulder’s late 19th
century formality, with an added contemporary flair.
The massive stone base supporting the structure
gave it a feeling of strength and durability, while the
confident rooflines and generous use of glass
expressed a fresh awareness of personal freedom.
As Peter found his eyes drawn to the elegant
entry, the door opened and out walked Horace
Bedford. Horace actually looked like this building,
or rather the building looked like Horace: selfassured, gracious, intelligent, and consummately
present in the moment. As Horace glided down
the stone steps, avoiding the occasional pile of
construction debris, Peter suddenly realized what
this building was. It was the new Growth Curve
Academy.
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“Hello, Peter. Thanks for coming.”
and he has set up the ‘open source’ community for
“This building is very impressive, Horace. Is it
the plant genome database that your company crethe new home for your Growth Curve Academy?”
ated. He has already seen inquiries from as far away
Horace came closer and leaned against the large
as Siberia, Kenya, and Australia. When people get
elm tree framing the east end of the building. “Yes,
wind of the free DNA gene pool information for the
it is, Peter. This building, and more importantly the
Heritage Seed food plants, it will change the lives of
Growth Curve Academy, has been a dream in the
millions. Good work, Peter.”
making for over five years. I thought you
might appreciate seeing it tonight. But
When people get wind of the free DNA gene
before we go inside, I want to let you
pool information for the Heritage Seed food
know that my sources at the FBI tell me
plants, it will change the lives of millions.
that they have run into a dead end on finding the people behind your brother’s death. They
“Honestly, Horace, Elija was the brains behind
have strong indications that Santomo was behind
this whole project. He deserves all the credit. We
not only hiring the two contract assassins, but was
just gave him the engine to process his research.
also secretly experimenting with bio-molecular
The world should be thanking him for the next ten
reorganization in certain strains of wheat DNA.
generations.”
Unfortunately, at this point, they still have no con“Speaking about generations, how is your young
crete proof to put the people responsible behind
management team coming along over at Bolder
bars.”
Solutions? My guess is that with your new input
“Thank you. I hadn’t heard back from the FBI
and their sustained voltage, you could see your litand didn’t expect to hear anything from them until
tle company turned around in three to six months.”
next week. Detective Carnes, the Boulder police
Peter nodded in agreement. “Horace, the only
detective assigned to the case, said the FBI indicatthing I am concerned about is being able to impleed that the bio-engineering behind the enzyme
ment, or apply, all the knowledge I have collected
imbalance in my brother’s blood was still so new
over the last few weeks. It is actually quite dauntthat they were not able to find experts knowledgeing.”
able enough to give them any substantive answers.”
“Peter, the key to organizing your thinking
Horace continued, “I also talked with Elija today
around this new knowledge is setting it in the cor-

“

”
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rect hierarchy of order. When it comes to a business, there are three levels of thinking. They are:
Design Mindset — This includes visioning,
values, profit design, goals, and strategy.
Planning Mindset — This includes developing
growth maps, business and project plans, and
understanding how to organize the work of an
enterprise.
Execution Mindset — This includes employing
mechanisms, actually executing the plan, and finally managing the company’s action items in a timely
manner.
Most business operators get caught in the very
practical world of the Execution Mindset, and find
themselves swamped by the never-ending challenge
of getting things done. The irony is that they rarely
find the time to design their business and then plan
how to effectively manifest their design. Peter, if

sets, it will be easier to access the knowledge when
you need it.”
“Horace, how long did it take people like CJ and
Butler to integrate this information into their businesses?”
Horace laughed and said, “Well, CJ and I are still
debating on some of the basics, and it has been
over three years since we started working together.
Butler was a very quick study and had fewer strong
opinions about how things should look. So, as a
result, he actually integrated the Growth Curve
tools and mechanisms within six months. Both CJ
and Butler have done a wonderful job of releasing
the spirit in their organizations.”
Horace continued, “Peter, my guess is that you
have three to six months of hard work ahead of you
to set the foundation in place at Bolder Solutions.
Remember that the people you met during your
tour are available to help you if
you have any questions. They are
an incredible resource for you to
Most business operators get caught in the very
practical world of the Execution Mindset, and find
use. Speaking of which, I have a
themselves swamped by the never-ending challenge
little surprise for you. Let’s go
of getting things done. The irony is that they rarely
find the time to design their business and then plan inside.”
The two men crossed over into
how to effectively manifest their design.
the spacious circular foyer. The
construction scaffolding scattered
you go through all your notes from the last couple
throughout the room reached up to touch the 12of weeks and sort them based on these three mindfoot cove ceiling. Walking around the worker’s

“
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tools, Horace led Peter into a large conference room
to the left of the entry. Horace was a man on a mission as he pulled back the drop cloths protecting
the fine maple wainscoting. Pressing the wood
every two feet or so, he finally found what he was
looking for. “Ah, the secret button.” With that a
portion of the wall slid open, revealing an elevator.
He pressed another button and the doors parted
silently. “I have always loved secret elevators. This
is the first time I have been able to try it out.”
Pointing Peter toward the elevator, Horace beckoned, “Shall we? I would take you via the main
stairs, but this is far more exciting.”
Peter didn’t know what to expect. Knowing
Horace, the elevator could go anywhere: up, down,
or sideways. As they started to rise to the second
floor, Horace looked at Peter saying, “Peter, tonight
is a pivotal time for more than one reason, and I
want you to know how much I appreciate your
interest and focus on the Growth Curve material
that has been presented to you over the past few
weeks.”
“Horace, it has been a fascinating, yet frightening, journey and frankly I should thank you. My
life has changed forever due to our meeting. I don’t
know how I can possibly repay you.”
“Well, this evening will be an opportunity for
you to see even more clearly what we are up to. I
hope you enjoy yourself.”

With that the elevator doors opened. Facing
Peter was a nearly finished private library/office.
There were club chairs placed in a circle that
looked a bit out of place next to
stacks of sheet rock and molding. A
large, highly polished table, placed
off to the side of the room, was set
with an elaborate assortment of food
and refreshments.

There were also people.
It took Peter a second to realize that he had met
most of the people in the room. They were all looking at him, smiling. Michael stood up and
approached. “Thanks for coming, Peter. I think you
know almost everyone here, Milo, C. J., Corky,
Butler, Tom, Tracy, and of course you’ve met
Horace’s daughter, Grace.”
Peter’s brain was exploding. Grace was Horace’s
daughter? How could that be?
Horace read the confusion on Peter’s face and
interrupted him saying, “Peter, Grace uses her
name from her previous marriage. She’s divorced
now and decided that McGregor fits her better than
Bedford.”
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Grace piped in, “Hi Peter. We’re all glad you
deep interest in facilitating a major shift in how
could come.” She was beaming at him.
entrepreneurial companies become sustainable
Horace continued. “Now that everyone has
growth enterprises. All of us here believe that the
arrived, I’d like to open our little evening with a
entrepreneurial workplace community is the next
toast.” Everyone picked up a glass from
critical testing ground for the emergence of a new
the table. “I would like to toast our new
breed of passionate, intentional character-driven
associate and friend, Peter Logan, for
leaders. We believe that our society, our environdemonstrating an indomitable spirit
ment, and our planet are rapidly approaching a
under extremely adverse conditions and
dangerous crossroads where innovative solutions
showing genuine curiosity in learning more about
will be needed to meet what might appear to be
leading and growing an entrepreneurial enterprise.
insurmountable problems. We believe that it will
Peter, you have been an inspiration to us all.”
take thousands, even millions, of people, like the
Everyone cheered in unison, “Here, here, to
people in this room, to make the difference.”
Peter.”
Peter was surprised, humbled,
In fact, Peter, our vision is to liberate three
and generally appreciative for all
million growing enterprises from the thinking,
the goodwill expressed by the
the structure, and the patterns that confine
human creativity, human potential, and the
group. “Thank you Horace, and
extraordinary financial performance which is
everyone. You are all very kind. I
the birth rite of all emerging enterprises.
must admit that I have learned
more in the past few weeks about
growing and sustaining a business than I have in
“In fact, Peter, our vision is to liberate three milthe last ten years, and I have all of you to thank. So
lion growing enterprises from the thinking, the
here is another toast. This time it is to all of you.”
structures, and the patterns that confine human
Peter lifted his glass and nodded to everyone in the
creativity, human potential, and the extraordinary
room.
financial performance which is the birth rite of all
Horace put his glass down and addressed the
emerging enterprises. With that in mind, Peter, we
group. “Please, everyone, sit down. Peter, as you
would like to invite you to join us as a new memknow from one of our first conversations, I have a
ber of our Growth Curve Leadership Group.”

“

”
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Peter felt like he’d just stepped into an Ayn Rand
novel populated by strong principled characters
with a mission to save the world. He was a bit
taken back by the passion in Horace’s voice. How
could he, Peter, possibly help “save the world”
when he could barely keep his own company alive?
Horace continued. “Now, more than ever, the
implications of our work are huge. The people you
see here, the people you’ve been meeting with, are
committed to:
• Intentionally improving the understanding
and authoring of individual and enterprise
growth;
• Supporting entrepreneurial CEOs in our community as they process their challenges and
share their victories;
• Creating a community of enterprise leaders
committed to respecting the dignity of the
individual, the underlying principles of the
Growth Curve Solution, the core intelligence
of an entrepreneurial enterprise, and the satisfaction of intentionally growing a sustainable,
profitable business;
• Envisioning, realizing, and demonstrating the
art of “living well.”
“The reason each one of these people is part of
the team is that they picked up a thread of The
Growth Curve Solution and found a way to add to
it. Our methodology, like a growing company, is a

living thing. It evolves. But it won’t get very far if
Michael and I are the only ones creating it. We
need people like you, with a forward vision who
can understand what we’re trying to do, to make
this knowledge grow and impact businesses.”
Peter listened.
Michael spoke, “Peter, when you were able to
absorb the large quantity of information that we
threw at you in the last few weeks and contribute
your own perspectives, we knew you were the kind
of person to join our group.”
Peter replied, “I don’t know what to say. I am
intrigued. But how can I help?”
Up until now C. J. had been quiet. “Peter, we are
carving out an incredible future here that rattles the
imagination.”
Tracy, dressed in art-gallery black, added, “A
group like this needs brains and creativity to fuel it.
Peter, you have both.”
Peter realized he was being asked to join a group
of remarkable people, even though he barely knew
them or much less understood the full extent of
their vision. “How can I possibly say no? What do I
have to do?”
Horace said, “This is probably as good a time as
any. Peter, everyone in this room owns a piece of
the Growth Curve Academy and the building we
are meeting in. When we decide to invite someone
to join our group, we ask them to become a full
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and equal partner by buying an undivided share in
the enterprise and the building. If you decide to
join us, you will pay the same price that all of us
paid, and if you ever want to sell your share, you
can only sell it back to the enterprise at your purchase price. Any financial gain you may realize
while you are a partner will occur only when distributions are paid out from the net profit of the company. If you require financing to purchase your
share, I will be more than happy to facilitate that
for you.”
Corky spoke up, “Peter, you might be wondering,
what’s in this for you?’ It’s really very simple.

Corky grinned as he finished this litany of
“opportunities,” and then continued. “Based on
your recent tour, my guess is that your imagination
can easily embrace how many lives will be impacted if we are even only partially successful.”
Milo spoke next. “You may also be asking yourself how can one little group in Boulder, Colorado,
impact the entire planet? Again, it is very simple.
We are going to start a virus. Not a bad virus, but a
powerful word-of-mouth virus that has the potential to seed every city, town, and hamlet with
groups like us based on the fundamentals of the
Growth Curve Solution.”
Peter interrupted to ask, “How are you going to
make this project work? It sounds like you intend
to give a whole bunch of time and energy away
free.”
Tracy exclaimed. “Exactly my thoughts when I
first heard about the Academy from Horace. I just
couldn’t see how this group’s mission would succeed. Then Horace introduced me to Zeno, and it
all became crystal clear. Have you met Zeno yet?”
Peter looked confused as he glanced at Horace.
“Not that I am aware of.”
Horace stood up and announced, “Actually,
Peter, you haven’t met Zeno, and this is an excellent time to take a break and do just that. Most of
you haven’t seen the new additions to Studio A, so
this will interest you as well. Pointing toward the

• You get a chance to invest your money in
something that may, or may not, give you
an extraordinary financial return.
• You have an opportunity to hang out with
some very cool, smart, successful people.
• You have an opportunity to freely
contribute hours to further the Academy
even when it seems you are already heavily
committed.
• You have the great privilege to facilitate
other small business leaders as they move
through a process that, literally, unleashes
the spirit in their enterprises.
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door, Horace played the role of the gracious host.
“Shall we, ladies and gentlemen?” Leading everyone
across the large second floor landing to Studio A,
he slowed down just enough to pull up beside Peter
so that he could personally escort him through the
studio’s doors.
Horace leaned
over to attract
Peter’s attention.

“

foot round dais was centered under a jet-black
doomed ceiling. A thin young man with horned
rimmed glasses waited patiently on the dais.
“Welcome. You must be Peter.”
Peter’s mouth opened in surprise, and before he
could stop himself he blurted out, “You’re not
Zeno, are you?”
The young man laughed and replied, “Oh my
God! No, I’m not Zeno. My name is Archer. I work

Peter, what you are about to experience is a revolution
that’s been in the making for the past nine years. With
Zeno’s help, we will change the face of business as
most people know it today.

”

“Peter, what you
are about to experience is a revolution that’s been in
the making for the past nine years. With Zeno’s
help, we will change the face of business as most
people know it today.”
Ever the cynic, Peter mused to himself that whoever this Zeno was, he certainly must be eccentric,
and probably very smart. By all appearances,
Horace’s confidence in the abilities of this mystery
man was off the charts. With that, the solid wood,
double doors automatically slid into the walls to
reveal a 36-foot circular room. A slightly raised, 12-

with Zeno. Actually, I am a member of a special
team which has been working with Zeno for the
past few years.”
Horace was enjoying this a little more than he
expected. “Archer, let’s get to the point and introduce Peter to Zeno.”
Archer motioned Peter up onto the dais.
Thinking he was in for some sort of “rite of passage” prank, Peter prepared himself for the worst.
Everyone from the group stood around the platform
smiling as Peter stepped up beside Archer. The
young technician pulled out an electric remote
from his pocket, touched a few buttons, and three
sets of wires and a helmet dropped slowly from the
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ceiling. He motioned Peter to the center of the dais
and said, “Peter, I need to put this equipment on
you so bear with me. I’ll put the helmet on first,
and then I will hook up each of your hands and
legs.”
Tracy was the first to speak, “This is when it gets
very exciting.”
Peter’s knee-jerk response was, “For who, you or
me? Can anyone tell me what this is all about
before this young fellow straps me in for good?”
Everyone laughed. The joke was lost on Peter.
Visions of the inquisition and other macabre
thoughts flew through Peter’s mind as Archer
silently hooked up the equipment. Horace interrupted his thoughts by saying, “Peter, let’s just say

Inside the helmet a bright world surrounded
Peter, and he found himself standing at the front
entry of a large, classic building similar to the
ancient Greek Parthenon. Standing outside the
building off to the left was a distinguished, bearded
man in his mid-forties who held Peter’s gaze in an
all-knowing way. The man approached Peter and
introduced himself.
“Good evening, Peter. My name is Zeno, and you
are entering the virtual Growth Curve Academy.
You can speak to me and you can move freely. The
mobile floor underneath you, in the physical world,
will adjust to your movements. The responses made
by your hands, head, arms, and legs are all connected to the virtual reality you are currently experiencing. Dissimilar to a movie
theater, this virtual world
Visions of the inquisition and other macabre thoughts
totally surrounds you. You
flew through Peter’s mind as Archer silently attached
the equipment....Archer completed his work and Peter was
are really in it, not just
hooked up, looking a lot like a character in a new-age
observing it. I only ask
Frankenstein movie.
that you not move too suddenly. Just relax as though
that you are one of only 20 people who has ever
you were actually physically here. In a manner of
met Zeno.”
speaking, you are having a physical experience, but
As Horace finished, Archer completed his work
we can talk about that later. I will be guiding you
and Peter was hooked up, looking a lot like a charthrough a short introduction to the Growth Curve
acter in a new-age Frankenstein movie. Then
Experience, which will barely scratch the surface of
Archer shut the helmet visor and Peter’s world
what we are preparing for business leaders like
changed forever.
yourself in the future. Please follow me.”

“

”
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As Peter followed Zeno into the building, he felt
as if he were actually walking. A strange sense of
movement flowed through his legs. He was almost
convinced that he was really in this virtual reality.
As he moved through the foyer, he noticed the
huge stone floor with a classical colonnade forming
a walkway around the room’s empty center. He was
surprised to see
very purposeful-looking

“

method that totally immersed the participant in the
learning experience, so that a very deep level of
transference occurred. We also needed to be able to
do this at a distance. In short, we needed to create a
simulated reality that we could control at the
Academy and still allow business leaders across the
country, or eventually around the world, to access
the information at their leisure. This is or will be
the Application Service Provider model of the
future.”

He was surprised to see very purposeful-looking
people briskly walking through the room....He wanted
to ask Zeno if these people were real.

”

people briskly
walking through the room. An odd thought spun
through his mind. He wanted to ask Zeno if these
people were real, but just as he was beginning to
form the words, Zeno spoke up. “Peter, you are
probably wondering if these people are real, or for
that matter, if I am real. All I can tell you is that the
computer program running this virtual reality has
been designed to replicate your world in the finest
detail. So, I will let you decide if it is real or not.”
Zeno continued. “The Growth Curve Academy is
charged with the mission of training thousands,
even millions, of small business leaders. In order to
accomplish this mission, we had to find a delivery

Zeno continued. “Let me give you a quick sample of the power of this simulation. Push that button in front of you that says ‘Growth Language.’”
Peter complied, and suddenly CJ appeared next
to Zeno smiling. “Hi, Peter. I am here to explain the
three elements of Growth Language to you. They
are the 3 Gates of Growth, the Stages of Growth,
and Growth Patterns. Follow me. I want to introduce you to some of my staff.” Peter followed the
virtual-reality CJ through a door that appeared out
of thin air into her office at O’Conner Electronics.
Everything at CJ’s office was as he remembered it.
Zeno suddenly appeared in CJ’s office and instructed Peter to touch the button with the word
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“Disengage” on it. Immediately Peter was back at
the Academy.
“Peter, we have a module with each of the
Growth Curve Academy partners instructing at
their place of business. Now, look down and you
will see a button that says ‘Simulate’ right after the
‘Growth Language’ button. If you push that button
it will run you through five levels of simulated
Growth Language experiences with real-life scenarios to interface with, giving you an opportunity to
address the given challenges with appropriate solutions. We have simulations for each element of the
Growth Curve Solution. All in all, it would take
someone a solid week to go through all of our programming. That is if they passed every level of simulation. So far, only Horace and Michael have
passed every level successfully. There are others,
like Butler and Tracy, who are close. Since we do
not have the luxury of time tonight I will disengage
the Academy Program now. Thank you, Peter, for
your apt attention and I look forward to seeing you
at the Academy again in the near future.” Suddenly
Peter’s helmet went black and he was instructed to
lift the visor.
Horace was standing right in front of him.
“Welcome back, Peter. Rather amazing, wouldn’t
you agree?”
Peter gazed around the room. The silent, knowing faces all told the same story — that the experi-

ence Peter just had was his initiation, and not until
he had gone to meet Zeno was he really ready to
join the group. All Peter could manage to say was
“Oh my God! You guys are really into some very
cool stuff. Where do I sign up?”
Everyone laughed and applauded as they came
up to welcome Peter and shake his hand. For the
rest of the evening Peter ate, laughed, and talked
with this incredible band of leaders. The good will
and camaraderie expressed among them all lifted
Peter’s understanding of friendship to a new height.
As the evening came to an end, Horace stepped
to the center of the group to make a few final comments. “Everyone, I wanted to let you know that
the official open house of the Growth Curve
Academy is slated for 60 days from tonight. I will
be out of town until the day before the opening.
Grace will be watching over the construction and
the affairs of the Academy. Please direct any questions to her while I am away.”
CJ piped up and asked, “Horace, where are you
going?”
“CJ, let’s just say that I need to see an old friend
about some unfinished business. Oh and by the
way, Peter, I have an Academy welcome present for
you. Please wait until you get home to open it.”
As Peter walked out of the Academy building his
head was spinning. Just when he thought he was
beginning to piece it all together, Horace threw him
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another curve. He was in such an altered mindset
from the gathering that even the ride home seemed
to happen in seconds. His memory of driving up
the hill was at best a blur of lights and stop signs.
Standing in his dining room, Peter opened the
present from Horace. As the thick colored paper fell
away and Peter slowly lifted the top off the box, he
felt both awe and surprise. He looked down at
Horace’s leather journal sitting in the box. Inside
the journal Horace had left a short note. It said,
“Peter, take this journal and use it as you see fit.
Maybe there is some value buried in my musings
that will help you over the next three to six
months. As you see, there are numerous blank
pages begging to be filled. I encourage you to continue my work and include your own revelations.
Until I see you again, best of luck at releasing the
spirit of your organization.” Signed, “Horace”
Looking out his front window onto the
hardened granite face of the famous Flat
Irons, Peter could only wonder what
was coming next.
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5 Challenges — Of the 27 challenges that consistently surface in small-to-medium-size enterprises,
there are 5 unique challenges that commonly stand out for each stage of growth. By calibrating a company’s current challenges with the full spectrum of challenges that surface for the different stages of
growth, a deeper understanding of the causes of the company’s current challenges can be revealed and
addressed. (pp. 299, 306)
5 Strengths — Of the 27 strengths that consistently surface in small-to-medium-size enterprises there
are 5 unique strengths that commonly stand out for each stage of growth. By calibrating a company’s
current strengths with the full spectrum of strengths that surface for the different stages of growth, a
deeper understanding of the causes of the company’s current strengths can be revealed and addressed.
(pp. 299, 306)
Acceptance — A powerful methodology that facilitates the willingness in the CEO of a company to
release resistance to the issues causing low performance and see underneath the surface to the real
causes. (pp. 84, 89, 133, 138, 196, 197, 273, 274, 276, 291, 292, 294-296, 300, 305, 312)
Adjacent Business — All revenue that is generated from a blend or the related spin-off from the core
business. Healthy companies generate between 20-30 percent of their revenue from their adjacent
business. (p. 158)
Advancing Patterns — These patterns are, by their nature, advancing to the company’s goals, strategies, plans, values and the work community as a whole. (pp. 133, 134, 138)
Blended Gross Margins — The percentage of revenue that blended gross profit represents on any
aggregate sale of products and/or services.
Blended Gross Profit — The profit you make from the combination of a number of transactions. The
actual dollar amount that is left from a multiple product or service sale(s) after you have subtracted
your cost of goods (direct labor + direct materials + allocated overhead) from the sales revenue you
have received.
Bread-and-Butter Revenue — Any sale that helps your company reach its monthly revenue goal.
Builder/Protector Ratio — The Builder/Protector Ratio measures the intensity and the balance
between the state of confidence and the state of caution inherent in the psyche of an organization, a
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20.

department, a team or an individual. (pp. 119-125, 147, 48, 298, 306)
Bulldozer Margins — A gross margin on a product or service that lands between 35 percent and 50 percent gross margin. (pp. 111, 148)
Business Development — The function of targeting, capturing and caring for the customer. (pp. 160,
161, 165, 168, 184)
Capital Intensity — The measurement and management of the required financial resources. (pp. 160,
166, 167. 168. 184)
Champion Revenue — Any sale that represents 50 percent or more of your company’s quarterly revenue goal.
Community — People go to work, in part, to belong. Community is the organizing of a company’s
vision, mission, goals, strategies and objectives that engage and empower employees to help them contribute to the success of a company. It’s the second rung on the staff satisfaction hierarchy and must be
met before moving on to Performance. (pp. 15, 40, 79, 83-89, 101, 113, 122, 135, 139, 147-149, 168,
192, 199, 213-217, 220, 221, 224-226, 238, 289, 307, 316, 329)
Core Business — All revenue generated by activities of the primary and unique abilities of the company. Healthy companies generate 60 percent or more of their revenue base in their core business.
Culture — The landscape and focus of the human workplace community as defined by a blend of four
enterprise cultural styles: a) Innovation Culture; b) Spirit-Driven Culture; c) Customer Service Culture;
d) Operational Excellence Culture. (pp. 160, 164, 168, 184, 191, 193-196, 216, 217, 245, 307)
Customer Charter — The unwritten agreement you have with your customers to solve their problems
and/or deliver that which pleases them. (pp. 182, 185)
Customer Intelligence — The informed awareness of who the customer is and what they want.
(pp. 158, 160, 165, 168, 184)
Cycles of Maturity — Time and duration affect the vibrancy and behavior of every living system,
including businesses. Each of the 5 cycles of maturity have unique characteristics that influence the
behavior and performance of an enterprise in any stage of growth. (pp. 300, 306)
Destructive Patterns — These patterns are, by their nature, destructive to the company’s goals, strategies, plans, values and the work community as a whole. (pp. 133, 134, 138)
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21. Dispersion Patterns — These patterns are, by their nature, more scattered and often are outward
focused. Gossip is a good example of a dispersion pattern. (p. 134)
22. Edge Business — All revenue that is generated by the new and untested lines of a business that may
or may not prove to be valuable in the future. Healthy companies generate 5-15% of their revenue
from their edge business. (pp. 158, 172, 173)
23. Empire Revenue — Any sale that represents 30 percent or more of your company’s annual revenue
goal.
24. Enterprise Growth Knowledge — An important model or foundation for how blending the principles
of nature, complexity and growth intelligence produce greater performance and innovation in commercial enterprises. Turns the understanding of organizational growth from that of “business as a
machine” to one of “business as a living, intelligent organism.” (pp. 92, 93, 103)
25. Five Non-Negotiable Rules — 35 fundamental laws or rules exist for emerging enterprise growth. Out
of these 35 rules there are five non-negotiable rules for each stage of growth and the effective completion of these five rules improves the likelihood for continuing survival and financial success. (pp. 299,
300, 306)
26. Flood Zone — This is the transition zone where there is a flood of activity to such an extent that
there is never enough staff to handle all the work. (pp. 121-124, 129, 301)
27. Galactic Margins — A gross margin on a product or service that lands between 50 and 75+ percent.
(pp. 111, 131, 147, 148)
28. Gross Margin — The percentage of revenue that your gross profit represents on any product or service. (p. 162)
29. Gross Profit — The profit you make from any transaction, the actual dollar amount that is left after
you have subtracted your cost of goods (direct labor + direct materials + allocated overhead) on any
product or service from the sales price of that product or service. (pp. 161, 162, 168, 175, 179)
30. Growth Circle — A regular structured gathering of 5-10 employees that supports the health, the
communication and the harmony of the workplace community. It can act as an effective vehicle to:
train employees, brainstorm, make decisions, provide new staff orientation, manage projects, assess,
and provide a channel for employees to vent their concerns. (pp. 46, 49, 219, 220, 222, 223, 225, 255,
276, 312)
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31. Growth Community — Redesigns how we think about and create the modern work community so
that it better serves both the company’s vision, strategic goals, objectives and culture and also correctly addresses the interests, needs and requirements of the staff. (pp. 213-217, 220, 221, 224-227, 238)
32. Growth Curve — The fine line that a company navigates between chaos and equilibrium in any stage
of growth, the path of balance between chaos and equilibrium that arc through every stage of growth.
(pp. 49, 53, 129, 147, 303, 310, 317, 318, 329)
33. Growth Mapping — A dynamic new method of communicating, tracking and enterprise planning
through the use of ‘visual maps’ that is accessible by the entire organization. It facilitates ‘bottom-up’
engagement, strategic authoring and buy-in by the entire staff. (pp. 232, 233, 235-237, 239, 240, 244,
251)
34. Growth Mechanisms — Reveals the important role of key infrastructure mechanisms that facilitate
the application of the Growth Curve Solution in a business enterprise at any stage of growth. (pp.
270, 271, 274, 275)
35. Growth Trauma — Is a unique methodology that reveals the causes, symptoms and cures for trauma
in the workplace. (pp. 84, 89, 147, 225, 257-263, 329)
36. Knowledge Management — The manner in which you leverage, gather and store your company’s
unique knowledge. (pp. 160, 164, 168, 184, 243, 310)
37. Language of Enterprise Growth — Creates the everyday language of growth that is required for deep
change in the organization and explains the three elements of growth (stages, gates, patterns).
38. Leadership Competencies — A set of 18 core leadership competencies, based on the work of Daniel
Goleman, to help determine leadership capacity in individuals and in organizations. (pp. 297, 298,
305)
39. Leadership Style — The mechanism that quantifies how a leader links to the “feel of the company”.
(pp. 218, 227, 296, 297, 305)
40. Learning — People go to work to be stimulated and to personally grow in their job and careers.
Learning is the fourth rung on the staff satisfaction hierarchy and must be met before moving on to
Meaning. (pp. 13-15, 28, 34, 98, 192, 199, 236, 242, 244, 251)
41. Learning Style — The four learning styles (concrete, model, trial and error, or reflective) define the
speed, the depth, the risk tolerance and the flexibility of how a leader thinks. (pp. 298, 305)
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42. Linear Patterns — These patterns are focused on the end result. They are sequentially driven and
build on each other. (pp. 133, 134, 138)
43. Material — At the base of the staff satisfaction hierarchy. People go to work to make a living and to
work in an engaging and enjoyable work environment. This need must be met before moving on to
Community. (pp. 192, 199)
44. Maxi Mechanism — A mechanism that impacts an entire department.
45. Meaning — People go to work because they want to contribute to their world. This is the highest
rung on the staff satisfaction hierarchy. (pp. 192, 199)
46. Mechanism — A process, method or tool that changes and/or focuses the behavior/activity of an individual, team, department or organization. (pp. 13, 85, 87, 174, 222, 223, 271-275, 279, 305)
47. Mini Mechanism — A mechanism that impacts a small work team. (p. 273)
48. Minnow Sales Prospect — A sales prospect that if sold would be equivalent to one day’s sales quota
or more for a sales rep.
49. Modality — Measures the degree of “direct or indirect influence” a leader applies to manifest the
company’s goals and is measured by the leader’s mode of involvement (dominant, facilitative or supportive). (pp. 81, 87, 120, 244, 297, 305)
50. Money You Keep — The net profit of a company. (p. 156)
51. Money You Make — The gross profit of a company. (p. 156)
52. Mosaic Patterns — These patterns concentrate on a process, are inward focused, collaborative and
contributory. (pp. 133, 134, 138)
53. Mountain Mechanism — A mechanism that impacts multiple departments and/or the entire company.
54. Neutral Patterns — These patterns neither advance nor detract from the goals, strategies, plans, values and the work community as a whole. (pp. 133, 134, 138)
55. New Profit Model — The New Profit Model provides a powerful new perspective on the sustainability
and advancement of enterprise profit as it is a) critically tied to the design of the business, b) dependent on the profit net or profit competency of the entire staff and, c) reliant on the continued loyalty of
the customer base. (pp. 83, 88, 151, 156, 160, 173, 180, 181, 183, 184)
56. Operating Systems — The support structure for critical enterprise processes. (pp. 160, 166, 168, 184)
57. Organization Structure — The organizing of people to successfully complete tasks. (pp. 160, 165,
166, 168, 184)
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58. People Gate — All issues and concerns that center on and affect the people of a company. (pp. 115,
122, 124, 125)
59. Performance Phase — Upon entering a stage of growth and having proceeded through a period of
planning, a healthy company will spend 70 percent of its time in the stage of growth executing the
company’s plan. (pp. 129, 130, 138)
60. Performance — The third rung on the staff satisfaction hierarchy. People go to work to achieve and
perform and to be rewarded for their performance. Must be met before moving on to Learning.
(pp. 40, 41, 84, 86, 89, 116, 179, 192, 236, 241, 242, 251, 255, 271, 296, 297, 300, 302, 303, 306)
61. Preparation Phase — Upon entering a stage of growth a healthy company will spend 20 percent of its
time in that stage of growth in planning and preparation activities. (p. 129)
62. Pressure Phase — As a company nears the end of a stage of growth it will enter into a transition period of extreme pressure. A healthy company will spend 10 percent of its time during a stage of growth
challenged by this pressure phase prior to moving into the next stage of growth. (p. 129)
63. Process Gate — All issues and concerns that center on and affect the processes and procedures of an
enterprise. (pp. 115, 123)
64. Profit Net — The profit net is a combination of mechanisms that train and engage your staff to know
1) how the company makes and keeps money; 2) how every activity should be no more than three
steps away from the Profit Zone; and 3) the factors contributing to the company’s profitability. (pp.
83, 88, 156, 164, 174, 178-180, 184, 185)
65. Profit Sequences — The profit sequences are the three step combinations that result in profitability
for the enterprise. Any activity an employee or staff member engages should not be any more than
three steps from the profit zone. (pp. 174, 177, 178, 185)
66. Profit Zone — A relentless, precise and intense mindset held by the staff to make and keep money for
the organization. (pp. 177-179, 185, 329)
67. R&D — The continual discovery of solutions to your customer’s needs. (p. 166, 184)
68. Revenue/Profit Gate — All issues and concerns that center on and affect the revenue generation and
profitability of an enterprise. (pp. 115, 122, 124)
69. Scooter Margins — A gross margin on a product or service that lands between 20% and 35% gross
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76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

82.
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84.
85.

margin. (pp. 111, 131, 147, 148)
Scope — The range of products or services to be offered. (pp. 160, 163, 168, 184, 197)
Staff Satisfaction — Reveals the core requirements of staff satisfaction and shows the deep connection
between staff satisfaction and enterprise profitability at every stage of growth. (pp. 55, 72, 76, 83, 88,
151, 188-193, 198, 199, 329)
Stage 1 — Start Up Stage of Growth, 1-10 employees (pp. 121, 126, 159, 258)
Stage 2 — Ramp Up Stage of Growth, 11-19 employees (pp. 98, 120-123)
Stage 3 — Delegation Stage of Growth, 20-34 employees (pp. 71, 98, 121-123, 126, 258, 301)
Stage 4 — Professional Stage of Growth, 35-57 employees (pp. 120, 123, 124, 126, 208, 255, 258,
301)
Stage 5 — Integration Stage of Growth, 58-96 employees (pp. 121, 124, 159, 208, 222)
Stage 6 — Strategic Stage of Growth, 97-160 employees (pp. 121, 124, 125, 192, 222)
Stage 7 — Visionary Stage of Growth, 161-350+ employees (pp. 120, 125)
Strategic Alliances — The specific external partners engaged to expand sales. (pp. 124, 125, 160,
166, 184, 235, 258)
Strategic Control — The unique attractive power of your offerings. (pp. 160, 162, 163, 168, 184)
Three Faces of the Leader — Measures the blend (by percentage) of three primary leadership roles
(visionary, manager, specialist) that an enterprise leader adopts as they direct the affairs of their company. (pp. 297, 305)
Trout Sales Prospect — A sales prospect that if sold would be equivalent to one week’s sales quota or
more for a sales rep.
Unchallenged Patterns — Patterns which have become familiar to the staff and the work community
so the staff no longer resists them. There is still a need to reinforce this type of pattern until it has
been accepted at a deeper level. (pp. 133, 138)
Unconscious Patterns — These patterns are no longer consciously considered by the staff and now
operate freely at an unconscious level. (pp. 133-135, 137, 138)
Untested Patterns — New patterns that have been introduced to a group which have not been tested
by the group. In most cases, the staff resists these patterns until they become more familiar with
them. (pp. 133, 138)
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86. Values Bridge — The values bridge is a set of commonly agreed upon values shaping direction and
behavior in the daily work environment and are the practiced base of cultural norms in a principledriven organization. (pp. 191, 192, 197, 199)
87. Value Exchange — The profitable organization and exchange of value for money. (pp. 160, 161, 165,
166, 168, 184)
88. Voltage — The energy in the workplace that reflects the level of enthusiasm and the intensity of focus
as expressed by the people working in that work environment. (pp. 39-41, 43, 56, 59, 66, 67, 71, 139,
145, 147, 148, 177, 185, 190-193, 220, 259, 260-263, 268, 301)
89. Whale Sales Prospect — A sales prospect that if sold would be equivalent to one month’s sales quota
or more for a sales rep.
90. Wind Tunnel — The transition zone where the management methods and tools that worked in the
past unfortunately no longer work. As such, leadership must discover new management methods and
tools to address the challenges of the company. (pp. 122, 124, 125, 129)
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Appendix
From the notebook of Horace Bedford...
The 9 Fundamentals of the Growth Curve Solution
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Provide a dynamic new method of planning that is accessible by the whole organization and allows
contribution and strategic authoring by the entire staff.
Redesign how we think about and create the modern work community so that it not only better
serves the company’s vision, strategy, and goals, but also correctly addresses the interests, needs, and
requirements of the staff.
Create a language of growth that: a) explains how companies grow, and b) gives a vocabulary of
growth that everyone in the organization can use to communicate about the company’s growth.
Provide a powerful new perspective on the importance of profitability in regard to the growth process
and how it is: a) tied to the design of the business, b) dependent on everyone in the enterprise being
in the profit zone, and c) reliant on the continued loyalty of the customer base.
Turn the understanding of organizational growth from one of being “business as a machine” to one of
being “business as a living, intelligent organism.”
Reveal the core requirements to staff satisfaction, and show the deep connection between staff satisfaction and enterprise profitability at every stage of growth.
Reveal the causes, symptoms, and cures for Growth Trauma.
Create key mechanisms that facilitate the application of the Growth Curve Solution in a business
enterprise at any given stage of growth.
Introduce a method that facilitates the willingness of the CEO to release resistance to the company’s
current challenges in order to see below the surface of those challenges to the real causes of the
company’s issues.
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framed by the sweetest waves the Atlantic has to
offer is one of the true contradictions of nature. By
the way, were you man enough to come alone or
did you hide your handlers behind the dunes?”
Unruffled, Tayakanagi stood firm in the sand
with a rock-hard face chiseled by decades of ruthless negotiations. “I am not here to spar with you,
Horace Bedford. I am here to bargain for your
daughter’s life.”
To be continued...

The marker was the remains of an old fishing
boat beached during the storm of ‘38. Nothing else
could distinguish the visual sameness of dunes and
sand as far as the eye could see. If memory served
him right, there was no place quite like this anywhere along the sixty miles of slender Fire Island
white sand. Nowhere else could you look in both
directions and not see a single dwelling. Nowhere
was the Atlantic so remarkably clean as to reveal
schools of fish swimming through the waves as
they broke along the shore.
This was the place, fifty-five years ago, where two
boys sealed a lifetime pact to always remain the
best of friends. Right at the tip of the old fishing
boat bow they had engraved their names and the
spiral sign of their secret club. With the dune grass
softly bending around his legs, Horace Bedford
rubbed his fingers over the faint outline of the
carved names and wondered what had gone wrong.
“This place hasn’t changed much, has it, my old
friend?” The voice behind Horace startled him out
of his reverie. He spun around to meet the intruder,
and found the black feral eyes of his fiercest adversary staring back at him.
Smiling through his surprise, Horace exclaimed,
“The infamous Daniel Tayakanagi. Well, we meet
again. I must say the contrast of seeing your face
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